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Abstract: We provide a semiclassical description of framed BPS states in four-
dimensional N = 2 super Yang-Mills theories probed by 't Hooft defects, in terms of a
supersymmetric quantum mechanics on the moduli space of singular monopoles. Framed
BPS states, like their ordinary counterparts in the theory without defects, are associated
with the L2 kernel of certain Dirac operators on moduli space, or equivalently with the
L2 cohomology of related Dolbeault operators. The Dirac/Dolbeault operators depend on
two Cartan-valued Higgs vevs. We conjecture a map between these vevs and the Seiberg-
Witten special coordinates, consistent with a one-loop analysis and checked in examples.
The map incorporates all perturbative and nonperturbative corrections that are relevant
for the semiclassical construction of BPS states, over a suitably dened weak coupling
regime of the Coulomb branch. We use this map to translate wall crossing formulae and
the no-exotics theorem to statements about the Dirac/Dolbeault operators. The no-exotics
theorem, concerning the absence of nontrivial SU(2)R representations in the BPS spectrum,
implies that the kernel of the Dirac operator is chiral, and further translates into a state-
ment that all L2 cohomology of the Dolbeault operator is concentrated in the middle degree.
Wall crossing formulae lead to detailed predictions for where the Dirac operators fail to be
Fredholm and how their kernels jump. We explore these predictions in nontrivial examples.
This paper explains the background and arguments behind the results announced in the
short note [1].
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1 Introduction
The present paper gives a denition of BPS states of supersymmetric N = 2 gauge theories
in precise mathematical terms, namely, in terms of the kernels of Dirac-like operators on
moduli spaces of magnetic monopoles. Such a description is only available at weak coupling
but, thanks to wall crossing formulae, this is in principle all that is needed to capture the
entire BPS spectrum. An important aspect of this work is the inclusion of certain line
defects known as 't Hooft operators. In general, defects | objects that can be inserted
in the path integral, possibly supported on subspaces of spacetime of positive dimension
or codimension | have been playing an increasingly important role in work on quantum
eld theory in the past years. In this paper we consider line defects localized on zero-
dimensional submanifolds of space, hence stretching along the time axis. Such defects
modify the Hilbert space and Hamiltonian of the theory in an interesting way and lead to
the \framed BPS states" of the title.
To put this work in a broader context recall that in non-Abelian gauge theory Wilson-
't Hooft line operators were employed in [2, 3] to study the phases of Yang-Mills theory.
Their role in the study of electromagnetic duality was emphasized in [4, 5]. In gauge
theories with extended supersymmetry these defects can be dened so as to preserve a
subset of the supersymmetries of the original theory. Four-dimensional gauge theories with
N = 2 supersymmetry provide excellent laboratories for these studies because they often
have two dierent gauge theory descriptions. The rst is the ultra-violet (UV) microscopic
description in terms of the original Yang-Mills gauge group, while the second is an infra-red
(IR) low energy eective description in terms of an Abelian gauge theory. The latter is the
quantum-exact long wavelength description of Seiberg and Witten [6, 7].
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The relationship between UV Wilson-'t Hooft defects and their IR counterparts in
four-dimensional N = 2 theories was recently explored in [8], leading to new insights for
both the original theories without defects and those in the presence of defects. A new
type of BPS state, dubbed a framed BPS state in [8], has played and continues to play a
fundamental role in these developments.1 Framed BPS states are simply BPS states of the
theory in the presence of the defect. They saturate a Bolgomolny bound, the form of which
is modied due to the presence of the defect. In order to minimize confusion, the BPS states
in the theory without defects are referred to as vanilla BPS states. An important class of
framed BPS states, (those which can undergo wall crossing), can be thought of as bound
states of the vanilla BPS states with the defect (or defects) at the \core."
A driving force behind much recent work on supersymmetric gauge and gravity theories
has been the eort to give a complete description of wall crossing phenomena for BPS
states in those theories that possess a continuous space of vacua. BPS states are stable
at generic points of the vacuum manifold, but as the parameters of the vacuum are dialed
through certain co-dimension one walls, they will decay into a number of constituent BPS
states, consistent with charge and energy conservation. Although the ultimate goal is to
describe the change in the Hilbert space of BPS states as these marginal stability walls
are crossed, typically one is limited to describing how certain protected indices that count
states with signs | or generalizations of these to spin weighted characters that keep track
of spin information | change. A remarkable wall crossing formula for certain `generalized
Donaldson-Thomas invariants' was obtained by Kontsevich and Soibelman [9]. Since then,
starting with [10], a number of physics papers have demonstrated that the Kontsevich-
Soibelman formula should apply to BPS states of eld theories.
Framed BPS states undergo wall crossing just as the vanilla states do in N = 2 gauge
theories [8, 11, 12]. It turns out that the core-halo picture of wall crossing | based on
the multi-centered supergravity solutions of [13, 14], and employed to obtain primitive and
semiprimitive wall crossing formulae for vanilla BPS states in [15] | is ideally suited to
the study of wall crossing for framed BPS states, and a complete description of framed wall
crossing was obtained in this way in [8]. Consistency of the framed wall crossing formula
implies the `motivic' Kontsevich-Soibelman wall crossing formula for certain protected spin
characters of vanilla BPS states, provided there is a suciently rich supply of line defects.
This is an excellent example of how one can learn detailed information about a theory by
studying it in the presence of defects.
The protected spin characters (PSC's), introduced in [8] for both vanilla and framed
BPS states, are a priori protected quantities in that they vanish when evaluated on long
representations of the supersymmetry algebra. In order to ensure this property, essential
use is made of the internal SU(2)R symmetry of four-dimensional N = 2 gauge theories.
While neither the generator J3 of the Cartan of the rotation group, nor the generator I3
of the Cartan of SU(2)R, commute with the supercharges, there is a diagonal combination,
I3 = J3 + I3, that does. The PSC's are characters of the corresponding diagonal SU(2) 
1The adjective \framed" refers to the relation of these BPS states to framed quivers. It is not a terribly
good name, but we are stuck with it.
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SU(2)rot  SU(2)R. This should be contrasted with the `rened BPS index' of earlier
investigations, based on J3.
However in all known computations of wall crossing on the Coulomb branch of N = 2
Seiberg-Witten theories for both framed and vanilla BPS states, the two quantities | the
PSC and the rened BPS index | behave identically. Along with other considerations,
this led [8] to make the no-exotics conjecture: the Hilbert space of framed BPS states,
and the Hilbert space of vanilla BPS states (after factoring out a universal center-of-mass
half hypermultiplet factor), over any point on the Coulomb branch of an N = 2 gauge
theory, transform trivially with respect to SU(2)R. The conjecture has since been proven
for pure glue SU(N) theories | i.e. just vectormultiplets and no matter hypermultiplets
| via geometric engineering techniques in [16], a result that has recently been extended to
pure glue theories based on simply-laced gauge algebras [17]. Recently, a more generally
applicable argument based on the structure of supersymmetric stress-energy multiplets has
been given [18].
Investigations of framed BPS states have so far been conned to low energy eective
descriptions of the physics, i.e. the Seiberg-Witten description or other related descriptions
such as [19, 20]. These have the advantage of being valid in strong coupling regions of the
Coulomb branch, but are incapable of probing the core of a BPS particle or line defect
on length scales comparable to the inverse of the Higgs vacuum expectation value (vev)
determining the Coulomb branch vacuum. At these length scales the non-Abelian elds can
become eectively light, as the Higgs eld that gives them mass can deviate signicantly
from its vev, and thus should not have been integrated out.
In the case of vanilla BPS states, there is a well known complementary description of
them as soliton states of the microscopic UV quantum eld theory.2 This description is
limited to the weak coupling regime of the Coulomb branch. It is based on the semiclas-
sical quantization of collective coordinate degrees of freedom associated with the moduli
space of classical soliton eld congurations (i.e.'t Hooft-Polyakov monopoles and Julia-Zee
dyons). Semiclassical quantization leads to a supersymmetric quantum mechanics with the
moduli space as target, in which the space of BPS states is identied with the L2 kernel of
a (twisted) Dirac operator, or equivalently the L2 cohomology of a (twisted) Dolbeault op-
erator. This structure, for N = 2 gauge theories without defects, was uncovered in a series
of papers beginning in the mid `90's [21{26]; for a review and complete list of references
see [27].
1.1 What we do
In this paper we review, extend, and streamline the constructions in [21{26] in several
ways. First and foremost, we give a semiclassical construction of framed BPS states in
N = 2 gauge theories in the presence of line defects, focusing on the class of pure glue
theories for arbitrary simple gauge group G in the presence of half BPS 't Hooft line
2More precisely, the BPS states carrying nonzero magnetic charge are realized as soliton states, while
those carrying zero magnetic charge are ordinary perturbative particle states.
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defects.3 The construction is based on a collective coordinate approximation of the theory
in the presence of defects, where the collective coordinates take values in the moduli space
of singular monopoles. These are moduli spaces of gauge-inequivalent solutions to the
Bogomolny equation with prescribed singularities and have been well studied, (though
prior to [30] most analyses, with an exception being [5], were restricted to the case of
singular SU(2) monopoles). These are hyperkahler manifolds, with possible singularities
depending on the choice of 't Hooft charges at the defect locations. In [30] we obtained
a formula for their dimension via a generalization of the Callias index theorem [31], and
gave the result a physical interpretation along the lines of [32, 33], in terms of multiple
fundamental mobile monopoles of various types | one type for each simple root | in the
presence of the singular monopoles.
The collective coordinate dynamics is obtained from the microscopic eld theory in
the usual way, by expanding the elds around an (approximate) solution to the equations
of motion in which the parameters of the soliton moduli space are promoted to dynamical
variables. The fermionic elds of the N = 2 eld theory possess zero mode excitations
around the soliton as well, and we nd a supersymmetric quantum mechanics with four
supercharges, containing terms of the form derived in the vanilla case [25, 26]. We stress,
however, that there are additionally new dynamical terms, preserving the same super-
symmetries, whose presence is due to the combined eect of having both defects and a
nonzero theta angle.4 Boundary terms in the eld theory action, localized on the defects
and required for consistency of the 't Hooft defect boundary conditions with the variational
principle, play an important role in this analysis. After quantization, the new terms of the
collective coordinate theory aect the form of the supercharge operator, represented as a
Dirac operator, in just the right way so as to make the semiclassical construction of BPS
states compatible with the low energy Seiberg-Witten analysis.
Our second main extension relative to previous work concerns the regime of validity of
the semiclassical approach. We emphasize the importance of including the one-loop correc-
tions to the background monopole mass due to integrating out quantum uctuations around
the soliton ansatz. Indeed, we explain in detail why it is actually an inconsistent approxi-
mation to the dynamics of the full quantum eld theory to consider collective coordinate
dynamics while ignoring these corrections. Doing so led some physicists to make mistakes
when comparing semiclassical analyses with predictions from Seiberg-Witten theory.
Our analysis of these issues in section 4.5 leads us to a conjecture concerning the form
of quantum corrections in the collective coordinate theory. We suggest that agreement
between the two approaches in the weak coupling regime of the Coulomb branch5 where
both are valid, determines the form of all perturbative and nonperturbative corrections
3The analogous construction for half BPS Wilson line defects has been given in [28], and the extension
to general Wilson-'t Hooft defects and N = 2 gauge theories with matter is being considered [29].
4In the vanilla case these terms collapse to a total time derivative in the collective coordinate Lagrangian,
which is nevertheless present and aects the denition of conjugate momenta. In the case with defects they
cannot be written as a total time derivative.
5Our denition of the weak coupling regime is such that the series expansion around innity of the
Seiberg-Witten dual coordinate aD = aD(a) (or equivalently the prepotential) is convergent. See item 2 in
section 4.6 for further discussion.
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to the Dirac/supercharge operator on moduli space, that are required in order to achieve
agreement with the predictions of Seiberg-Witten theory for the BPS spectrum. The
conjecture is corroborated by the known one-loop corrections to the background mass, rst
computed in [34]. (We give an extension of this one-loop result to the case with defects
and general gauge group.) Further checks, perhaps along the lines of [35, 36], are possible
and should be carried out.
Our conjecture takes the form of a map from Seiberg-Witten data fa(u); aD(u); g |
the special coordinates, dual special coordinates, and the electromagnetic charge of the BPS
state in question | to the data dening the twisted Dirac operator. The latter consists a
real Cartan-valued Higgs vev X1 2 t and an asymptotic magnetic charge m determining
the moduli space, together with a second real Higgs vev Y1, determining a triholomorphic
Killing eld on the moduli space that is used to construct the Dirac operator. The magnetic
charge m takes values in either the co-root lattice in the vanilla case, or possibly a shifted
copy of the co-root lattice in the case with defects. The map describes, rstly, a specic
choice of weak coupling duality frame, which denes a trivialization of the local system
of electromagnetic charges  2  , and a specic choice for the (Cartan-valued) special
coordinates and dual coordinates for the given point u on the Coulomb branch. With
respect to this particular trivialization, m is the magnetic component of , while we have
X1 = Im( 1a(u)) ; Y1 = Im( 1aD(u)) : (1.1)
Here  is a phase that is either part of the denition of the line defects in the framed case,
or is the phase of minus the central charge in the vanilla case, Z(u) =  jZ(u)j.
With the aid of this map we can then make a precise identication of the physical
spaces of framed and vanilla BPS states, graded by electromagnetic charge, with subspaces
of the kernel of the Dirac operator, corresponding to an appropriately identied eigenvalue
of an electric charge operator that commutes with the Dirac operator. These identica-
tions, (4.119) and (4.148), are the main results of the paper. One important issue we do not
address is the nature of the singularities in the singular monopole moduli spaces. Known
singularities are of orbifold type, and will not play an important role in the denition of the
L2 kernel. However, if there are more serious singularities they could play an important
role in the denition of the L2 kernel.
In addition to these two extensions, we found that several additional new results were
required along the way in order to arrive at the complete picture of semiclassical (framed
and vanilla) BPS states summarized by (4.119) and (4.148). Let us briey mention two
here. It is well known that the universal cover of the vanilla monopole moduli space, fM,
factorizes as fM = R4 M0, where the at R4 factor is associated with the center of mass
and M0 is an irreducible simply-connected hyperkahler manifold known as the \strongly
centered" moduli space [37, 38]. It follows from the identication of the moduli space
with rational maps to the ag variety (see appendix C.2) that the fundamental group of
the moduli space is 1(M) = Z, for any simple Lie group and magnetic charge, and that
this fundamental group acts on the universal cover fM by a translation along one of the R
factors associated with the overall phase of the monopole together with with an isometry of
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M0. However, for a generic magnetic charge, only a subgroup, LZ  Z of the fundamental
group can be associated with the action of asymptotically nontrivial gauge transformations.
What is the value of the positive integer L? This is important from a physical per-
spective because the action of asymptotically nontrivial gauge transformations is associated
with electric charge. It turns out that a Dirac spinor 	 on the universal cover, fM, will
descend to a well-dened spinor on the quotient fM=LZ, provided that it has properly
quantized eigenvalues with respect to the electric charge operator. However, an additional
ZL  Z=LZ equivariance condition, related to the component of the electric charge parallel
to the (dual of the) magnetic charge, will need to be imposed to make it well-dened on
M. In the case of SU(2) gauge group the answer is known: L is the (integer) value of the
magnetic charge along the simple co-root. As far as we are aware, this question has not
been addressed in the case of general simple compact Lie group G. In appendix C.2 we
prove that in general L is the greatest common divisor of the nonzero components of the
dual of the magnetic charge along the simple roots, where the dual is dened with respect
to the Killing form on the Lie algebra such that long roots have length-squared equal to
two. The associated ZL equivariance condition is part of our identication in (4.148).
Another item that appears not to have been spelled out previously, is the manifestation
of the internal SU(2)R symmetry. Its action in the collective coordinate quantum mechanics
is identied with (the lift from the tangent bundle to the Dirac spinor bundle of) the action
of the triplet of complex structures. This action does not commute with the Dirac operator,
but it does preserve the kernel. While it has been previously recognized that there is such
an SU(2) action on the kernel [25], we connect it directly to the canonical SU(2)R of the
eld theory through the collective coordinate ansatz for the eld theory fermions.
Related to to this, it was observed in [39, 40] that the naive angular momentum
operators of the collective coordinate theory, induced from the SO(3) isometry of the
moduli space, do not satisfy the proper commutation relations with the supercharges, but
that they could be made to do so by adding an additional term to them that involves
the action of the complex structures. We use our identication of SU(2)R to show that
the `naive' angular momentum generators are in fact precisely the generators of the same
diagonal subgroup of angular momentum and SU(2)R that is used in the construction of
the protected spin characters. This result, together with our semiclassical identications of
the spaces of framed and vanilla BPS states, allows us to give a precise identication of the
framed and vanilla protected spin characters with index characters of the corresponding
Dirac operators. The construction is spelled out in section 5.3.
With the identication of BPS spaces and symmetry operators in hand, we proceed
in the latter half of the paper to applications and examples. In section 5 we give three
mathematical conjectures based on our identications. The rst is a translation of the
no-exotics theorem into a statement about the kernel of the Dirac operator, or equivalently
about the twisted Dolbeault cohomology | where it takes a particularly striking form,
reminiscent of Sen's famous result concerning L2 harmonic forms onM [41, 42]. No-exotics
is equivalent to the statement that all nontrivial L2 cohomology of the twisted Dolbeault
operator is concentrated in the middle degree, and is furthermore primitive with respect
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to the sl(2) Lefschetz action on (0; )-forms described in [43, 44].6 So in particular, if the
dimension of the hyperkahler moduli space is 4N , then all BPS states are represented by
(0; N)-forms with respect to any choice of complex structure. This result applies to both
the L2 (twisted) Dolbeault cohomology of the singular monopole moduli spaces, M, and
the strongly centered vanilla moduli spaces M0.
The remaining two conjectures concern the translation of wall crossing formulae into
statements about the family of Dirac operators, constructed from the data fm; X1;Y1g.
The identications of this paper imply that these operators are Fredholm except along
certain co-dimension one walls in X1-Y1 space. At these walls the kernels jump in a
way determined by the framed or vanilla wall crossing formulae, applied to their index
characters. See section 5.3 for the detailed statements. We hope it will be possible to
give an independent proof of the Fredholm property by generalizing the sort of asymptotic
analysis made in [45].
We also employ our identications to go in the other direction | using mathematical
results to obtain physical insight. In section 5.1 we show how a simple Lichnerowicz-
Weitzenbock argument involving the square of the Dirac operator implies the existence
of a `vanishing locus' in the weak coupling regime of the Coulomb branch, where we can
always determine the complete BPS spectrum. This is very important because wall crossing
formulae, for instance, only specify the change in the spectrum when a wall is crossed. One
needs other methods, such as the semiclassical ones described here, to determine the actual
spectrum in a starting chamber.
In sections 6 and 7 we consider in turn a vanilla and framed example in which explicit
L2 wavefunctions on the moduli space can be constructed. The vanilla example concerns
the magnetic charge f1; 1g moduli space for a rank two simple gauge group. This is an
example that has been considered in the past by several groups [24, 25, 46{48]. The strongly
centered moduli space M0 is the single-centered Taub-NUT manifold, and the kernel of
the twisted Dirac operator was determined long ago in [49]. Our reason for reviewing this
example here is to highlight some aspects that were not addressed previously. In particular
we show that the kernel jumps in precisely the way predicted by wall crossing formulae,
and we show that the extremum of the radial probability function, constructed from the
explicit wavefunctions, agrees precisely with the formula of Denef [13, 14] for the bound
state radius.
The example of section 7 concerns framed BPS states in the presence of a single 't Hooft
defect in the su(2) gauge theory (of arbitrary 't Hooft charge). We rst review the known
framed BPS spectrum in the weak coupling regime, as derived in [8], extending those results
slightly to give a closed-form expression for the generating functional determining all of
the framed protected spin characters for this line defect in all weak coupling chambers. We
then consider a special subclass of framed BPS states from the semiclassical point of view,
consisting of a single smooth 't Hooft-Polyakov monopole bound to the 't Hooft defect.
We take the opportunity to present the remarkable closed-form expressions of [50{52] for
6The raising and lowering operators for the Lefschetz sl(2) are constructed from the holomorphic-
symplectic form built out of the remaining two Kahler forms.
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the classical Higgs eld and gauge eld corresponding to these congurations, and briey
summarize a computation of the moduli space metric directly from these solutions, carried
out in [53]. The moduli space is a certain Zjpj quotient of single centered Taub-NUT,
where p 2 Z determines the 't Hooft charge, with p = 1 corresponding to the minimal
SO(3) 't Hooft defect.7 The Taub-NUT analysis can thus be recycled for this example
(with minor modications to account for the quotient), though the map (1.1) between
mathematical and physical quantities is completely dierent in the two examples. We nd
perfect agreement between the jumping of the kernel and the predictions from framed wall
crossing formulae. We also explore the implications of our generating functional for Dirac
operators on a family of eight-dimensional manifolds describing two smooth monopoles in
the presence of a singularity.
1.2 Structure of the paper
In writing this paper we have attempted to give a complete, self-contained, and pedagogical
exposition. In doing so we necessarily had to include a signicant amount of review mate-
rial, collected from many sources, and the manuscript necessarily became quite lengthy. We
have made every eort to state clearly what is review and give proper references. For those
experts interested primarily in a statement of the new results given without derivation,
and especially in the mathematical applications of section 5, we recommend the summary
paper [1].
The structure of the paper is as follows. After introducing the class of UV theories we
consider, section 2 reviews essential material on the low energy Seiberg-Witten description
of vanilla and framed BPS states including IR line defects, protected spin characters,
the core-halo picture, and wall crossing formulae. Section 3 concerns the construction of
classical BPS eld congurations describing dyons in the presence of 't Hooft defects. We
review in detail the essential properties of (singular) monopole moduli spaces, and describe
solutions to the \secondary" BPS equation that lead to static dyon eld congurations.
In section 4 we carry out the semiclassical quantization of the theory around these soliton
eld congurations, following the \moduli space with potential" approach for the collective
coordinate dynamics developed in [24{26]. The inclusion of defects requires a careful
analysis of singularities. Boundary terms in the action, localized on the defects, play
an important role. We motivate the conjectural map (1.1) in section 4.5, while sections 4.6
and 4.7 give the precise semiclassical identications of the spaces of framed and vanilla
BPS states. Section 5 details the mathematical applications mentioned above, and two
examples are analyzed in sections 6 and 7. We describe some future work in section 8.
The appendices contain additional material on A: our N = 2 eld theory conven-
tions; B: the analysis of the variational principle and supersymmetry variations in the
presence of defects; C: aspects of monopole moduli spaces; D: the collective coordinate ex-
pansion; E: quantization of collective coordinates via (0; )-forms; F: the construction of an
inverse to the map (1.1) in the asymptotic region of the Coulomb branch; G: the analysis
7There are certainly more ecient ways to nd this moduli space, which has been known for some
time [54{56], but we nd the direct approach to be illuminating and of great pedagogical value.
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of the twisted Dirac operator on Taub-NUT; and H: framed wall crossing formulae. Quite
a bit of notation has been introduced to meet the goals of completeness and pedagogy, so
we have included an index of notation, I, listing each item's name or meaning and the place
it is rst dened.
2 N = 2 SYM, line defects, and framed BPS states
In this paper for simplicity we restrict to the case of pure supersymmetric gauge theory
with compact, simple gauge group G. The UV microscopic eld variables are an N = 2
non-Abelian vector multiplet, consisting of a gauge eld A, a complex scalar ', and a pair
of Weyl fermions  A. The fermions transform as a doublet under the SU(2)R internal
symmetry group while the gauge and scalar elds are singlets. All elds are valued in the
Lie algebra g of the gauge group G, which we can equivalently view as the representation
space of the adjoint representation.
The bosonic part of the classical action naturally splits into two parts:
S = Svan + Sdef ; (2.1)
with
Svan :=   1
g20
Z
d4xTr

1
2
FF
 +D'D
'  1
4
([';'])2

+
0
82
Z
TrF ^ F
+ fermi ; (2.2)
the standard vanilla action. The term Sdef is present when line defects are inserted into
the theory, and its form depends on the type of defect under consideration. We will have
more to say about this below, after introducing the defects that we will study in this paper.
Details on the fermionic part of (2.2), and the supersymmetry of the full action can be
found in appendix A.
Let us settle here some essential notation and conventions. The bar on ' in (2.2)
denotes the natural conjugation on the complexied Lie algebra, gC ' g
C. We work on
R1;3 with signature ( ;+;+;+) and orientation d4x = dx0d3x, 0123 = 1, and use geometric
conventions where F = 12Fdx
dx , F = 2@[A] + [A; A ] and D' = @' + [A; '].
\ Tr" denotes a symmetric bi-invariant quadratic form on g. This choice induces a quadratic
form on the vector space dual, g. We follow the convention where the length-squared of
a long root is equal to two. This ensures that Euclidean instantons with integral winding
number k will have action 2ik0, where 0 :=
4i
g20
+ 02 . In terms of the standard Cartan-
Killing form we then have for any T a 2 g that
Tr(T 1T 2) :=   1
2h_
tr( ad(T 1) ad(T 2)) : (2.3)
We will sometimes also denote this form by (T 1; T 2)  Tr(T 1T 2). For g = su(N), the
real Lie algebra of traceless anti-Hermitian matrices, Tr =   trN. The minus sign is
inserted for convenience so that the quadratic form is positive-denite on g. We always
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work in conventions where representation matrices for elements of a real Lie algebra are
anti-Hermitian.
The classical theory has a family of vacua labeled by gauge-inequivalent constant val-
ues, ' = '1, satisfying ['1; '1] = 0. In this paper we will restrict our considerations to
the case of maximal symmetry breaking, meaning that '1 2 gC is regular. Then '1 de-
nes a Cartan subalgebra, tC  gC, which we will henceforth refer to as the (complexied)
Cartan subalgebra. The space of gauge-inequivalent '1 can be identied with tC=W where
the quotient identies points related by the action of the Weyl group, W . Associated to
tC we have a root decomposition of the Lie algebra,
gC = tC 
M
2
( iE)  C : (2.4)
The E are raising/lowering operators and  denotes the set of non-zero roots. Recall that
to each root  we associate a co-root H dened by the property h;Hi = 2(; )=(; ),
8 2 . Here h ; i denotes the canonical pairing t  t ! R and ( ; ) is the Killing
form (2.3) | or rather the one induced on g from (2.3); we will use the same notation
for both. (All Killing forms on simple Lie algebras are equivalent up to rescaling so this
particular relation does not depend on the choice of Killing form.) We normalize the E
so that fE; iHg forms a canonical sl(2) subalgebra. Further details on our Lie algebra
conventions can be found in appendix A of [30].
2.1 Line defects of type 
In the past few years several works have emphasized the importance of one-dimensional
(line) and two-dimensional (surface) defects in four-dimensional N = 2 SYM. Broadly
speaking, defects generalize the Wilson loop in Yang-Mills theory to lines and higher di-
mensional objects that carry both electric and magnetic charge. Much as the Wilson loop
provides insight into the physics of connement, these works have shown that defects are
excellent probes of low energy strong-coupling phenomena in N = 2 gauge theories.
We follow the approach of [4, 5] in which defects are dened in the UV theory as
operator insertions and/or specied boundary conditions on the eld variables in the path
integral at the defect locus. Great progress can be made by studying defects that preserve
as much of the original symmetry of the theory as possible, so that one has maximal
analytic control. We work on the Coulomb branch where conformal and superconformal
symmetries are broken. Thus the relevant symmetry algebra in the absence of defects is
the super-Poincare algebra, s0  s1, with even (bosonic) subalgebra
s0 = poin(1; 3) su(2)R  u(1)R ; (2.5)
and odd generators (QA ; Q _B) that transform in the representation
((2;1; 2)+1  (1;2; 2) 1)R ; (2.6)
where the \R" indicates that a reality condition is imposed: (QA )y = Q _A.
We focus on line defects in R1;3 which are located at xed points ~xn 2 R3 and extend in
the time direction. Generically the unbroken subalgebra of the Poincare algebra is simply Rt
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corresponding to time translations. Enhanced symmetries occur for special congurations
of defects. For example, a single defect located at ~x = ~x0 will preserve the algebra so(3)
of spatial rotations about ~x0.
8 Following [8] we consider defects that also preserve the
SU(2)R symmetry as well as half of the supersymmetry. In fact there is a U(1) family of
possibilities labeled by a phase . They may be characterized as the subalgebra that is
xed under the involution
QA !  1AB0 _Q
_
B ;
Q _A ! AB0 _QB : (2.7)
An explicit set of generators invariant under (2.7) is
RA = 
1
2QA + 
  1
20
 _
Q
_A : (2.8)
A line defect of type , denoted L(   ), is a defect preserving the bosonic symmetry algebra
Rt  so(3) su(2)R together with the supersymmetries (2.8).
The remaining labels depend on the class of defects under consideration. Wilson-'t
Hooft defects [4], for example, are labeled by equivalence classes of magnetic and electric
charges [(P;Q)] 2 L, where the set L is often taken as
L =  G  _G =W ; (2.9)
although there are other possibilities [8, 57]. Here W is the Weyl group and G is dened by
G = fP 2 t j exp (2P ) = 1Gg = Hom (U(1); T ) ; (2.10)
where t is a Cartan subalgebra of g and T  G is the corresponding Cartan torus. The dual,
_G = Hom (T;U(1)), is isomorphic to the character lattice of G and so G is sometimes
referred to as the co-character lattice. The case (P;Q) = (0; Q) 2 G _G corresponds to
a supersymmetric Wilson line insertion in an irreducible representation [Q] of G, whose
dominant weight is given by the representative of the Weyl orbit [Q] 2 _G=W in the closure
of the fundamental Weyl chamber.
In this paper, for simplicity, we will mostly9 restrict ourselves to the case of pure
't Hooft defects. An 't Hooft defect of charge Pn and phase  at a point ~xn is dened by
imposing the following boundary conditions on the elds:
 1' =

g200
82
  i

Pn
2rn
+O(r 1=2n ) ;
F =

sin ndndn +
g200
82
dtdrn
r2n

Pn
2
+O(r 3=2n ) ; (rn ! 0) ; (2.11)
8As Lie algebras, so(3) = su(2). However we reserve the so(3) notation specically for the Lie algebra
associated with angular momentum.
9However, as we will explain further at the end of this subsection, allowing for nonzero theta angle
implies that our analysis includes a certain subset of Wilson-'t Hooft defects.
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where (rn = j~x ~xnj; n;n) are spherical coordinates centered on the defect. Note that the
one-forms dn and dn behave as O(r
 1
n ) when expanded in a basis of orthonormal one-
forms, so both leading terms in F are O(r 2n ). Pn is required to be a covariantly constant
section of the adjoint bundle restricted to the innitesimal two-sphere surrounding ~xn.
However, by making patch-wise local gauge transformations in the northern and southern
hemisphere, we can conjugate Pn to a constant which, for convenience, we may furthermore
assume to be in the Cartan subalgebra dened by '1. We will assume that this has
been done. Then single-valuedness of the transition function, exp(Pnn), on the overlap of
patches implies Pn 2 G, (2.10). Local gauge transformations | i.e. gauge transformations
that go to the identity at innity | can be used to conjugate Pn by a Weyl transformation
and thus it is only the Weyl orbit [Pn] that is physically meaningful.
Let us rewrite the complex Higgs eld in terms of two real Higgs elds X;Y according to
 1' = Y + iX : (2.12)
Then the boundary conditions (2.11) can also be expressed in the form
Bi =
Pn
2r2n
r^in +O(r
 3=2
n ) ; X =  
Pn
2rn
+O(r 1=2n ) ;
Ei =  ~0  Pn
2r2n
r^in +O(r
 3=2
n ) ; Y =
~0  Pn
2rn
+O(r 1=2n ) ; (2.13)
where Ei = Fi0 and Bi =
1
2ijkF
jk are the electric and magnetic eld, and we have
introduced the notation
~0 :=
g200
82
; (2.14)
as this quantity will appear frequently in the following. These boundary conditions allow
for subleading terms that are still singular. As we argued in [30], this type of behavior is
observed in explicit solutions and generally can occur for 't Hooft defects such that there
exists a root  of the Lie algebra with jh; Pnij = 1. For example, in the solutions of [50{
52] the subleading behavior of the Higgs eld is regular at the locus of a minimal SU(2)
defect, while it is has 1=
p
rn behavior for the minimal SO(3) defect. (The leading pole is
always of the form (2.13).) We will see this explicitly when these solutions are reviewed in
subsection 7.2.
When 0 = 0, (2.13) reduce to the boundary conditions considered in [30], where the
indicated subleading behavior of the elds was determined from imposing consistency of
the defect boundary conditions with the variational principle for the action. These argu-
ments can be generalized to the situation under consideration here; some of the details are
presented in appendix B. In particular, consistency with the variational principle also con-
strains the form of the defect terms, Sdef , in the action (2.1). Let there be 't Hooft defects
inserted at points ~xn and let S
2
"n denote the innitesimal two-sphere of radius rn = "n
surrounding ~xn. Then we nd that a natural choice for these boundary terms is
Sdef :=
2
g20
Z
dt
X
n
Re

 1
Z
S2"n
Tr f(iF   ?F )'g

;
=
2
g20
Z
dt
X
n
Re

 1
Z
S2"n
d2
n"
2
nr^
i
n Tr f(iBi   Ei)'g

: (2.15)
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In addition to providing a well-dened variational principle, this choice regularizes the
energy functional, allowing us to demonstrate the classical analog of a BPS bound for
framed BPS states. This will be reviewed in section 3.2 when we consider the classical
analysis of the full N = 2 theory.
Demonstrating that the variational principle for Svan + Sdef is consistent with the
boundary conditions (2.13) is subtle due to the allowed subleading singular behavior. It
requires showing that, on any solution to the second order equations of motion satisfy-
ing (2.13), the following conditions are implied:
Bi  DiX = O(r 1=2n ) ; Ei  DiY = O(r 1=2n ) ; Ei + ~0Bi = O(r 1=2n ) ; (2.16)
as rn ! 0. This is done in B.2, where it is additionally argued that (2.16) hold for
a complete basis of uctuations around any background solution satisfying (2.13). In
other words, (2.16) hold o shell. When defects are inserted into the theory, the vanilla
action is no longer preserved under supersymmetry: there are boundary terms in the
supersymmetry variation that are divergent on the innitesimal two-spheres surrounding
the defects. The addition of the defect action restores half of the supersymmetries |
namely the R supersymmetries (2.8). This is demonstrated in appendix B.3, where we
nd it is essential to make use of (2.16).
When the classical theta angle is non-vanishing, 't Hooft defects are sources for the
electric eld in addition to the magnetic eld. This leads to a manifestation of the Witten
eect [58] for line defects [4, 59], and the defect action (2.15) plays a role in making this
phenomenon explicit. The total action contains the terms
S  
Z X
n
dt
Z
S2"n
d2
n"
2
nr^
i Tr

0
42
A0Bi +
2
g20
Re( 1')Ei

!  0
2
X
n
Z
dtTr

Pn
 
A0(t; ~xn)  Re( 1'(t; ~xn))
	
: (2.17)
The rst term originates from the theta-angle term in the vanilla action while the second
originates from (2.15). In the second line we evaluated the magnetic and electric elds on
their leading behavior, (2.13), and integrated over the innitesimal two-spheres. Notice
that the trace against Pn picks out the Cartan components of the elds A0; '. Also, while
neither A0 nor Re(
 1') = Y need be independently well-dened at ~x = ~xn, it can be
shown that their dierence is; see appendix B.2, and especially (B.26).
Naively, the way in which 0 appears in the boundary conditions (2.13) suggests that it
should be thought of as real-valued and not periodic. However, consider the form of (2.17)
when 0 = 2. These terms have the same form as a product of (supersymmetric) Wilson
line defects in the path integral,Y
n
WQabn (~xn) =
Y
n
exp

i

Qabn ;
Z
dt(A0   Re( 1'))

; (2.18)
with charges Qabn =  P n . We remind the reader that h ; i : t
t! R denotes the canonical
pairing between a vector space and its dual, while P n 2 t is the dual element determined
by the Killing form (2.3) such that hP n ; Hi = (Pn; H) for all H 2 t.
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Indeed, the charges Qabn are consistent with (2.9), for the electric charges of Wilson-
't Hooft defects. As explained in [4], an element of (2.9) is specied by giving a Weyl
orbit of the magnetic charge, [P ], together with an irreducible representation Q of GP ,
the stabilizer of P with respect to the adjoint action. The Lie algebra gP consists of
the Cartan subalgebra t  g together with the root spaces g for those roots  such
that h; P i = 0. Hence it is in general the direct sum of an Abelian Lie algebra and
a semisimple one. Correspondingly the highest weight Q decomposes into Abelian and
semisimple pieces, Q = (Qab; Qss), and the Wilson line defect is a product of insertions
for each factor. The charges Qabn =  P n are examples of the purely Abelian type, so this
special class of Wilson-'t Hooft defects is included in our analysis. The generic case could
be considered by combining the techniques of this paper and the recent paper [28]. We will
comment briey on this in section 8.
If the charges (P;Q) = (P; P ) lie in the set L of line defect charges we started
with, then 0 can be taken 2-periodic provided we allow L to undergo monodromy when
0 ! 0 + 2. However it is also possible that (P; P ) will not be in the set L we started
with, but in a dierent set L0. The specication of the set of UV line defects should be
viewed as part of the dening data of the theory [57]. Denoting N = 2 theories of the type
considered here by G0L , we would then have G
0+2
L = G0L0 . Further shifts of 0 by 2 will
eventually bring us back to the set of line defect charges we started with. For such theories,
the periodicity of 0 must be assumed larger accordingly. We will recall an explicit example
of this in section 7.1.
2.2 Framed BPS states
The presence of a line defect modies the spectrum of the theory. An important subspace
of the full Hilbert space, HBPSL  HL , consists of states that are annihilated by a subset of
the supersymmetry generators and thus ll out short representations of the supersymmetry
algebra. BPS states of N = 2 theories in the presence of defects have been dubbed framed
BPS states in [8].10 The mass of these states saturates a BPS bound, and it is interesting to
compare this bound with one obtained for ordinary, \vanilla" BPS states in N = 2 theories.
The N = 2 supersymmetry algebra takes the form
fQA ; Q _Bg = 2AB() _P ;
fQA ; QB g = 2AB Z ; fQ _A; Q
_
Bg = 2 _
_ABZ : (2.19)
See appendix A for more details on our conventions. Introduce the phase  and the R-
supersymmetries (2.8), together with
T A =   i
1
2QA + i
  1
2 (0) _Q
_A ; (2.20)
such that
QA =
1
2
 
1
2 (RA + iT A ) ; Q _A =
1
2

1
2 (0) _(RA   iT A ) : (2.21)
10In fact, as we will see shortly, framed BPS states preserve all of the supersymmetries that the line
defects preserve.
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From these relations one nds that R; T satisfy a reality condition,
R _A = (0) _RA ; T _A = (0) _T A : (2.22)
We will refer to any SU(2)R doublet of Weyl spinors satisfying such a relation as a
symplectic-Majorana-Weyl spinor.
Meanwhile,
fRA ;RB g = 4AB
 
M + Re( 1Z)

;
fT A ; T B g = 4AB
 
M   Re( 1Z) ; (2.23)
where M =  P0. The R-T anticommutator is also nonzero for generic , but we do not
write it for reasons to be seen shortly.
In the case without defects, both R and T generate symmetries of the theory. It follows
from (2.22), (2.23) that M  Re( 1Z) are positive semi-denite operators, and thus we
derive the bounds M  Re( 1Z)  0. Furthermore in the case without defects the phase
 is arbitrary and thus should be varied to achieve the strongest bound. Let us dene the
vanilla phase, van, according to
van :=   ZjZj : (2.24)
Then the strongest bound is
M  jZj ; (vanilla BPS bound) ; (2.25)
and can be achieved in one of two ways. We can either take  = van whence the algebra
becomes
fRA ;RB g = 4AB (M   jZj) ;
fT A ; T B g = 4AB (M + jZj) ;
fRA ; T B g = 0 ; (2.26)
or we can take  =  van in which case R and T switch roles in (2.26). The ordinary BPS
states of N = 2 theories are states that saturate the bound (2.25): M = jZj. In the rst
case with  = van, it is the R-supersymmetries that are preserved, while in the second
case with  =  van, it is the T -supersymmetries that are preserved. This distinction
corresponds to whether we are considering BPS particle states or anti-particle states.
In the case with defects, the presence of the defects already breaks the T supersym-
metries, and we need only consider the algebra of the R supersymmetries. Furthermore 
is xed by the specication of the defect. Hence one simply has the bound
M   Re( 1Z) ; (framed BPS bound) : (2.27)
Framed BPS states are states that saturate this bound: M =  Re( 1Z).
Generically this bound allows for states with masses that are lower than masses that
would have been allowed by the vanilla bound, (2.25). Intuitively, one might expect that
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framed BPS states correspond to vanilla BPS particles of the original theory that are
bound to the defects, with the dierence in energy being attributed to the binding energy.
This intuition is conrmed by explicit constructions of framed BPS states, such as in the
core-halo picture, originally developed in the supergravity context [11, 12, 15, 60] and later
adapted to line defects in eld theory in [8]. As similar low energy eective picture had
also emerged previously for vanilla BPS states in N = 2 eld theory in [61, 62]. We
will review the core-halo construction in subsection 2.6 below. However this picture is an
approximation that is good when the bound state radius is large, such that the halo particles
are far from the core of the line defect. When the bound state radius becomes small the
usefulness of such a description is not clear.11 The semiclassical realization of framed BPS
states that we will provide in this paper is not limited to large bound state radii; rather it
is an approximation scheme in a dierent parameter | the Yang-Mills coupling.
2.3 Vanilla vacuum structure, BPS spectra, and low energy eective theory
One of the reasons for focusing on the BPS spectrum is that exact results are available
thanks to the work initiated by Seiberg and Witten in [6, 7], and reviewed more generally
in e.g. [63{67]. Here we summarize the essential ingredients, rst for N = 2 pure gauge
theories without defects. In section 2.4 we discuss how defects are manifested in the low
energy eective theory.
The quantum theory has a moduli space of vacua | the Coulomb branch B | that
can be parameterized by local complex coordinates fusg, s = 1; : : : r  rnk g. These
may be understood as parameterizing gauge-inequivalent Higgs vevs; for example when
g = su(N) we may take us = hTr('1+s)i for s = 1; : : : ; N   1. At a generic point in
B the gauge group G is completely Higgsed to the Cartan torus specied by the regular
element h'i 2 g. Classically, there are complex co-dimension one singular loci where some
non-Abelian gauge symmetry is restored. However, quantum mechanically, strong coupling
eects prevent this from happening. Instead these classically singular loci split and separate
into multiple quantum loci at which some set of monopoles and/or dyons become massless.
If Bsing denotes the set of these quantum-singular loci, we dene B := B n Bsing as the
space of vacua with these points removed.
At each u 2 B there is a lattice  u = Z2r of electric and magnetic charges, equipped
with an integral-valued symplectic pairing12 ⟪ ; ⟫. These lattices are the bers of a lo-
cal system over B. The local system has monodromy around the singular loci given by
Sp(2r;Z) electromagnetic duality transformations.
Hence for each vacuum u 2 B we have a Hilbert space of single particle states, H1-partu ,
and this Hilbert space is graded by the conserved electromagnetic charges  2  u. This
grading descends to the BPS sector such that
HBPSu =
M
2 u
HBPSu; : (2.28)
11Indeed the \core" charge that we associate to a given framed BPS state can be dierent near dierent
boundaries of the same chamber, indicating that the notion of a core can break down in the interior of the
chamber. These \bound state transformations" were studied in e.g. [12].
12We use the doubled angle bracket notation to avoid conict with the canonical pairing h ; i : t t ! R
introduced earlier.
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It is a nontrivial fact that there exists a vector Z(u) 2  u 
Z C, in terms of which the
central charge operator is a scalar operator in each charge sector, given by Z(u) = Z(u) .
The key point here is that Z(u) is linear in . Together with charge conservation and
the BPS bound, this gives BPS states a strong rigidity property. If a state of charge 
is to decay into two constituents (say) of charge 1; 2, then we must have  = 1 + 2.
From the BPS bound, the linearity of Z(u), and the triangle inequality it then follows
that M(u)  M1(u) + M2(u). Thus the decay is kinematically forbidden, unless we
have equality.
This occurs at real co-dimension one walls in B where the central charges of the
constituents, Z1;2(u), have the same phase. Hence we dene the vanilla marginal stabil-
ity walls,
cW (1; 2) := u  dimHBPSu;1;2 > 0 & ⟪1; 2⟫ 6= 0 & Z1(u)Z2(u) 2 R+  bB :
(2.29)
The rst condition ensures that the proposed constituents are actually present in the spec-
trum while the second condition ensures that they can bind. Recall that the charges can
undergo monodromy along paths in B. We have dened the walls as sitting in the univer-
sal cover, bB, of B, where the bration of the electromagnetic charge lattice is trivializable.
The image of cW under the projection gives co-dimension one walls W (1; 2)  B. Thus
for every decomposition of a charge  into constituents 1;2 with nonzero pairing, and cor-
responding to BPS particles that are present in the spectrum, there is a marginal stability
wall. Away from all such walls BPS states of charge  are stable, if they exist. The ques-
tion of how many BPS states decay across the wall is the subject of wall crossing formulae,
which will be briey reviewed in subsection 2.5 below.
Turning now to the massless degrees of freedom, the leading two derivative form of
the low energy eective action is highly constrained by N = 2 supersymmetry [68{70].
We work in N = 1 superspace, where the N = 2 vector multiplets are composed of
N = 1 vector multiplets with eldstrengths WI and N = 1 chiral multiplets I , where
I = 1; : : : ; r. The two derivative action for the chiral multiplets will be an N = 1 nonlinear
sigma model. However N = 2 supersymmetry forbids the appearance of a superpotential
and furthermore constrains the target geometry to be (rigid) special Kahler. This means
that the target manifold can be covered by charts of distinguished coordinate systems,
consisting of special coordinates aI(x) which can be taken as the scalar components of I ,
such that the Kahler potential takes the form K = Im   @F
@aI
aI

, for some locally dened
holomorphic function F(a) known as the prepotential. N = 2 supersymmetry furthermore
determines the kinetic terms for the vector multiplets in terms of the second derivatives of
F , such that the Lagrangian density takes the form13
LSW = 1
4
Im
Z
d4
@F()
@I
I +
Z
d2
@2F()
@IJ
WIW J

(2.30)
=
1
4

  Im(IJ)

@a
I@aJ +
1
2
F IF
J

+
Re(IJ)
4
F IF
J
 + fermi

;
13This agrees with the formula in [6] except for a rescaling of the chiral supereld Ihere =
p
2ISW.
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where IJ(a) :=
@2F(a)
@aI@aJ
is required to be positive denite. The target space of the
sigma model is a copy of the Coulomb branch B. More precisely, we can identify the
Coulomb branch as the manifold parameterized by the asymptotic values of the scalars,
aI = limj~xj!1 aI(x). Thus in each patch there will be relations aI = aI(u) between these
special coordinates and the gauge-invariant coordinates us.
Associated with the coordinate patch faIg is a xed Lagrangian splitting of the charge
lattice  u into magnetic and electric components,  u =  
m
u  eu for all u in the patch. This
splitting is referred to as a choice of duality frame. The splitting, the vector Z(u), and the
special coordinates are related as follows. First note that the R-linear extension of ⟪ ; ⟫ to
 u 
 R denes a symplectic vector space which we denote Vu :=  u 
 R. Choose a basis
fa1; : : : ; arg for V m =  mu 
R and a basis fb1; : : : ; brg for V e =  eu 
R that are dual with
respect to the symplectic pairing,
⟪aI ; aJ⟫ = ⟪bI ; bJ⟫ = 0 ; ⟪aI ; bJ⟫ = IJ ; (2.31)
and introduce the period vector
$ = aIaI + aD;Ib
I ; where aD;I :=
@F
@aI
: (2.32)
Then the action of the central charge is given by Z(u) = ⟪;$⟫. If we introduce the
magnetic and electric components of the charge via  = ImaI   e;IbI , this reduces to the
standard formula
Z(u) = 
I
maD;I(u) + e;Ia
I(u) : (2.33)
The mass of vanilla BPS states of charge  is then M(u) = jZ(u)j.
As we mentioned above the charge lattice is nontrivially bered over B and on the
overlap of patches the two duality frames will be related by an Sp(2r;Z) transformation.
It follows that the two sets of special coordinates faD;I ; aJg, fa0D;I ; a0Jg will be related
by the same transformation and these are precisely the transformations that preserve the
special Kahler structure. There is an accompanying duality transformation of the N = 1
vector multiplet degrees of freedom which is a generalization of the classical electromagnetic
duality rotation.
The presence of a massive state of charge  | BPS or otherwise | can be inferred
in the low energy theory by measuring the ux of the Abelian magnetic and electric elds
through the two-sphere at spatial innity; more precisely we identify,
Im =
Z
S21
F I
2
; e;I =
Z
S21
GI
2
; (2.34)
where
GI =  ( Im(IJ) ? F J + Re(IJ)F J) : (2.35)
Note that the e;I are the components of the Noether charge associated with the U(1)
r
global symmetry: an asymptotically nontrivial gauge transformation AI ! AI   dI with
limj~xj!1 I  I1, generates a global symmetry of (2.30) with a corresponding Noether
charge N = ne;I
I1. In the quantum theory the action of the global gauge transformation
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on the Hilbert space is represented by the operator exp(iN^) and ne;I
I1 are the eigenvalues
of N^ . Single-valuedness of the transition function for the U(1)r-bundle on the asymptotic
two-sphere implies that I1 = 2nIm should generate a trivial gauge transformation, which
in turn should be represented by the identity operator on the Hilbert space. Thus one
infers the Dirac quantization condition Ime;I 2 Z.
The presence of a massive BPS state must produce a conguration of the IR elds
that preserves half of the supersymmetry. It will be useful to obtain the susy xed point
equations in the IR theory via the Bogomolny trick. Setting the fermions to zero, the
Hamiltonian associated with (2.30) takes the form
HSW =
1
4
Z
R3
d3x Im(IJ)

@0a
I@0a
J + @ia
I@iaJ + EIi E
iJ +BIiB
iJ
	
; (2.36)
with EIi = F
I
i0 and B
I
i =
1
2ijkF
jkI . This can be written as
HSW =
1
4
Z
R3
d3x

jj@0ajj2 + jjEi + iBi   @i( 1aI)jj2

  1
2
Re
(
 1
Z
S21
(F IaD;I +GIa
I)
)
; (2.37)
where  is an arbitrary phase and we have introduced the notation jjxjj2  Im(IJ)xIxJ .
To obtain (2.37) from (2.36) one must make use of Gauss' Law, @iGiI = 0; the Bianchi
identity, @iBIi = 0; and @
iaD;I = IJ@
iaJ . Since Im(IJ) is a positive-denite symmetric
matrix, the bulk term in (2.37) gives a non-negative contribution to the energy functional.
Using (2.34) and (2.33), the boundary term can be expressed in terms of the central charge,
so that we arrive at the familiar bound
HSW   Re

 1Z(u)
	
; (2.38)
which is saturated on solutions to the rst order equations
@0a
I = 0 ; EIi + iB
I
i   @i( 1aI) = 0 : (2.39)
In the vanilla theory one should choose  such that  Z(u) = jZ(u)j, so as to maximize
the bound: HSW  jZ(u)j.
Solutions to (2.39) with asymptotic ux (2.34), and which additionally satisfy the
second order equations of motion following from (2.30), provide an IR description of a
vanilla BPS state of charge  and mass jZ(u)j, which is valid at large distances where
the elds are slowly varying. In regions where the elds are strongly varying, however, the
higher derivative terms that have been neglected in (2.30) will become important. This
is expected since the BPS particle is an excitation of the massive elds that have been
integrated out. Indeed, a nontrivial solution to (2.39) will inevitably become singular;
higher derivative corrections should smooth this out so that the only contribution to the
energy remains that coming from the asymptotic two-sphere.
In summary, the quantum-exact two derivative eective action for the massless modes,
and the potential spectrum of massive BPS states, is determined from the specication of
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faD(u); a(u)g or, equivalently, the specication of the prepotential. Seiberg and Witten [6,
7] expressed this data in terms of a family of auxiliary Riemann surfaces (u; ) equipped
with a meromorphic one-form SW. The family is parameterized by the vacuum parameters
u, and  is the dynamical scale of the theory. (The Riemann surface also depends on the
bare masses of N = 2 matter hypermultiplets when present.) The choice of duality frame
corresponds to a choice of basis of homology cycles faI ; bJg, and faD;I(u); aJ(u)g are the
integrals of SW over the corresponding cycles.
The families f; SWg were deduced in [6, 7] for all (asymptotically free or conformal)
N = 2 theories with gauge group SU(2), and many results for higher rank gauge groups soon
followed. See [71] for an up-to-date compendium with references. We will not have need
of these exact results here. The form of the weak coupling expansion of the prepotential
will be sucient for our purposes and is reviewed below in section 2.7.
We emphasize that this description determines the possible BPS spectrum: the masses
of BPS states are obtained from (2.33) when they exist. Other tools, such as semiclassical
methods, quiver techniques, spectral networks, and/or embeddings into string theory, are
required in order to determine those u 2 B for which the lattice sites fnm; neg are pop-
ulated, and more specically how many such states there are and what representations of
so(3) su(2)R they fall in.
2.4 IR line defects
The IR theory (2.30) is an N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theory, and thus it admits Wilson-
't Hooft defects that preserve half of the supersymmetry. IR Wilson-'t Hooft defects of
type  are labeled by an IR charge def = p
IaI qIbI . They are dened through singularity
conditions on the IR elds together with the addition of boundary terms to the action that
are localized on the defect. The singularity conditions on the elds should be consistent
with the supersymmetry xed-point equations (2.39) as well as the equations of motion,
and should correspond to the insertion of an innitely heavy dyon of charge def . The
defect charge should satisfy ⟪def ; ⟫ 2 Z for all  2  u, but need not itself be in  u. If
we have multiple defects with charge 
(n)
def then these charges should all be mutually local
with one another.
In order to determine the form of the elds in the vicinity of the defect, it is useful
to formulate the low energy dynamics in a duality-invariant fashion. First introduce F 2

2(R1;3) 
 Vu. In a given duality frame corresponding to a basis faI ; bJg of Vu, we have
F = F IaI   GIbI , where F I are the Abelian eldstrengths appearing in the component
expansion of (2.30). There is a complex structure I on Vu that is compatible with the
symplectic structure, ⟪I(v); I(v0)⟫ = ⟪v; v0⟫, 8v; v0 2 Vu, and positive such that (v; v0) :=⟪v; I(v0)⟫ is a positive-denite innerproduct. The components of I with respect to the
Darboux basis are IJ .
14
14More precisely, we introduce the complexied vector space Vu 
R C which can be decomposed into
invariant subspaces V
(0;1)
u  V (1;0)u where I acts as i. Then we choose an adapted basis fI for V (0;1)
and fI for V
(1;0) such that fI = aI + IJb
J . From this one can infer the action of the complex structure
on the Darboux basis: I(aI) = (xy 1) JI aJ + (y + xy 1x)IJbJ , and I(bI) =  yIJaJ   (y 1x)IJbJ , where
xIJ  Re(IJ), yIJ  Im(IJ), and yIJ = (y 1)IJ .
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The GI components of F are not arbitrary: we impose the self-duality constraint,
(?
 I)F = F, which is solved by (2.35). Then dF = 0 is equivalent to the Bianchi identity
together with the equations of motion for the gauge elds following from (2.30). Then it
is easy to see that the ansatz
F! 1
2

sin dd
 def + dtdr
r2

 I(def)

; r ! 0 ; (2.40)
solves the self-duality constraint and describes the singular behavior of the elds produced
by a dyon of charge def at r = 0. This ansatz will also be consistent with the equations of
motion, dF = 0, provided the scalars aI are functions of r only, to leading order as r ! 0.
This is required because the complex structure I is determined by IJ(a) and thus varies
over spacetime if a does. The behavior of the magnetic and electric elds in the vicinity of
the defect can be extracted from (2.40) and is
BIi ! pI
r^i
2r2
; EIi !  (( Im) 1)IJ(qJ + Re(JK)pK)
r^i
2r2
: (2.41)
The BPS equations of the IR theory (2.39) determine the leading behavior of the scalars
such that the defect preserves the R-supersymmetries: @i( 1aI) = EIi + iBIi .
Just as in the UV theory, we are obliged to add boundary terms to the action that are
localized on the defects:
SIR =
Z
d4xLSW + SIRbndry : (2.42)
These terms are responsible for rendering the boundary conditions (2.41) consistent with
the variational principle. The variation of the boundary action with respect to the generator
of R-supersymmetry should also cancel the boundary terms incurred from the correspond-
ing susy variation of the bulk Seiberg-Witten action. Finally, we expect the boundary
action to induce boundary terms in the Hamiltonian that provide a regularized energy
functional. Suppose there are defects at positions ~xn with charges 
(n)
def = p
(n)IaI   q(n)I bI .
In appendix B.4 we study the variational principle in the presence of line defects and argue
that the appropriate boundary action is
SIRdef =
1
2
X
n
Z
dt
Z
S2"n

Re

 1(F IaD;I +GIaI)
  1
2
q
(n)
I A
I
0d
n

; (2.43)
where GI is given by (2.35), S
2
"n are innitesimal two-spheres surrounding the defects at
~x = ~xn, and d
n = sin ndndn.
If we evaluate the ux GI on its leading behavior, then the last two terms of (2.43),
(the ones involving GI and A
I
0), can be written as q
(n)
I
R
Cn dt( Re(
 1aI)   AI0), where
Cn = Rt  f~xng, and therefore can be understood as the insertion of the 12 -BPS Wilson
line defect
W (~xn; q
(n)
I ) = exp

iq
(n)
I
Z
Cn
dt
 
Re( 1aI) AI0

; (2.44)
in the path integral. The rst term of (2.43), (the one involving F I), is analogous to the
boundary terms we added in the UV for pure 't Hooft defects. Note that it is incorrect to
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evaluate F I on its leading behavior and write this term as an integral of p(n)IaD;I along Cn.
The reason is that the variation of F I on the innitesimal two-sphere involves tangential
derivatives of AIi and plays a role in canceling the variation of the bulk action. In contrast,
the variation of GI involves normal derivatives of A
I
i and must be treated independently.
We show in appendix B.4 that it is consistent with the defect boundary conditions to
impose a Dirichlet-type condition on GI such that a
IGI ! 0 as "n ! 0, and hence it is
permissible to evaluate GI in (2.43) on its leading behavior. The asymmetric treatment of
these terms is related to the fact that in order to construct a Lagrangian one chooses the
electric potentials (say) as the fundamental variables and treats the magnetic potentials as
derived quantities.
Let us evaluate the energy of these line defects. For this purpose we place a single
defect of charge def at the origin, with no other excitations in the system, so that the
elds are given everywhere by the supersymmetric dyon solution,
F =
1
2

sin dd
 def + dtdr
r2

 I(def)

: (2.45)
The scalar elds are determined from @i(
 1aI) = EIi + iB
I
i and take on asymptotic values
aI(u) as r !1.
Now consider the energy functional. In carrying out the Legendre transformation from
the Seiberg-Witten Lagrangian to the Hamiltonian,15 we pick up additional boundary terms
relative to (2.36) when defects are present:
HSW =
1
4
Z
U
d3x Im(IJ)

@0a
I@0a
J + @ia
I@iaJ + EIi E
iJ +BIiB
iJ
	
+
1
2
Z
S2"
d
"2r^iAI0
 
Im(IJ)E
J
i + Re(IJ)B
J
i

; (2.46)
where U = R3 n f~0g. In principle there is an analogous boundary term on the asymptotic
two-sphere, which should have also been present in (2.36). However one typically sets that
term to zero by working in a gauge where AI0 ! 0 as r ! 1. In contrast gauge transfor-
mations cannot be used to remove the leading singularity of the elds in the presence of a
defect. Fortunately the defect action (2.43) induces a boundary Hamiltonian which, in the
case of a single defect, is given by
HIRdef =  
1
2
Z
S2"

Re

 1(F IaD;I +GIaI)
  1
2
qIA
I
0d


: (2.47)
The A0 term here is of precisely the right form to cancel the boundary term in (2.46) upon
15The Hamiltonian should of course be expressed in terms of q's and p's, not q's and _q's. Let I ; I
denote the momentum conjugate to aI ; aI , and iI the momentum conjugate to A
iI . Then @0a
I , @0a
I
and EiI should be understood as functionals of the momenta and coordinates, given by @0a
I = 4yIJ J ,
@0a
I = 4yIJJ , and E
I
i =  yIJ(2iJ + xJKBKi ), where IJ = xIJ + iyIJ . We note that iI = 12GiI .
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using the line defect boundary conditions. Thus
HIR = HSW +H
IR
def =
1
4
Z
U
d3x Im(IJ)

@0a
I@0a
J + @ia
I@iaJ + EIi E
iJ +BIiB
iJ
	
  1
2
Re
(
 1
Z
S2"
(F IaD;I +GIa
I)
)
: (2.48)
Finally, we apply Bogomolny's trick to the bulk terms as in (2.37). This time we acquire
boundary terms from both the asymptotic and innitesimal two-sphere. The latter cancel
against the boundary terms already present in (2.48) so that
HIR =
1
4
Z
U
d3x

jj@0ajj2 + jjEi + iBi   @i( 1a)jj2

  1
2
Re
(
 1
Z
S21
(F IaD;I +GIa
I)
)
: (2.49)
As anticipated, the boundary terms have regularized the energy functional so that one may
obtain the BPS bound. The dyon solution saturates the bound and has energy
Edef =  Re

 1Zdef (u)

: (2.50)
Note that this Bogomolny bound agrees with the one obtained for framed BPS states
in (2.27). Therefore we interpret the dyon eld conguration (2.45), together with the
associated scalar elds satisfying @i(
 1aI) = EIi + iB
I
i , as the manifestation of a framed
BPS state of charge def in the low energy eective theory.
16
This leads to a natural question which is at the heart of [8]: what is the relation
between UV and IR line defects? The asymptotic weak coupling region of the Coulomb
branch provides useful intuition. At weak coupling there is a natural duality frame where
we identify the electric-magnetic splitting, Vu = V
m
u  V eu = t t, with t  g the Cartan
subalgebra determined by the Higgs vev and t its dual space. There is furthermore a
natural polarization vector17 in t that can be used to dene a set of simple roots I , and
hence simple co-roots HI 2 t, I = 1; : : : ; r, and their integral-dual fundamental magnetic
weights J 2 t. Thus a convenient Darboux basis is faI ; bJg = fHI ; Jg. Hence the
Abelian eldstrengths F I are identied with the Cartan components of the non-Abelian
eldstrength F along the simple co-roots, while the scalars aI are similarly identied with
the Cartan components of '.
Now consider the insertion of a UV Wilson line in an irreducible representation  of
G specied by highest weight Q. We can imagine that the Wilson line will act as an
electric source for the Cartan components of the gauge eld, but we cannot identify a
single set of electric charges. If  denotes the set of weights of the irrep , then for any
16We mentioned in the discussion below (2.27) that framed BPS states can be thought of as vanilla BPS
particles bound to defects; it is important to emphasize that there we were talking about line defects of the
UV microscopic theory, as dened in subsection 2.1.
17The polarization vector will be dened in section 2.7 below; the details are not important for the
purposes of this dicussion.
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 2  we can construct a set of \Abelian" charges, q()I = h;HIi. Furthermore gauge
eld congurations with electric sources corresponding to dierent weights ; 0 2  can
be related by (non-Abelian) gauge transformations. Likewise, consider the insertion of a
pure UV 't Hooft defect specied by a Weyl orbit [P ] of P 2 t. The leading behavior of
the Cartan components of the gauge eld follows from the boundary conditions (2.11) and
correspond to IR defect boundary conditions with charges pI where P = pIHI . However,
we could choose some other representative P 0 2 [P ] and this would give a dierent set of IR
defect charges corresponding to the same UV defect. Again, in the UV theory, exchanging
P for P 0 can be implemented by a local gauge transformation and that is why it is only the
Weyl orbit [P ] that is physical. However there are no such gauge transformations available
in the IR theory!
These examples make it clear that a single UV defect can correspond to a number of
dierent IR defects. More precisely, if we compute a correlator in the UV theory in the
presence of a UV defect, then in order to reproduce (the low energy limit of) the correlator
in the low energy eective theory we will have to sum over multiple correlators in dierent
\superselection sectors" corresponding to the insertion of a number of dierent IR defects.
In fact, the situation is even more nontrivial than the discussion above indicates.
Suppose there is a framed BPS state in the spectrum corresponding to a vanilla monopole
bound to the UV Wilson line. In the low energy eective theory the massive non-Abelian
elds that smooth out the monopole conguration at short distances have been integrated
out. To the low energy observer measuring the asymptotic Cartan-valued elds where they
are suciently slowly varying such that the two derivative eective action (2.30) is valid,
the bound state system will simply look like a defect carrying both electric and magnetic
charge.18 Hence, even though the UV defect is purely electric, we may have to sum over IR
defects that carry magnetic charge as well as electric charge! See the introduction of [8] for
a description of the simplest case in which this phenomenon occurs | namely SU(2) gauge
theory probed by a fundamental Wilson line. Similarly, a purely magnetic UV defect may
induce electrically charged framed BPS states represented in the IR by dyonic defects.
Clearly the spectrum of framed BPS states plays an important role in determining
what IR defects must be summed over to reproduce correlation functions in the presence
of a given UV defect. Even in the more mundane cases of two IR defects corresponding
to dierent weights ; 0 2 , or dierent representatives P; P 0 2 [P ], one might expect
that the proliferation of IR defects is related to the existence of framed BPS states. All
weights of a representation  can be related to a given weight by adding or subtracting
roots. Similarly all representatives in the Weyl orbit of an 't Hooft charge can be related
to a given one by adding or subtracting co-roots. The roots and co-roots are part of the
vanilla charge lattice; they correspond to massive W -boson and monopole states. Does
the possibility of these states binding to the Wilson or 't Hooft defect likewise encode this
degeneracy of IR defects?
The answer is essentially \yes", but in order to explain how this works we must intro-
duce some machinery for counting framed BPS states. The situation is further complicated
18For systems where the bound-state radius is much larger than the eective size of the vanilla particle
it is possible to partially resolve the defect in the sense of the core-halo picture described in 2.6.
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(or enriched) by the fact that framed BPS states undergo wall crossing phenomena just as
vanilla BPS states do. We turn to these issues next.
2.5 Framed BPS indices, protected spin characters, and (no) exotics
For a given (UV) line defect L , let HBPSL ;u denote the space of framed BPS states above
vacuum u, saturating the bound (2.27). It is graded by electromagnetic charges, like the
space of vanilla BPS states (2.28). However the charges need not sit in the vanilla lattice
 u. As the weak coupling discussion above indicates, they will instead sit in a shifted copy,
or torsor, of the vanilla charge lattice,
 L;u =  u + L ; (2.51)
for some L 2 Vu, such that ⟪L; ⟫ 2 Z for all  2  u. One may take L to be any one
of the IR defect charges def associated with the UV defect L. For example, consider pure
Yang-Mills based on Lie algebra g = su(2). At weak coupling we have the natural duality
frame Vu = t  t. The vanilla electromagnetic charge lattice is generated by the simple
monopole and W -boson, whose charges are the co-root H and root ;  u = cr  rt.
However, if we consider gauge group G = SO(3) then we can insert an 't Hooft defect with
charge P = 12H, which is not in the co-root lattice. Hence in this case we could take
L = 12H.
Given (2.51), the Hilbert space of framed BPS states is graded accordingly:
HBPSL ;u =
M
2 L;u
HBPSL ;u; : (2.52)
We have the central charge vector Z(u) 2  L;u 
Z C, in terms of which the framed BPS
bound, (2.27), takes the form
M(u)   Re( 1Z(u)) : (2.53)
The masses of framed BPS states saturate the bound; we already saw an example of this
in (2.50).
The HBPSL ;u; are special, short representation spaces for the supersymmetry algebra
preserved by the defect. Recall that this supersymmetry algebra has an so(3)  su(2)R
bosonic subalgebra, corresponding to spatial rotations and SU(2) R-symmetry, and the four
odd generators RA . A generic, long representation has the form hh 
 h, where hh is the
half-hypermultiplet | the four-dimensional representation ( 12 ; 0)(0; 12) of so(3)su(2)R |
and h is an arbitrary so(3)su(2)R representation. The presence of the half-hypermultiplet
is due to the RA which form a Cliord algebra with two raising and two lowering operators,
while h is the representation of the Cliord vacuum. On the short BPS representations the
RA act trivially, and thus there is no explicit half-hypermultiplet factor: HBPSL ;u; = h.
Short representations have a rigidity property thanks to the BPS condition for the
mass, together with the linearity property of the central charge. They are in general
stable under deformations of u, and can only decay along marginal stability walls. (These
were dened for vanilla BPS states in (2.29); there is also a framed analog that will be
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discussed in the next subsection.) However, this stability property only holds for \true"
BPS representations, corresponding to those h which do not contain a hh subfactor. \Fake"
BPS representations which have a half-hypermultiplet subfactor correspond to the situation
where several short representations sum together to produce a long one. A quantity that
counts only the short, protected representations should therefore vanish when h contains a
hh factor. The standard quantity that has this property is the framed BPS index :

(L ; u; ) := TrHBPSL;u;
( 1)2J3 ; (2.54)
where J3 is the z-component of angular momentum.
One can also dene a more rened version of the framed BPS indices that keeps track
of spin content. Naively one could generalize the above via ( 1)2J3 ! y2J3 , where y is a
formal variable, but the trace of this does not vanish on the half-hypermultiplet and so it
is not, in principle, protected. One can remedy the situation by making use of su(2)R: the
trace of ( 1)2J3( y)2(J3+I3), where I3 is the third su(2)R generator, does vanish on the
half-hypermultiplet. Hence we dene the framed protected spin character [8],

(L ; u; ; y) := TrHBPSL;u;
( 1)2J3( y)2(J3+I3) = TrHBPSL;u;y
2J3( y)2I3 : (2.55)
If one evaluates this quantity at y =  1 it reduces to the framed BPS index, (2.54). For
a given line defect, the protected spin characters corresponding to dierent charges can
be naturally organized into a generating function by introducing formal variables X for
the charges:
F (L; u; fXg; y) :=
X
2 L;u

(L ; u; ; y)X where XX0 = y
⟪;0⟫X+0 : (2.56)
The particular multiplication rule for the generating function variables X is motivated by
studying the transformations of the generating function under wall crossing, which we will
describe below. See [8] for a detailed discussion of the properties of F .
Let us return to the denition (2.55) for a moment. The appearance of the sum
J3 + I3 in the protected spin character (2.55) can also be understood from the observation
that, while none of the RA commute with so(3) or su(2)R separately, there is a linear
combination, ARA, that commutes with the diagonal subalgebra su(2)d  so(3) 
su(2)R. Hence the dierent weights of a representation of su(2)d are protected.
In fact there is nothing particularly special about the choice A. Let 
A
 be an arbitrary
symplectic Majorana-Weyl spinor and consider the contraction
R := ARA : (2.57)
The symplectic-Majorana-Weyl condition ensures that R is Hermitian. If we additionally
require that det  :=  12AA 6= 0, then R will be nondegenerate. Furthermore, R will
be a singlet under a dierent diagonal subalgebra, su(2)
()
d  so(3)  su(2)R, related to
su(2)d by an outer automorphism corresponding to an SO(3) conjugation in one of the two
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factors. More specically, if su(2)d corresponds to the diagonal subalgebra generated by
Jr + Ir, r = 1; 2; 3, then su(2)
()
d corresponds to the diagonal subalgebra generated by
Ir := Jr + (R 1 )rsIs : (2.58)
Here the rotation R 2 SO(3) is xed by the choice of  through demanding that [Ir;R] =
0. Let the generators of su(2)R and so(3) in the doublet representation be   i2(r)AB and
  i2(r)  , where the r the Pauli matrices. Then [Ir;R] = 0 is equivalent to
(r)AB
B
 =  (R)rs(s)  A ; (2.59)
which determines R uniquely.
19 The special case A = A corresponds to R = 1. (One
can explicitly check that the matrix R dened by this equation satises (R)
TR = 1 and
detR = 1 for any nondegenarate symplectic Majorana-Weyl spinor .) We mention this
freedom in the choice of linear combination (2.57) and corresponding diagonal subgroup
su(2)
()
d as it will appear again in the semiclassical analysis to follow.
Indices and protected spin characters can also be dened for vanilla BPS states. In
the vanilla case there is a second set of odd generators in the superalgebra, namely the
T A , which commute with the RA . They generate a second half-hypermultiplet factor, and
a generic long representation of the N = 2 superalgebra takes the form hh 
 hh 
 h.
Here again the Cliord vacuum h is a generic so(3)  su(2)R representation. On vanilla
BPS representations the RA , say, are realized trivially and we only need to represent the
Cliord algebra of the T A . Thus the vanilla BPS Hilbert spaces HBPSu; appearing in the
decomposition (2.28) are of the form hh 
 h. In order to account for this we introduce
the notation
HBPSu; = hh 
 (H0)BPSu; : (2.60)
A protected quantity should vanish when the representation space being traced over has
two half-hypermultiplet factors, but should be nonzero when there is a single factor. A
quantity that has this property is
Tr
n
(2J3)( 1)2J3( y)2(J3+I3)
o
= x1
@
@x1

Tr
n
x2J
3
1 x
2I3
2
o 
x1= x2=y
: (2.61)
On a representation of the form (2.60), the half-hypermultiplet always contributes a factor
of (y   y 1) to this trace. Hence we dene the (vanilla) protected spin character [8]
(y   y 1)
(u; ; y) := TrHBPSu;
n
(2J3)( 1)2J3( y)2(J3+I3)
o
: (2.62)
If we specialize to the case y =  1 we get the (vanilla) BPS index, 
(u; ) = 
(u; ; 1).
This quantity is more directly dened as

(u; ) :=  1
2
TrHBPSu;
n
(2J3)2( 1)2J3
o
= Tr(H0)BPSu; ( 1)2J
3
; (2.63)
and is also known as the second helicity supertrace.
19Another way to think about the map  7! R is as follows. The symplectic Majorana-Weyl condition
implies that k A := 
B
 (
2) AB can be regarded as a quaternion. Let q be an imaginary quaternion, so
in the Lie algebra of su(2). Then (2.59) is equivalent to the identity qk = k(k 1qk) = k(k0 1qk0). Here
k0 := k=(kk)1=2 is a unit quaternion and hence in SU(2). The rotation R is the image of k0 under the
standard homomorphism of SU(2)! SO(3) : k0 7! R, given by setting k0 1qk0 = R  q.
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Notice that if the Cliord vacuum h = (H0)BPSu; is an su(2)R singlet, h = (j; 0), then the
protected spin character (2.62) reduces to the standard spin character of h, 
(u; ; y) !
Trh(y
2J3), which gives the dimension of h when specialized to y = 1. Similarly, if the
space of framed BPS states, HBPSL ;u; , is a trivial su(2)R representation, then the framed
protected spin character (2.55) evaluated at y = 1 gives the dimension of HBPSL ;u; . It is an
empirical observation that these conditions hold in all known examples of BPS spectra in
N = 2 theories. (Framed) BPS states for which they do not hold are referred to as exotic
(framed) BPS states. The observed absence of exotics motivated20 the following no-exotics
conjecture formulated in [8]: there are no exotic (framed) BPS states at smooth points on
the Coulomb branch. This conjecture has since been proven for gauge theories without
matter and with simply laced gauge group [16, 17]. Recently, a more generally applicable
argument has been given [18].
We will assume that no-exotics holds for all theories considered in this paper, namely
for pure N = 2 gauge theories with any simple compact Lie algebra g. Hence for this
class of theories, the (framed) protected spin characters count the number of (framed)
BPS states, keeping track of spin information. In section 5.2 we will describe what no-
exotics implies in the semiclassical regime where BPS states are represented by the kernels
of certain Dirac operators on hyperkahler manifolds.
2.6 The core-halo picture and framed wall crossing
The framed BPS spin characters and indices (2.55), (2.54), exhibit wall crossing phenomena,
much like their vanilla counterparts. Somewhat paradoxically, perhaps, it is actually easier
in the framed case to give a physically explicit and precise description of this phenomenon:
one can determine exactly which subspace of HBPSL ;u enters or leaves the spectrum as a wall
is crossed. The key is the core-halo picture of framed BPS states.
This picture is neither a UV description nor a strictly IR description of the physics,
but rather something in between, as we now explain. We work with the low energy eective
variables, and we consider the background of an innitely heavy dyon of charge c, where
\c" stands for \core." The eld conguration is identical to the IR line defect conguration
discussed in subsection 2.4 above. The duality-invariant eldstrength F = F IaI   GIbI
takes the same form as (2.45) with def ! c.
Here it will be useful to analyze the corresponding scalar eld conguration further as
follows. The BPS equation @i(
 1aI) = EIi + iB
I
i can be written in duality-invariant form
by promoting F I ! F and aI ! $. Then, recalling that Z(u) = ⟪;$⟫, we have
⟪;F0k⟫  i
2
kij⟪;Fij⟫ + @k   1Z(u(x)) = 0 ; 8 2  u : (2.64)
When the explicit dyon solution is used for F, the imaginary part of this equation is easily
integrated and yields a set of implicit attractor-like equations for u(r):
Im

 1Z(u(r))

=  ⟪; c⟫
2r
+ Im

 1Z(u)

; 8 2  u ; (2.65)
20The original motivation for the conjecture came from observations in [8] of how it was remarkably
preserved by explicit wall crossing examples and of how it played a role in allowing for the construction of
an elegant algebraic structure on the set of line defects.
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where on the right-hand side u = limr!1 u(r) is constant. Since the complex structure I
depends on aI(r) through IJ(a), the real part of (2.64) is a complicated set of nonlinear
ODE's. However, noting that F0i =  @iA0, we can derive the relation
⟪;A0⟫ = Re  1Z(u(r))  Re  1Z(u) ; 8 2  u ; (2.66)
which will be useful below. Here we used that A0 ! 0 as r !1.
Now consider a probe particle propagating in this xed background. The probe particle
represents a massive vanilla BPS state. It carries electromagnetic charge h 2  u and has
an eective mass jZh(u(r))j at a distance r from the core. The energy of such a particle
at rest is the sum of its rest mass and the Coulomb potential due to the background eld:
Eprobe = jZh(u(r))j+ ⟪h;A0⟫
= jZh(u(r))j+ Re

 1Zh(u(r))
  Re  1Zh(u) ; (2.67)
where we used (2.66). We see that the energy is minimized when r = rbnd is such that
jZh(u(r))j =  Re[ 1Zh(u(r))]. As  is a phase, this implies Im[ 1Zh(u(r))] = 0,
whence, from the attractor equation (2.65),
rbnd =
⟪h; c⟫
2 Im[ 1Zh(u)]
: (2.68)
If the right-hand side of (2.68) is negative then there is no stable conguration for probe
particles of charge h. When a stable conguration does exist the energy of the probe is
Eprobe =  Re[ 1Zh(u)].
This formula can also be obtained from a limit of Denef's formula [8, 13]21 for the
bound-state radius of two vanilla constituents of charges 1;2,
rDenef =
1
2
⟪1; 2⟫ jZ1+2(u)j
Im[Z1(u)Z2(u)]
=
⟪1; 2⟫
2 Im[ 1vanZ1(u)]
: (2.69)
In the second step we used that  van is dened as the phase of the central charge of
the bound state: Z1+2 =  vanjZ1+2 j. Now consider the limit in which particle 2 is
innitely heavy, jZ2 j ! 1, so that we identify 2 ! c and 1 ! h. In this limit, the
phase of Z1+2 agrees with the phase of Z2 , which we identify with  of the defect. Thus
we recover (2.68).
Although we considered a single probe particle, the result (2.68) applies just as well
to a collection of probe particles of charge h since these particles are mutually BPS and
do not interact with each other. In fact any probe of charge  2 h  Z+ will have the
same bound-state radius since Z(u) is linear in . Thus we can have a whole collection of
halo particles at a stable distance rbnd from the core of the defect. If we start in a stable
region and dial the Coulomb branch parameters u, and/or the parameter  characterizing
the defect, such that Im[ 1Zh(u)]! 0, then rbnd !1. The halo particles are becoming
21The formula we give appears to dier from [13] by a sign, but this is an illusion. Our conventions for
the expansion of the electromagnetic charge along a Darboux basis are such that h1; 2ius =  h1; 2iDenef .
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less and less bound to the defect, until they are completely free. Note, crucially, that
as rbnd becomes much greater than the eective size of the vanilla particle, the probe
approximation in which the core-halo picture is derived becomes better and better.
We would like to argue that the core-halo system represents a framed BPS state.
However the total charge of the core-halo system is  = c + h and if this conguration
truly represents a framed BPS state, its total energy should be E =  Re[ 1Zc+h(u)]. So
far we have only accounted for the energy of the probe particle. In the probe approximation
the total energy is the sum of this plus the energy of the dyonic background. Using the
regularized energy functional (2.49), the energy of the background can be computed and
is given by (2.50) with def ! c. Hence, using the linearity of Z , we indeed saturate the
framed BPS bound for the total energy.
We have so far described all of this in classical language. One can quantize the non-
interacting halo particles and build up the Fock space of halo particle states. These provide
an approximate description of framed BPS states that is good when rbnd is much larger
than the length scale set by the Higgs vev, and that becomes exact as rbnd ! 1. Hence
this picture can be used to understand the wall crossing properties of framed BPS states.
We explicitly see that the halo Fock space disappears from the spectrum as we approach
the framed marginal stability walls cW (h), where
cW (h) := (u; )  
(u; h) 6= 0 &  1Zh(u) 2 R   bB  cC : (2.70)
The rst condition ensures that the proposed halo particle actually exists in the vanilla
spectrum.22 The walls are real co-dimension one walls in (u; ) space. Here we have
allowed for an analytic continuation in  so that  2 C = C n f0g, as is convenient to do
when studying the wall crossing problem. The electromagnetic charge lattice can undergo
monodromy around singular points of the Coulomb branch. When studying defects it can
be useful to lift nontrivial closed paths in B to paths in (u; ) space which also wrap the
 circle. We have thus dened the walls on the universal cover bBcC of BC. One can
project these to walls W ()  B  C.
The jump in the framed protected spin characters (2.55) when cW (h) is crossed is
most succinctly formulated in terms of the generating function of framed BPS states (2.56).
Denoting the generating function on the side of the wall where  Im 1Zh(u) > 0 with
F respectively, framed wall crossing is equivalent to a conjugation
F (fXg) = S 1h F+(fXg)Sh : (2.71)
For details and the precise form of Sh in general we refer to [8]. In appendix H we work
this out explicitly for hypermultiplet halos in the case of su(2) SYM.
22One can also dene the walls to depend on the core in question, cW (h; c) and impose a binding
condition ⟪h; c⟫ 6= 0 as part of the denition, analogous to the condition ⟪1; 2⟫ 6= 0 for the vanilla
walls (2.29). The denition (2.70) works well in conjunction with the framed wall crossing formula, (2.71).
It can happen that, for a particular halo charge h and line defect, all associated framed BPS states of
charge c have ⟪h; c⟫ = 0. In this case we say that that halo charge corresponds to an invisible wall. In
such a case, Sh will simply commute with the generating function F , leaving it invariant across the wall.
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Wall-crossing in the vanilla case is more intricate, but as was shown in [8] can be
derived from consistency relations on the framed wall crossing. The simplest case, the
so-called primitive wall crossing where both decay products 1 and 2 are primitive charge
vectors, was rst discussed in [15]. In that case the vanilla protected spin character (2.62)
jumps in the following simple manner:

+(1 + 2; y) = 

 (1 + 2; y) + j⟪1;2⟫j(y) 
(1; y)
(2; y) ; (2.72)
where 
 is the PSC on the side of the wall where ⟪1; 2⟫ Im 1vanZ1(u) > 0, and n(y)
is the character of the n-dimensional SU(2) representation, n(y) = (y
n   y n)=(y   y 1).
The factors 
(1;2; y) account for the internal states carried by the constituents, while
j⟪1;2⟫j(y) accounts for the states of the electromagnetic eld binding the constituents.
2.7 Weak coupling expansion
In this paper we are interested in comparing the above constructions of (framed) BPS
states and wall crossing with the results of a semiclassical analysis. The semiclassical
analysis is in principle valid at any energy scale, provided the eective coupling is weak.
It is therefore worthwhile to recall a few details of the weak coupling expansion of the low
energy eective theory.
As we mentioned previously, at weak coupling there is a natural identication of the
massless degrees of freedom with the components of the microscopic degrees of freedom
along a Cartan subalgebra. The classical vacua of the theory (2.1) consist of gauge-
inequivalent, constant ' = '1 such that ['1; '1] = 0. Although these vacua are pa-
rameterized by gauge-invariant data such as us = hTr('s+11 )i for su(N), it will be useful
to choose a representative '1 for each u 2 B. Physical quantities of course will not de-
pend on these choices. First, without loss of generality, we take '1 to dene the Cartan
subalgebra tC, as described below (2.3).
This still leaves the gauge redundancy of the Weyl orbit. We x it by taking X1 
Im( 1'1) to dene a notion of positive roots:  2 + () h;X1i > 0, such that
X1 is in the fundamental Weyl chamber. This requires that X1 2 g be regular. We will
assume so for the purposes of this discussion, though later in the paper we will consider
families of X1 that approach a wall of the fundamental Weyl chamber from within the
chamber. Using this particular real slice of '1 to dene the fundamental Weyl chamber
is motivated by the semiclassical analysis of BPS states, where X  Im( 1') is the real
Higgs eld that participates in the Bogomolny equation. We denote by I and HI  HI ,
I = 1; : : : ; r = rnk g, the corresponding simple roots and simple co-roots. We then identify
t  t with the symplectic vector space Vu = V mu  V eu and take fHI ; Jg = faI ; bJg as a
Darboux basis, where J are the fundamental weights.
In order to make contact with the low energy eective Lagrangian (2.30), one de-
composes the elds according to (2.4), A = AIHI +
P
2A
( iE), ' = aIHI +P
2 '
( iE), etc., treating the Cartan components as a xed background and the
root components as quantum uctuations. For each root  there is a vector multiplet
with charge  and mass jh; aij, where a = aIHI . Integrating out these massive vector
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multiplets leads to (2.30). The general form of (2.30) for an arbitrary conguration of
Cartan-valued background elds is determined by N = 2 supersymmetry, so in order to
extract the prepotential F it is sucient to consider the special case of constant aI ; F I and
vanishing background fermi elds. A standard one-loop computation leads to the eective
coupling matrix IJ with
Im(IJ) =
4
g20
Tr(HIHJ) +
1
2
X
2+
h;HIih;HJi

ln
 jh; aij2
220

+ 3

;
Re(IJ) =
0
2
Tr(HIHJ)  1

X
2+
h;HIih;HJi ; (2.73)
where  is dened by h; ai = jh; aijei , and the rst terms are the classical
contributions.
The one-loop correction to Re(IJ) is nite and originates from the ABJ anomaly of the
chiral fermions. For each root  2 + the doublet of Weyl fermions can be packaged into
a single Dirac fermion, 	(). The Yukawa terms generate both a mass and pseudo-mass
coupling of the form 	() (h; Re(a)i   i5h; Im(a)i) 	(). By making a unitary chiral
rotation of the Dirac fermion | which is a U(1)R rotation in terms of the original Weyl
fermions | one can change eld variables to a new Dirac fermion 	0() with mass jh; aij.
The path integral over 	0() can then be handled with standard methods. The change in
integration measure is however anomalous [72], resulting in the one-loop correction to the
classical theta angle as given in Re(IJ), (2.73).
The one-loop correction to Im(IJ) is divergent and requires renormalization. Us-
ing dimensional regularization in d = 4   2 dimensions, we introduce the counterterm
Lagrangian
Lc:t: = h
_
162

ln

20
2

  1

+    3

Tr(HIHJ)F
I
F
J + susy completion : (2.74)
Recall that h_ is the dual Coxeter number and from the denition of Tr in terms of
tradj, (2.3), it follows that X
2
h;HIih;HJi = 2h_Tr(HIHJ) : (2.75)
Together with the one-loop determinant, Lc:t: produces the one-loop correction to Im(IJ)
given in (2.73).
The nite part of Lc:t: is scheme dependent; we chose it so as to arrive at the standard
form of the prepotential, as we now show. The real and imaginary parts of IJ can be
combined into
IJ = 0 Tr(HIHJ) +
i
2
X
2+
h;HIih;HJi

ln
h; ai2
220

+ 3

=
i
2
X
2+
h;HIih;HJi

ln
h; ai2
22

+ 3

; (2.76)
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where 0 =
4i
g20
+ 02 and we introduced the dynamical scale
 := 0e
i0=h_ : (2.77)
If 0 is the scale at which the one-loop running coupling takes on the \bare" value, g(0) =
g0, then jj is the scale where it blows up. This IJ follows from the perturbative part of
the prepotential
F1-lp = i
4
X
2+
h; ai2 ln
h; ai2
22

; (2.78)
or equivalently the perturbative expression for the dual coordinate,
a1-lpD;I :=
@F1-lp
@aI
=
i
2
X
2+
h;HIih; ai

ln
h; ai2
22

+ 1

: (2.79)
These agree with the usual formulae, provided one remembers the dierent normalization
of the scalar eld, ahere =
p
2aSW. (See footnote 13.)
The nontrivial bration of the electromagnetic charge lattice over the weak coupling
regime of the Coulomb branch can be understood from these formulae. To give a simple
example, consider the su(2) theory with Coulomb branch parameter u = 12h; ai2. Now let
us increase  starting from 
in
 while holding jh; aij xed. At each integer n such that
 = 
in
 + n we return to the same point u on the Coulomb branch, but these all give
dierent values of Re(), (2.73). At u we can measure the physical magnetic and electric
charge as the ux of the low energy magnetic and electric elds through the two-sphere at
innity. In general these are dened by
Im =
1
2
Z
S21
F I ; physe;I :=
1
2
Z
S21
Im(IJ) ? F
J : (2.80)
Equations (2.34), (2.35) give a relation between these charges and the quantized electric
charge, e;I :
e;I =  (physe;I + Re(IJ)Jm) : (2.81)
Hence the dierent values of Re(IJ) that can be associated to the same point u 2 B,
correspond to the dierent e's consistent with the given m and 
phys
e , corresponding to
dierent local trivializations of   over the patch containing u. Notice that specifying a
consistent set faD(u); a(u)g | i.e. a value of a(u) together with a choice of branch for the
logarithm | determines such a local trivialization.
Standard arguments employing holomorphy [70, 73] and the U(1)R-symmetry anomaly
imply that the perturbative prepotential is one-loop exact. The exact prepotential,
F = F1-lp + Fnp ; (2.82)
includes nonperturbative instanton corrections which are of the general form
Fnp = 1
2i
1X
k=1
Fk
 h; ai 12kh_ ; (2.83)
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where Fk is a Weyl-invariant polynomial of degree 2kh_   2 in j+j variables evaluated
on h; ai 1,  2 +. Fnp is exponentially suppressed in the bare coupling g0 relative to
F1-lp, provided none of the h; ai are vanishing.
Thus far we have discussed how one obtains the vanilla low energy eective action (2.30)
starting from the microscopic one. In the presence of line defects it should also be possible
to obtain the low energy defect action (2.43) from the microscopic one (2.15) in the same
way, namely by carrying out a Gaussian path integral for the boundary values of the
quantum uctuation elds. This would be an interesting computation to do but we leave
it for future work.
3 Classical framed BPS eld congurations
In this section we describe the space of classical BPS eld congurations for given vev
'1 and electromagnetic charge . This provides the starting point for the semiclassical
construction of BPS states. In both this section and the next we are mostly extending
well known results for vanilla BPS eld congurations and states to framed BPS eld
congurations and states in the presence of line defects. However we will obtain some new
results even in the vanilla case. We focus on the case of pure 't Hooft defects, where the
singular monopole moduli spaces studied in [5, 30, 54{56, 74{76] play an essential role.
3.1 Hamiltonian and electromagnetic charges
The bosonic Hamiltonian23 associated with the classical action (2.1) is
Hbos =
1
g20
Z
U
d3xTr

EiE
i +BiB
i +D0'D0'+Di'D
i'  1
4
([';'])2

+ Vdef ; (3.1)
where U = R3 n f~xng, Ei = Fi0, and Bi = 12ijkF jk. Note that we have used the `Gauss
law' constraints associated with A0. The rst of these is local and can be identied with
the A0 equation of motion in the Lagrangian formulation,
0 = DiEi   1
2
([';D0'] + [';D0']) : (3.2)
The second is a boundary term,
0 =
Z
@U
d2Si Tr
n
A0

Ei + ~0Bi
o
=
Z
S21
d2
r2r^i Tr
n
A0

Ei + ~0Bi
o
: (3.3)
In the second step we used the boundary conditions (2.13) and (2.16) to eliminate the
contributions from the innitesimal two-spheres surrounding the defects. Since we will be
interested in eld congurations where the asymptotic ux of Ei + ~0Bi is nontrivial, the
simplest way to satisfy (3.3) is to impose A0 ! 0 as r !1.
23In this expression Ei, D0', and D0' should be understood as functionals of the canonical momenta and
coordinates. Dening ; ; i as the momenta canonically conjugate to ';';A
i respectively, the relations
are D0' = 2g
2
0 , D0' = 2g
2
0, and Ei =  g20(i + ~0Bi).
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The defect potential in (3.1) follows directly from (2.15) and is required in the presence
of 't Hooft defects. For defects of type  with positions and charges (~xn; Pn) it is given by
Vdef =   2
g20
X
n
Re

 1
Z
S2"n
Tr f(iF   ?F )'g

: (3.4)
The defect potential will serve to regulate the energy functional when evaluated on
the singular eld congurations required by the defect boundary conditions. Given this,
we then want to impose the standard asymptotic boundary conditions that guarantee
niteness of the energy. This requires that ' and the leading, O(1=r2), monopole moments
of the electric and magnetic eld be covariantly constant and mutually commuting sections
of the adjoint bundle over the two-sphere at innity. Thus by making patchwise gauge
transformations as necessary, we may assume them to be constants valued simultaneously
in the same Cartan subalgebra. Having done so, we dene the magnetic and electric charges
through the asymptotic uxes as follows:
m :=
1
2
Z
S21
F ;
physe :=
2
g20
Z
S21
?F =  

e +
0
2
m

: (3.5)
We dened physe as the actual ux of the electric eld. e 2 t denotes the vector
space dual of the electric charge e with respect to the Killing form ( ; ) dened in (2.3),
and the electric charge is dened as the conserved Noether charge associated with asymp-
totically nontrivial gauge transformations that preserve the vaccum '1. The relation
e =  (physe + 02m) can be derived via the same procedure as outlined for the IR theory
under (2.35). Recall at weak coupling we have the natural duality frame V mu  V eu = t t
and Darboux basis fHI ; Jg of simple co-roots and fundamental weights. Furthermore, the
classical coupling matrix is  clIJ = 0(HI ; HJ). Using these, we can see that (3.5) is entirely
consistent with the classical limit of the denitions (2.34), (2.35), and (2.80).
Furthermore we can identify the vanilla charge lattice  u and shifted charge lattice
 L;u, (2.51), as follows. The asymptotic gauge eld associated with a magnetic charge m
must be dened patchwise and takes the form
A! m
2
(1  cos )d ; (3.6)
in spherical coordinates, with the plus sign for the patch containing the north pole,  = 0,
and the minus for the patch containing the south pole,  = . Single-valuedness of the
transition function,  7! exp(m), on the overlap requires that exp(2m) = 1G, the
identity element in the gauge group. Hence m 2 G, (2.10). However, in the absence
of defects, the radial coordinate provides a homotopy of the asymptotic two-sphere to a
point at r = 0, and thus the closed loop in G dened by the transition function must
be homotopically trivial. This will be the case if and only if it lifts to a closed loop in
the simply-connected cover, ~G. Thus, in the absence of defects, we have the stronger
requirement that m 2  ~G = cr, the co-root lattice . Dyons involve exciting uctuations
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of the microscopic elds along the root directions of the Lie algebra (as we will see in detail
below), and thus as in the perturbative sector, electric charges are conned to the root
lattice. Hence the vanilla electromagnetic charge lattice for pure Yang-Mills theories is
naturally identied with
 u = cr  rt ; (3.7)
at weak coupling. Notice that a priori the Dirac quantization condition, he; mi 2 Z,
allows for a more rened electric lattice, namely the weight lattice wt = I(I  Z). This
corresponds to the possibility of coupling matter in any representation  of g.
When line defects are present the above arguments are modied. We still have m 2
G, and the same argument concerning single-valuedness of the transition functions on the
innitesimal two-spheres implies that the 't Hooft charges Pn 2 G. Now, rather than a
homotopy of the asymptotic two-sphere to a point, we have a homotopy of the asymptotic
two-sphere to a disjoint union of innitesimal two-spheres. Hence it follows that the closed
loop  7! exp f(m  
P
n Pn)g should be homotopically trivial in G. Thus in general
m sits in a torsor for the co-root lattice, m 2 cr + (
P
n Pn). The electric discussion
is unmodied for the case of pure 't Hooft defects and thus we have  L;u =  u + L as
in (2.51) where L may be taken as
L =
X
n
Pn : (3.8)
Note that any two Pn; P
0
n that dier by a Weyl reection satisfy Pn P 0n 2 cr, hence  L;u
only depends on the Weyl orbits [Pn], consistent with the fact that these are what label
physically distinct 't Hooft defects. Note also that the torsor cr + (
P
n Pn) is a subset
of G which is in turn a sublattice of the magnetic weight lattice, mw = Gad , the co-
character lattice of the adjoint form of the gauge group. mw is the integral dual of the
root lattice and thus L does satisfy the required property ⟪L; ⟫ 2 Z for any  2  u.
Here we are using the relation
⟪m  e; 0m  0e⟫ = he; 0mi   h0e; mi ; (3.9)
between the symplectic pairing on  L;u and the canonical pairing on t
  t that follows
from the denition (2.31) and the weak coupling identication (3.7).
3.2 Classical BPS bound and BPS eld congurations
The BPS spectrum is described at the classical level by nite energy eld congurations
solving rst order equations. The rst order equations can be obtained as the xed point
equations of supersymmetry transformations or by nding local minima of the energy
functional via Bogomolny's identity [77, 78]. We review the former method in appendix A;
here we recall the latter. The canonical Hamiltonian (3.1) can be rewritten as
Hbos =
1
g20
Z
U
d3xTr
( Ei   iBi +  1Di'2 +  1D0'+ 12[';']
2
)
  Re( 1Zcl) ;
(3.10)
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where
Zcl =
2
g20
Z
S21
Tr f(iF   ?F )'g : (3.11)
This is achieved through a combination of integration by parts, the Bianchi identity, and
Gauss' Law, (3.2). In particular, the integration by parts produces boundary terms on both
the innitesimal and asymptotic two-spheres. The boundary terms on the innitesimal
ones are exactly canceled by the defect potential, Vdef . This leaves only the asymptotic
boundary term which is directly related to the (classical) central charge.
The result (3.10) implies the classical BPS bound, M   Re( 1Zcl), which is satu-
rated when the rst order equations hold such that the integrand of the bulk term in (3.10)
vanishes. In the vanilla case the result is valid for any phase  but the strongest bound is
achieved when
 = clvan   
Zcl
jZclj ; (vanilla case) ; (3.12)
in which case M = jZclj for BPS eld congurations. In the framed case  is instead
xed by the specication of the line defect and will be, in general, dierent from (3.12).
Zcl is the central charge of the eld conguration, as can be veried by computing the
commutator of supercharges obtained from integrating the corresponding Noether currents.
(See appendix A.) Using the asymptotic form of F associated with the charges (3.5), we nd
Zcl = Zcl (u) = 0(m; a(u)) + he; a(u)i ; (3.13)
where a(u) = '1. This is consistent with (2.33) where we identify the classical limit of
the dual coordinate, aclD;I = 0(HI ; a) = 
cl
IJa
J . The energy functional (3.10) has local
minima with values M cl =  Re( 1Zcl (u)) at eld congurations solving the rst order
BPS equations
  Ei   iBi +Di
 
 1'

= 0 ; D0
 
 1'

+
1
2
[';'] = 0 ; (3.14)
and the Gauss constraint, (3.2).
It is convenient to decompose ' into two real Higgs elds X;Y , i.e. g-valued as opposed
to gC-valued, dened by
24
 1' = Y + iX : (3.15)
This determines the asymptotic values of X;Y , as functions of the vacuum data (;u) and
phase :
 1a(u) = Y1 + iX1 : (3.16)
Note that in the vanilla case, the phase is itself a function of the vacuum data, van =
van(;u), determined by (3.12), so in this case even the splitting (3.15) depends on what
vacuum and electromagnetic charge we are considering. In terms of X;Y , the BPS equa-
tions take the form
Bi = DiX ; Ei = DiY ; D0X   [Y;X] = 0 ; D0Y = 0 ; (3.17)
24Our X;Y should be compared with the b; a of references [25, 79, 80].
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and using these the Gauss constraint reduces to
DiDiY + [X; [X;Y ]] = 0 : (3.18)
Using (3.13), (3.16) and (3.5) one can determine the real and imaginary parts
of  1Zcl (u),
 1Zcl (u) =  

4
g20
(m; X1) + (physe ; Y1)

+ i

4
g20
(m; Y1)  (physe ; X1)

; (3.19)
and thus the classical BPS mass can also be written as
M cl =
4
g20
(m; X1) + (physe ; Y1) : (3.20)
This formula holds in both vanilla and framed cases. In the vanilla case, (clvan)
 1Zcl =
 jZcl j so we get a constraint that the imaginary part of (3.19) should vanish. However
one can show that this constraint automatically holds provided the BPS equations (3.17)
are satised [80]. These equations, together with some integration by parts, yield
0 =  
Z
U
d3xTr fX[X; [X;Y ]]g =
Z
U
d3xTrfXDiEig
=
Z
U
d3x@i Tr fXEig  
Z
U
d3xTrfDiXEig
=
Z
U
d3x@i Tr fXEi   Y Big : (3.21)
Recall that U = R3 n f~xng and the boundary @U consists of the asymptotic two-sphere
as well as innitesimal ones surrounding the ~xn. However, in the vanilla case, the only
boundary is S21. The ux conditions (3.5) imply
Bi =
m
2r2
r^i + o(r
 2) ; Ei =
g20
phys
e
8r2
r^i + o(r
 2) : (3.22)
Plugging (3.22) into (3.21) leads to the linear constraint,
0 =
4
g20
(m; Y1)  (physe ; X1) ; (vanilla case): (3.23)
This constraint nevertheless does imply that the map a(u) 7! (X1; Y1) given by (3.16)
is not one-to-one in the vanilla case. Indeed, under a U(1)R rotation a! ei#a we have that
clv ! ei#clv , and therefore Y1; X1 are invariant. The pre-image of the point (X1; Y1) is a
closed loop in the Coulomb branch, at xed values of jaI j. Hence, classically, each solution
to the BPS system (3.17), (3.18) with boundary data (;X1; Y1) provides a family of
solutions for all a(u) in the pre-image.
It is interesting to ask what happens to Im( 1Zcl) when defects are present. It is
still proportional to the boundary term of (3.21) coming from the asymptotic two-sphere.
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However instead of vanishing this contribution should now match the boundary terms from
the innitesimal two-spheres:
(physe ; X1) 
4
g20
(m; Y1) =
X
n
lim
"n!0
2
g20
Z
S2"n
d2
n"
2
nr^
i
n Tr fXEi   Y Big ; (3.24)
where "n = j~x   ~xnj. This is quite a nontrivial statement since the right-hand side must
evidently be nite and generically nonzero, as Im( 1Zcl) need not vanish.
Indeed, using the defect boundary conditions (2.13) one nds that the leading diver-
gence of the quantity in the trace cancels. Naively, though, there could still be a problem
when the leading divergence of one eld, say X  O(" 1n ), multiplies the rst subleading
divergence of another eld, say Ei  O(" 3=2n ). In fact the analysis of appendix B.2,
which showed the consistency of (2.13) with the variational principle, comes in handy here
as well. One result we prove there, (see (B.36)), is that on any solution to the equations
of motion, in particular a BPS solution, the boundary conditions (2.13) imply that
Y := 4
g20
Y +
0
2
X = Y(~xn) +O("1=2n ) ; as "n ! 0 ; (3.25)
where Y(~xn) is nite and Cartan-valued. The right-hand side of (3.25) is more restrictive
than the O("
 1=2
n ) behavior one might expect from a naive application of (2.13). Taking a
covariant derivative of (3.25) and using the BPS equations, we also get
Ei + ~0Bi = O("
 1=2
n ) ; (3.26)
where, recall, ~0 =
g200
82
.
These two results can be used to evaluate the right-hand side of (3.24):
lim
"n!0
2
g20
Z
S2"n
d2
n"
2
nr^
i
n Tr fXEi   Y Big =  lim
"n!0
2
g20
Z
S2"n
d2
n"
2
nr^
i
n Tr
n
~0X + Y

Bi
o
=  (Pn;Y(~xn)) : (3.27)
It is useful to express the left-hand side of (3.24) in terms of the asymptotic value of Y as
well. Setting Ycl1 := 4g20 Y1 +
0
2X1, we use (3.5) to write
4
g20
(m; Y1)  (physe ; X1) = (m;Ycl1) + he; X1i : (3.28)
Combining this with (3.24) and (3.19), we nd, in the presence of multiple 't Hooft defects
of type  with positions and charges (~xn; Pn),
Im( 1Zcl (u)) = (m;Ycl1) + he; X1i =
X
n
(Pn;Y(~xn)) : (3.29)
If there are no defects then we recover the vanilla result (3.23). This result will be useful
later when we discuss the collective coordinate approximation to the dynamics in the
presence of defects.
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The quantity Ycl1 is closely related to the classical limit of the dual special coordinate
aD. Recall that a
cl
D;I = 0(HI ; a). These are naturally contracted with the fundamental
weights I 2 t, which comprise the electric part of our weak coupling Darboux basis.
However we can dene a t-valued dual coordinate by taking the (vector space) dual with
respect to the Killing form (2.3):
aD :=
X
I
aD;I(
I) : (3.30)
Since I and HJ are integral-dual bases, we see that a
cl
D = a
cl
D;I(
I) = 0a. Then dene
Ycl1 := Im( 1aclD) =
4
g20
Re( 1a) +
0
2
Im( 1a) =
4
g20
Y1 +
0
2
X1 ; (3.31)
and observe that it agrees with our previous denition of Ycl1. This will serve as an
important hint for how quantum corrections are to be accounted for in the semiclassical
analysis to follow.
Returning to the analysis of the BPS equations, we are interested in solutions
to (3.17), (3.18) modulo the group of gauge transformations. For the purpose of con-
structing solutions to these equations it is convenient to initially x part of the gauge
freedom by choosing a \generalized temporal" gauge where
A0 = Y : (3.32)
Note that this condition is consistent with the defect boundary conditions (2.13), in that Y
and A0 are required to have the same singular behavior in the vicinity of defects. It violates
the condition limj~xj!1A0 = 0 arising from the global Gauss constraint, (3.3), but that can
be remedied by transforming the nal solution by a gauge transformation g that asymptotes
to the time-dependent Cartan-valued phase g1 = exp ( Y1t). This transformation will
preserve all defect and asymptotic boundary conditions, while changing A0 such that it
vanishes asymptotically. It is the generalization of the Gibbons-Manton gauge [81] for the
Julia-Zee dyon [82].
In the gauge (3.32) the last three of (3.17) reduce to the statement that eld congu-
rations are time-independent,
@0Ai = @0X = @0Y = 0 ; (3.33)
while the rst of (3.17) and (3.18) become the \primary" and \secondary" BPS equations:
primary: Bi = DiX ; secondary: D
iDiY + [X; [X;Y ]] = 0 : (3.34)
Notice that the primary equation is the standard BPS monopole equation [77, 83] for a
pair fA;Xg 2 
1(P)  
0( adP), where  : P ! U denotes the principal G-bundle over
U = R3 n f~xng and adP is the associated adjoint bundle. It can be solved independently
of the secondary equation. We still have to identify solutions that are related by gauge
transformations that preserve (3.32). These are the time-independent transformations.
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This construction leads to the singular monopole moduli spaces that were studied in [5,
30, 54{56, 74, 75] and will be reviewed in the next subsection.
The secondary equation is a linear equation for Y in the (singular) monopole back-
ground; the boundary value problem has a unique solution as we will describe later. (See
section 3.4.) With the solution for Y in hand, the electric eld, and in particular the
electric ux through the two-sphere at innity, is determined. Thus it should be clear that
for a xed collection of 't Hooft defects f;Pn; ~xng, solutions might not exist for a given
set of asymptotic data, fm; e;X1; Y1g, or equivalently | using (3.16) | for a given
set of f;ug. The logical ow is as follows. First, fm;X1g determine a moduli space of
solutions to the primary BPS equation, which might be empty. We will discuss conditions
for this in the following subsection. Assuming this space is nonempty, for a given point,
i.e. gauge-equivalence class [fA;Xg], and a given Y1, we obtain a unique solution to the
secondary equation and hence through the relation Ei = DiY a unique electric charge.
While this would be ne classically, Dirac quantization imposes that the electric charge
sit in a discrete lattice. One may attempt to accommodate such a e by moving around
to dierent points in moduli space; in other words the solution Y to the secondary BPS
equation will determine the electric charge as a function on moduli space [79, 80, 84]. Then
there might or might not exist a locus where this function takes on the given value e. This
question will be analyzed in detail in section 3.4.
In what follows it will sometimes be useful to cast the BPS equations in a dierent
form. One introduces a fourth Euclidian direction, x4, endow R4 with a at Euclidian
metric, and orient it so that d3x ^ dx4 is positive. We dene a gauge eld on R4,
A^ = A^adx
a = Aidx
i +Xdx4 ; (3.35)
with a = 1; : : : ; 4. Using this gauge eld we extend the covariant derivative, D(3) ! D^, and
eldstrength, F(3) ! F^ . All elds are independent of x4 so F^ = F(3) + (DiX)dxi ^ dx4.
Then the primary BPS equation is equivalent to the self-duality equation for F^ ,
?^F^ = F^ ; (3.36)
while the secondary equation is simply the gauge-covariant Laplace equation:
D^aD^aY = 0 : (3.37)
3.3 Singular and vanilla monopole moduli spaces25
Let the data f~xn; Png for a set of 't Hooft defects be given, such that the behavior of X
and Bi =
1
2ijkF
jk is specied by (2.13) in the vicinity of the defects. Suppose we are also
given a Higgs vev X1 2 t and a magnetic charge m 2 cr + (
P
n Pn)  t. These specify
the asymptotic behavior of the elds:
X = X1   m
2r
+ o(1=r) ; Bi =
m
2r2
r^i + o(1=r
2) ; as r !1 : (3.38)
25We avoid using the terminology \framed" to refer to the moduli spaces of monopoles in the presence
of 't Hooft defects because that adjective already has another meaning in the context of monopole moduli
spaces. Unfortunately, \singular" isn't an ideal choice either because the actual moduli space of singular
monopole congurations might or might not have singularities.
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Note that for solutions to the Bogomolny equation it is sucient to give only the Higgs
eld asymptotics in (2.13) and (3.38), as the asymptotics for the magnetic eld follow.
In order to dene the moduli space, we rst dene the group of local gauge transfor-
mations. Consider the action of gauge transformations in the vicinity of an 't Hooft defect.
Although two charges P; P 0 2 G related by a Weyl transformation are physically equiva-
lent, it will be convenient to dene the moduli space for a given set of Pn 2 G, rather than
for a given set of Weyl orbits of 't Hooft charges. Thus we require elements in the group
of local gauge transformations to leave the Pn invariant. If g is a gauge transformation, let
gn := g jS2"n be the restriction to the innitesimal two-sphere surrounding ~xn. We dene
G0fPng :=
n
g : U ! G j Adgn(Pn) = Pn ; 8n ; and limr!1 g = 1G
o
: (3.39)
Since the principal G-bundle over U can be nontrivial,26 we should really speak of a col-
lection of smooth patch-wise transformations g : U ! G with fUg an open cover for
U and the g patched together appropriately via the transition functions g of the bun-
dle. Similar remarks of course apply to the Higgs eld and gauge eld. We understand
\g ; X;A" to denote such collections. Also, in order to be more precise about (3.39), if
G0fPng 3 g = exp(), then we require  = 
(1)
1 =r + o(1=r) as r ! 1 where (1)1 2 t, and
 = n + O(j~x   ~xnj1=2) as ~x ! ~xn, where n : S2"n ! g satises gn = exp(n) and
[n; Pn] = 0. These conditions are such that gauge transformations in G0fPng preserve the
boundary conditions on the elds.
A gauge transformation g 2 G0fPng acts on the elds sending fA;Xg ! fA0; X 0g with
A = Ad(g 1)(A0) + g ;  = Ad(g 1)(0) ; (3.40)
where  is the Maurer-Cartan form on G; for matrix groups, g = g 1dg and Ad(g)(H) =
gHg 1. If g = exp() then these transformations correspond to the innitesimal action
A ! A0 = A   D,  ! 0 =  + ad()() =  + [;]. The Bogomolny equation
transforms covariantly while the defect and asymptotic boundary conditions are invariant.
The moduli space of singular monopoles is the space of gauge equivalence classes of
solutions satisfying the required boundary conditions. We denote it by
M

f~xn; PngNtn=1; m;X1

:= (3.41)8<:fA;Xg
 Bi = DiX ; X =   12j~x ~xnjPn +O(j~x  ~xnj 1=2) ; ~x! ~xn ;
X = X1   12j~xjm + o(j~xj 1) ; j~xj ! 1
9=;

G0fPng :
We will sometimes abbreviate the 't Hooft defect data to L and write M(L; m;X1).
If there are no 't Hooft defects then there are no special points ~xn and we have only
the asymptotic boundary conditions, while G simply becomes the space of smooth maps
g : R3 ! G that go to the identity at innity. These \vanilla moduli spaces" M(m;X1)
have been intensively studied since their introduction over thirty years ago [33, 85{90].
26It will be nontrivial i any of the Pn 2 G satisfy Pn =2 cr | i.e. if there is nontrivial 't Hooft ux.
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Classic texts are [37, 91, 92]; modern reviews with extensive references include [27, 93{95].
Singular monopoles and their moduli spaces were rst considered by Kronheimer [74], with
further important results obtained in [5, 54{56, 75]. See the introductory section of [30]
for a more detailed account of the previous literature on singular monopoles and their
moduli spaces.
3.3.1 Dimension and hyperkahler structure
The spaceM is nite dimensional, and furthermore has a natural and compatible Rieman-
nian metric and quaternionic structure, making it a hyperkahler manifold possibly with
singular loci. The derivation of these facts starts with a study of the tangent space T[A^]M
at a point [A^] = [fA;Xg]. Tangent vectors  2 T[A^]M are in one-to-one correspondence
with bosonic zero modes. These are deformations A^ that
 solve the linearized self-duality equation,
D^[aA^b] =
1
2
 cdab D^cA^d ; (3.42)
where D^ is the covariant derivative with respect to the background solution A^, and
 are not pure gauge. To quantify this latter condition we make use of the metric on
eld conguration space that is naturally dened by the kinetic terms of the energy
functional (3.1):27
g(1; 2) :=
1
2
Z
U
d3xTr
n
1A^a2A^
a
o
: (3.43)
Choosing 2 =  to be the tangent vector corresponding to a local gauge transfor-
mation generated by (~x) 2 g, A^ =  D^, we nd that g(; ) = 0 if and only if
D^aA^a = 0 : (3.44)
An asymptotic analysis of (3.42) and (3.44) using the leading asymptotics of the background
elds shows that solutions A^a are at worst O("
 1=2
n ) as "n = j~x  ~xnj ! 0 and O(r 2) as
r = j~xj ! 1. Hence the metric (3.43) is well dened and there are no boundary terms in
the argument leading to (3.44).
Equations (3.42) and (3.44) comprise four constraints on the zero modes that can be
usefully packaged into a single Dirac equation. In [30] we generalized the Callias index
theorem [31] for such Dirac operators on open Euclidean space to the case of U = R3 nf~xng
27A more standard normalization of this metric in the physics literature is gphys(1; 2) :=
4
g20
g(1; 2),
in terms of which the collective coordinate Lagrangian to be constructed in 4.3 has canonically normalized
kinetic terms. The normalization we have given, however, will turn out to be more natural for comparing
the semiclassical analysis with the Seiberg-Witten low energy eective one. Note that the metric g is
independent of the Yang-Mills coupling g0 since the equations dening the zero modes are.
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with background elds satisfying 't Hooft defect boundary conditions at the ~xn. This, to-
gether with a vanishing theorem for the adjoint operator, led to a formula for the dimension
of T[A^]M and hence the dimension of M at smooth points:
dimRM =
X
2
 
h;X1ih; mi
jh;X1ij +
X
n
jh; Pnij
!
: (3.45)
In this form the dimension formula exhibits manifest invariance under Weyl conjugation of
the asymptotic data fm; X1g and independent Weyl conjugation of each 't Hooft charge
Pn. Such conjugations amount to a relabeling of the roots for the appropriate term, but
all roots are being summed over in each term. Thus the dimension only depends on the
Weyl orbits [fm; X1g], [Pn]. This is natural since any of these Weyl conjugations can be
achieved by a gauge transformation (which is not in GfPng but acts isometrically on (M; g)).
The dimension formula can be cast into a physically intuitive form as follows [30]. In
accordance with our discussion following (2.4), let X1 dene a splitting of the roots into
positive and negative,  = + [ , with  2 + i h;X1i > 0. The sum over roots
becomes twice the sum over positive roots, after which the rst term simplies to h; mi.
For each Pn let P
 
n 2 [Pn] denote the representative in the closure of the anti-fundamental
Weyl chamber: h; P n i  0; 8 2 +. Now dene the relative magnetic charge
~m := m  
X
n
P n : (3.46)
This is a generalization of Kronheimer's \non-Abelian" charge [74] for su(2) to arbitrary
simple g. Then, using the freedom to replace Pn ! P n in (3.45), one can show
dimRM = 4h%; ~mi ; (3.47)
where % := 12
P
2+  is the Weyl element. Notice that ~m sits in the co-root lattice
and thus we may write ~m =
P
I ~n
I
mHI , where HI are the simple co-roots and the ~n
I
m are
integers. This nally leads to
dimRM = 4
rX
I=1
~nIm : (3.48)
This gives the formal dimension of M in the sense that we assumed the existence of the
background solution A^ that we expanded around. One needs an independent argument to
determine when M is nonempty.
Following Weinberg's interpretation in the vanilla case [33], the result (3.48) suggests
we have ~nIm smooth (i.e.'t Hooft-Polyakov) fundamental monopoles of type I for each
I = 1; : : : ; r, in the presence of the defects. Each fundamental monopole has four degrees
of freedom associated with it | three for its position and one phase whose conjugate mo-
mentum corresponds to electric charge. A natural conjecture, then, is thatM is nonempty
i all ~nI  0. This has been proven in the vanilla case [96], (where one should addition-
ally assume at least one of the nIm is strictly positive). In [76] we found support for it
using realizations of singular monopole congurations via intersecting brane systems for
g = su(N) theories.
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A second assumption we make is that M is connected. This is also motivated by
the physical picture of constituent fundamental monopoles. In the vanilla case it is proven
through the relation to moduli spaces of rational maps [89]. We believe an analogous result
will follow from a rational map construction of singular monopoles, as appears for example
in [97]. See also appendix A of [98].
If A^a is a solution to (3.42), (3.44), then so is 
r
abA^
b, with
(r)ab := 
r
ab4   (rab4   rba4) ; r = 1; 2; 3 ; (3.49)
the anti-self-dual 't Hooft symbols. This follows from the fact that the background F^ab is
self-dual. The  are a basis for the anti-self-dual matrices in four dimensions, but there is
nothing particularly special about this choice. With the advantage of hindsight, it turns
out to be useful to rotate this basis by the same SO(3) transformation, R, that appeared
in (2.59).28 We dene
(jr)ab := (R)
r
s(
s)ab : (3.50)
Then the tangent space T[A^]M at any point [A^] is equipped with a natural quaternionic
structure; the triplet of endomorphisms
(JrA^)a := (jr)abA^b ; (3.51)
satisfy the quaternionic algebra
JrJs =  rs1+ rstJt ; (3.52)
where 1 is the identity map on T[A^]M. This follows from the algebra satised by the :
rs =  rs   rstt, together with the fact that R, being an element of SO(3), preserves
this algebra.
Away from singular loci one may show that these almost complex structures on M
are integrable. Furthermore the restriction of (3.43) to T[A^]M at each point [A^] 2 M
denes a Riemannian metric on M (which we also denote by g), and the three complex
structures (3.51) are covariantly constant with respect to this metric [37]. Thus, away from
possible singular loci, (M; g; Jr) is a hyperkahler manifold. We denote the corresponding
triplet of Kahler forms by !r; they are related to the metric and complex structures via
!r(U; V ) = g(U; Jr(V )) ; (3.53)
for all vector elds U; V .
One can introduce a local real coordinate system fzmg, m = 1; : : : ; 4PI ~nIm, on M.
The coordinates parameterize a smooth family of gauge-inequivalent solutions to (3.36):
A^ = A^(~x; zm). Noticing that @mA^  @@zm A^ solves the linearized equations, (3.42), (3.44),
we naturally obtain a set of zero modes,
mA^a := @mA^a   D^a"m ; (3.54)
28The reader might object to this as, at the moment, there is no connection between the discussion that
led to the introduction of R in section 2.5 and the discussion here. However we will make the connection
later when we discuss the role of SU(2)R symmetry in the collective coordinate theory. Here we attempt to
reduce the proliferation of notation by anticipating that result.
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associated with the coordinate tangent vectors m. For each m, "m(~x; z) is the generator of
a local gauge transformation that is uniquely determined by requiring m to be orthogonal
to local gauge transformations: D^a(@mA^a   D^a"m) = 0. We denote the components
of the metric with respect to this coordinate basis in the usual way: gmn := g(m; n).
Meanwhile (3.53) is equivalent to (!r)mn = gmp(Jr) pn .
The collection fA^a; "mg are in fact the horizontal components of the connection one-
form on the universal bundle G ! Puni ! R4 M of Atiyah and Singer [99]. Extending
the denition of the covariant derivative to the moduli space,
Dm := @m + ad("m) ; (3.55)
the bosonic zero modes may be understood as the mixed components of the curvature,
ad(mA^a) = [Dm; D^a]. We denote the moduli space components of the curvature
mn := @m"n   @n"m + ["m; "n] ; (3.56)
and note the remarkable identity
D^aD^amn = 2[mA^
a; nA^a] : (3.57)
This identity follows from manipulating the Jacobi identify for (D^a; Dm). For example,
one has D^amn =  2D[mn]A^a.
We also note the compact expression for the Christoel symbols with all indices down,
 mnp = gmq 
q
np:
 mnp =
1
2
Z
U
Tr
n
mA^aDnpA^
a
o
; (3.58)
which follows directly from (3.43). One can check that this formula is consistent with
 mnp =  m(np). These results will be useful below.
The vanilla moduli spaces M(m;X1) are smooth and complete hyperkahler mani-
folds. However this is generically not the case for singular monopole moduli spaces, which
can have co-dimension four or higher singularities corresponding to the phenomenon of
monopole bubbling [5]. In this process an 't Hooft defect can emit or absorb smooth
monopoles, changing its charge accordingly, such that the asymptotic magnetic charge
m is preserved. In the situation where a defect absorbs some smooth monopoles such
that its charge changes P ! P 0, with P 0 =2 [P ], it is expected that the singular locus of
M(P ; m;X1) can be naturally identied with M(P 0; m;X1). Note that the smaller
space M(P 0; m;X1) may itself possess singular loci, so that in general we can have a
nested sequence of singularities. As for the nature of the singularities, in examples they
are always found to be of orbifold type, but it does not appear to be known whether this
is true in general.
We do not consider an absorption or emission process in which P ! P 0, where P 0 2 [P ]
as monopole bubbling. The two 't Hooft defects are physically equivalent and the moduli
spaces are isometric. By making a gauge transformation on the latter conguration we
can conjugate P 0 back to P , so that the entire process can be described by motion on a
single moduli space. Such processes were dubbed \monopole extraction" in [76], where we
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studied them in an intersecting D-brane picture. The analog of this process from the point
of view of the low energy eective N = 2 theory will be described in section 7.5.
In fact gauge transformations that leave the asymptotic data xed preserve both the
metric and quaternionic structure of M. Thus the moduli spaces M(P ; m; X1) and
M(P 0; m; X1) for P 0 2 [P ] are related by a hyperkahler isometry. We use this to identify
suchM's, so that in this way our semiclassical constructions to follow only depend on the
Weyl orbit [P ].
3.3.2 Isometries from symmetries
Let us begin by recalling some facts about the vanilla moduli spaces M(m;X1). At each
point in M there is a distinguished four-dimensional subspace of the tangent space. If
A^(xi) solves (3.36) then so does A^(~x ~xcm) for any xed ~xcm. These are the center-of-mass
position moduli. The corresponding zero modes are iA^a = @iA^   D^a"i, where "i must
solve D^a

@iA^a   D^a"i

= 0. However, upon using (3.32) and (3.33), one nds that this
equation is identical to the equation of motion for Ai following from (2.1) if we identify
"i = Ai. Therefore "i = Ai is a solution and furthermore it is the unique solution since D^
2
has trivial kernel. It follows that iA^a = F^ia. These zero modes give a three-dimensional
subspace of the tangent space.
A fourth zero mode can be obtained from these using the quaternionic structure:
4A^a = F^4a. This zero mode, 4A^a = ( DiX; 0), corresponds to the innitesimal action of
an asymptotically nontrivial gauge transformation | in particular one that is not in the
group of local gauge transformations G0fPng that we mod out by to construct the moduli
space. This zero mode together with the iA^a form an invariant subspace under (3.51).
Together they can be summarized as aA^b = F^ab.
In fact one can go further and show that the vector elds on M associated with these
zero modes are covariantly constant. Hence the simply-connected cover, fM, ofM factorizes
into a direct product of a at R4 factor generated by these vector elds, and a \relative"
or \centered" moduli space M0 [37]. We will demonstrate some of these facts below in
subsection 3.3.4, after introducing a little more technology.
Defects break translational symmetry and hence M cannot have the corresponding
isometries. Global gauge transformations, however, do still generate symmetries of M.
The remaining spacetime symmetry inherited from the Poincare group is the SO(3) of
spatial rotations. Rotations map a solution of the Bogomolny equation to a new, physically
inequivalent solution. The asymptotic boundary conditions are preserved by the rotation.
The line defect boundary conditions however will only be preserved if there is a single line
defect and it is located at the xed point of the rotation. In this case the action of the
spatial rotation on A^a(~x; z) can be equivalently represented by a dieomorphism of M.
It will be useful in the following to introduce a bit of notation. Let fEg represent a
collection of innitesimal symmetry transformations that act on A^. They comprise spatial
rotations, eectively-acting global gauge transformations and, in the vanilla case, spatial
translations. The symmetry transformations satisfy (EF   F E) = fEFGG, where
the fEFG are the structure constants of the symmetry algebra. If the action of 
E on A^
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can equivalently be represented by an innitesimal dieomorphism of M, then there exist
vector elds fKE(z)g such that
EA^a = (Ez
m)@mA^a   (KE)m@mA^a : (3.59)
Furthermore the symmetry algebra of transformations on A^ implies that the KE must
satisfy
[KE ;KF ] = fEFGK
G ; (3.60)
where [KE ;KF ] := (KE)m@mK
F   (KF )m@mKE is the usual commutator of vector elds.
The sign in the denition (3.59) is necessary in order that the KE satisfy the same algebra as
the transformations E .
29 Note that EA^a is not orthogonal to local gauge transformations
but can be made so by performing a compensating gauge transformation,
~EA^a := 
EA^a + D^a
 
(KE)m"m

=  (KE)mmA^a ; (3.61)
with gauge parameter E :=  (KE)m"m 2 G0fPng.
We would like the determine how the transformation E acts on the zero modes
mA^a themselves, as dened through (3.54). Starting from the denition (3.54) and us-
ing (3.59), (3.61) one nds
~E(mA^a) =  
 
@m(K
E)n

nA^a   (KE)nDmnA^a   D^a(~E"m) ; (3.62)
for the gauge-orthogonal variation. In order to determine the variation of the local gauge
parameter "m one must use its dening property, D^
2"m = D^
a@mA^a. Taking the 
E varia-
tion of both sides of this equation and making use of (3.57) we nd
~E"m =  (KE)nnm : (3.63)
Here we use that D^2 is invertible acting on elements of G0fPng. Then, with D^amn =
 2D[mn]A^a we obtain
~E(mA^a) =  
 
@m(K
E)n

nA^a   (KE)nDnmA^a ; (3.64)
whence
E(mA^a) =  
 
@m(K
E)n
  (KE)n@nmA^a  $ KE (mA^a) : (3.65)
In the last step we noted that this quantity is precisely the Lie derivative along  KE of
mA^a, viewed as a co-vector on M.
It follows that the variation E of any moduli space quantity constructed from the
bosonic zero modes will be by Lie derivative with respect to  KE . In particular this holds
for both the metric and Kahler forms, (3.43) and (3.53), which we collect together as
(gmn; (!
r)mn) = (ab; (j
r)ab)
1
2
Z
U
d3xTr
n
mA^
anA^
b
o
; (3.66)
29It could be absorbed into the denition of KE resulting in a sign change on the right-hand side of (3.60),
but when we consider the symmetries of the collective coordinate theory induced from these it will be better
to have this sign exposed from the beginning.
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where, recall, (jr)ab was dened in (3.50). Both the metric and Kahler forms are covariantly
constant with respect to the Levi-Civita connection, and so it is convenient to write the
Lie derivative in terms of the corresponding covariant derivative operator, rm. Hence on
the one hand we have
Egmn =  $KEgmn =  rm(KE)n  rn(KE)m ;
E(!r)mn =  $KE (!r)mn =  rm(KE)p(!r)pn +rn(KE)p(!r)pm : (3.67)
On the other hand we can compute the symmetry variation of these quantities directly
for a given symmetry transformation of mA^a, viewing this quantity now as a function of ~x.
For example, in the vanilla case, the generators of spatial translations, i, act on the zero
modes via i(A^a) = 
ij@j(A^a). Since the metric and Kahler forms are dened in terms of
integrals over all of R3 (again, in the vanilla case), it is clear that they are invariant. The
metric is also invariant with respect to the generators of angular momentum, since it is the
spatial integral of a scalar quantity. Meanwhile both the metric and complex structures
are invariant under global gauge transformations since Tr is a bi-invariant form under the
adjoint action. Let us denote the angular momentum and gauge transformations by r,
r = 1; 2; 3, and A respectively, where A runs over a basis of independent, eectively-acting
global gauge transformations. Then we have KE = (Ki;Kr;KA), where the Ki are only
present in the vanilla case, and we have just argued that
$Kigmn = 0 (vanilla case) ; $Krgmn = 0 ; $KAgmn = 0 ; and
$Ki(!
r)mn = 0 (vanilla case) ; $KA(!
r)mn = 0 : (3.68)
The rst line implies that all of the KE are Killing vector elds. The last is the denition
of a triholomorphic vector eld on a hyperkahler manifold. Hence the (Ki;KA) are tri-
holomorphic Killing vector elds; they generate isometries which additionally preserve the
quaternionic structure. They will be discussed further in the next section.
The Killing vectors Kr associated with angular momentum are not triholomorphic,
but they do act on the !s nicely. To derive this action we must spell out the spacetime
action r:
rA^a =  rjkxj@kA^a + (`r)abA^b ; r = 1; 2; 3 : (3.69)
Here `r are so(3) representation matrices for the direct sum of the vector and trivial rep-
resentation; explicitly
(`r)jk =  rjk ; (`r)j4 = (`r)4k = (`r)44 = 0 : (3.70)
Then, integration by parts together with the identity
(s)ac(`
r)cb   (s)bc(`r)ca = srt(t)ab ; (3.71)
leads to the action
r(!s)mn =  $Kr(!s)mn =  (R 1 )ruust(!t)mn : (3.72)
Since $Krgmn = 0 we can also express this result in terms of the complex structures:
$KrJs = (R 1 )ruustJt. This will be needed later when we discuss the action of symmetries
on the collective coordinate dynamics.
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3.3.3 Triholomorphic U(1)'s and the G-map
As we just saw, the moduli spacesM have a number of triholomorphic isometries, induced
from asymptotically nontrivial gauge transformations. These are related to turning on
electric charges and will be important for us in the following. Asymptotically nontrivial
gauge transformations that leave the boundary conditions invariant sit in TfPng, which we
dene via its Lie algebra,
Lie(TfPng) :=
8<: : U ! g
 lim~x!~xn  = n +O(j~x  ~xnj1=2) ; with [n; Pn] = 0 ;
limj~xj!1  = 
(0)
1 + 
(1)
1 =j~xj+ o(1=j~xj) ; with (0;1)1 2 t
9=; :
(3.73)
The BPS equation is gauge-covariant, so the gauge transformation of a solution will be
another solution. However, we do not necessarily get a new solution for all g 2 TfPng.
First, two elements of TfPng that approach the same asymptotic value dier by an element
of G0fPng, the group of local gauge transformations. The Lie algebra of G0fPng is dened as
in (3.73) but with 
(0)
1 = 0. Since the moduli space M is dened through a quotient by
G0fPng, we get an action of TfPng=G0fPng = T , the Cartan torus, on M.
This action leaves both the metric and quaternionic structure invariant. Hence, to
each element of T for which the action is nontrivial, we get a nontrivial triholomorphic
isometry. We denote the derivative of this map by
G : t! isomH(M) ; (3.74)
which is a Lie algebra homomorphism from the Cartan subalgebra of g into the Lie alge-
bra of triholomorphic Killing vectors. Concretely, G is constructed as follows. Given an
element H 2 t, we nd the unique solution30 to the boundary value problem D^2H = 0,
limj~xj!1 H(~x) = H, for H 2 Lie(TfPng). Then the tangent vector eld H = G(H)
corresponds to the zero mode generated by the gauge transformation with respect to H :
HA^ =  D^H . For those H such that this zero mode is nonvanishing, H is a nontrivial
triholomorphic Killing vector.
G will in general have a nontrivial kernel. For example, consider a smooth g-monopole
obtained by embedding a single su(2) monopole along a simple root I , such that the only
nonzero components of fA;Xg are those along EI and HI . Thus in order for exp(H) 2 T
to act nontrivially it is necessary that hI ; Hi 6= 0. In general we are interested in t= ker G; it
is nonzero elements in this space that map to nonzero triholomorphic Killing vectors onM.
One could restrict consideration to generic charges such that all components of the
relative magnetic charge are nonzero. In this case the kernel of G vanishes. However we
feel it is worthwhile to give a complete description that includes non-generic cases. In
particular, such a construction shows one how to embed the results of detailed analyses
30Suppose there were two dierent solutions 1;2H . Then the dierence 
12
H  1H   2H 2 Lie(G0fPng) \
ker D^2. However it is easy to see that this space is trivial and thus 1H = 
2
H : integrating by parts 0 =R
Trf12H D^212H g one nds that 12H must be covariantly constant. The asymptotic boundary condition then
implies it must vanish.
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performed in cases of low rank gauge groups into higher rank gauge groups. In contrast to
the vanilla case, the embedding procedure is not entirely obvious when defects are present.
The reason is that, although we consider a non-generic relative magnetic charge from the
perspective of the higher rank gauge group, the asymptotic magnetic charge m can be
generic. (This is achieved by adjusting the sum of 't Hooft charges accordingly so that
the relative magnetic charge remains non-generic.) We have relegated the details of the
construction to appendix C.1 since they are somewhat tangential to the main development
of the paper, and in the following we just summarize the essential results.
Let ~m =
P
I ~n
I
mHI denote the expansion of the relative magnetic charge along the
basis of simple co-roots. We partition the labels of the simple co-roots according to whether
the corresponding ~nIm is zero or not:
fIA j ~nIAm > 0 ; A = 1; : : : ; dg [ fIM j ~nIMm = 0 ; M = 1; : : : ; r   dg ; (3.75)
Recall that r = rnk g and we assume 0 < d  r, as d = 0 implies dimM = 0. Let D
denote the Dynkin diagram of our simple g, and dene Def to be the diagram obtained by
deleting those nodes corresponding to the IM and any lines attached to them. D
ef will be
the Dynkin diagram of a semisimple Lie algebra that we denote gef . Let fHAg be a basis of
simple co-roots of the Cartan subalgebra tef , and let i : gef ,! g be the natural embedding
such that i(HA) = HIA . Note that this implies d = rnk g
ef . In the appendix we use
this embedding to construct an embedding of singular monopole moduli spaces which is
dimension preserving. Thus it is likely a (hyperkahler) isomorphism of moduli spaces, but
we cannot rule out the possibility of a discrete cover. Using this embedding we then argue
that the map
G  i : tef ! isomH(M) (3.76)
is an injective Lie algebra homomorphism.
We would like to exponentiate this to a Lie group homomorphism that gives an eective
torus action of triholomorphic isometries onM. G acts by gauge transformations which act
through the adjoint representation, and this representation is only faithful for the adjoint
form of the group. We should therefore use the exponential map associated with the adjoint
form of the eective gauge group, Gefad. This is the semisimple Lie group with Lie algebra
gef and trivial center. The corresponding exponential of tef gives a Cartan torus T efad that
acts eectively on M via triholomorphic isometries.
The fundamental magnetic weights hA 2 tef form an integral basis for the co-character
lattice of Gefad; so that exp(2h
A) is the identity. The dierence hIA   i(hA) is nonzero
but in the kernel of G. Hence the vector elds
KA := (G  i)(hA) = G(hIA) ; A = 1; : : : ; d ; (3.77)
are triholomorphic Killing elds that generate 2-periodic triholomorphic isometries ofM.
If hIM are the remaining fundamental magnetic weights of g then G(hIM ) = 0. Hence the
action of G on a generic element of t can be expressed in terms of the KA via linearity.
Since the fundamental magnetic weights are integral-dual to the simple roots we have, for
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example, X1 =
P
AhIA ; X1ihIA +
P
M hIM ; X1ihIM , and this implies
G(X1) =
dX
A=1
hIA ; X1iKA ; (3.78)
The construction in C.1 also makes it clear that the metric and quaternionic structure of
M only depend on the hIA ; X1i and not the hIM ; X1i.
Note that, as long as we are not in the case of the pure 't Hooft defect where dimM = 0
and there are no IA , G(X1) is nontrivial since h;X1i 6= 0 for all nonzero roots . In the
vanilla case the global gauge transformation corresponding to G(X1) is the one generated
by X itself: X1 = X. This zero mode and the triplet corresponding to translations
generate the at R4 factor of the simply-connected cover, fM, that we mentioned above.
We are now in a better position to establish this factorization property of the vanilla
moduli spaces.
3.3.4 Periodic isometries and factorization of the vanilla moduli space
We wish to show that G(X1) is covariantly constant in the vanilla case. We proceed by
rst establishing two useful results that hold generally in the singular case as well. (See [37]
for a dierent argument.) Let H 2 Lie(TfPng) be a global gauge transformation with G(H)
the corresponding Killing vector; i.e. D^aH =  G(H)mmA^a. Then with U = R3 n f~xng
we have
1
2
Z
U
d3xTr
n
[mA^
a; nA^a]H
o
=
1
2
Z
U
d3xTr
n
mA^
a [nA^a; H ]
o
=
1
2
Z
U
d3xTr
n
mA^
a

DnD^aH   D^aDnH
o
=   1
2
Z
U
d3xTr
n
mA^
a
h
(@nG(H)
p)pA^a + G(H)
pDnpA^a
io
=  gmq
 
@nG(H)
q +  qnpG(H)
p

=  rnG(H)m : (3.79)
In going from the rst to second line we used the interpretation of the zero modes as the
mixed components of the curvature of the connection on the universal bundle: ad(nA^a) =
[Dn; D^a]. In going from the second to third line we noted that the D^aDnH term vanishes.
This follows via integration by parts, (3.44), and noting that the asymptotics of the zero
modes, given below (3.44), and of H as j~xj ! 1 and ~x! ~xn are such that the boundary
terms vanish. Observe that antisymmetry of the initial expression implies that G(H)
is Killing.
The second result isZ
U
d3xTr
n
X[mA^a; nA^
a]
o
=  
Z
U
d3xTr
n
[[mA^
a; X]n]A^a
o
=  
Z
U
d3xTr
n
(D[mD^
aX)n]A^a
o
+
Z
U
d3xTr
n
(D^aD[mX)n]A^
a
o
=  1
2
ijk
Z
U
d3xTr
n
(D[mFjjkj)n]A^i
o
= ijk
Z
U
d3xTr
n
(Dj[mA^jkj)n]A^i
o
=
1
2
ijk
Z
U
d3x @i Tr
n
mA^jnA^k
o
= 0 : (3.80)
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In going from the rst to second line we used ad(mA^a) = [Dm; D^a]. The second term
of the second line vanishes upon integrating by parts, using (3.44) and the zero mode
asymptotics. Next we used the Bogomolny equation to replace DiX with the eldstrength,
and then again used a Jacobi identity for the curvature of the connection on the universal
bundle: DmFij =  2D[ijmjAj]. Due to the antisymmetry on mn the resulting term is a
total derivative, and the zero mode asymptotics ensure that the boundary terms vanish.
Equations (3.79) and (3.80) hold in both the singular and vanilla cases. In the vanilla
case | and only in that case | we have X = X1 . (In the singular case X =2 Lie(TfPng)
due to the 't Hooft poles.) Therefore by combining these two results we deduce
rmG(X1)n = 0 ; (vanilla case only) : (3.81)
Henceforth in this subsection we focus on the vanilla case exclusively.
Recall that G(X1) spans one direction of a four-dimensional subspace of the tangent
space that is closed with respect to the action of the quaternionic structure. This is
the subspace corresponding to the four bosonic zero modes aA^b = F^ab. Indeed one can
compute from the denitions, (3.51), (3.66), that
(Jr) ma =
(
 (jr) ba ; m = b ;
0 ; otherwise :
(3.82)
Then if Ki are the Killing vectors generating translations, (Ki)mmA^a = (K
i)jjA^a =
ijF^ja, we nd
Jr (G(X1)) =  (R)riKi : (3.83)
Hence (3.81) implies that rm(Ki)n = 0 as well. (Recall that R is just a given xed
element of SO(3).)
It then follows from the de Rham decomposition theorem that the universal cover of
the moduli space decomposes into a direct product,
fM(m;X1) = R3cm  RX1 M0(m;X1) : (3.84)
Here the simply-connected hyperkahler manifold M0(m;X1) is (the analog for general
simple Lie group of) the \strongly centered" monopole moduli space identied in [38].31
The vanilla monopole moduli space is a quotient of fM by a discrete normal subgroup, D,
of the isometry group of fM and and generally takes the form
M(m;X1) = R3cm 
RX1 M0(m;X1)
D
: (3.85)
31Two warnings concerning notation: rst, references [37, 38] use the notation fM0 for the strongly
centered moduli space because a dierent space | the \centered" monopole moduli space | was dened
and denotedM0 in [37]. The relation for SU(2) monopoles of charge k is that the strongly centered moduli
space is a k-fold covering of the centered one. For higher rank gauge groups and generic Higgs vevs, there
is no analogous relationship and it is the generalization of the strongly centered moduli space that is more
useful. Following most of the physics literature, e.g. the review [27] , we denote the strongly centered moduli
space M0. Second, in the same SU(2) context, [37] uses the notation fM to denote a k-fold covering of the
full moduli space M that is not simply-connected. Our fM in (3.84) is the universal cover of M.
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Here D = 1(M) is the group of deck transformations of the universal cover. On the one
hand, it is known from the rational map construction [89, 100, 101] that 1(M) = Z. On
the other hand, we have an eective T efad
= U(1)d action onM by triholomorphic isometries,
induced from asymptotically nontrivial gauge transformations. This group action induces
a homomorphism  : 1(T
ef
ad)
= efmw ! 1(M) = Z from the magnetic weight lattice of the
eective Lie algebra to the fundamental group of M. Is this map onto? If not, what is the
image, im(), as a subgroup of Z? The rational map construction provides a convenient
language for answering these questions, and the answers will be important for us later.
The following decomposition of D, into transformations that can be generated from
the action of gauge transformations and those that cannot, seems not to have been spelled
out in the literature for generic Higgs vev and magnetic charge. We claim that the group
homomorphism  : efmw ! Z is given by pairing a magnetic weight h 2 efmw with the dual
of the eective magnetic charge efm :=
Pd
A=1 n
IA
m HA. This is equivalent to the contraction
of i(h) and the magnetic charge with respect to the Killing form ( ; ):
(h) = h(efm); hi = (efm ; h) = (m; i(h)) : (3.86)
A proof of this result using the rational map construction is given in appendix C.2. We
will see momentarily that it is consistent with known results in the case of gef = su(2).
In order to clarify what im() is, let us expand (efm)
 in the basis of simple roots of gef :
(efm)
 =
dX
A=1
nIAm H

A =
dX
A=1
nIAm pAA 
dX
A=1
`AA ; (3.87)
where pA := 2=2A = 2=2IA 2 f1; 2; 3g and for convenience we have dened the positive
integers `A := pAnIAm . The `A are the components of (efm) along A or equivalently the
components of m along IA . Now, im() will be generated by (h
B), where hB are
the fundamental magnetic weights of gef , and we have from (3.87) that (hB) = `B. It
follows that
im() = gcd(`1; : : : ; `d)Z  LZ ; (3.88)
where we've denoted by L the greatest common divisor of the `A. Let the corresponding
subgroup of the group of deck transformations be
Dg  D ; such that D=Dg = Z=LZ  ZL ; (3.89)
the cyclic group of order L. Here the subscript \g" stands for \gauge-induced deck trans-
formations." Then we can write (3.85) as
M(m;X1) = R3cm 

RX1 M0(m;X1)
Dg

ZL : (3.90)
This renement is useful because we can give a fairly explicit description of gauge-induced
isometries and their action on the RX1 M0 factor of the universal cover via the G-map,
which will furthermore be important later for understanding the decomposition of electric
charge into \center of mass" and \relative" pieces.
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For any h 2 efmw, the isometry exp(2G(i(h))) :M!M is the trivial isometry ofM
since it corresponds to a gauge transformation that asymptotes to the identity and hence
leaves all points of M xed. This isometry lifts to a trivial isometry of the universal coverfM i h 2 ker(). Since ker() is a rank d   1 sublattice of efmw, this leads to a (d   1)-
dimensional torus of eectively acting gauge-induced isometries of M0, as we now explain.
First, recall that translations along RX1 are generated by G(X1). Second, observe that
for any H 2 t,
g(G(X1);G(H)) =
1
2
Z
R3
d3xTr
n
D^aXD^
aH
o
=
1
2
Z
S21
d2Si Tr f(DiX)Hg
= (m; H) ; (3.91)
Hence the vector eld G(H) is metric-orthogonal to G(X1) i H is Killing-orthogonal
to m.
32 Any h 2 ker satises g(G(X1);G(i(h))) = 0 and therefore maps to a tri-
holomorphic Killing eld G(i(h)) with legs along M0 only; in other words it generates
triholomorphic gauge-induced isometries ofM0. Furthermore exp(2G(i(h))) is the trivial
isometry.
Let us denote a basis of generators for the sublattice ker()  efmw by fhA0 gd 1A=1,
such that
ker() =
d 1M
A=1
hA0  Z : (3.92)
Then the d  1 triholomorphic Killing vectors
KA0 := G(i(h
A
0 )) (3.93)
restrict trivially to triholomorphic Killing vectors on M0, where they generate 2-periodic
isometries. Since M0 is simply-connected, the closed curves generated by these Killing
vectors must be homotopically trivial. Via the Smith normal form procedure, for example,
one can exhibit an explicit GL(d;Z) change of basis transformation,
fhAgdA=1 7! fhA0 gd 1A=1 [ fhgg ; (3.94)
mapping the fundamental magnetic weights to the generators fhIA0 g of the kernel together
with an element we denote hg 2 efmw such that (hg) generates the image of . In
particular,
g := exp(2G(i(hg))) : fM! fM ; (3.95)
can be taken as the generator of the subgroup of gauge-induced deck transformations, Dg.
Of course g = exp(2G(i(hg + h0))) for any h0 2 ker(). The closed curves generated
by G(i(hg)) and G(i(hg + h0)) are homotopically equivalent and correspond to the same
element of Dg.
32In particular the G-map is not metric preserving. This explains how it is possible to reconcile the
following two statements that naively sound contradictory: (1) For d > 1, a generic vev X1 generates an
irrational direction in the Cartan torus and hence G(X1) generates an irrational direction in the torus
of triholomorphic isometries of M; nevertheless, (2) there exists a subtorus of triholomorphic isometries
generated by Killing vectors that are metric-orthogonal to G(X1).
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It is of interest to determine precisely how g acts on the RX1 M0 factor of fM,
which carries the same metric as M, (3.43). To that end we introduce a slightly dierent
basis for tef that is adapted to this factorization. Namely, we take the fhA0 gd 1A=1 as before,
but we choose the remaining element to be proportional to Xef1, so that under the G-map
it corresponds to a generator of translations along RX1 . There is a natural choice for the
normalization of this element suggested by the asymptotic analysis of the moduli space
metric, namely
hcm :=
1
(m; X1)
Xef1 =
1
(m; X1)
dX
A=1
hIA ; X1ihA : (3.96)
If we dene a global coordinate  on RX1 by identifying the corresponding coordinate
vector eld with
@ := G(i(hcm)) ; (3.97)
then  can be identied with the sum total of the phases of the constituent monopoles in
the asymptotic region of moduli space [24]. If we also introduce global coordinates ~xcm on
the R3cm by identifying Ki = ij@xjcm , then the metric on M can be written
ds2M = (m; X1)

d~xcm  d~xcm + d
2
(m; X1)2

+ ds2M0 : (3.98)
In order to determine the action of g on fM, we would like to decompose hg with
respect to the basis fhA0 ;hcmg of tef . By linearity of the G-map, this equivalently tells us
how G(i(hg)) decomposes along @ and the KA0 . In particular, the former determines the
translation of  while the latter describes a triholomorphic isometry of M0 in terms of the
basic generators (3.93). Now, in order to decompose hg with respect to the basis fhA0 ;hcmg
we require the integral dual basis of (tef). However the dual of hcm is none other than the
(dual of the) eective magnetic charge, since
h(efm); hcmi = 1 ; h(efm); hA0 i = 0 ; 8A : (3.99)
Let A be the remaining components of the dual basis, dened by the properties
hA; hB0 i =  BA ; hA; hcmi = 0 : (3.100)
An explicit expression for these in terms of the simple roots A can be obtained by making
use of the inverse of the GL(d;Z) transformation used to obtain the hA0 . Then we have that
hg = h(efm); hgihcm +
d 1X
A=1
hA; hgihA0 ; (3.101)
and observe that h(efm); hgi = (hg) = L.
If follows that the action of g on fM, is
g(fM) = R3cm  (exp(2L@)  RX1) g;0(M0) ; (3.102)
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where
g;0 := exp
 
2
d 1X
A=1
hA; hgiKA0
!
:M0 !M0 (3.103)
is a triholomorphic gauge-induced isometry of M0 (assuming d > 1). This action denes
the quotient of RX1 M0 by Dg appearing in (3.90). In particular g translates  by an
amount 2L.
In appendix C.3 we describe one particular construction of a basis fhA0 g and dual basis
fAg for ker(), and we compute the coecients hA; hgi appearing in (3.103) for this
choice. These are only meaningful up to GL(d 1;Z) transformations that change the basis
of the KA0 but preserve the essential property that they generate 2-periodic isometries.
The main observation from the particular expressions we obtain in the appendix, which is
unaected by such transformations, is that the coecients depend on ratios of the quantities
hIA ; X1i appearing in (3.96) and, for generic Higgs vev, they are irrational numbers.
Hence generically, as pointed out in [24], no power of g;0 will give the trivial isometry of
M0. This means that generically, for d > 1, the quotient (3.90), and hence (3.85), is not
presentable as a quotient of R3cm  S1 M0 by a nite cyclic group.
We note however in the case d = 1, corresponding to gef = su(2), that G(X1) is the
only triholomorphic Killing vector on M up to rescaling. hcm does generate a closed circle
and there are no hA0 . The same formulae above apply, but with g;0 the trivial isometry.
Hence in this case Dg does act only on RX1 , where it acts by translating ! +2L with
L = pnm. Here nm is the usual su(2) magnetic monopole charge while p 2 f1; 2; 3g accounts
for the possibility of embedding the su(2) monopole along a short root of g with length-
squared one-half or one-third that of the long root. The quotient by Dg thus produces a
circle parameterized by   + 2L, and from (3.90) we have
M = R3cm 
S1 M0
ZL
; (gef = su(2) only): (3.104)
This is in agreement with known results [37]. Furthermore in the su(2) case our denition
of the coordinate  agrees with the phase of the resultant of the rational map corresponding
to the monopole [37, 38].
Finally, there is still the question of how the remaining quotient group D=Dg = ZL of
(non-gauge-induced) isometries acts on fM. Let  : fM ! fM denote the generator of D.
Then we must have that
L = g : (3.105)
(One might have thought that L  g up to homotopy only. However, both L and g
have to be actual isometries | g by construction and 
L because  is. Therefore they
would dier by an isometry that generates a homotopically trivial loop. Such an isometry
would be generated by 2G(i(h)) for some h 2 ker, but we know that such isometries
are the trivial isometry on fM.) Furthermore, since the action of g, (3.102), factorizes into
a uniform translation of RX1 and an isometry of M0, it is clear that  must do the same
in order for (3.105) to hold. Hence there exists an isometry 0 of M0 such that
L0 = g;0 ; (3.106)
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and  acts by
(fM) = R3cm  (exp(2@) RX1) 0(M0) : (3.107)
This action, together with (3.106), (3.103), and (3.98), denes the quotient by D in (3.85)
in a suciently explicit manner for our purposes.
In the su(2) context of (3.104) where g;0 is the trivial isometry, we have that 0 is an
isometry ofM0 such that L0 is trivial. In particular, in this context, the strongly centered
moduli space M0 is an L-fold covering of another space, M0= 0 , which was called the
centered moduli space in [37].
3.4 Classical dyons, bound-state radii, and wall crossing
Having dealt with the primary BPS equation and its space of solutions, one is then in-
structed to solve the secondary equation (3.37) in the monopole background. Once the
boundary value Y1 is specied the solution for Y will be unique. Since Ei = DiY , this im-
plies that the full conguration describes a dyon, with an electric charge that is determined
in terms of Y1 and the monopole data. In particular the electric charge will be a function
on the moduli space M that can be determined explicitly in terms of the metric and the
Killing vector G(Y1). Fixing the electric charge constrains some of the moduli to xed
values that can be interpreted as bound-state radii between constituents. This leads to a
classical understanding of wall crossing. These points were rst uncovered for the vanilla
case in [79, 84]. We follow and expand on the discussion in [80].
3.4.1 The space of framed BPS eld congurations
Above we indicated that the secondary BPS equation, D^2Y = 0, subject to the asymptotic
and defect boundary conditions, has a unique solution. To see this we argue as follows.
First the relation
Y =
g20
4
Y   ~0X ; (3.108)
from (3.25) implies that Y satises the requisite defect boundary conditions. The X term
properly accounts for the pole while the Y term does not contribute to it at all. Then since
the secondary equation is linear, and is satised by X as a consequence of the Bogomolny
equation, it follows that D^2Y = 0 i D^2Y = 0. Now we also have that Y = Ycl1 + y1=j~xj+
o(1=j~xj) as j~xj ! 1, with Ycl1 given in (3.31), so Y 2 Lie(TfPng). Hence there is a unique
solution to D^2Y = 0, namely Y = Ycl1 , and thus a unique solution for Y .
Given Y , we can construct the electric eld Ei = DiY and determine the electric
charge. We begin by showing that electric charge can only be excited along the root
directions IA associated with the eective Lie algebra g
ef . Working in the gauge (C.12),
where the background takes the form A^ = Ad(g)(i(A^ef) + A^?), we see that Y must be of
the form
Y = Ad(g)

i(Yef) + Y?1

= Ad(g)(i(Yef)) + Y?1 ; (3.109)
where Yef satises (D^ef)2Yef = 0. Here the ? superscript on an element H 2 t indicates
the projection of that element to the orthogonal complement of the subspace i(tef)  t
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with respect to the Killing form. See appendix C.1 for further details. Then we have the
electric eld
Ei = D^iY =
g20
4
D^i

Y   0
2
X

=
g20
4
Ad(g)

i(D^efi Yef)

  ~0Bi : (3.110)
In particular, using (3.22), the (dual of the) electric charge, e , comes entirely from the Yef
term of (3.110), and hence e 2 i(tef). The gauge transformation g goes to the identity at
innity and therefore cannot aect the leading asymptotics. Therefore e can be expanded
in the HIA , or equivalently e can be expanded in the IA :
e =
dX
A=1
he; hIAiIA =  
dX
A=1

physe +
0
2
m; h
IA

IA : (3.111)
We can obtain a useful expression for the coecient of e along IA via the follow-
ing. As we mentioned, Y = Ycl1 generates a global gauge transformation. Consider the
innerproduct of the triholomorphic Killing vectors G(Ycl1) and KA = G(hIA):
g(G(Ycl1);KA) =
1
2
Z
U
d3xTr
n
D^aYD^ahIA
o
=
2
g20
Z
S21
lim
r!1 d
2
r2r^i Tr
n
Ei + ~0Bi

hIA
o
=

physe +
0
2
m; h
IA

; (3.112)
where in the second equality we integrated by parts and used D^2Y = 0. The boundary
conditions on Y; hIA 2 Lie(TfPng) exclude the appearance of boundary terms associated
with the defects. Hence we have the electric charge
e =  
dX
A=1
g(G(Ycl1);KA)IA =  
dX
A;B=1
hIA ;Ycl1ig(KA;KB)IB : (3.113)
This exhibits the charge as a function of the asymptotic data X1; Y1 as well as the metric
on M, which will generally depend on the moduli zm as well as the asymptotic data
m; X1. Thus for given IR data (X1; Y1; m), e is a function on M, as has been found
in [79, 80, 84] in the vanilla case.
To summarize, solutions to the BPS equations always have e 2 i(tef). Furthermore,
requiring that the charge be properly quantized, e 2 rt, e = nIeI , imposes d constraints
among the asymptotic data and moduli. Altogether we have
nIMe = 0 ; n
IA
e =  gmnG(Ycl1)m(KA)n ; (3.114)
in order for the BPS eld conguration to exist. This is on top of the additional requirement
that the coecients of the relative magnetic charge be non-negative in order that M is
nonempty. As a special case, the pure 't Hooft defects have ~nIm = 0; 8I, so there are no
IA. Hence these must have e = 0, and their physical electric charge is due entirely to the
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Witten eect: physe =   02m. We will denote the submanifold cut out of M by the d
\A-type" equations of (3.114) | i.e. the latter set of equations | as follows:
(L; m; e;X1; Y1) :=
n
[A^] jnIBe =  g(G(Ycl1);KB) ; 8B
o
M(L; m;X1) ; (3.115)
where L denotes the collection of line defect data, (; Pn; ~xn), and e =
P
A n
IA
e IA . This is
the moduli space of classical framed BPS eld congurations. We will also write (L; ; a)
where we recall the relation a = (Y1 + iX1).
It is easy to see that the triholomorphic isometries of M descend to isometries of .
Recall that these isometries originate from asymptotically nontrivial gauge transformations
that preserve the asymptotic data. They preserve not just the magnetic data dening M,
but the electric data as well. Hence they map points in  to points in . Since they
preserve the metric of M, they will preserve the induced metric on . The same is true
concerning the isometries of M originating from spatial rotations. The full set of BPS
equations are covariant under spatial rotations, and these rotations preserve all asymptotic
data and line defect data (provided there is a single line defect and that it is located at the
xed point of the rotation). Hence , when nonempty, inherits all of the isometries of M.
We will provide some physical intuition for the equations dening  in subsection 3.4.3.
Here we simply note that these equations might not have solutions for a given (Y1; e) |
especially if the g(KA;KB) appearing in (3.113) are bounded on M. Asymptotic analysis
of the metric, e.g. [24, 102] for the vanilla case, suggests this is the case. It would be
interesting to see how far one can push this line of thought in the general setting, but we
will not pursue it further here. We also note that the second expression of (3.113) makes
it clear that he;Ycl1i =  jjG(Ycl1)jj2g, minus the norm squared of the Killing eld G(Ycl1).
Therefore  is a subspace of a level set of the function jjG(Ycl1)jj2g on M, and when there
is only one A-type electric charge it corresponds to a full level set. This function will play
the role of a potential on the monopole moduli space in the collective coordinate dynamics
described below.
3.4.2 The space of vanilla BPS eld congurations
In the vanilla case a more rened analysis is required due to the factorization (3.85) of the
moduli space. Let us analyze how the expression for the electric charge, (3.113), decomposes
with respect to the direct product structure of the moduli space metric, (3.98). We will
assume that the only nonzero components of e are those along the IA ; if this is not
the case then the space of BPS eld congurations for the corresponding pair of (m; e)
is empty.
In subsection 3.3.4 we discussed a change of basis of tef from the fundamental mag-
netic weights, fhAgdA=1, to the set fhA0 gd 1A=1 [ fhcmg, where @  G(i(hcm)) generates
translations along RX1 and KA0  G(i(hA0 )) generates 2-periodic isometries of M0.
Correspondingly, there is a change of integral dual basis of (tef), from the simple roots,
fAgdA=1, to the set fAgd 1A=1[f(efm)g. The expressions for hcm as a linear combination of
fundamental magnetic weights and (efm)
 as a linear combination of simple roots are given
in (3.96) and (3.87) respectively.
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The Z-linear span of the hA0 gives the kernel of the homomorphism  : efmw ! Z,
dened by (h) = h(efm); hi. Since the fhA0 g only span a (d  1)-dimensional sublattice of
mw, the set of elements in (t
ef) that are integral-dual to the hA0 is of the form (ker) =
Zd 1R. The fAgd 1A=1 generate the particular slice SpanZfAg  (ker) determined by
the condition that hi(A); X1i = 0; 8A. For a given e 2 rt we dene
qcm := he; i(hcm)i = he; X1i
(m; X1)
2 R ;
NAe;0 := he; i(hA0 )i 2 Z ; A = 1; : : : :d  1 : (3.116)
The NAe;0 are integers. We also dene the relative electric charge
e;0 := e   he; X1i
(m; X1)
m =
d 1X
A=1
NAe;0 i(A) 2 f 2 t j h;X1i = 0g \ (ker) ; (3.117)
as the part of e that has zero pairing with X1. Then we have the decomposition
e = he; i(hcm)im +
d 1X
A=1
he; i(hA0 )ii(A) = qcmm + e;0 : (3.118)
We can obtain an alternative expression for e by applying the same expansions to the
right-hand side of the rst equality in (3.113), which expresses e as a rt-valued function
on moduli space. Making use of
dX
A=1
hIA ; hcmiKA =
1
(m; X1)
dX
A=1
hIA ; X1iG(hIA) =
1
(m; X1)
G(X1) ; (3.119)
and
dX
A=1
hIA ; i(hIB0 )iKA = G(i(hB0 ))  KB0 ; (3.120)
we nd that
e =   g(G(Y
cl1);G(X1))
(m; X1)
m  
d 1X
B=1
g(G(Ycl1);KB0 ) i(B)
=   (m;Y
cl1)
(m; X1)
m  
d 1X
A=1
g(G(Ycl1);KA0 ) i(A) : (3.121)
Equating (3.121) and (3.118) we nd the \constraint"
he; X1i+ (m;Ycl1) = 0 ; (3.122)
from the m terms. However using (3.31), one sees that this is just a rewriting of (3.23),
and therefore is satised for any BPS eld conguration. In particular this relation does
not impose any conditions on the moduli. We refer to the qcm

m component of the electric
charge as the \Julia-Zee component" since it generalizes the electric charge of the su(2)
dyon solution of [82].
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Meanwhile, equating the A terms leads to
NAe;0 =  g

G(Ycl1);KA0

; A = 1; : : : ; d  1 : (3.123)
Since the Killing vectors KA0 have legs along M0 only and the metric is a product metric,
the right-hand side of this expression only depends on the projection of G(Ycl1) onto TM0 
TM. This can be made explicit by expanding Ycl1 in the basis fhcm; hIB0 g as well:
Ycl1 =
D
m;Ycl1
E
i(hcm) +
d 1X
B=1
D
i(B);Ycl1
E
i(hB0 ) + (Ycl1)? ; (3.124)
which then leads to
G(Ycl1) =
(m;Ycl1)
(m; X1)
G(X1) +
d 1X
A=1
D
i(B);Ycl1
E
KA0 =
(m;Ycl1)
(m; X1)
G(X1) + G0(Ycl1) :
(3.125)
In the last step we introduced the map,
G0 : t! isomH(M0) ; (3.126)
which can be dened by projecting G(H) 2 isomH(M) onto the subbundle of TM that is
(metric-) orthogonal to G(X1),
G0(H) := G(H)  g (G(H);G(X1))jjG(X1)jj2g
G(X1) = G(H)  (m; H)
(m; X1)
G(X1) : (3.127)
The intersection of this subbundle with isomH(M) is isomH(M0). Hence we have
NBe;0 =  g

G0(Ycl1);KB0

=  
d 1X
A=1
D
i(A);Ycl1
E
g
 
KA0 ;K
B
0

: (3.128)
Observe that neither the component
 
m;Ycl1

of Ycl1, which is in any event xed by (3.122),
nor the components (Ycl1)? of Ycl1 in the orthogonal complement of i(tef) in t, participate
in the conditions (3.128).
The equations (3.128) cut out a hypersurface of co-dimension d 1 inM0 that we call
the strongly centered moduli space of classical BPS eld congurations :
0(m; e;X1; Y1) :=

NAe;0 =  g

G0(Ycl1);KA0

; 8A

M0(m;X1) : (3.129)
We again emphasize that NAe;0 2 Z and the triholomorphic Killing vectors KA0 generate
triholomorphic isometries of M0 with 2-periodicity. In the case gef = su(2), the set of
equations (3.123) is empty and 0 =M0.
As we mentioned in the framed case, the asymptotically nontrivial gauge transfor-
mations that are responsible for the triholomorphic isometries of the magnetic monopole
moduli space preserve both the magnetic and electric boundary conditions. Hence those
isometries ofM0 will descend to isometries of 0, and the identications (3.102) will dene
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the discrete quotient of RX1  0 by Dg. We do not have such a simple argument that
the identications imposed by , the generator of D, (3.107), should restrict to an action
on RX1 0. However in this case we can observe that the equations dening 0 depend
only on the local data of the metric and therefore take the same form on all leaves of the
ZL cover, (RX1 M0)=Dg of (RX1 M0)=D. Hence we expect that the action of  on
RX1 M0 does induce a well-dened action on RX1  0. Therefore, using this action,
we dene the moduli space of classical BPS eld congurations
(m; e;X1; Y1) := R3cm 
RX1  0(m; e;X1; Y1)
D
: (3.130)
We will also denote these spaces via the shorthand (; a) and 0(; a), and we remind
the reader of the rather nontrivial relationship between X1; Y1 and a, which involves the
electromagnetic charge as well:
Y1 + iX1 = (clvan)
 1a =  jZ
clj
Zcl
a ; with Zcl = 0(m; a) + he; ai : (3.131)
As we discussed following (3.23), this relationship between X1; Y1 and a ensures the
constraint (3.122) is satised. As a consequence, any a related by an overall phase rota-
tion, a ! ei#a will give the same X1; Y1, and for given , (; a) only depends on the
equivalence classes [a] dened by a  ei#a.
3.4.3 Classical bound-state radii and classical wall crossing
Let us provide some physical intuition for the constraints (3.114), and their vanilla version
in (3.129), that determine respectively the spaces of framed and vanilla BPS eld cong-
urations,  and . The mechanism at work was understood in [79, 80, 84]; see also the
discussion in [27].
First let us suppose that Ycl1 = 0, implying e = 0, so that the moduli space is
the magnetic monopole moduli space,  = M or  = M. This space has dimension
4j~mj or 4jmj in the framed or vanilla cases respectively. Restricting consideration to the
framed case for the moment, recall the physical interpretation of this dimension: there
are j~mj =
P
A ~n
IA
m fundamental 't Hooft-Polyakov monopoles in the system, consisting
of ~nIAm > 0 monopoles of type IA, for each A = 1; : : : ; d. Choose any one line defect L
at position ~x0. Then, at least when all monopoles are well separated from each other
and the defects, a good set of coordinates on M should be the set of position vectors
for each fundamental monopole relative to ~x0, together with a phase coordinate for each
fundamental monopole. In particular, there are no net forces exerted on the fundamental
monopoles by the defects, nor on the fundamental monopoles by each other.
Now suppose we turn on the scalar vev Ycl1. In order to maintain a BPS eld con-
guration, the scalar eld Y gets a nontrivial prole determined by D^2Y = 0 and the
asymptotic boundary condition. This in turn sources the combination Ei + ~0Bi, whose
leading asymptotics determine e. If e =
P
A n
IA
e IA , then the monopoles of type IA
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become dyons carrying net33 electric charge nIAe , with respect to the U(1)  T efad generated
by hIA . Note that it only makes sense to ascribe the component of electric charge nIAe to
the dyons of type IA when the dierent types are well-separated, such that gauge trans-
formations that asymptote to hIA eectively only act on the elds in the vicinity of these
monopoles. With the secondary scalar eld and the electric charge turned on, the various
position-dependent forces on the constituents no longer cancel pointwise. For a generic
conguration of positions, a defect will exert a net force on each type of dyon, and dyons
of dierent types will exert net forces on each other. Note however that dyons of the same
type do not exert forces on one another | the moduli space of N identical dyons is still
4N -dimensional.
Hence, if we associate a position vector ~xA to the center of mass of the dyons of each
type, relative to ~x0 say, then it is this position that is being constrained. The d equations
gmnG(Ycl1)m(KA)n + nIAe = 0 that dene , (3.115), can be thought of as xing the d
relative distances between the d + 1 vectors f~x0; ~xAg. It is at these values of the relative
distances that the net forces on each type of fundamental dyon vanish. Again, this picture
should be reasonable when all of these points are well-separated (relative to the scales set
by the components of the Higgs vev, hIA ; X1i).
In the vanilla case the picture is essentially the same, except that there is one class
of choices of fYcl1; eg such that the equations dening 0, (3.129), are trivially satised:
namely fYcl1; eg = fC1X1; C2mg, where C1; C2 are proportionality constants. (The
ratio C1=C2 will be xed by the constraint (3.122).) In this case both sides of the equation
in (3.129) are zero. The right-hand side is zero because G(X1) is metric-orthogonal to
all of the K0A. The left-hand side is zero because e = C

m means n
IA
e = CpAnIAm for
all A, whence NAe;0 = 0. Hence for this class of fYcl1; eg the relative positions ~xA are
unconstrained. This type of electric charge, which we referred to as the \Julia-Zee" charge,
is associated with the R  T efad generated by X1, and corresponds to the \center of mass
phase" direction, RX1 , in , (3.130). The unconstrained combination of the ~xA is the
overall center-of-mass coordinate, ~xcm, parameterizing the R3cm factor of . The (d   1)
equations dening 0, and hence , can then be thought of as constraining the relative
distances of the d vectors f~xAg. The relative distances that get xed in either the framed
or vanilla case provide a classical notion of bound-state radii.
As we have mentioned previously, for given fYcl1; eg, the equations dening  and
0, might not have solutions. This is especially clear if the metric innerproducts of the
triholomorphic Killing vectors, g(KA;KB) in the framed case and g(KA0 ;K
B
0 ) in the vanilla
case, are bounded functions. This is expected in the framed case and known in the vanilla
case. Let us denote these functions by g(KA;KB)  gAB. In the framed case, the equations
determining  are
P
B g
ABhIB ;Ycl1i + nIAe = 0. Suppose, for the sake of argument, that
that the gAB have upper and lower bounds gABmin  gAB(zm)  gABmax. Then for xed Ycl1, if
we take the ne too large in magnitude, the equations will not have a solution for any fzmg;
 will be empty.
33There is no invariant way to distribute this charge among the constituents as they can exchange charge
with each other in dynamical processes. The prototypical example where such processes have been studied
in detail is [37]. It is only the net charge of each type that is conserved.
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Suppose instead we x a e and an initial Ycl1 such that there is a solution. Then by
dialing any of the components hIB ;Ycl1i, (by changing the components hIB ; Y1i while
holding hIB ; X1i xed such that the metric remains xed), we might eventually cross a
value for which the system of equations no longer has a solution. This point represents a
co-dimension one wall in Y1 space across which  ceases to exist. Walls can also occur in
X1 space: since the metric depends on X1, gABmin and/or g
AB
max can depend the components
hIA ; X1i. By changing any one of these components, the bounds can be modied such
that a wall is crossed, where  is nonempty on one side and empty on the other. The walls
in fY1; X1g space are translated to walls in fa; g space via the relation  1a = Y1+iX1.
Analogous statements can be made in the vanilla case.
The walls just described are in some sense a classical analog of the marginal stability
walls dened in (2.29), (2.70), and the corresponding jumping phenomena for the vanilla
spaces 0 has been noted previously [79, 80]. The analogy is not precise, as the discussion
here concerns the existence of BPS eld congurations in the classical eld theory, whereas
marginal stability walls are dened for BPS states in the quantum theory. One expects
the existence of a classical BPS eld conguration carrying the appropriate charges to be
a necessary prerequisite for the existence of the corresponding BPS state. It does not
shed light, however, on the degeneracy of such states, nor is it a sucient condition for
their existence. For example, there is a moduli space of classical solutions describing two
identical su(2) dyons, but there are no L2 normalizable wavefunctions on the strongly
centered moduli space and hence no (one-particle) BPS state carrying this charge, at
least in the weak coupling regime of the Coulomb branch where the semiclassical analysis
is reliable.
4 Semiclassical framed BPS states
In the last section we discussed families of classical eld congurations labeled by charges
m  e and saturating a (classical) BPS bound. In this section we dene corresponding
states in the quantum theory using semiclassical techniques. They will be eigenstates
of the magnetic and electric charge operators and of the Hamiltonian, with eigenvalues
 = m  e and M , which continue to preserve half of the supersymmetry and saturate
the BPS bound involving the (quantum-corrected) central charge and mass.
4.1 Semiclassical expansion and the moduli space approximation
Classical solutions with nonzero ~m of (3.46) are solitons: local minima of the energy
functional in topologically nontrivial sectors of eld conguration space.34 Indeed, the
allowed values of ~m, or the allowed asymptotic magnetic charges if we prefer, label the
dierent connected components of conguration space. The semiclassical expansion of a
quantum theory around a static classical soliton is an expansion in the coupling g0. The
charges of BPS states are determined by topological and symmetry considerations; they
34The presence of 't Hooft defects changes the notion of \trivial" topological sector of eld conguration
space. We take the trivial sector to be the one where there is no further magnetic charge in the system
beyond the one due to the defects, m =
P
n P
 
n , such that ~m = 0.
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are quantized and therefore cannot receive corrections. The masses however will receive
quantum corrections to their classical value, (3.20).
The formalism for studying a quantum theory in a soliton sector and systematically
computing corrections to classical quantities such as the soliton mass was developed in
several works in the mid `70's [103{111]. See [95, 112{114] for pedagogical reviews. The
basic idea is to quantize the uctuations of the elds around the classical soliton solution,
making a mode expansion in terms of eigenfunctions of the appropriate dierential operator,
, which is obtained from the linearization of the time-independent equations of motion
around the background conguration. However there will be zero modes in this expansion,
corresponding to tangent vectors of the moduli space M. In order to avoid the usual
problems associated with zero-frequency modes, one exchanges those degrees of freedom
for an equal number of alternative degrees of freedom, obtained by promoting the moduli
zm to dynamical variables zm(t). The moduli thus become collective coordinates. In the full
quantum eld theory, one is changing coordinates on conguration space from the original
elds A^ to collective coordinates and uctuations (zm(t); a^) via
A^(t; ~x) = A^cl(~x; z(t)) + g0 a^(t; ~x; z(t)) ; (4.1)
where the zero-frequency modes are excluded from a^ either by hand or by imposing con-
straints.35 Note that the linear dierential operator , controlling the spectrum of uc-
tuations, will depend on the moduli, and hence so will its eigenmodes. A factor of g0 has
been extracted from the uctuation eld so that the kinetic term for the uctuation will
have canonical normalization.
One must supplement the change of variables (4.1) with a transformation for the re-
maining degrees of freedom which, in a covariant formulation, will include (A0; Y;  A) as
well as ghosts. Let us denote the collection of original elds by  and the collection of
uctuation elds around the soliton as  so that the change of coordinates in the path inte-
gral is  7! (zm; ). One then needs to determine the corresponding change of momentum
variables,  7! (pm; ), where (; pm; ) are conjugate to (; zm; ) respectively, such that
the total transformation on phase space, (; ) 7! (zm; ; pm; ) is canonical. This ensures
that the quantum commutator is preserved under the phase space transformation. With
the canonical transformation in hand, one can nally write the Hamiltonian in the new
variables that governs the dynamics in the soliton sector.
In fact, carrying out this transformation explicitly and exactly is rather dicult, and
for the most part it has only been done in scalar theories with kink solitons.36 Nevertheless
some general lessons can be extracted from these examples, arguably the most important of
35In more detail: (4.1) can be viewed as a partial denition of the uctuation eld a^. However this
denition must be supplemented with the information that a^ is not a completely generic R4 
 g-valued
function on spacetime. The eigenmodes of  corresponding to zero eigenvalue are to be excluded. This can
be implemented by either explicitly replacing the a^ term of (4.1) with a mode expansion where these modes
are absent, or by giving a set of constraints that a^ must satisfy. In the latter case, this set of constraints
together with (4.1) dene a^.
36Tomboulis and Woo [111] quantized the one-monopole sector Yang-Mills-Higgs theory with SU(2) gauge
group, where the moduli space isM = R3S1. See [115] for a recent analysis of a class of multi-component
scalar theories with generic moduli spaces.
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which is the following. The classical conguration with time-dependent moduli, A^cl(~x; z(t)),
is generally not an exact solution to the time-dependent equations of motion. This man-
ifests itself in the form of a tadpole term in the Hamiltonian for the uctuation eld a^.
This term has the form  p2a^, which is consistent with the fact that A^cl is a solution when
zm is constant (and hence the momentum pm vanishes). In order to have a well-dened
perturbation theory, one wants the tadpole to be subleading to the quadratic order terms
for a^, so that the tadpole can be viewed as part of the interaction Hamiltonian. This is
what necessitates37 the small velocity assumption,
_zm  O(g0) : (4.2)
Thus we see that the Manton approximation [85], originally envisioned as an approximation
scheme for nding classical time-dependent solutions to the equations of motion, emerges as
part of the semiclassical analysis, where the small parameter controlling the time variation
of the classical eld is identied with the semiclassical expansion parameter g0.
Under this assumption, the generic soliton-sector Hamiltonian is expected to reduce
to the following form:
H = M cl +
1
2
pm(gphys)
mnpn +
1
2
Z
d3xTr f   +  g+O(g0) ; (4.3)
where (gphys)mn is the canonically normalized moduli space metric; see footnote 27. Again,
 denotes the collection of uctuation elds around the soliton and  the collection of
conjugate momentum densities, while  is the appropriate dierential operator obtained
from linearizing the time-independent equations of motion around the classical soliton. The
classical mass M cl  O(g 20 ), as we can see from e.g. (3.20).
Now on the one hand, it follows from (4.2) that pm  O(g 10 ). On the other hand the
metric (gphys)mn  O(g 20 ), implying (gphys)mn  O(g20). Thus the collective coordinate
kinetic term is O(1), the same order as the quadratic Hamiltonian for the uctuation elds.
Meanwhile the interaction Hamiltonian starts at O(g0). The reason we emphasize this is
the following. The ;  elds can be expanded in eigenmodes of the dierential operator
, with coecients that create/annihilate perturbative particle states in the presence of
the soliton. If we restrict ourselves to the `vacuum' of the soliton sector, so that there are
no perturbative excitations in the incoming and outgoing states, then this term reduces
to a sum over the zero-point energies of the modes, resulting in the one-loop correction to
the vacuum energy, M . In [34] it is shown that the leading divergence cancels between
bose and fermi contributions, however there is a remaining logarithmic divergence due to a
mismatch in the density of states. With the counterterms already xed in the perturbative
sector, e.g. (2.74), it is a nontrivial test of renormalizability that they cancel the divergences
in soliton sectors as well. The nite remainder is the physical one-loop correction to the
soliton mass. It follows from (4.2) and (4.3) that it is inconsistent, from the point of view
of the full quantum eld theory, to consider collective coordinate dynamics while ignoring
the one-loop correction to the soliton mass.
37In the rare circumstance where one has access to exact time-dependent solutions, this approximation is
no longer necessary and the more powerful WKB methods of [103, 104] become available.
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This point is absolutely crucial if one wants to compare consistently results of a semi-
classical analysis of the eld theory with other eld theory approaches, such as the low
energy eective theory of Seiberg and Witten. We feel that it has been rather under-
appreciated in the literature, so we repeat, step by step, the reasoning that leads to it:
1. Taking the static classical soliton eld conguration and allowing the moduli to be-
come time-dependent does not generally provide solutions to the time dependent
equations of motion. When there is either acceleration and/or we are considering mo-
tion on a moduli space with curvature, the classical eld prole with time-dependent
moduli will source the equation of motion for the part of the eld orthogonal to
the tangent space to moduli space in eld conguration space | i.e. the `quantum
uctuation eld' a^ in (4.1).
2. In order apply standard QFT perturbation theory in the soliton sector, where one
introduces a set of particle creation and annihilation operators that diagonalize the
quadratic Hamiltonian for the uctuation eld, it is necessary that these tadpole
terms in the action, corresponding to the above mentioned source term in the equation
of motion, be small | that is of the same order as the interaction Hamiltonian, so
that they can be treated as interactions in perturbation theory.
3. Since the strength of the tadpole terms is controlled by either velocity-squared or
acceleration of the collective coordinates, in other words expressions that involve two
time derivatives acting on the collective coordinates, we take the time derivatives to
be of the same order as the small parameter controlling the quantum perturbation
theory. This is quite literally the QFT analog of Manton's classical eld theory
approximation scheme. We assume _z = O(g0), z = O(g
2
0), etc..
4. Under this assumption, we then consider the expansion of the Hamiltonian around
the soliton eld conguration. The leading piece is the classical mass of the static
soliton and, as is generally the case for solitons, this term scales parametrically as
O(g 20 ). The next terms in the Hamiltonian appear at O(1) and they are of two
types: the collective coordinate Hamiltonian and the quadratic Hamiltonian for the
uctuation elds. Since these two sets of terms are parametrically the same order in
g0, it is invalid to ignore one in favor of the other.
5. If we restrict our external states to those which do not have any perturbative particle
states excited above the soliton, then the only contribution at O(1) from the quadratic
order uctuation Hamiltonian to expectation values of observables between soliton
states comes from the sum over zero-point energies | i.e. the vacuum bubble.
6. In the perturbative sector of the theory the energy of the vacuum is innite and we
renormalize it to zero. However, having done that, via the introduction of appropriate
counterterms | see (2.74), the vacuum energy of the soliton sector relative to the
perturbative sector is nite and physically meaningful. This is what gives rise to the
one-loop correction to the monopole mass.
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7. In the quantum theory, under the Manton scaling assumption, this O(1) correction
to the leading O(1=g20) mass is the same order as corrections to the mass coming
from collective coordinate kinetic and/or potential energy. Hence it is inconsistent
to ignore it.
Before discussing the one-loop correction to the soliton mass in detail, we must point
out that the form of the Hamiltonian (4.3) is actually insucient for our purposes on two
counts. First, we have so far neglected the possibility that other elds in addition to A^
might contain zero modes. In the vanilla case it is well known, and in the framed case it was
demonstrated in [30], that fermions coupled to Yang-Mills-Higgs theory generically have
zero modes. If the fermions transform in a representation  of the gauge group, the zero
modes form a basis of sections for a certain vector bundle overM, namely the index bundle
of the Dirac operator controlling the fermionic spectrum [116, 117]. These zero modes also
play an important role in the semiclassical analysis [22, 23, 118, 119] and will be discussed
further in the next sections. Note that for the class of pure N = 2 gauge theories we are
considering, the relevant representation is the adjoint, and in this case the index bundle is
isomorphic to the tangent bundle. We will show below how one can construct a natural
quaternion-linear isomorphism between the spaces of bosonic and fermionic zero modes.
Second, consider applying what has been discussed so far to the case of classical dyons
with charge  = m  e, described by solutions to the primary and secondary BPS equa-
tions, (3.34). Then the moduli space in question is not the full monopole moduli space but
rather the hypersurface  M in the framed case, or  M in the vanilla case, dened
in (3.115), (3.130) respectively. Correspondingly the metric (gphys)mn in (4.3) would be
the induced metric on this surface. It would be interesting to consider the dynamics of the
collective coordinates parameterizing this surface, but this is not the right approach for
the regime we will be focusing on. Rather we should formulate the collective coordinate
dynamics on the full monopole moduli, treating the eects of turning on the secondary
Higgs vev Y1 as a perturbation. There is a well-established formalism for doing this |
namely, we will be considering dynamics on a \moduli space with potential" [25, 120{122].
This is the natural approach to take for a semiclassical analysis, provided one restricts
attention to electric charges e  O(g 20 ). The equations dening the hypersurfaces ;,
balance the components of the electric charge, fnIeg, against components of Ycl1 times
metric innerproducts of canonically normalized triholomorphic Killing vectors; see (3.114)
and (3.123). The metric is independent of g0 while Ycl1 scales as O(g 20 ) times Y1. Hence
for electric charges e  O(g 20 ) the components hI ; Y1i should be taken much smaller
than the natural length scales appearing in the metric, which are the hI ; X1i. Therefore
it is natural to treat the eects of turning on Y1 as a perturbation, on the same footing as
allowing time dependence via (4.2). This observation has also been nicely explained from
the point of view of moduli space dynamics in [19, 123].
These two modications to (4.3) | fermionic zero modes and a moduli space potential
| depend on the collective coordinate degrees of freedom only. Thus they can be obtained
by the standard truncation to collective coordinates which we will review below.
Now let us return to the one-loop correction to the vacuum energy, or soliton mass,
originating from the terms in (4.3) that are quadratic in the uctuation elds ; . Ref-
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erence [34] showed how the mismatch in the density of states can be extracted from the
index density
I(m2) := TrL2[R3;C2
g]

m2
LyL+m2
  m
2
LLy +m2

; (4.4)
where the trace is over the Hilbert space of adjoint-valued L2 spinors on R3, and L is
the same Dirac operator whose zero modes determine the dimension of the moduli space.
(See (4.16) below.) The density, in turn, was computed in [32] by making use of the Callias
index theorem [31]. This leads to an explicit result for the one-loop correction to the mass,
obtained in [34] for the case of gauge algebra g = su(2). See also [35, 36] where comparison
is made to the Seiberg-Witten formula for the monopole mass.
The generalization of (4.4) to the case of N = 2 SYM with simple compact gauge group
G and an arbitrary number of 't Hooft defect insertions is a byproduct of the analysis in [30],
and it can be used to determine the one-loop correction to the monopole mass Mm for this
class of theories. The details of this computation will be given elsewhere, while here we
simply state the result. The one-loop correction, computed in the same renormalization
scheme as (2.74), is
Mm =
1
2
X
2+
h; mih;X1i

ln
h;X1i2
220

+ 1 +O
 h; Y1i2
h;X1i2

+
1

X
2+
h; mih; Y1i : (4.5)
A couple of comments are in order. Notice that the rst line is an approximation that
is valid when
jh; Y1ij  h;X1i ; 8 2 + : (4.6)
This assumption is necessary in order for the index density (4.4) to be the relevant quantity
for determining the spectral asymmetry of uctuations. (We also just argued it is natural
if one wishes to consider electric charges that are not parametrically large.) If it is violated
then the monopole background is not the appropriate background to expand around. As
emphasized in [19, 123], it is quite natural from the point of view of the collective coordinate
dynamics to tie this small parameter to the small parameter controlling the collective
coordinate velocities. Thus we will assume
max
2+
 jh; Y1ij
h;X1i

. O(g0)  _zm ; (4.7)
for most of this section. However in 4.5 we will conjecture how to extend results for certain
protected quantities to all orders in jh; Y1ij=h;X1i. We will refer to the approximation
in these quantities as the weak potential energy approximation.
Second,  is the argument of h; ai as in (2.73). The origin of this term is the same
as there: the natural fermionic variables to use in studying the uctuation spectrum are
related by a chiral U(1)R rotation to the canonical eld theory ones,  
A. Hence there is
an ABJ anomaly contribution to the sum over the spectrum, that appears to have been
previously overlooked in this context. Note that with (4.7) this term is O(g0) relative to
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the terms in the rst line of (4.5) and therefore it is consistent to keep it while neglecting
the O(g20) corrections.
Recall from (3.5) that if the electric charge e = 0 then 
phys
e =   02m. Thus the
classical contribution to the monopole mass, (3.20), is M clm =
4
g20
(m; X1)   02 (m; Y1).
Combining the classical piece and the one-loop correction using (2.75), one nds
M1-lpm = M
cl
m + Mm
=
1
2
X
2+
h; mih;X1i

ln
h;X1i2
2jj2

+ 1 +O
 h; Y1i2
h;X1i2

+
1

X
2+
h; mih; Y1i

   0
2h_

; (4.8)
where  is the dynamical scale, (2.77).
This result is consistent with the framed BPS mass Mm =  Re( 1Zm), as com-
puted using the one-loop corrected Seiberg-Witten central charge.38 From the one-loop
dual coordinate, (2.79), we determine the central charge associated with a purely mag-
netic charge:
Z1-lpm =
i
2
X
2+
h; mih; ai

ln
h; ai2
22

+ 1

: (4.9)
Then, using (3.16), we nd
 Re

 1Z1-lpm

=
1
2
X
2+
h;X1ih; mi

ln
h;X1i2 + h; Y1i2
2jj2

+ 1

+
1

X
2+
h; mih; Y1i

   0
2h_

; (4.10)
which agrees with (4.8) and predicts the form of the corrections in h; Y1i2=h;X1i2.
These results are valid in both framed and vanilla cases. In the framed case it
is interesting to observe that even when there are no non-Abelian monopoles present,
~m = 0, the energy of the \vacuum" still receives quantum corrections. However, for con-
gurations where the non-Abelian monopoles screen the defects such that m = 0, the
correction vanishes.
4.2 Fermionic zero modes
Although we put the fermion elds to zero in the classical BPS solutions, these elds can
have zero-mass excitations around the solution that play an important role in the moduli
space approximation. Here we review the space of fermionic zero modes, emphasizing its
quaternionic structure and how this is related to transformations under SU(2)R.
38It is a separate matter to show that the one-loop corrections to the central charge, Zm , as computed in
the microscopic (UV) theory, are consistent with the Seiberg-Witten central charge [35, 36]; we will assume
that these results can also be generalized to the case at hand.
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The N = 2 theory comes with an SU(2)R doublet of Weyl fermions  A. As discussed
in appendix A, it is natural to split  A into two symplectic-Majorana-Weyl components,
 A = 
1
2 (A + iA), with
(x); (x) 2 S+smw 
 g ; S+smw :=

" 2 S+ 
 C2 j "A = 0"A	 ; (4.11)
where S+ denotes the space of positive chirality Weyl spinors, and the SU(2)R index A
corresponds to the C2 factor. Spinor indices will usually be suppressed; canonical placement
and contraction for spinor indices is understood. The change of basis  A 7! fA; Ag
mirrors that of the supersymmetires, QA 7! fRA; T Ag. We will nd that A possesses zero
modes while A does not.
Note that the map c dened by  A 7! c( )A = (0) _ _A denes a real structure on
the complex four-dimensional vector space S+
C2. S+smw is the xed-point locus of c and
is thus a real four-dimensional vector space.
S+smw can be endowed with a quaternionic structure, making it a quaternionic one-
dimensional vector space. As the symplectic-Majorana-Weyl condition, (i.e. c-xed point
condition), is invariant under the SU(2)R action, the following are three well-dened com-
plex structures on S+smw, satisfying the quaternion algebra:
(J rf; g)A  (J r)ABf; gB := ( ir)ABf; gB ; r = 1; 2; 3 ; (4.12)
with (r)AB the standard Pauli-matrices.
After this purely algebraic aside we can go back to the dynamics of the theory. The
equations of motion for A and A can be derived from the action in the form (A.14) and
are equivalent to the following two Dirac equations
0 =  i  D0A + [Y; A]+ 0iDiA   i[X;A] ; (4.13)
0 = i
 
D0
A   [Y; A]+ 0iDiA + i[X; A] : (4.14)
Let us introduce the Euclidean sigma matrices
(a)  = (
0i; i1)  ; (a)  = (0i; i1)  : (4.15)
Assuming elds to be time-independent and working in the generalized temporal gauge,
A0 = Y , these equations reduce to
LA  iaD^aA = 0 ; (4.16)
LyA   iaD^aA = 2[Y; A] : (4.17)
The operators L;Ly are Hilbert-space adjoints of each other acting on L2[U ; S+smw 
 g].
Indeed, one can show39 that L"A = 0 () L(0") = 0. Thus c maps kerL to kerL
and the symplectic-Majorana-Weyl condition can be consistently imposed. Using the fact
that  [a b] is anti-self-dual together with the fact that the background eldstrength F^ab is
self-dual, one nds that
LLy =  D^aD^a ; (4.18)
39Take the conjugate of L"A = 0 and use the identity (a)
_
_ =   _ _(0)
_(a)  (
0) _
_ _ .
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a positive-denite operator. It follows that Ly has no zero modes and so (4.17) has a unique
solution for A, given a A.
In contrast the operator L does have zero modes. We dene
S[A^] :=

A 2 L2[R3; S+smw 
 g] j LA = 0
	
; (4.19)
where the notation is meant to indicate that there is a vector space of zero modes for each
point [A^] 2 M. In fact L is precisely the Dirac operator that appears in the analysis of
bosonic zero modes and determines the dimension of the moduli space. The real dimension
of the moduli space is twice the dimension of kerL, when viewed as an operator acting
on the space of complex-valued spinors,  2 L2[R3; S+ 
 g]. Here L is acting on spinors
valued in the real vector space S+smw 
 g, and for each (complex) solution in S+ we obtain
two real independent solutions in S+smw. Hence the dimensions of S[A^] and T[A^]M as real
vector spaces agree.
In fact S[A^] can be given a quaternionic structure: the SU(2)R action (4.12) commutes
with the Dirac operator and descends to a quaternionic structure on the space of fermionic
zero modes.
4.2.1 The quaternionic map between bosonic and fermionic zero modes
In this subsection we demonstrate that the space of fermionic zero modes S is naturally
quaternion-isomorphic to the space of bosonic zero modes TM, when each of them is
equipped respectively with the quaternionic structures (4.12) and (3.51). Before we con-
tinue let us stress that in this subsection we assume all spinorial variables are classically
commuting elds. The physical fermions will be related to the the objects dened here by
Grassmann-valued coecients, as we discuss in the next section.
We can construct a family of quaternion-linear isomorphisms explicitly as follows.
Given a solution to the Dirac equation (4.16), A, one obtains a bosonic zero mode through
the map T : S ! TM, given by
A
T7 ! A^a = 2AaA : (4.20)
Note that the family T is parameterized by a constant symplectic-Majorana-Weyl spinor
A 2 S+smw. The origin of this map lies in the action of the broken supersymme-
tries (A.24), (A.26), where A = A is the susy parameter. We use the same symbol,
 2 S+smw, as for the symplectic Majorana-Weyl spinor appearing in (2.57), which was
used to construct a supercharge R := ARA that commutes with the diagonal of spatial
rotations and su(2)R. Indeed, we will see later when we study the supersymmetry of the
collective coordinate theory that these 's are one and the same. One can explicitly check
that indeed A^a satises the linearized self-duality equation (3.42) and gauge orthogonality
condition (3.44), provided A satises the Dirac equation (4.16). To do this one notes rst
that (3.42) and (3.44) are equivalent to the Dirac equation L(aA^a) = 0 for the bispinor
(a)
A^a, and second that (
a)
A^a = 4

A
A
 with (4.20).
For those A for which det :=  12B B 6= 0, the map T has a well-dened inverse
A^a
T 17  ! A =   1
4 det
A^a
aA: (4.21)
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That this provides both a left and right inverse for T is easily checked using the identities
B
A
 =   det BA and AA =   det  . Furthermore, solutions of the linearized
self-dual equations get mapped to solutions of the Dirac equation. This establishes that
T is a family of isomorphisms between S and TM, parameterized by those  2 S+smw such
that det 6= 0.
Furthermore those isomorphisms T also connect the quaternionic structures on both
spaces. As a rst step in proving this, it is useful to dene a canonical map
S+smw ! SO(3)
 7! R ; (4.22)
through the relation40
(J r)ABB =  (R)rs( i s)A : (4.23)
Using that both J r and  i r satisfy a quaternionic algebra it follows that (R)rt(R)st =
rs and 13!rst
uvwRruR
s
vR
t
w = 1 , so we see that indeed R 2 SO(3). Secondly there is
the identity
i ra = ( r) ba b for r = 1; 2; 3 ; (4.24)
where the r are the anti-self-dual 't Hooft symbols (3.49). Recall that these appear in
the quaternionic structure on Euclidean four-space, (3.50), used to dene the quaternionic
structure on bosonic moduli space via (3.51). Using the map (4.22), (4.23) and the rela-
tion (4.24), it is then a matter of algebra to verify that
T(J r()) = Jr (T ()) ; (4.25)
where Jr is the quaternionic structure on TM. (The simple form of this result is one
of the reasons we chose to introduce R into the denition of the complex structures on
TM, (3.51).) In summary we see that the spaces of fermionic and bosonic zero modes are
quaternion-isomorphic:
S H= TM : (4.26)
4.3 Supersymmetric collective coordinate dynamics
We now have the necessary tools to determine the O(1) part of the soliton sector Hamilto-
nian (4.3) corresponding to the dynamics of the collective coordinates. Ideally, one would
like to have the exact quantum Hamiltonian in the soliton sector, which one could then
truncate to the collective coordinate degrees of freedom. Unfortunately, as we discussed,
the exact canonical transformation from perturbative sector eld variables to soliton sector
variables is generally not available for four-dimensional gauge theories. Therefore a dier-
ent approach is typically taken: one rst truncates the classical theory to the collective
coordinate degrees of freedom, resulting in a sigma model with target given by the soliton
40This is the same as (2.59). The existence of coecients (R)
r
s such that (4.23) is satised can be
veried by direct calculation. Note that a generic  2 S+smw can be parameterized as () A = ( z ww  z ) for
z; w 2 C; in particular det  0.
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moduli space, and then one quantizes.41 This is the approach we will be following here,
where in this section we carry out the classical truncation and in the next we quantize.
Although the collective coordinate expansion of N = 2 SYM is an old and well-understood
subject in the vanilla case [21, 25, 26], we will nd that a nonzero theta angle in the pres-
ence of 't Hooft defects leads to a completely new set of terms in the collective coordinate
Lagrangian.
4.3.1 Collective coordinate ansatz
We begin by writing the eld theory Lagrangian (A.1) in terms of variables that are adapted
to the soliton analysis | the real scalars X;Y and the symplectic Majorana-Weyl fermions
; . See appendix A for further details. We also group together A^a = (Ai; X), and separate
the terms involving these elds from those involving time derivatives. The Lagrangian takes
the form
L =
1
g20
Z
U
d3xTr

(D^aA0   @0A^a)2   1
2
F^abF^
ab + (D0Y )
2   D^aY D^aY
 2iA(D0A+[Y; A]) 2iA(D0A [Y; A]) 2AaD^aA + 2AaD^aA

+
0
42
Z
U
d3xTr

EiBi
	
+ Ldef ; (4.27)
where the a and a matrices were introduced in (4.15). We will sometimes write E^a :=
D^aA0   @0A^a, viewing this as the electric eld associated with the ve-dimensional gauge
eld (A0; A^a).
We will be expanding around a static magnetic solution, treating the collective coordi-
nate velocities and secondary Higgs vev as small parameters, according to (4.7). In addition
to the bosonic collective coordinates zm(t) we introduce Grassmann-valued fermionic col-
lective coordinates m(t). These are the coecients of A in an expansion along a basis
of the space of fermionic zero modes, (4.19), where we make use of the isomorphism T
between this space and the space of bosonic zero modes. The zm and m will be related
by supersymmetry and this dictates that we impose the scaling m  O(g1=20 ) [26]. Thus
41In general the operations of truncation and quantization do not commute. From the sigma model point
of view, there is a well-known operator ordering ambiguity that manifests itself in a potential energy term
involving the Ricci scalar, whose coecient cannot be determined starting from just the data of the sigma
model [124, 125]. Additionally there can be extrinsic curvature terms that encode how the soliton moduli
space is embedded in the innite-dimensional eld conguration space. See [115, 126, 127] for discussions
of this phenomenon in the eld theory context. Other operators in addition to the Hamiltonian can suer
such ambiguities. In contrast, the eld theory does not have these ambiguities, and the full canonical
transformation to the soliton sector would determine the correct operator orderings for expressions built
out of the collective coordinate variables. For supersymmetric sigma models with four supercharges it is
expected that the `quantum potential' corrections to the Hamiltonian vanish thanks to nonrenormalization
theorems [128]. This is obvious for the Ricci scalar in the situation considered here where the target manifold
is hyperkahler. However for the Hamiltonian this discussion is somewhat moot in any event, since these
potentials correspond to O(g20) terms in the semiclassical expansion [115] | the same order as other terms
we neglect, due to (4.7). For the remaining operators of interest we will also be able to bypass these issues.
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we have
A^a(x) = A^a(~x; z(t)) +O(g
2
0) ;
A(x) =
1
2
p  detmA^a( ia)
Am +O(g
5=2
0 ) ; (4.28)
for the elds possessing zero mode uctuations. The condition that A is symplectic
Majorana-Weyl is equivalent to the condition that m is real.
The remaining elds A0; Y; 
A are determined by solving their equations of motion in
the presence of (4.28). These equations are
D^aE^a + [Y; [Y;A0]]  i
 
[A; A] + [
A; A]

= 0 ;
D^2Y  D20Y + i
 
[A; A]  [A; A]

= 0 ;
i (D0A + [Y; A])  aD^aA = 0 : (4.29)
Under the scaling assumptions on _z and Y1, the solution for A0; Y should start at O(g0).
Recalling the dening property of the local gauge parameters "m in (3.54), we also have
that D^a(@0A^a) = _z
mD^a@mA^a = _z
mD^a"m. Finally one can show
[A; A] =  1
2
[mA^
a; nA^a]
mn +O(g30) ; (4.30)
evaluated on (4.28). Therefore (4.29) can be put in the form
D^2(A0   _zm"m) + i
2
[mA^
a; nA^a]
mn = O(g30) ;
D^2Y   i
2
[mA^
a; nA^a]
mn = O(g30) ;
aD^aA = O(g
3=2
0 ) : (4.31)
Since the kernel of Ly =  iaD^a is trivial, the last equation implies A = O(g30=2), which
is consistent with our neglect of the [A; A] terms in the rst two equations. In order to
solve the rst two equations one can make use of (3.57) for the moduli space components
of the curvature of the universal bundle.
Up to this point the analysis has proceeded in a formally identical fashion to the
standard vanilla case. Now, however, there is a new consideration that must be taken into
account. Namely, the harmonic parts of A0; Y are non-vanishing and must be chosen such
that both the defect and asymptotic boundary conditions are satised. Since we take the
't Hooft charges to be constant, A0 must carry the poles that generate the singular E-
eld in (2.13), and thus should have the same behavior as Y in the vicinity of the defects.
Meanwhile we require Y ! Y1 asymptotically while A0 ! 0, in accordance with the global
Gauss law constraint, (3.3). There is a unique solution in both cases, a fact that follows
from the arguments given around (3.108). The harmonic part of A0 is
Ah0 :=  ~0(X   X1) : (4.32)
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Recall that H is dened as the unique solution in (3.73) satisfying D^
2H = 0 and having
asymptotic limit H 2 t. Hence the Higgs eld X, which also solves D^2X = 0, takes care
of the required defect poles, while subtracting X ensures that A
h
0 ! 0 asymptotically.
It is convenient to write the harmonic part of Y in terms of Ah0 , namely Y
h = Ah0 +Y1 .
This is equivalent to the expression (3.108) since Y = Ycl1 = 4g20 Y1 +
0
2 X1 . Hence the
solution to the rst two of (4.31) is
A0 = _z
m"m   i
4
mn
mn +Ah0 +O(g
3
0) ;
Y = Y1 +
i
4
mn
mn +Ah0 +O(g
3
0) : (4.33)
In the absence of defects X = X1 , implying A
h
0 = 0, and these expressions reduce to
their standard form. Notice that Ah0  O(g20) and it is consistent to keep this term relative
to the terms we neglected. It plays a crucial role in generating the new terms of the
collective coordinate dynamics we alluded to above. The solutions (4.33) together with the
observation A = O(g
3=2
0 ) imply that the terms we neglected in the A^a and  equations
of motion when writing (4.28) are consistent with the indicated order of the corrections
there. The orders to which we have worked for each eld are sucient for capturing all
terms through O(g0) in the collective coordinate Lagrangian.
The evaluation of the Lagrangian (4.27) on the congurations (4.28) and (4.33) is
delicate and care must be taken regarding boundaries. Terms from the expansion of the
defect Lagrangian serve not only to cancel out divergences, but contribute to the collective
coordinate dynamics as well. The details of the computation are provided in appendix D,
and the nal result is
Lc:c: =
4
g20

1
2
gmn

_zm _zn + imDtn  G(Y1)mG(Y1)n

  i
2
mnrmG(Y1)n

  4
g20
(m; X1) + L0c:c: +O(g
2
0) ; (4.34)
where
L0c:c: :=
0
2

(m; Y1) + gmn( _zm  G(Y1)m)G(X1)n   imnrmG(X1)n

: (4.35)
If we set 0 = 0 then (4.34) is the same, in form, as the standard vanilla result [25, 26],
42
though the target of the sigma model is the moduli space of singular monopoles, M, as
dened in (3.41). rm is the covariant derivative with respect to the Levi-Civita connection
on M, and Dtn := _n + _zp n pqq involves the pullback of the covariant derivative to
the worldline zm(t). Recall that for any H 2 t, G(H) is a triholomorphic Killing vector
dened by the map (3.74). In particular G(Y1)m is denoted Gm in references [25, 26]. The
constant term in the potential is the mass of the static monopole. This quantity is O(g 20 )
in units of the Higgs vev, while the collective coordinate sigma model is O(1) under the
assumptions (4.7), taking into account that m  O(g1=20 ) and gmn  O(1).
42We remind that the metric here is related to the conventional one via gmn =
g20
4
(gphys)mn and that it
is g that is being used to lower the index of the vector elds, G(H)m = gmnG(H)
n.
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The 0 terms of (4.35) are new. In the vanilla case G(X1) is a covariantly constant
vector eld generating the at RX1 direction inM, (3.85). Using that g(G(X1);G(Y1)) =
(m; Y1) in the vanilla case, we see that L0c:c: collapses to
L0c:c: =
0
2
gmn _z
mG(X1)n ; (vanilla case) ; (4.36)
which is a total time derivative.43 In contrast, when defects are present then G(X1) is not
covariantly constant and L0c:c: contributes to the dynamics. L
0
c:c: is O(g0) in units of the
Higgs vev X1. One might wonder if it is consistent to keep these terms given that there
are O(g0) terms in the eld theory interaction Hamiltonian, (4.3), that were neglected.
However if we restrict ourselves to the `vacuum' of the soliton sector where perturbative
particle states above the soliton are not excited, then these terms can only contribute
through loops and will thus be O(g20) corrections to the collective coordinate dynamics.
4.3.2 Collective coordinate supersymmetry
It is well known that the standard (i.e. 0 = 0) sigma model preserves four supersymmetries.
Let us dene
Ja = (Jr;1) ; ~Ja = ( Jr;1) ; (4.37)
where the Jr are the triplet of complex structures on M, dened in (3.51). Their compo-
nents with respect to the coordinate basis where given in (3.66). Then the transformations
z
m =   ian(~Ja) mn +O(g5=20 ) ;

m = a

( _zn  G(Y1)n)(Ja) mn   ip(Ja) np  mnqq

+O(g30) ; (4.38)
where a, a = 1; : : : ; 4 are Grassmann-real parameters, leave the standard sigma model
action invariant [25, 26]. To show this one needs to use that the complex structures
are covariantly constant and that G(Y1) is a triholomorphic Killing vector. We have
also indicated the order in g0 at which corrections to these transformations can appear,
consistent with the order of corrections to the Lagrangian (4.34).
One can check that the 0-Lagrangian, (4.35), is separately invariant under the same
transformations, provided G(Y1);G(X1) are commuting triholomorphic Killing vectors.
This is guaranteed: G is a Lie algebra homomorphism from the Cartan subalgebra t 2 g
to the space of triholomorphic Killing vectors. Hence, the full action
R
dtLc:c: is invari-
ant. Taking the variation with time-dependent parameters a(t) we nd, up to total
time derivatives,
Lc:c: =  i _aQa ; (4.39)
where the Noether charges are
Qa =
4
g20
m(~Ja) nm ( _zn  G(Y1)n) +O(g3=20 ) : (4.40)
43Due to the factorization (3.85), the only component of gmn that contributes to this expression is one
with both legs along RX1 ; this component is independent of the zm and hence constant in time.
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This supersymmetry descends from the preserved R-supersymmetries of the eld the-
ory. Indeed, one can derive (4.38) directly from the R-supersymmetry transformations of
A^a; 
A evaluated on (4.28), where the embeddings of the supercharges and parameters into
their eld theory counterparts are44
RA = Q
a
p  det(ia)
A ; "A =
a
2
p  det(i
a)A : (4.41)
The symplectic Majorana-Weyl condition satised by RA and "A implies that a and Qa
are Grassmann-real. Note if we identify the  appearing in these formulae with the one in
the discussion of the protected spin character around (2.57) then Q4 / R  ARA . Later,
when we study the algebra of the conserved charges of the collective coordinate theory, we
will see that this identication is indeed appropriate.
Let us also comment further on the nature of the corrections to the supercharges (4.40).
The reason we have these corrections, even though we are at the moment working with
the classical collective coordinate theory, is the following. We are demanding that the
collective coordinate ansatz for the elds, (4.28) and (4.33), constitute an exact solution
to the time-independent equations of motion when we take the zm; m to be constant.
However we are forced to solve these equations perturbatively in the quantities mn and
h; Y1i=h;X1i, which are assumed to be O(g0). (When we consider the dynamics of the
moduli zm we also assume that _z is small and of the same order for the reasons discussed
around (4.2).) The reason we demand an exact solution to the time-independent equations
of motion is that the denition of the soliton state in the quantum theory is based on an
expansion around a true local minimum of the Hamiltonian functional.
4.3.3 Phase space structure and Hamiltonian
Suppose we take zm; n as the basic coordinates. Then the conjugate fermion momentum
determined from (4.34) is (p)m =
2i
g20
gmn
n. After constructing the Z2-graded Dirac
bracket f ; g for this second-class constraint, we nd fm; ng+ =  4ig20 g
mn. Due to the
z-dependence of the metric, it is inconsistent to assume that the brackets of m with both
zm and its conjugate momentum pm vanish. If we assume fzm; ng  = 0, then the Jacobi
identity will imply that fm; png  must be nonzero. In other words, m must depend on
z: m = m(z(t); t).
We can extract the z dependence of m by introducing a frame Em = E mm @m on
the tangent bundle and co-frame em = e
m
mdzm on the co-tangent bundle, with e
m
m =
mnE nn gnm, and dening
m := emm
m ; (4.42)
as the fundamental fermionic coordinate. Here we use underlined indices m;n; : : :, for the
local frame. Noting that e
m
nrpE nn = ! mp; n, the spin connection, the fermion kinetic
44Dening  := a[Q
a;] and " := "A[RA;], the precise relation is  = " + gauge, where the
gauge transformation parameter is  = "mz
m. The gauge transformation restores the gauge-orthogonality
condition for the eld theory variation.
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terms of Lc:c: become
2i
g20
gmn
mDtn = 2i
g20
mn
m

_n + _zp! np; q
q

; (4.43)
and the conjugate momenta are
pm =
4
g20

gmn( _z
n + ~0G(X1)n) +
i
2
!m;pq
pq

; (p)m =
2i
g20
m : (4.44)
These expressions are expected to receive corrections from the higher order terms in the g0
expansion of the Lagrangian, but we suppress them here. We construct the Dirac bracket,
taking (zm; m; pn; (p
)n) as the basic phase space coordinates, and we nd
fzm; png  = mn ; fm; ng+ =  
ig20
4
mn ; fzm; ng  = 0 = fpm; ng  : (4.45)
Following [25] it is useful to introduce the `super-covariant' momentum
m := pm   2i
g20
!m;pq
pq : (4.46)
Notice that
m = gmn

4
g20
_zn +
0
2
G(X1)n

; (4.47)
and thus the supercharges (4.40) are expressed simply in terms of n:
Qa = m(~Ja) nm

n   4
g20
G(Y1)n   0
2
G(X1)n

+O(g
3=2
0 )
= m(~Ja) nm

n  G(Ycl1)n

+O(g
3=2
0 ) : (4.48)
Having an expression for the classical collective coordinate Hamiltonian will be useful
below, where we will need to disentangle the Hamiltonian from the central charge when
writing the supersymmetry algebra. We Legendre transform Lc:c:, and nd it convenient
to write the result in the following form:
Hc:c: = pm _z
m + (p)m _
m   Lc:c:
= M clm +
g20
8
mg
mnn +
2
g20
gmn
h
G(Y1)mG(Y1)n + 2~0G(Y1)mG(X1)n
i
+
i
2
mnrm

4
g20
G(Y1)n +
0
2
G(X1)n

  ~0

G(X1)mm   2i
g20
mnrmG(X1)n

+O(g20) : (4.49)
Here the constant term is the classical mass of the magnetic background, including the
contribution from the Witten eect:
M clm =
4
g20
(m; X1)  0
2
(m; Y1) : (4.50)
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We note that (4.49) can equivalently be written as
Hc:c: = M
cl
m +
g20
8

mg
mnn + gmnG(Ycl1)mG(Ycl1)n +
4i
g20
mnrmG(Ycl1)n

+ i~0

iG(X1)mm +
2
g20
mnrmG(X1)n

+O(g20) : (4.51)
Passing to the Hamiltonian of the quantum theory requires two steps. First, the clas-
sical mass (4.50) should be replaced by its one-loop counterpart, (4.8), which accounts
for the leading quantum eects of integrating out the uctuation elds around the soli-
ton. Second, the collective coordinate dynamics must be quantized; this is the subject of
subsection 4.4 below.
4.3.4 Collective coordinate SU(2)R symmetry
The parent eld theory possesses an SU(2)R symmetry under which the bosons are inert
while the fermions A; A transform as doublets. The generators are in fact precisely the
quaternionic structure (4.12) on the space of symplectic Majorana-Weyl spinors. We will
normalize them so that
r(I)
A :=
1
2
( ir)ABB =
1
2
(J r)ABB : (4.52)
The subscript (I) is a reminder that these transformations are associated with the gener-
ators Ir of su(2)R. They satisfy the algebra [
r
(I); 
s
(I)] = 
rs
t
t
(I).
We can use the collective coordinate ansatz (4.28) to infer the SU(2)R transformation
properties of zm; n. In order to simplify the presentation we will work with the leading
order quantities in the g0 expansion and comment on corrections at the end. Hence all
statements until that point should be understood as leading order statements. Then since
r(I)A^a = 0 we should take z
m to be invariant. Making use of the quaternion-linear isomor-
phism T, the expression for the collective coordinate expansion of 
A is equivalent to
T() = 2i
p  det mA^am : (4.53)
Therefore, on the one hand,
r(I)(T()) = 2i
p  det mA^a(r(I)m) : (4.54)
On the other hand, using the linearity of T and (4.25),
r(I)(T()) = T(
r
(I)) =
1
2
T (J r()) = 1
2
Jr (T()) =
1
2
h
2i
p  det(Jr) nm nA^am
i
= 2i
p  det mA^a

1
2
n(Jr) mn

: (4.55)
Hence,
r(I)z
m = 0 ; r(I)
m =
1
2
n(Jr) mn : (4.56)
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We see that su(2)R acts not on the moduli space itself but rather on its tangent bundle via
the endomorphisms Jr. The fact that the Jr satisfy the quaternion algebra ensures that
the transformations (4.56) satisfy the su(2)R algebra.
One can check that (4.56) is indeed a symmetry of the collective coordinate action,R
dtLc:c. We note that this computation relies on G(X1);G(Y1) being triholomorphic
Killing vectors. Let us introduce a triplet of generating parameters #r and set # := #r
r
(I).
Then, carrying out the transformation with time dependent #r, we nd #Lc:c: =   _#rIr,
with Noether charges
Ir :=
4
g20

i
4
(!r)mn
mn

=
i
g20
(!r)mn
mn ; (4.57)
where we recall that (!r)mn is the triplet of Kahler forms given in (3.66). With the aid of
the Dirac brackets (4.45) one can demonstrate
fIr; Isg  = rstIt : (4.58)
The exact expressions for the SU(2)R charges of the parent eld theory take the
form (4.57) to leading order in the g0 expansion in the (magnetic charge m) soliton sector.
We expect corrections to (4.57) from the O(g20) corrections to the collective coordinate
Lagrangian, (4.34). They will be suppressed relative to the leading order result by g20 and
should be such that the algebra (4.58) is maintained.
4.3.5 Target space isometries: electric charge and angular momentum
The moduli space isometries discussed in subsection 3.3.2 give rise to additional symmetries
of the collective coordinate theory. Recall that we denoted the general collection of Killing
vectors as fKEg. In the vanilla case this collection consists of fKi;Kr;KAg originating
from translational symmetry, rotational symmetry, and asymptotically nontrivial gauge
transformations, respectively. Defects break translational symmetry, but if we have only a
single defect then rotational symmetry is preserved. The triholomorphic isometries asso-
ciated with eectively-acting asymptotically nontrivial gauge transformations are always
present (except of course in the case M= fptg).
It is well-known from early work on supersymmetric sigma models that target space
isometries induce symmetries of the sigma model. In the case at hand the innitesimal
symmetry transformation associated with the Killing vector KE is
Ec:c:z
m = (KE)m ; Ec:c:
m = n@n(K
E)m : (4.59)
Notice that there is no sign included in the variation of zm like there was in (3.59). In order
to study the symmetry of the sigma model one changes from an active to passive point of
view, regarding the isometries of the target space as changes of coordinates. This is why we
have used a dierent notation, c:c:, for the induced variations of the collective coordinate
theory. The relationship is Ec:c: =  E . Indeed one can check that the signs in (4.59) must
be exactly as given in order for the variation to satisfy the symmetry algebra,
Ec:c:
F
c:c:   Fc:c:Ec:c: = fEFGGc:c: ; (4.60)
using (3.60).
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Let c:c: := sE
E
c:c: denote a general variation with time-dependent parameters sE(t).
Then straightforward computation leads to
c:c:Lc:c: =   _sENE ; (4.61)
with Noether charges
NE :=   4
g20

(KE)mgmn( _z
n + ~0G(X1)n)  i
2
(rm(KE)n)mn

+O(g0)
=  

(KE)mm   2i
g20
(rm(KE)n)mn

+O(g0) ; (4.62)
where in the second step we used the relation (4.47). The corrections are O(g20) suppressed
relative to the leading terms, and originate from the O(g20) corrections to Lc:c:. One may
verify that the Noether charges represent the algebra with respect to the Dirac bracket,
fNE ; NF g  = fEFGNG : (4.63)
We will denote the charges corresponding to translational isometries, rotational isometries,
and eectively-acting asymptotically nontrivial gauge transformations as
fN i; N r; NAg  fP i; Ir; NAe g : (4.64)
Since the NAe are generated by gauge transformations that asymptote to the funda-
mental magnetic weights hIA , they should be interpreted as the coecients of the electric
charge along the simple roots:
e =
X
A
NAe IA : (4.65)
As a check of this statement, we can compute he; hIAi = (e ; hIA) as the ux of the
combination   2
g20
( ~E + ~0 ~B) through the asymptotic two-sphere and traced against h
IA ,
according to the denitions (3.5), evaluated on the collective coordinate ansatz. First we
evaluate this combination of electric and magnetic eld on the collective coordinate ansatz
using (4.32), (4.33):
Ei + ~0Bi = _z
m(Di"m   @mAi)  i
4
(Dimn)
mn +DiA
h
0 +
~0DiX +O(g
3
0)
=   _zmmAi   i
4
(Dimn)
mn +DiX1 +O(g
3
0) : (4.66)
Then, recalling that D^aH =  G(H)mmA^a, we can write
he; hIAi = 2
g20
Z
S21
d2Si Tr

_zmmAi  DiX1 +
i
4
(Dimn)
mn

hIA

+O(g0)
=
2
g20
Z
U
d3xTr

_zmmA^a   D^aX1

D^ahIA +
i
4
mn(D^2mn)hIA

+O(g0)
=   4
g20
gmn( _z
m + G(X1)m)G(hIA)n
+
i
g20
mn
Z
d3xTr
n
[mA^
a; nA^a]hIA
o
+O(g0) : (4.67)
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The second line is equal to the rst using integration by parts, D^amA^a = 0, and fact
that
R
d3xTrfD^amnD^aHg = 0 for any H 2 t. The last identity holds via integration by
parts, using D^2H = 0 and asymptotic analysis of mn and D^aH to show that there are
no boundary terms. The nal integral in (4.67) using (3.79). Thus we nd
he; hIAi =  (KA)mm + 2i
g20
mnrm(KA)n +O(g0) = NAe ; (4.68)
in agreement with (4.65).
Let us compare this expression for the electric charge with the one we obtained previ-
ously by studying solutions to the secondary BPS equation, (3.113). In that analysis we set
the fermion elds to zero, so to compare we should set m = 0. The solutions constructed
there were static in the generalized temporal (gt) gauge where A
(gt)
0 = Y . However in
order to compare with expressions obtained in this section we need to be in a gauge where
A0 ! 0 as j~xj ! 1. This corresponds to making the gauge transformation discussed
under (3.32). The new elds, A^, are related to the old ones, A^(gt), by A^(gt) = g 1(A^+ d)g ,
where g asymptotes to g1 = exp( Y1t). We choose g by requiring that the corresponding
innitesimal transformation be orthogonal to local gauge transformations. This implies
g = exp( Y1t), and therefore on the one hand,
(@tA^a)
?

t=0
= D^aY1

t=0
= G(Y1)mmA^a

t=0
: (4.69)
On the other hand, via the collective coordinate ansatz (4.28), we have @tA^a = _z
m@mA^a,
so that the gauge orthogonal piece is
(@tA^a)
?

t=0
= _zm(@mA^a   D^a"m)

t=0
= _zmmA^a

t=0
: (4.70)
Comparing the two gives _zm = G(Y1)m at t = 0. However one can show that
_zm = G(Y1)m ; and m = 0 ; (4.71)
is a solution to the equations of motion following from the collective coordinate La-
grangian (4.34). Hence it is these solutions that correspond to the classical dyon solutions
of section 3.4. Then on these solutions we have from (4.47) that m = gmnG(Ycl1)n, and
thus (4.67) reduces to (3.114):
NAe
m=0 ; _zn=G(Y1)n             !   gmnG(Ycl1)m(KA)n = nIAe : (4.72)
Next consider the charges N r  Ir. It is tempting to identify them with the conserved
charges associated with angular momentum, since the Killing vectors Kr implement in-
nitesimal angular momentum transformations on A^a(~x; z
m) according to (3.59). However
a short computation shows that the Dirac bracket of Ir with the su(2)R charge Is, (4.57),
does not vanish! This makes the interpretation of Ir as the charge associated with angular
momentum problematic since it is clear that SO(3) and SU(2)R are commuting symmetries
of the N = 2 eld theory. The form of fIr; Isg  suggests that the correct denition of
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angular momentum involves a shift by the su(2)R symmetry charge. Note that z
m does not
transform under su(2)R, so this would still be consistent with expectations from (3.59).
The observation that Ir cannot be the generator of angular momentum has been made
in [39, 40], where the correct shift by a term involving the complex structures was also
determined. The connection between the action of the complex structures and su(2)R was
not discussed. Understanding this shift will be important for the correct interpretation of
quantum labels that can be ascribed to BPS states.45 We therefore provide an independent
derivation of the required shift by starting with the angular momentum transformation of
the eld theory fermion A and utilizing the collective coordinate ansatz (4.28).
On the one hand, the angular momentum transformation of the Weyl spinor A is
r(J)
A
 =   rjkxj@kA   rjk(jk)  A
=   rjkxj@kA  
i
2
( r)  
A
 : (4.73)
Let us evaluate this on the collective coordinate expression A (x) = 
A
 (~x; z; ) given
in (4.28). The only dependence on xk is through the bosonic zero mode so
r(J)
A
 =
 i
2
p  det

 rjkxj@kmA^a

(a)  
A
 
m   1
2
(mA^b)(i
r b)  
A
 
m

:
(4.74)
One may verify that the following identities hold amongst the a, the anti-self dual 't Hooft
symbols r, and the so(3) representation matrices `r of (3.70):
  i
2
( r b)  = (
a)  (`
r) ba  
i
2
( b r) 
= (a)  (`
r) ba +
1
2
(a)  (
r) ba : (4.75)
The rst of these terms combines with the rst term in (4.74) to give the angular momentum
variation of the bosonic zero mode, r(J)(mA^a), which is of the same form as (3.69). For
the second term we use the relations (3.50) and (3.51) to convert the 't Hooft symbol to a
complex structure. This brings us to
r(J)
A
 =
 i
2
p  det

r(J)mA^a

(a)  
A
 
m +
1
2
(R 1 )
r
s(Jss) nm nA^a(a)  A m

:
(4.76)
Finally we convert the variation of the bosonic zero mode to a Lie derivative via (3.65),
and then write ($KrmA^a)
m = $Kr(mA^a
m)   mA^a($Krm). Since the bosonic zero
mode and m are the only z-dependent quantities we have
r(J)
A
 =  $KrA  
i
2
p  detmA^a(
a)  
A


$Kr
m +
1
2
(R 1 )
r
s
n(Js) mn

: (4.77)
45Note that an analogous phenomenon has been observed in the low energy core-halo approach of [129].
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Now on the other hand we demand that the transformation r(J) be representable by
a transformation on the collective coordinates zm; n. Since A, like A^a, is a collective
coordinate scalar, the contribution to the variation of A due to the variation of zm should
be as in (3.59), namely  (Kr)m@mA =  $KrA. Meanwhile since  is a linear func-
tion of , the contribution to the variation of A from the variation of  will simply be
(~x; z; r(J)). Hence
r(J)
A
 =  $KrA  
i
2
p  detmA^a(
a)  
A
 (
r
(J)
m) : (4.78)
By comparing (4.77) with (4.78) we infer the required variation of m under an angular
momentum transformation:
r(J)
m = $Kr
m +
1
2
(R 1 )
r
s
n(Js) mn : (4.79)
Note however that this is the active transformation; it goes hand in hand with rzm =
 (Kr)m. As we discussed below (4.59), this variation is related to c:c: for the case of
the bosonic zm. There is an additional subtlety in the case of the fermionic collective
coordinate m(z(t); t), which is that we wish to consider the variation rc:c:
m not at the
new point z0m = zm + rc:c:zm but at the original point zm. Pulling back to the original
point cancels out the (Kr)n@n
m term of the Lie derivative since this term generates the
translation to the new point. Taking both of these into account brings us from (4.79) to
the collective coordinate angular momentum transformation
r(J)c:c:
m :=   (rm   (Kr)n@nm)
= n@n(K
r)m   1
2
(R 1 )
r
s
n(Js) mn : (4.80)
The rst term reproduces the transformation (4.59) for Kr, while the second term is a shift
by an su(2)R transformation. Comparing with (4.56) we have
r(J)c:c: = 
r
c:c:   (R 1 )rss(I) : (4.81)
This transformation will be a symmetry of the collective coordinate action since both
rc:c: and 
s
(I) are. The corresponding Noether charge is
Jr := Ir   (R 1 )rsIs
=  

(Kr)mm   2i
g20
(rm(Kr)n)mn

  i
g20
(R 1 )
r
s(!
s)mn
mn : (4.82)
One can show that the Jr, unlike the Ir, commute with the su(2)R symmetry charges
Ir. We will present the full algebra of Noether charges, Ir; Jr; Qa and discuss physical
implications after passing to the quantum theory.
The algebra in particular conrms the identication of fIr; Jr; Irg with the corre-
sponding generators in (2.58) and the identication of , and hence R, between the two
formulae. From the point of view of the collective coordinate theory, the shift of Ir by
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the su(2)R generator can be understood as a compensating transformation that is needed
because the collective coordinate ansatz forces a choice of isomorphism between bosonic
and fermionic zero modes. This choice is specied by  which equivalently determines a
choice of diagonal subalgebra of so(3)  su(2)R. Hence to make an angular momentum
SO(3) rotation, we are rst making a rotation in the diagonal subgroup specied by , and
then undoing that rotation in the SU(2)R factor.
4.4 Quantization
We canonically quantize the collective coordinate theory by promoting Dirac brackets to
commutators, [ ; ] = if ; g, whence
[z^m; p^n]  = imn ; [^
m; ^n]+ =
g20
4
mn ; [z^m; ^n]  = 0 = [p^m; ^n]  : (4.83)
The Hermitian operators ^m satisfy a Cliord algebra, so it is natural to take the wave-
functions to be sections of the Dirac spinor bundle overM and represent the ^m by gamma
matrices,
^m =
g0
2
p
2
m ; (4.84)
so that [m; n]+ = 2
mn [25, 26]. If dimM = 4N then the Dirac spinor represention is
22N -dimensional. In the case with defects the Hilbert space consists of L2 sections; the
innerproduct is
h	1j	2i :=
Z
M
e	1	2 ; (4.85)
where e := det e
m
m = (det gmn)
1=2 and with the bar denoting the transpose conjugate. In
the vanilla case, however, we must remember that the BPS states are asymptotic particle
states. We require L2 normalizability on the strongly centered moduli space, M0, which
represents the internal degrees of freedom of the particle state.
On a Kahler manifold there is an isomorphism between the Dirac spinor bundle and the
space of (0; )-forms tensored with a certain line bundle | a square root of the canonical
bundle [130]. On a Ricci at manifold, in particular a hyperkahler manifold, the canonical
bundle is trivial. Hence, by choosing a distinguished complex structure on M, one may
also represent states as formal sums of (0; q)-forms for 0  q  2N . We will make some
use of this construction later and have provided the relevant details in appendix E.
Returning to the discussion of quantization via spinors, the momentum operator p^m
acts via the ordinary coordinate derivative, twisted by the half-density e1=2:
p^m :=  ie 1=2@me1=2 =  i

@m +
1
4
gnp@mgnp

=  i

@m +
1
2
 nnm

: (4.86)
The twist is necessary in order for p^m to be Hermitian with respect to the innerprod-
uct, [124]. See also the discussion in [131, 132]. It follows from the identication (4.84)
that the super-covariant momentum operator, ^m, is represented by the e
1=2-twisted co-
variant derivative on spinors:
^m = p^m   2i
g20
!m;pq^
p^q =  i

e 1=2@me1=2 +
1
4
!m;pq
pq

=:  ie 1=2Dme1=2 ; (4.87)
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where mn := 12
[mn]. Some useful commutators that follow directly from (4.83) and the
expression for ^m in terms of p^m and ^
m are
[^m; ^
n]  = i nmp^
p ; [^m; ^n]  =  2
g20
Rmnpq^
p^q : (4.88)
Note here that we express these results in terms of ^m = ^mE mm .
In attempting to promote the various Noether charges constructed in the classical
theory to operators in the quantum theory we encounter ordering ambiguities. The super-
charges (4.48) and isometry-induced Noether charges (4.62) both contain a term involving
a product of ^m with a z^-dependent quantity. (The SU(2)R symmetry charges (4.57)
in contrast do not suer ordering ambiguities.) These ambiguities exist only because of
our `truncation then quantization' approach; see footnote 41. However in the cases at
hand it is easy to resolve them by demanding that the corresponding operator be Hermi-
tian [131, 132]. For a classical quantity of the form f(z; )m this means a symmetrized
prescription, dfm := 12 [f^ ; ^m]+. This will be more useful in the form
1
2
[f^(z^; ^); ^m]+ = f^ ^m   1
2
[f^ ; ^m]  =  if^

Dm + 1
2
 nnm

  1
2
[f^ ; ^m]  : (4.89)
Now in the case of the supercharges the relevant quantity is f^ = ^n(~Ja) mn and we
have
[^n(~Ja) mn ; ^m]  = i^n@m(~Ja) mn   i nmp^p(~Ja) mn =  i mmp(~Ja) pn ^n ; (4.90)
where we used that ~Ja is covariantly constant. This serves to cancel the term in (4.89)
involving the Christoel symbol. Thus we nd
Q^a :=

1
2
[^n(~Ja) mn ; ^m]+   ^n(~Ja) mn G(Ycl1)m

  1 +O(g20)
=   ig0
2
p
2
n(~Ja) mn

Dm   iG(Ycl1)m

  1 +O(g20) : (4.91)
Meanwhile in the case of N^E the relevant quantity is f = (KE)m(z) and we have that
[f^ ; ^m] = i@m(K
E)m. This again cancels against the Christoel term in (4.89) upon using
the Killing equation in the form rm(KE)m = 0. Hence
N^E :=

 1
2
[(KE)m; ^m]+ +
2i
g20
 rm(KE)n ^m^n  1 +O(g20)
= i

(KE)mDm + 1
4
 rm(KE)n mn  1 +O(g20)
=:i$KE 
 
1 +O(g20)

: (4.92)
In the last step we observed that the quantity in parentheses is the Lie derivative, with
respect to the Killing vector KE , acting on sections of the Dirac spinor bundle [133, 134].
Specializing to the cases E = (i; r; A) we have the operators N^E = (P^ i; I^r; N^Ae ) corre-
sponding to translations (present in the vanilla case only), the diagonal of so(3) su(2)R,
and asymptotically nontrivial gauge transformations, respectively.
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Finally the generators of su(2)R are
I^r :=
i
g20
(!r)mn^
m^n
 
1 +O(g20)

=
i
8
(!r)mn
mn
 
1 +O(g20)

; (4.93)
and hence the generators of the angular momentum so(3) are
J^r := I^r   (R 1 )rsI^s =

i$Kr   i
8
(R 1 )
r
s(!
s)mn
mn

  1 +O(g20) : (4.94)
The N^Ae are the generators of gauge transformations that asymptote to the fundamen-
tal magnetic weights hIA . Hence they are the components of the electric charge operator
of the theory along the simple roots IA :
^e :=
X
A
IAN^
A
e = i
X
A
IA$KA
 
1 +O(g20)

: (4.95)
This is simply the quantum version of (4.65), and we showed there that the classical
limit of this quantity indeed corresponds to the asymptotic ux of the appropriate linear
combination of electric and magnetic elds.
We have emphasized that the various charges in (4.91) through (4.95) are expected to
receive corrections that are O(g20) suppressed relative to the leading terms. These originate
both from the corrections to the classical collective coordinate Lagrangian associated with
expanding around an approximate classical solution | i.e. the small velocity and weak
potential energy approximations | and from integrating out the eld uctuations around
the collective coordinate ansatz.
Now let us discuss the algebra of these charges. We begin with the anticommutator
of the supercharges. On the one hand, a lengthy calculation starting directly from (4.91)
leads to
[Q^a; Q^b]+ =
g20
4
ab

  1p
g
DmpggmnDn + gmnG(Ycl1)mG(Ycl1)n +
i
2
mnrmG(Ycl1)n
+ 2i

G(Ycl1)mDm +
1
4
mnrmG(Ycl1)n

  1 +O(g20) ; (4.96)
which is consistent in form with [25]. Note the appearance of the spinorial Lie derivative
with respect to G(Ycl1) in the last line. Recall that Ycl1 = 4g20 Y1 +
0
2X1 and that in the
weak potential energy approximation, jh; Y1ij=h;X1i  O(g0). Hence there are terms
in the curly brackets of (4.96) that are O(g20) suppressed relative to the leading terms.
Strictly speaking, they should be neglected in (4.96) for consistency.
On the other hand, we can invert the relation between Q^a and the supercharges R^A
in (4.41) to obtain
Q^a =
1
2
p  detA( i
a)R^A : (4.97)
Then from the algebra of the R^A, (2.23), we derive
[Q^a; Q^b]+ = 2
ab

H^ + Re( 1Z^)

; (4.98)
where H^; Z^ are the Hamiltonian and central charge operators.
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We want to compare (4.96) and (4.98) to extract both H^ and Re( 1Z^). In order
to disentangle these two quantities we use that H^ must be consistent with (4.51) in the
classical limit, where in particular Dm ! ie1=2me 1=2 = im. This allows us to determine
the quantum Hamiltonian
H^ =

M1-lpm +
g20
8
 1p
g
DmpggmnDn + gmnG(Ycl1)mG(Ycl1)n +
i
2
mnrmG(Ycl1)n

+ i~0$G(X1)

  1 +O(g20) ; (4.99)
Then, given (4.98) versus (4.96), we infer the central charge term:
 Re( 1Z^) =
n
M1-lpm   i$G(Y1)
o 
1 +O(g20)

=
n
M1-lpm   h^e; Y1i
o 
1 +O(g20)

: (4.100)
We will give a complete denition of framed and vanilla BPS states in sections 4.6
and 4.7 below, but let us already note here that the algebra (4.98) implies a bound on the
spectrum: H^   Re( 1Z^). This bound is saturated by states | i.e. L2 sections of the
Dirac spinor bundle | that are annihilated by any one, and hence all, of the supercharges.
Now let us consider some of the remaining commutation relations. The I^r and J^r
generate commuting su(2) algebras:
[I^r; I^s]  = irstI^
t ; [J^r; J^s]  = irstJ^
t ; [I^r; J^s]  = 0 : (4.101)
The shift of I^r by the su(2)R charge in J^r is crucial for this. The algebra of the Q^a with
the su(2)R charges is found to be
[I^r; Q^s]  =
i
2

rsQ^4 + rstQ^
t

; [I^r; Q^4]  =   i
2
Q^r : (4.102)
Finally we compute the commutator of the supercharges with the generic isometry-
induced Noether charges (4.92), nding
[N^E ; Q^r]  =
g0
2
p
2
m

  ($KE (Jr) nm ) (Dn   iG(Ycl1)n) + i(Jr) nm [KE ;G(Ycl1)]n

;
[N^E ; Q^4]  =
ig0
2
p
2
m[KE ;G(Ycl1)]m ; (4.103)
where on the right-hand sides [ ; ] denotes the commutator of vector elds. In fact all
of the Killing elds KE on M commute with G(Ycl1). In the case of KA = G(hIA) this
is obvious since G is a Lie algebra homomorphism from the Cartan subalgebra into the
space of vector elds. It is also true for the Kr corresponding to I^r, as well as the Ki
corresponding to translations in the vanilla case. The reason is that the asymptotically
nontrivial gauge transformation corresponding to G(Ycl1) is gauge equivalent to a spatially
constant gauge transformation by (~x) = Ycl1, which clearly commutes with rotations and
translations. Hence the vector eld commutators can be dropped.
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Furthermore, in the case of the triholomorphic vector elds, Ki and KA, the Lie
derivatives of the complex structures vanish as well. The former means (in the vanilla
case) that [P^ i; Q^a]  = 0, which is of course part of the Poincare supersymmetry algebra,
while the latter is summarized by the statement
[^e; Q^
a]  = 0 : (4.104)
In particular this means that the kernel of Q^a can be decomposed into eigenspaces of
denite electric charge, a fact that will be important for the semiclassical construction of
framed BPS states to follow.
In the case of I^r the Lie derivative term survives, but we can use (3.72) to simplify it.
This leads to
[I^r; Q^s]  = i(R 1 )ruustQ^t ; [I^r; Q^4]  = 0 : (4.105)
As we have mentioned before, I^r = J^r + (R 1 )rsI^s generates the diagonal subgalgebra
su(2)
()
d  so(3)  su(2)R described around (2.58), while Q^4 / R. Thus we see here the
manifestation of the statement that R is a singlet of this diagonal subalgebra. Finally
we can combine (4.105) with (4.102) to infer the commutators of the supercharges with
angular momentum,
[J^r; Q^s]  =
i
2
(R 1 )
r
u

 usQ^4 + ustQ^t

; [J^r; Q^4]  =
i
2
(R 1 )
r
uQ^
u : (4.106)
We have obtained the results (4.101) through (4.106) by working with the leading
order expressions for the Noether charges. The corrections should be such that these
commutation relations are preserved.
4.5 Comparing semiclassical and low energy analyses
In this paper we have discussed N = 2 SYM probed by line defects in two limits: the low
energy quantum-exact one described in sections 2.3 through 2.7, and the semiclassical one
reviewed and developed in this section. Our main goal is to use results obtained in one
description to learn about the other. Hence it is imperative to understand the regime of
overlapping validity of the two limits. It would perhaps make more pedagogical sense to
have this discussion at the end of this section, after completing our semiclassical description
of the remaining quantities of interest | namely the Hilbert spaces of (framed) BPS states
and their protected spin characters. However, we will use the comparison here to motivate
a conjectural extension of the semiclassical results we have obtained thus far, and it will
be convenient to have this in place before continuing further.
The Seiberg-Witten action is the leading set of terms in a spacetime derivative expan-
sion. The massless elds appearing in the eective action are assumed to be slowly varying
functions of the spacetime coordinates, and supersymmetry ties the derivative expansion
to an expansion in fermi elds. The semiclassical approximation is a priori a weak cou-
pling expansion; one assumes g0 is small and computes the leading quantum corrections
to classical quantities. However in practice we have imposed additional approximations,
which are of two types.
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The rst is the Manton approximation, _zm  O(g0); supersymmetry ties this to an
expansion in the fermi collective coordinates, mn  O(g0), just as in eld theory. Taking
the elds to be slowly varying in time is thus an approximation in both schemes. Note
however that in the semiclassical case, we do not require the elds to be slowly varying in
space. We are able to describe the wavefunctions of massive BPS states in a completely
smooth and controlled fashion, something that is beyond the reach of the low energy
analysis. See e.g. [135]. In particular, our description of a framed BPS state is not limited to
regions of the Coulomb branch near the walls of marginal stability, where the characteristic
length scales of the state are much larger than those controlling the derivative expansion.
The second additional approximation we made on the semiclassical side is the weak
potential energy approximation, h; Y1i  O(g0)h;X1i. We could in principal relax this
approximation by working with a collective coordinate quantum mechanics based on the
dyon moduli spaces , (3.115), rather than the monopole moduli spaces. For this purpose
one might consider carrying out a reduction of the quantum mechanics on the ambient
space M to one of the spaces . We will provide a natural ansatz below for incorporating
these corrections, based on the comparison to the Seiberg-Witten description.
Hence in order to compare a generic observable in the two descriptions, we should
restrict the Seiberg-Witten low energy eective description to the weak coupling regime,
as described in 2.7, while the semiclassical description should be restricted to the regime
of small spatial gradients. However the latter can be relaxed if we consider quantities that
are unaected by the higher derivative terms of the low energy eective description.
Indeed our main focus in this paper is the spectrum of BPS states as a function of the
Coulomb branch parameters fug 2 B. This is controlled by the central charge operator:
the real part of  1Z^ determines the masses of framed BPS states, if they exist, while
the imaginary part determines the walls of marginal stability. (In the vanilla case it is
the magnitude of Z^ that determines the masses and the phase dierence between the
central charges of constituents that determines the walls.) In any case, this observable
is believed to be protected from the higher derivative \D-terms," such that (2.33) is the
exact expression in the full theory [6]. We therefore expect our semiclassical analysis to
reproduce the one-loop perturbative approximation to Z^, as determined by the one-loop
dual coordinate, (2.79). For future reference let us write this as
Z^1-lp = (^m; a
1-lp
D ) + h^e; ai ; (4.107)
where a1-lpD is the one-loop approximation to the t-valued dual coordinate, (3.30):
a1-lpD := a
1-lp
D;I (
I) =
i
2
X
2+
h; ai

ln
h; ai2
22

+ 1

: (4.108)
In charge sector f^m; ^eg = fm; eg, (4.107) is a scalar operator given by multiplication
with Z1-lp := (m; a
1-lp
D ) + he; ai.
In the previous subsection we obtained the semiclassical formula (4.100) for Re( 1Z^),
in a xed magnetic charge sector m. It is a sum of magnetic and electric contributions,
where the electric piece is an operator on the Hilbert space of L2 sections of the Dirac
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spinor bundle over M. We have already considered the agreement of the magnetic piece
with low energy formula, (4.107), in subsection 4.1 around (4.10), where we found
  Re( 1Z1-lpm ) =  Re
n
(m; 
 1a1-lpD )
o
= M1-lpm 

1 +O
 h; Y1i2
h;X1i2

: (4.109)
Meanwhile the electric piece of (4.100), acting on an eigenspace e of ^e, agrees exactly
with the electric charge contribution to the real part of (4.107), using Re
 he;  1ai =
he; Y1i. Hence the semiclassical and low energy results for Re( 1Z^) agree where they
are supposed to.
Furthermore we conjecture that all perturbatuve corrections to the semiclassical re-
sult, (4.100), come entirely from the weak potential energy approximation, and that the
complete set of these corrections is captured by (4.107) with (4.108). This was written out
explicitly in terms of h; Y1i and h;X1i in (4.10).
Note that Re( 1Z^) was determined semiclassically in (4.100) via an indirect method.
We used the supersymmetry algebra together with knowledge of the one-loop corrected
Hamiltonian to infer it. One could have attempted a direct computation, and this would
be necessary for an independent semiclassical computation of Z^ itself. Schematically, the
idea is as follows. First recall that, classically, we have the formula (3.13),
Zcl =
2
g20
Z
S21
d2Si Tr f(iBi   Ei)'g = (m; aclD) + he; ai : (4.110)
In the full quantum theory, we grade the Hilbert space by eigenvalues of the electromagnetic
charge operator ^ = ^m ^e and assume that, at least when restricted to the BPS sector of
the Hilbert space, Z^ is a scalar operator in each charge sector. Then the exact expression
for Z is,
Z = hs jZ^jsi = 2
g20
Z
S21
d2Si Tr
n
hs j(iB^i   E^i)'^jsi
o
; (4.111)
where E^i etc.. are the corresponding eld operators and jsi is a (soliton) state in charge sec-
tor . To compute this matrix element semiclassically from rst principles, we would make
the canonical transformation to the appropriate soliton sector as described around (4.1),
where the soliton state can be dened in terms of creation operators of the uctuation
elds acting on a `vacuum state' in that sector. The vacuum states are dened as those
states annihilated by all of the annihilation operators in the uctuation eld, and are asso-
ciated with the collective coordinate degrees of freedom. Semiclassically they are in one to
one correspondence with the Hilbert space of the collective coordinate quantum mechanics.
Since we are interested in the BPS sector we can take jsi to be such a vacuum state. Then
the uctuation elds, e.g. denoted a^ in (4.1), only contribute to (4.111) through loops.
At tree level with respect to these uctuation elds, the electric eld term of (4.111) can
be computed in the collective coordinate quantum mechanics using the form of the electric
charge operator, (4.95). The result is Ze = h^e; ai, where we used that '^ restricted to the
asymptotic two-sphere is the scalar multiplication operator a(u) in vacuum u 2 B. For the
magnetic term, the one-loop correction to the classical part (4.110) must be included, since
it is the same order in the g0 expansion as the leading electric term. This computation has
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been considered in [35, 36], at least in the limit h; Y1i ! 0, where agreement with the
Seiberg-Witten expression was found. We fully expect that this result can be extended to
the class of N = 2 theories probed by line defects considered here.
Consider now the framed case, where the walls of marginal stability, (2.70), are de-
termined by the vanishing of the imaginary part of  1Z , (together with the condition
that the real part is negative). In the one-loop approximation, Im( 1Z) depends on the
Coulomb branch parameters through Im( 1a(u)) and Im( 1a1-lpD (u)). How do we see
walls of marginal stability in the semiclassical picture? As we mentioned above, framed
BPS states will be L2 sections of the spinor bundle that sit the kernel of any one of (and
hence all of) the supercharges, (4.91). The leading semiclassical expression for this oper-
ator depends on X1 = Im( 1a) through the metric on M, and on Ycl1 = Im( 1aclD)
through the twisting of the covariant derivative by G(Y1)m. As we vary these quantities
the kernel of the supercharges can jump: L2 solutions can enter or leave as the continuum
of the spectrum comes down to zero and the gap disappears. These are co-dimension one
walls (in fX1;Ycl1g space) where the supercharges fail to be Fredholm operators. This is
the semiclassical picture of wall crossing; we will see it very explicitly in examples later.
However in order for the semiclassical walls | that is the walls where the supercharge
operators (4.91) fail to be Fredholm | to have any chance of agreeing with the low energy
ones, as we argued above they must, then it is clear that we must take into account the lead-
ing corrections to the supercharge operators.46 There is an obvious and natural candidate
that accounts for the required subset of perturbative corrections in g0. Namely, we should
replace Ycl1 = Im( 1aclD) appearing in the argument of G with Y1-lp1 = Im( 1a1-lpD ).
For physical observables that are protected from higher derivative corrections, like those
built from the central charge operator, perturbative quantum corrections truncate at one
loop and it makes sense to inquire about nonperturbative corrections in the coupling, even
though these are exponentially small in the weak coupling regime. Indeed, the weak cou-
pling expansion of the prepotential, (2.83), is a convergent series in a neighborhood of
jj=jh; aij ! 0; 8 2 . Hence it seems natural to conjecture that these eects can be
included as well by simply taking the argument of G to be
Y1 := Im( 1aD) ; (4.112)
where aD =
P
I aD;I(
I) is the t-valued dual coordinate constructed from the exact pre-
potential in the appropriate weak coupling duality frame. We will review how this duality
frame is determined in the next section, when we describe the map between physics data
and math data precisely.
We hope, however, that we have already motivated the following denition of a
quartet of semiclassical, geometric supercharge operators. Let line defect data L =
f~xn; PngNtn=1 and asymptotic data fm;X1g be given such that
 M(L; m;X1); g; Jr,
46Alternatively one could restrict attention on the low energy side to the classical part of the central
charge but, as we have argued, it is then generally inconsistent to consider the eects of electric charge.
These eects are responsible for much of the interesting wall crossing phenomena we will discuss, hence we
must insist on treating the full perturbative central charge.
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dened via (3.41), (3.43), and (3.51), is a hyperkahler manifold. (We assume X1 2 g is
regular so that it denes a unique Cartan subalgebra, t.) Then for Y1 2 t we set
Q^a(sc) :=  
ig0
2
p
2
m(~Ja) nm (Dn   iG(Y1)n) ; (4.113)
acting on sections of the Dirac spinor bundle over M. Recall that ~Ja = (1; Jr) and
observe that Q^4(sc) is a Dirac operator, twisted by G(Y1) | i.e. we view G(Y1)n as the
gauge eld of a connection on a trivial U(1) bundle over M.
What subset of the corrections in (4.91) do we claim to capture with (4.112)
and (4.113)? Surely not everything. The various corrections expected in (4.91) are
 higher (time) derivative corrections | i.e. higher ^m corrections | together with
higher fermi collective coordinate corrections coupled to these by supersymmetry;
together we refer to these as \D-term" corrections;
 corrections to the weak potential energy approximation | i.e. corrections in the ratios
h; Y1i=h;X1i;
 quantum corrections from integrating out the uctuation elds around the collective
coordinate ansatz; these are expected to correct each order in the time-derivative
expansion.
Based on the reasoning we have described in this section, we conjecture that (4.113) cap-
tures all weak potential energy and quantum corrections to Q^a at leading order in the
time-derivative expansion, up to a renormalization of the overall coecient such that the
kernel is unaected. Notice that the kernel of Q^a(sc) only depends on the bare data (g0; 0; 0)
through the dynamical scale , (2.77), appearing in aD. We anticipate that Q^
a
(sc) will receive
higher derivative corrections, which will correspond to higher order dierential operators,
but we conjecture that the kernels of these higher-derivative corrected operators coincide
with the kernel of Q^a(sc). More precisely, the dimension of the kernel, its decomposition into
eigenspaces of the electric charge operator, and the decomposition into eigenspaces of I^3
in the case of ker Q^4(sc), should be unaected by the higher derivative corrections.
We note that the leading order forms of ^e; I^r are given in terms of a Lie derivative
with respect to canonically dened Killing vectors, and are completely independent of g0.
Furthermore their overall normalization is constrained by periodicity conditions and the
su(2) algebra respectively. Hence we conjecture that their leading form given in (4.92) is
exact at leading order in the derivative expansion. We will refer to these leading order
quantities by the same notation, ^e, I^r.
The motivation behind these conjectures is again the following. On the one hand,
the kernel of Q^a determines the semiclassical spectrum of framed BPS states as a piece-
wise constant function on the Coulomb branch (through the map relating X1;Y1 to u;
see (4.118)). On the other hand, the Seiberg-Witten analysis determines the same data for
the (possible) spectrum in terms of the central charge. The central charge is protected from
higher order D-terms and hence quantities determined from it should be reproduced by the
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semiclassical analysis, where the quantum corrections on each side can be matched order
by order. In other words, if we use the one-loop approximation to the central charge to
determine the BPS spectrum and walls of marginal stability, we should be able to recover
those results on the semiclassical side via the one-loop corrected semiclassical supercharges.
The ansatz (4.113) is a simple and natural generalization of the leading order re-
sult, (4.91), that contains both perturbative and nonperturbative quantum corrections.
These corrections appear through the same quantities, X1 = Im( 1a(u)) and Y1 =
Im( 1aD(u)), that play a role in the denition of the marginal stability walls (2.70).
Finally in sections 6, 7 we will see that the conjecture is conrmed in some nontrivial
examples: the walls where the kernel of the Dirac operator Q^4(sc) jumps can be determined
directly and agree exactly with (2.29), (2.70). These arguments certainly do not constitute
a proof and we believe that further semiclassical computations, either providing evidence
for or refuting (4.113), should be carried out. It should at least be possible to deter-
mine the one-loop correction to the supercharges at leading order in the weak-potential
approximation.
We have been specically discussing the framed case in regards to (4.113). However the
leading order form of the supercharges Q^a is identical in the vanilla case, and the general
reasoning of the last paragraph still holds. Therefore we conjecture that (4.113) is also the
correct form of the semiclassical supercharges, relevant for determining the BPS spectrum,
in the vanilla case. The precise construction will be described in 4.7.
4.6 Semiclassical identication of the space of framed BPS states
The algebra (4.98) implies the framed BPS bound M   Re( 1Z), which is saturated
on states 	 with Q^a	 = 0 for any | and hence all | a = 1; : : : ; 4. Thus states preserve
either all four supercharges or none, consistent with the eld theory interpretation. We
will work with the conjectural semiclassical approximation Q^a ! Q^a(sc) discussed in the
previous section. Specically, it is convenient to use Q^4(sc) in dening the space of framed
BPS states.
Let us denote the Dirac-like operator constructed from the data (L; m; X1;Y1) as
=DG(Y1)M(L;m;X1) := 
m (Dm   iG(Y1)m) : (4.114)
We will sometimes refer to this as =DG for shorthand. It is related to Q^4(sc) of (4.113) via a
simple rescaling. Therefore the kernel of this operator coincides with that of the Q^a(sc) and
hence, conjecturally, that of the exact collective coordinate supercharges Q^a. The Dirac
operator =DG commutes with the semiclassical electric charge operator ^e = i
P
A IA$KA
and therefore its L2 kernel decomposes into a direct sum of ^e eigenspaces:
kerL2

=DG(Y1)M(L;m;X1)

=
M
e2rt
kere
L2

=DG(Y1)M(L;m;X1)

: (4.115)
We would like to relate these spaces to the physical BPS spaces HBPSL ;u; , (2.52). The
rst task is to describe precisely how the quantities fL;X1;Y1; m; eg in the mathemat-
ical construction are related to the quantities fL ; u; g that dene the physical space of
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BPS states. Henceforth we will refer to fL;X1;Y1; m; eg as math data and fL ; u; g as
physics data. The relationship is most easily described in a specic weak coupling duality
frame; we summarize the procedure as follows.
1. Recall that the special Kahler manifold B admits an atlas of distinguished charts
consisting of special coordinates aI(u), where there is a Lagrangian splitting  L;u =
 mL;u   eL;u for all u in the patch. Such a coordinate patch and splitting is referred
to as a duality frame. There is an innite set of weak coupling duality frames in the
weak coupling regime of B. Fix arbitrarily an integral basis of simple co-roots fHIg
for cr. Then an element of this set is specied by the following two choices:
(a) Choose any h'i = '1(u) 2 tC that corresponds to the given fug, and set
a  aIHI = '1(u). There are jW j such choices for '1(u), leading to jW j
dierent sets of aI(u), where W is the Weyl group of g. They are permuted into
each other47 by the action of W on t.
(b) For each choice of solution in 1a, choose a set of branches of the 12(dim g   r)
logarithms in
a1-lpD =
i
2
X
2+
h; ai

ln
h; ai2
22

+ 1

: (4.116)
These two choices determine a duality frame such that u 7! (aD(u); a(u)) 2 tC  tC.
Alternatively, we can eliminate choice 1b by working on the universal cover bB of B.
Then there are only jW j weak coupling duality frames, corresponding to choice 1.
We will work on bB and comment on projecting identications to B at the end.
2. Given such a frame, the Seiberg-Witten prepotential will have an expansion of the
form (2.83). Since the expansion is Weyl invariant, it will in fact take the same
form in any of the jW j weak coupling frames on bB. We dene the weak coupling
regime of the Coulomb branch, bBwc  bB to consist of those u 2 bB such that the weak
coupling expansion of the prepotential, or equivalently aD(a), converges. Note that
the denition depends on the dynamical scale: bBwc = bBwc(). We let Bwc()  B
denote the projection of bBwc. We would like to make a conjecture concerning this
denition. Recall that the Coulomb branch bB can be partitioned into chambers in
which the BPS spectrum is constant. (Here we refer to the framed or vanilla spectrum
depending on whether line defects are present or not.) We call a chamber c a weak
coupling chamber if its closure in bB is noncompact | i.e. it exends to innity in some
direction | and it does not contain any of the loci hI ; a(u)i = 0 for I a simple root.
(The latter condition is imposed to remove the complex co-dimension one loci that
exist for r > 1, extend to innity, and correspond classically to partial restoration of
the non-Abelian gauge group.) We conjecture that bBwc is contained in the union of
the closures of all weak coupling chambers. This is indeed true in the case of SU(2),
as illustrated in gure 1.
47a = '1 is necessarily a regular element of gC because u =2 Bsing.
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Figure 1. Here the u-plane is depicted and we have chosen  = 1. In blue one recognizes the wall
of marginal stability separating the weak coupling chamber (outside) and strong coupling chamber
(inside). The red line is the boundary of the weak coupling regime Bwc (outside) which is dened
in the main text as the region of convergence of aD(a). We made this plot via an estimate of the
radius of convergence using an exact computation of the rst 400 coecients of the prepotential.
We would also like to point out that there are other similar but subtly dierent denitions of the
weak coupling regime which one could consider. If one would rather use the convergence of a(u) or
aD(u) as the criterion this would lead to a region bounded by the curve in green. In all cases we
see that the weak coupling regime is contained in the weak coupling chamber.
3. Of the jW j weak coupling duality frames covering bBwc, we wish to work in a par-
ticular one. In the framed case the choice is dictated by : specically, we re-
quire that Im( 1a(u)) 2 t be in the closure of the fundamental Weyl chamber
with respect to our chosen basis of simple co-roots. This xes the duality frame
uniquely for those u such that this quantity is in the fundamental Weyl chamber, i.e.
h; Im( 1a(u))i > 0; 8 2 +. For now we stay away from the real co-dimension
one loci where h; Im( 1a(u))i = 0, and comment on crossing them at the end.
4. We can now give the map between math data and physics data. First, in this frame
we identify  mL;u
= cr +
P
n Pn and  
e
L;u
= rt. Let m; e, denote the corresponding
magnetic and electric trivialization maps, m :  L;u ! cr+
P
n Pn, and e :  L;u ! rt.
Then for a given section  2  L of the electromagnetic charge lattice we identify
m = m() ; e = e() ; (4.117)
where m is the asymptotic magnetic charge required to construct M, and e is an
eigenvalue of the semiclassical electric charge operator, ^e = i
P
A IA$KA .
5. Secondly we set
X1 = X1(u; ) := Im( 1a(u)) ;
Y1 = Y1(u; ; ) := Im( 1aD(u; )) ; (4.118)
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where we have noted the dependence of Y1 on the dynamical scale . This will
usually be suppressed. By construction X1 satises h;X1(u; )i  0; 8 2 +,
u 2 bBwc, and for now we consider only those u's such that h;X1(u; )i>0; 8 2 +.
Using this map we can now identify HBPSL ;u; with spaces appearing in (4.115). For all
u 2 bBwc such that h;X1(u; )i > 0; 8 2 +, we have
HBPSL ;u; = ker
e()
L2

=DG(Y1(u;))M(L;m();X1(u;))

: (4.119)
This result extends previous work on semiclassical N = 2 SYM [21{26] in two directions.
First, we have identied the space of framed BPS states for N = 2 SYM in the presence
of supersymmetric 't Hooft defects specied by the line defect data L(f~xn; Png). The
data f~xn; Png enters through the determination of the singular monopole moduli spaceM,
while the phase  enters through the specication of the duality frame and the map (4.118).
Second, we have extended the usual semiclassical constructs to capture, conjecturally, all
perturbative and nonperturbative corrections that are relevant for the Hilbert space of
BPS states, HBPSL ;u. We will describe an analogous result for the vanilla BPS spaces in the
next section.
The identication (4.119) leads to several interesting mathematical applications. Wall
crossing properties of HBPSL ;u; , as encoded by the protected spin characters 
, imply a re-
markable set of wall crossing formulae for certain index characters of the family of Dirac
operators. The absence of exotics | BPS states transforming in nontrivial SU(2)R repre-
sentations | imposes strong constraints on the kernel of the Dirac operator. Going in the
other direction, we can make use of a Lichnerowicz-Weitzenbock formula to nd a special
locus in bBwc where there are no framed BPS states other than the `vacuum', consisting of
the pure 't Hooft defect. Each of these will be discussed in section 5, after describing the
analog of (4.119) for vanilla BPS states.
Before turning to that we make a few observations.
 It follows from the construction of appendix C.1 that for given fL; mg such that the
relative magnetic charge ~m =
Pd
A=1 ~n
IA
m HIA , the moduli space metric depends only
on the components hIA ; X1i of X1 and not the components hIM ; X1i. Further-
more G(Y1) =
P
AhIA ;Y1iKA. Hence the family of Dirac operators (4.114) for
such fL; mg only depends on 2d real parameters, where d = rnk gef , rather than the
2r that are naively implied by the dependence on fX1;Y1g. Combined with (4.119)
we learn the following. For all u such that the map (4.118) applies and all fL ; g such
that ~m = m() 
P
n P
 
n =
Pd
A=1 ~n
IA
m , the BPS Hilbert spaces HL ;u; are invariant
along the 2(r d) real dimensional surfaces in bBwc parameterized by hIM ; X1(u; )i
and hIM ;Y1(u; )i for M = 1; : : : ; r   d, with hIA ; X1(u; )i and hIA ;Y1(u; )i
held xed.
 As we mentioned, (4.119) is expected to be valid throughout bBwc, except where
h;X1i = 0 for some nonzero root . A semiclassical description valid on these
real co-dimension one loci | if it can be given at all | would require a discussion
of moduli spaces for massless monopoles with potentials | see e.g. [136, 137] |
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generalized to the case with defects. We have a valid description on either side of
such a \wall" and will content ourselves with understanding how the description
changes when we cross it.48 We start with X1 in the fundamental Weyl chamber.
After crossing a wall corresponding to root , the choice in 1a such that X1 is in
the fundamental Weyl chamber changes. Indeed the new a(u) is related to the old
one by a Weyl reection about the root . This Weyl transformation acts as an
Sp(2r;Z) duality transformation on the doublets fa1-lpD ; ag, hence fY1; X1g, and
fm; eg. (This transformation will be block diagonal with respect to the magnetic-
electric splitting.) If the wall is not a marginal stability wall, then (4.119) implies
that the kernels of the Dirac operators corresponding to the old and new math data
must be equivalent. If it is a marginal stability wall, then the kernels will have to
be related by the appropriate wall crossing transformation. Note that this can even
lead to relations among kernels of Dirac operators built on monopole moduli spaces
of dierent dimensions! An example of this is studied in section 7.5.
 Projecting the map (4.117), (4.118) from bBwc to Bwc implies further relations among
the kernels. Suppose u1;2 2 bBwc, with u1 6= u2, project to the same u 2 Bwc. The
doublets faD(u1;2); a(u1;2)g obtained by the above procedure for u1 and u2 will be
related by an Sp(2r;Z) duality transformation. That same transformation will act
on fm; eg, such that the physical quantities, Z(u), HL ;u; , 
(L ; u; ; y) remain
invariant. (This transformation will be of the T -type and corresponds to the usual
Witten eect as described around (2.81).) The kernels of the corresponding Dirac
operators must again be equivalent.
 One might wonder if there is a role for the S-type duality transformations. While
one can certainly apply such a transformation to the math doublets fY1; X1g and
fm; eg and consider the corresponding Dirac operator, there is no reason for its
kernel to be physically meaningful. The transformations discussed in the previous two
items map weak coupling descriptions to weak coupling descriptions: the coordinates
aI(u) are interpretable as the Cartan components of the vev of a non-Abelian Higgs
eld. Furthermore the quantum corrections to the prepotential that denes aD arise
from integrating out massive fundamental degrees of freedom in a UV complete theory
that are again associated with a non-Abelian gauge theory. This connection to a
non-Abelian gauge theory where the BPS states are soliton states is essential for the
semiclassical construction of the Dirac operator. The low energy degrees of freedom
in an S-dual frame do not have such an interpretation.
4.7 Semiclassical identication of the space of vanilla BPS states
Let us now turn to the vanilla case which, as usual, requires some additional steps due to
the reducible structure of the moduli space.
48Note these walls do not, a priori, have anything to do with marginal stability walls; rather they are walls
where our duality frame, i.e. special coordinate patch, is breaking down and when we cross them we need
to switch frames. It might be that they also correspond to marginal stability walls for some BPS states.
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We rst describe the modications to the map between math and physics data. In
the vanilla case the particular duality frame we work in is dictated by the electromagnetic
charge  2   under consideration. For a given  and duality frame choice p, we have
fap(u); aD;p(u)g 2 tC  tC and a trivialization  ! pm  pe 2 cr  rt. The central
charge Z(u) = (
p
m; aD;p(u)) + hpe ; ap(u)i 2 C is a duality frame invariant; although
we chose a frame to compute it we would get the same answer in any frame. Dene
van(u; ) :=  Z(u)=jZ(u)j, which is therefore also a duality invariant quantity.
Then the duality frame of interest, i.e. the analog of item 3 above, is the frame such
that Im( 1vana(u)) is in the closure of the fundamental Weyl chamber. This choice is unique
for a given charge provided we are inside the chamber: h; Im( 1vana(u))i > 0; 8 2 +.
We will restrict to u 2 bBwc such that this is the case. As in the framed case the analysis
can be extended to those u 2 bBwc such that h;  1vana(u)i = 0 for some  by appealing to
the piecewise constancy of the spectrum and certain weak coupling electromagnetic duality
transformations.
We can now give the map between math data and physics data. We identify m and
e as the magnetic and electric components of the trivialization of the charge with respect
to this duality frame, analogously to (4.117). Then we set
X1 = X1(u; ) := Im( 1van(u; )a(u)) ;
Y1 = Y1(u; ) := Im( 1van(u; )aD(u)) : (4.120)
Note that in electromagnetic charge eigenspace me, the identity Im( 1vanZ) = 0 implies
the quantum generalization of the classical constraint (3.122):
he; X1i+ (m;Y1) = 0 : (4.121)
Classically, this relation was a consequence of having a solution to the BPS equations;
see (3.23). Semiclassically, we will see below that this is a consequence of our assignments
for the supercharge and electric charge operators.
The supercharge Q^4(sc) is proportional to a Dirac operator, =D
G(Y1)
M(m;X1), which is the
same in form as (4.114). The space of vanilla BPS states is given in terms of the kernel
of =DG, but this is not an L2 kernel. On the physics side the reason is that BPS states are
asymptotic one-particle states; on the math side this is related to the reducible structure
of M. In order to clarify this we will decompose the Dirac operator into a sum of two
terms | one that acts nontrivially on the center-of-mass R4 = R3cm  RX1 factor of the
simply-connected cover, fM, and one that acts nontrivially on the strongly centered moduli
space M0.
We begin by recalling the direct product metric (3.98) and introducing some notation
for the center-of-mass and strongly centered coordinates:
ds2M  gmndzmdzn = gabdzadzb + g ~m~ndz ~mdz~n
= (m; X1)

d~xcm  d~xcm + d
2
(m; X1)2

+ ds2M0 : (4.122)
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Here za = f~xcm; g are the (globally well-dened) center-of-mass coordinates and z ~m,
~m = 1; : : : 4(jmj 1), denote local coordinates onM0. Correspondingly, let m = fa;  ~mg
be an adapted basis of gamma matrices associated with the coordinate frame. We take
a =  a 
 1 ;  ~m =  
  ~m0 ; (4.123)
where the  a are four-dimensional matrices satisfying [ a; b]+ = 2g
ab, the  ~m0 are 4(jmj 
1)-dimensional gamma matrices satisfying [ ~m0 ; 
~n
0 ]+ = 2g
~m~n, and   is the chirality operator
on the R4 center of mass factor,   :=  1    4 = (det gab) 1=2 1    4.
We must also decompose G(Y1). From (3.124) and (3.127) we have that G(Y1) =
(m;Y1)@ + G0(Y1), where G0(Y1) is a triholomorphic Killing vector on M0. Then the
full Dirac operator is
=DG(Y1)M(m;X1) =

 i@i +  


@   i (m;Y1)
(m; X1)


 1+  
 =DG0(Y1)M0(m;X1) ; (4.124)
where we have introduced the G0(Y1)-twisted Dirac operator on the strongly centered
moduli space
=DG0(Y1)M0(m;X1) :=  ~m0 (D ~m   iG0(Y1) ~m) : (4.125)
We will sometimes refer to this Dirac operator simply as =DG00 . It follows from (4.124) that
BPS states 	 must satisfy
@i	 = 0 ;

@   i (m;Y1)
(m; X1)

	 = 0 ; and ( 
 =DG00 )	 = 0 : (4.126)
We introduce a factorization of 	 corresponding to the factorization (4.123), 	 = 	cm(z
a)

	0(z
~m), and deduce
	 =  cme
 iqcm 
	0(z ~m) ; (4.127)
where  cm is a constant four-component spinor on R4, and qcm and 	0 satisfy
qcm =   (m;Y1)
(m; X1)
; =DG00 	0 = 0 : (4.128)
Next we introduce the electric charge operator and describe how the decomposition of
the kernel of =DG into electric charge eigenspaces is implemented with respect to the factor-
ization. Recall that the electric charge operator can be expressed in terms of spinorial Lie
derivatives: ^e =
P
A IA(i$KA). Via the G-map, the change of basis fhAg 7! fhA0 ; hcmg
on tef gives a corresponding change of basis fKAg 7! fKA0 ; @g on isomH(M). Linear-
ity of the Lie derivative $V with respect to V leads to a decomposition of ^e completely
analogous to (3.118):
^e = 

m(i$@) +
d 1X
A=1
i(A)(i$KA0 ) =: 

m(i$@) + ^e;0 ; (4.129)
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where the last step denes a relative electric charge operator, ^e;0, on M0. Then if 	e
denotes an eigenspinor of ^e corresponding to electric charge eigenvalue e, we have
i$@	
e =
he; X1i
(m; X1)
	e  qcm	e and
^e;0	
e = i
d 1X
A=1

$KA0
	e

i(A) =
d 1X
A=1
 
NAe;0 i(A)

	e = e;0	
e ; (4.130)
where the NAe;0 are the integers dened in (3.116).
Now let us impose both (4.126) and (4.130). Since $@ = @, we see that the rst
condition of (4.130) is compatible with the second condition of (4.126) precisely because
of (4.121). Meanwhile the operators i$KA0
act only on the 	0 factor of 	 and furthermore
commute with the Dirac operator =DG00 . Thus we write
	e =  cme
 iqcm 
	e;00 : (4.131)
For xed data fm; X1;Y1g, the L2 kernel of =DG0 decomposes into eigenspaces labeled
by e;0:
kerL2

=DG00

=
M
e;0
ker
e;0
L2

=DG00

; (4.132)
where an L2 spinor 	
e;0
0 satises
	
e;0
0 2 kere;0L2

=DG00

()
8<: =D
G0
0 	
e;0
0 = 0 ; and
i$KA0
	
e;0
0 = N
A
e;0	
e;0
0 :
(4.133)
Suppose we are given such a spinor 	
e;0
0 2 kere;0L2 ( =D
G0
0 ). Then (4.131) clearly denes
a section of the Dirac spinor bundle over the universal cover fM. However it does not
necessarily give a well-dened spinor on M and hence does not necessarily represent a
BPS state. In fact, we claim that it does descend to a well-dened spinor on fM=Dg,
but an additional equivariance condition on 	
e;0
0 must be imposed in order to have the
remaining ZL quotient action of (3.90) be well-dened.
In order to explain these statements, we rst construct a lift of the isometry, g :fM ! fM, that generates the subgroup of gauge-induced deck transformations, Dg, to
the space of sections of the spinor bundle,  (fM;SD). Recall that g can be represented
as exp(2G(i(hg))) for a particular hg 2 efmw such that (hg) generates the subgroup
im() = L  Z = Dg in Z = D. Furthermore we showed in (4.92) that the Noether charge
operator associated with a symmetry generated by Killing eld K is given in terms of the
spinorial Lie derivative, N^K = i$K .
49 Hence the lift to  (fM;SD) is
eg := exp(2iN^G(i(hg))) = exp   2$G(i(hg)) :  (fM;SD)!  (fM;SD) : (4.134)
49We also argued later in section 4.5 that the corrections indicated in (4.92) vanish.
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Now, on the one hand, G(i(hg)) =
P
AhA; hgiKA and i$KA	e = nIAe 	e . Thus,
since i(hg) is an element of the magnetic weight lattice and e =
P
A n
IA
e IA is an element
of the (integral dual) root lattice, we have
eg(	e) = exp  2i dX
A=1
hA; hginIAe
!
	e = e 2ihe;i(hg)i	e = 	e : (4.135)
Hence 	e is invariant under the action of eg and this implies that 	e is a well-dened
section of the spinor bundle over the quotient fM=Dg.
On the other hand, the action of g factorizes according to (3.102) and hence so does
the action of eg:eg(	) =  exp( 2L$@) 	cm
 eg;0(	0) ; where
eg;0 := exp  2 d 1X
A=1
hA; hgi$KA0
!
:  (M0;SD)!  (M0;SD) : (4.136)
Therefore the action on 	e takes the formeg(	e) =  cme iqcm( 2L) 
 eg;0  	e;00  : (4.137)
Given (4.135) we conclude that eg;0 acts by a phase to cancel the phase induced by the
action on the center of mass factor:eg;0  	e;00  = e 2iqcmL	e;00 : (4.138)
Note that qcm is generically an irrational real number, so no power of eg;0 will be trivial.
The action (4.138) is indeed compatible with the denition of eg;0 in (4.136). To
observe this, recall the expansion of the electric charge eigenvalue (3.118) and take the
pairing of both sides with with hg to arrive at
he; hgi = qcmL+
d 1X
A=1
NAe;0hi(A); hgi : (4.139)
The sum on the right-hand side (multiplied by 2i) is exactly what we would get by acting
with eg;0, (4.136), on 	e;00 using (4.133). Meanwhile he; hgi is an integer so 2i times this
quantity in the exponential gives one. Hence we recover (4.138) using the denition of eg;0
and (4.139).
The result (4.138) holds for any 	
e;0
0 2 kere;0L2 ( =D
G0
0 ) and ensures that the correspond-
ing 	e 2 ker( =DG), (4.131), is a well-dened spinor on fM=Dg. However it is not sucient
to ensure that 	e is well-dened M, which involves an additional ZL quotient. Recall
that for L > 1 the ZL action is generated by the isometry , whose action factorizes into a
uniform translation of RX1 by ! +2, and an isometry 0 ofM0 such that L0 = g;0;
(see (3.107)).
Let us rst analyze the situation from the point of view of M0. We know that the
action of eg;0 is (4.136), and on 	e;00 this is given byeg;0(	e;00 ) = e 2iLc	e;00 ; (4.140)
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where for convenience we have introduced the notation c = c(m; X1; e;0) for the quantity
c(m; X1; e;0) :=   1
L
d 1X
A=1
hA; hgiNAe;0 : (4.141)
Here we are emphasizing that c depends only on data intrinsic to M0 | the magnetic
charge, the Higgs vev (which goes into the determination of the A because of the condition
hi(A); X1i = 0), and the eigenvalues of iLKA0 that determine the relative electric charge
e;0. Now let e0 denote the lift of 0. We require that (e0)L = eg;0, but this only determines
its action on 	
e;0
0 up to an L
th root of unity: 	
e;0
0 7! e 2i(c+k=L)	e;00 will satisfy this
property for any k 2 ZL. Indeed, since (4.140) holds for any 	e;00 in the kernel, we have a
decomposition
ker
e;0
L2

=DG00

=
L 1M
k=0
ker
e;0
L2

=DG00
(k)
; (4.142)
where
ker
e;0
L2

=DG00
(k)
:=

	0 2 kere;0L2

=DG00
  e0(	0) = e 2i(c+k=L)	0 : (4.143)
How do we choose a k?
The point is that we know that  acts by a uniform translation ! + 2 simultane-
ously with the action 0 onM0. Let e denote the lift of . Then we x k by the requirement
that e leave the total wavefunction 	e invariant. We have e = exp( 2$@) 
 e0 and
thus e(	e) = 	e () e0(	e;00 ) = e 2iqcm	e;00 : (4.144)
Thus we require that qcm = c+
k
L modulo integers. But now we can identify k by comparing
this condition with the equation (4.139), which can be written as
qcm =
1
L
he; hgi+ c : (4.145)
Hence we deduce k = ke , where
ke := he; hgi mod L ; (4.146)
and we have that 	e is a well-dened spinor on M = fM=D:
	
e;0
0 2 kere;0L2

=DG00
(ke ) ) e(	e) = 	e : (4.147)
Note that neither c nor ke is invariant under a shift of hg by an element in ker =
SpanZfhA0 g. However the combination c + k=L is, modulo integers, and therefore the
equivariance condition dening the ke subspace of the kernel is.
Now we are ready to identify the space of vanilla BPS states. For a 	e of the
form (4.131) such that 	
e;0
0 satises (4.147), we observe that the degrees of freedom in  cm
correspond to the half-hypermultiplet factor in (2.60). One can, for example, decompose the
angular momentum generators into center-of-mass and relative pieces: J^r = J^rcm
1+1
J^r0 .
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Only the i8(J
r)mn
mn term of (4.94) contributes to J^rcm when acting on (4.131), and using
this action it is easy to see that  cm decomposes into two scalars and a spin 1=2 represen-
tation. This is the spin content of the half-hypermultiplet. One can similarly check that
the su(2)R content comes out correctly. Thus the space of 	
e;0
0 's identied in (4.147) is
in one-to-one correspondence with HBPS0 in (2.60), where we use the map (4.120) to relate
the parameters:
(H0)BPSu; = kere()0L2

=DG0(Y1(u;))M0(m();X1(u;))
(ke())
: (4.148)
This is the vanilla analog of (4.119) and our second main result of the paper. The basic
identication of the space of vanilla BPS states with the kernel of the G(Y1)-twisted Dirac
operator is not new; it was rst obtained in [25]. However we have extended this identica-
tion in two directions. First, we have stated and motivated a conjectural formula, (4.120),
that accounts for the full set of perturbative and nonperturbative quantum corrections to
the Higgs vevs fX1;Y1g that determine the Dirac operator and its kernel in the weak
coupling regime of the Coulomb branch.
Second, we have claried the equivariance condition that must be imposed on wave-
functions in the kernel of the Dirac operator on the strongly centered moduli space. The
electric charge eigenspaces of ker( =DG00 ) are ZL-graded, where L is the greatest common
divisor of the components of dual of the magnetic charge along the simple roots. A wave-
function 	
e;0
0 2 ker( =DG00 ) is in the subspace corresponding to k 2 ZL if is satises the
equivariance condition in (4.143). The space of BPS states corresponds to the k = ke
subspace, (4.146). Of course if L = 1 then then (HBPS0 )u; corresponds to the full (electric
charge eigenspace of the) kernel.
The same comments as in the framed case concerning weak coupling duality transfor-
mations and independence of the kernel with respect to components hIM ; X1i; hIM ;Y1i
of the Higgs vevs apply. (Recall that these components are present when the magnetic
charge is non-generic). Further observations relevant to the vanilla case are as follows.
 G0 does not depend on the component of Y1 parallel to X1. In terms of the
change of basis fIAg 7! fi(A); mg, for the dual of i(tef), G0 depends only on
the components hi(A);Y1i and not on (m;Y1). This is nicely consistent with
the constraint (4.121). If the kernel of =D
G0
0 had depended on both (m;Y1) and
he; X1i, then demanding that (4.121) hold would have imposed a rather articial
looking restriction on the data fX1;Y1g from a mathematical point of view. The
constraint can be viewed as xing the component (m;Y1) of Y1 that is not used in
the construction of the Dirac operator.
In fact, from the mathematical point of view, it is far more natural to think of of the
\data" as being fm; X1;Y0g where, by denition,
Y0 2 t?m := fH 2 t j (m; H) = 0g ; (4.149)
since G0 only depends on the part of Y1 that is Killing-orthogonal to m. Then we
view (4.121) as a prescription for reconstructing an element Y1 2 t, for each electric
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charge eigenvalue e, from the given data:
Y1 =   he; X1i
(m; X1)
X1 + Y0 : (4.150)
This is the point of view we will take in the next section.
 Related to this, recall that the preimage of fX1;Y1g under (4.120) in bBwc is a real
one-dimensional curve. In the asymptotic regime these curves are approximately
circles parameterized by the overall phase of the aI(u); however these circles are de-
formed by jj=jh; ai eects. We claim there is a second family of real one-dimensional
curves, naturally conjugate to these, along which HBPSu; is invariant. These are the
curves in bBwc that correspond to equal overall rescalings of X1;Y1. The constraint
is invariant under such rescalings. Furthermore by dimensional analysis the met-
ric on M0 and the G(Y1) term must scale in the same way such that ker( =DG00 )
remains invariant. Finally, qcm in the equivariance condition dening the k = ke
subspace of the kernel remains invariant. Hence a nontrivial prediction of the iden-
tication (4.148) is that the BPS spectrum must be invariant along these curves.
Asymptotically, such a rescaling of X1;Y1 can be achieved by a uniform rescling
aI(u). However, like the circles, this is corrected by jj=jh; aij eects.
 The previous item implies that bBwc is foliated by complex dimension r  d+ 1 curves
along which the BPS spectrum is invariant. The leaves of this foliation are labeled
by the values of hIA ; X1i, hi(A);Y1i, and the overall scale of X1;Y1. They are
paramterized by holding these values xed and varying hIM ; X1i, hIM ;Y1i, the
overall scale, and the real parameter of the preimage of X1;Y1 under (4.120). This
has dramatic consequences in the case d = 1, corresponding to a magnetic charge that
has only one nonzero component. For such cases we learn that HBPSu; is completely
invariant over all of bBwc. In section 5.1 we will use this observation, together with
a vanishing theorem, to determine the complete spectrum of such states on bBwc. It
consists of towers of Julia-Zee dyons, one for each simple root, and that's it.
 Another consequence of the identication (4.148) is that the existence of a 	(e)0 2
ker
e;0
L2
( =DG00 )(ke ) automatically guarantees the existence of a family of BPS states
with the same magnetic charge and electric charges that dier from e by integer
multiples of m. Such shifts of e lead to shifts of qcm by integers and this does
not aect the equivariance condition imposed by e0.50 Thus for each BPS state
with charge m() e() = m e we have a full Julia-Zee tower of BPS states with
charges fm(e +nm); n 2 Zg. This is completely consistent with the semiclassical
monodromy | i.e. Witten eect | discussed around (2.81).
Observe however that we could shift e by L
 1m and still remain in the root lattice,
since L is the greatest common divisor of the components of m along the simple
roots. This corresponds to shifting qcm by 1=L, which from (4.143) is equivalent
50They also lead, via the map (4.120), to a shift of Y1 by and integer amount along X1 such that the
constraint (4.121) is maintained, but again the Dirac operator does not depend on this component of Y1.
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to sending k ! k + 1. Since the subspaces kere;0
L2
( =DG00 )(k) need not be isomorphic
for dierent values of k, the existence of a BPS state with electric charge e does
not necessarily imply the existence of BPS states with electric charge e +
k
L

m for
k = 1; : : : ; L  1.
Let us introduce some notation to emphasize this point, and which will also be useful
below. We dene equivalence classes of electric charges modulo integer shifts along
the dual of the magnetic charge:
[e]JZ = [
0
e]JZ () e; 0e 2 rt & e   0e 2 SpanZfmg : (4.151)
The equivalence class [e]JZ is the Julia-Zee tower for electric charge e, and the
spaces (HBPS0 )u; are isomorphic for each member of a given tower, for u 2 bBwc. In
order to specify a given [e]JZ we must specify a ke 2 ZL and a relative charge
e;0. This is the data we see entering the right-hand side of (4.148). Thus we have a
one-to-one correspondence
[e]JZ 7! fke ; e;0g : (4.152)
The inverse map follows from (3.118), (4.145), and (4.146):
e =

n+
ke
L
+ c(m; X1; e;0)

m + e;0 : (4.153)
where n is an integer that drops out of [e]JZ.
 Note the curious feature that the Dirac operator itself, at xed u 2 bBwc, depends
on the electromagnetic charge of interest through its dependence on X1;Y1; in
particular it depends on the equivalence class [e]JZ of the electric charge. Hence the
full kernel of =DG00 on a xed space M0 is not physically relevant for the purposes
of determining the BPS spectrum. The dependence of M0 and G0 on the charge
comes through the phase van. In the classical approximation one ignores the electric
charge dependence of this quantity, which is O(g20) suppressed relative to the magnetic
charge contribution. Only in that limit should one consider the full set of eigenspaces
of the electric charge operator on a xed M0. This might explain why this feature
of (4.148) seems not to have been noticed before.
 Finally, throughout sections 3 and 4 we have always restricted the vanilla discussion to
BPS eld congurations and BPS states that preserve the R-type supersymmetries.
This was convenient because some aspects of the analysis are then formally equivalent
to the case of framed BPS eld congurations and BPS states with  ! van. But
there are also of course the vanilla BPS eld congurations and BPS states that
preserve the T -type supersymmetries. According to the analysis around (2.26) we
can exchange the roles of R and T merely by sending van !  van. Via the change
of eld variables (A.13) this has the eect of sending X !  X, Y !  Y , A ! A
and A !  A, while leaving the gauge eld A invariant. Indeed we can see
that the R-xed point equations, (A.18){(A.23), are mapped precisely to the T -xed
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point equations, (A.24){(A.29), under this transformation. In this way R-type BPS
solutions are mapped to T -type BPS solutions, as well as the collective coordinate
expansions around them.
Hence we nd that in order to describe T -type BPS states we need only adjust the
map (4.120):
X1(u; ) =   Im( 1(u; )a(u)) ;
Y1(u; ) =   Im( 1(u; )aD(u)) ; (for T -type susy): (4.154)
Note we should still work in the same duality frame on bBwc | dened by taking
Im( 1(u; )a(u)) in the closure of the fundamental Weyl chamber | in order to
meaningfully compare the semiclassical spectra of R-type and T -type BPS states.
Hence, for T -type supersymmetries, X1 is restricted to the closure of the anti-
fundamental Weyl chamber. This means, for example, that the possible magnetic
charges of T -type BPS states for u 2 bBwc will be negative combinations of simple
co-roots: nIm  0; 8I. Indeed the Dirac operator and its decomposition into elec-
tric charge eigenspaces is completely invariant if we send the data m !  m and
e !  e at the same time as sending X1 !  X1 and Y1 !  Y1. Hence, for
every R-type BPS state of charge  at u 2 bBwc, we have a T -type BPS state of charge
  at the same u 2 bBwc. From the point of view of the low energy eective Abelian
gauge theory these are simply the charge conjugate states.
5 Applications
In this section we present some applications of our semiclassical identications for the
spaces of (framed) BPS states.
5.1 The complete framed BPS spectrum on a special locus
Here we will make use of a simple Lichnerowicz formula to determine the complete framed
BPS spectrum on a special locus in the weak coupling regime. The results will be some-
what weaker in the vanilla case due to the charge dependence of the vanilla math-physics
parameter map, (4.120). The application of the formula is valid when M or M0 has pos-
itive dimension. The case of zero dimension requires special treatment and it is useful to
consider it rst.
Let us in fact begin with the vanilla case. We are considering pure N = 2 SYM with
gauge algebra g and dynamical scale . For a given electromagnetic charge  2  , we work
in the distinguished weak coupling duality frame described at the beginning of 4.7. We
employ the math-physics map of parameters, (4.120), and restrict to those u in the weak
coupling regime bBwc such that X1(u; ) is in the fundamental Weyl chamber. By allowing
Y1 = Y1(u; ) to vary over all of t we cover bBwc except for the real co-dimension one loci
where hI ; X1i = 0 for some simple root I . In the distinguished weak coupling duality
frame we have the magnetic and electric trivializations of the charge: m() = m 2 cr
and e() = e 2 rt.
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The dimension of the strongly centered moduli space M0 is given by 4(jmj   1). It
is connected and therefore a point when the height of the magnetic charge is one. This
corresponds to m = HI1 for some xed I1  IA=1. The full moduli space is then M =
R3cm  S1X1  fptg where the metric in coordinates (~xcm; ) is given by (3.98), and  
 + 2p1, where p1 = 2=2I1 2 f1; 2; 3g. The unique normalized wavefunction on M0 is
	0 = 1. The electric charge operator acts via Lie derivative along @. Let the possible
electric charge eigenvalues be denoted e = neI1 , ne 2 Z. Then the full wavefunction,
	(ne) is
	(ne) =  cme
 ine=p1 ; (5.1)
where  cm is a constant four-component spinor on R3cm  S1X1 . The degrees of freedom
of  cm comprise the half-hypermultiplet and thus we have a half-hypermultiplet for every
electric charge ne 2 Z. Note the magnetic charge m = HI1 corresponds to a special
case of d  rnk gef = 1. We argued on general grounds that the spectrum of BPS states
associated with such charges is invariant throughout bBwc. This is completely obvious here
as the wavefunction (5.1) is manifestly independent of the Coulomb branch parameters u.
We have focused on vanilla BPS states preserving the R-type supercharges. However
we can also consider BPS states that preserve the T -type supercharges, following the
procedure outlined around (4.154). This leads to the tower of charge conjugate states
(m; e) = ( HI1 ; neI1), for ne 2 Z, which also exist throughout bBwc. Together, we will
refer to this collection of vanilla BPS states as a dyon cohort :
Coh(I) := f(HI ; nI) j n 2 Zg : (5.2)
For completeness we should also mention the massive vanilla BPS states in the pertur-
bative vacuum sector, m = 0. They consist of the W -bosons with electric charges e = 
for each positive root  2 + and their charge conjugates e =  . The former preserve
the R-type supersymmetries while the latter preserve the T -type supersymmetries. Note
we have W bosons with charges e =  for each positive root  while there is a dyon
cohort for each simple root I . The W -bosons, like the dyon cohorts, exist throughout bBwc.
Together they comprise all vanilla BPS states that carry a magnetic charge with height
jmj  1. At height two and greater the strongly centered moduli space M0 is nontrivial
and the existence of BPS states at weak coupling is tied to the existence of L2 sections in
the kernel of the Dirac operator (4.125).
Before turning to that, let us consider the framed case with dimM = 0. In addi-
tion to the gauge algebra g and dynamical scale , we specify a set of supersymmetric
't Hooft defect data L(f~xn; Png). The math-physics map of parameters is now given
by (4.118) and we restrict to those u 2 bBwc such that X1(u; ) is in the fundamental Weyl
chamber. The magnetic and electric trivializations of the charge are identied with m; e
as before, but now the magnetic charge takes values in the torsor, cr +
P
n Pn, of the
co-root lattice.
It is then the height of the relative magnetic charge, ~m = m  
P
n P
 
n , that controls
the dimension of M. The case dimM = 0 corresponds to m =
P
n P
 
n . As there are no
collective coordinate degrees of freedom, the \collective coordinate Hamiltonian," (4.99),
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is simply a constant, H^ = M1-lpm + O(g
2
0), acting on a one-dimensional Hilbert space with
a unique normalizable state. This state is supersymmetric; the supercharge operators are
represented as zero and annihilate it trivially. Since there are no collective coordinate
momenta, our discussion in section 4.5 implies that the corrections to the Hamiltonian are
entirely from the weak-potential approximation and quantum corrections, and should serve
to reconstruct the quantum-exact central charge, H =  Re( 1Zm), as dictated by the
framed BPS bound.
Remember in the semiclassical quantization of section 4 we are mostly discussing the
truncated Hilbert space of a given soliton (i.e. magnetic charge) sector, where we do not
consider the continuum of perturbative particle excitations above the collective coordinate
states. In this somewhat degenerate case of dimM = 0, it is especially important to keep
this in mind. The unique normalizable state of the \collective coordinate theory" we are
referring to in this case is simply the unique vacuum state in this soliton sector, and we
can of course consider the usual Fock space of perturbative particle excitations above it.
These, however, will not be supersymmetric, while the vacuum itself is. This vacuum is
in fact the analog of the perturbative vacuum when defects are present. Indeed, since M
is only nonempty when the relative magnetic charge sits in the closure of the fundamental
Weyl chamber, the ground state energy in any other soliton sector will be higher.
It is interesting to consider the question of framed wall crossing for these \vacuum"
states, taking the halo particle to be a simple W -boson. This leads quickly to connections
with the notion of tropical labels for the IR charges of line defects [8, 20] and a semiclassical
analog of the process of monopole extraction described in [76]. It will be easier to investigate
these issues once we have some other examples of framed BPS states under our belts, so
we postpone this discussion until section 7.5.
In [30, 76] we argued that classical singular monopole eld congurations exist if and
only if the relative magnetic charge has the form ~m =
P
I ~n
I
mHI , where the HI are the
simple co-roots determined by X1 and the ~nIm are all non-negative integers, in which case
dimM = 4PI ~nIm. The conditions ~nIm  0 dene a cone in the magnetic IR charge lattice
 mL;u
= cr + (
P
n Pn). See e.g. gure 1 of [30]. A consequence is that framed BPS states
with magnetic charges outside of this cone do not exist, at least for u 2 bBwc. The case
where all ~nIm = 0 is the tip of the cone, which we just discussed. A single framed BPS state
carrying this magnetic charge and zero electric charge exists for all u in the weak coupling
regime. For magnetic charges with at least one ~nIm > 0, one must analyze the L
2 kernel of
the Dirac operator (4.114).
Determining the kernel of (4.114) or (4.125) and its decomposition into electric charge
eigenspaces for generic u 2 bBwc is a dicult problem since it requires knowledge of the
hyperkahler metric on M or M0. However it might be possible to make progress given
knowledge of the asymptotics of M;M0, as deduced in the vanilla case by [24, 102, 138,
139]. Indeed there is an innite family ofM0's known exactly [24], and a complete analysis
of the kernel of the Dirac operator was carried out for them in [45].
However there is a special locus in bBwc where we can say precisely what the full framed
BPS spectrum is: the locus is dened by G(Y1(u; )) = 0, and on it there are no framed
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BPS states (for 't Hooft line defects) other than the pure 't Hooft defect vacuum state.
Since we are interested in G(Y1) = 0 for generic magnetic charges, we assume ker G = f0g
and so Y1(u; ) = 0. We cannot make such a strong statement for vanilla BPS states.
Rather, for each charge  2   we can nd a locus in bBwc where BPS states carrying that
charge do not exist. The locus is given by those u such that G0(Y1(u; )) = 0.51
The argument goes as follows. When G(Y1) or G0(Y1) vanish the operators (4.114)
or (4.125), respectively, become ordinary Dirac operators. Now recall the Lichnerowicz
formula for the square of the Dirac operator, =D = mDm = m(@m + 14!m;npnp), on a
spin manifold:
(i =D)2 =  DymDm + 1
4
R ; (5.3)
where R is the Ricci scalar and Dym is the Hilbert space adjoint of Dm acting on square-
integrable sections of the Dirac spinor bundle.
The Ricci scalar vanishes on a hyperkahler manifold; in particular it vanishes for M
and M0. Now suppose we have a nontrivial 	 2 kerL2 =D. Then on these spaces we have
	 2 kerL2 =D ) 	 2 kerL2(DymDm) ) 0 =
Z
M
	DymDm	
) 0 =
Z
M
Dm	Dm	 =
Z
M
jjDm	jj2
) 0 = Dm	 : (5.4)
In other words 	 (or 	0 in (4.131)) must be a covariantly constant spinor. However non-
compactness of M or M0, and in particular the leading asymptotic form of the metric,
implies that a covariantly constant spinor cannot be L2 | a contradiction. Although the
asymptotic form of the metric has not been worked out in generality for singular monopole
moduli spaces as it has for the vanilla ones in [24], it is intuitively clear that its leading
behavior will be the metric on a locally at Euclidean space just as in the vanilla case: the
asymptotic region corresponds to moving the constituent fundamental monopoles far away
from each other and far away from the defects.
Note that for any magnetic charge m such that g
ef = su(2), we necessarily have
G0(Y1) = 0. Thus, if jmj  2 such that dimM0 > 0, the L2 kernel of the Dirac operator
on M0 is trivial. Hence the only vanilla BPS states for u 2 bBwc with magnetic charge
along a single co-root are the dyon cohorts. In particular, for pure su(2) N = 2 SYM we
recover the well known fact that the full weak coupling spectrum consists of the W -bosons
and the dyon cohorts only.
5.2 The no-exotics theorem and the kernel of the Dirac operator
One of the most remarkable properties of the BPS spectrum of N = 2 theories on the
Coulomb branch is that it transforms trivially under the SU(2)R internal symmetry of the
theory. More precisely, we have
51However in the extreme weak coupling limit these loci coalesce since the electric charge dependence of
Y1(u; ) is O(g20) suppressed relative to the leading behavior.
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No-exotics: the Hilbert spaces of framed BPS states, HBPSL ;u; , and the internal Hilbert
spaces of vanilla BPS states, (H0)BPSu; , are SU(2)R singlets for all u 2 B and all
electromagnetic charges.
See section 2.5 for further discussion. Here we work out some equally fascinating properties
for the family of Dirac operators that follow from no-exotics and the map spelled out in
sections 4.6 and 4.7.
A key result of the collective coordinate analysis is the semiclassical identication of
the su(2)R generators I^
r. In the representation of the Hilbert space via L2 sections of the
Dirac spinor bundle, we have
I^r =
i
8
(!r)mn
mn : (5.5)
We rst give a geometric characterization of SU(2)R and state the no-exotics theorem in
the language of Dirac spinors on M or M0. We then translate this statement to the
alternative picture in terms of (0; )-forms, where it takes a rather striking form.
5.2.1 Via spinors
Let the quaternionic dimension of our hyperkahler manifold be N , so that N = j~mj or
jmj   1 for M(L; m;X1) or M0(m;X1) respectively. A useful characterization of the
SU(2) generated by the triplet (5.5) is that it is a lift to Spin(4N) of an embedding of the
commutant of the holonomy group USp(2N;C)  SO(4N), as we now explain.
Recall that the geometric origin of su(2)R from the moduli space point of view is that
it acts naturally on the space fermion zero modes, (4.19), via (4.52). This action is then
mapped to one on the tangent space via the quaternion-linear isomorphism (4.20), (4.25)
that relates the spaces of fermionic and bosonic zero modes. The resulting SU(2)R action
on the tangent bundle is generated by the triplet of endomorphisms
Ir
(TM) :=
1
2
Jr ; (5.6)
where we remind that the Jr give a quaternionic structure onM, the components of which
with respect to a coordinate frame can be computed by (3.66). (In the vanilla case we take
Ir(TM0) to be one-half times the restriction of J
r to End(TM0)  End(TM).)
Since parallel transport preserves the complex structures, the action of SU(2)R com-
mutes with the action of the holonomy group, USp(2N), on the 4N real-dimensional tan-
gent space at any point. In terms of the frame bundle, we have a reduction of structure
group USp(2N)! SO(4N), and it is useful to describe SU(2)R via an explicit embedding
SU(2)RUSp(2N) ,! SO(4N) as follows. Working over a xed point [A^] 2M, we identify
the tangent space T[A^]M with R4N = HN . Let
q = iE1 + jE2 + kE3 + E4 (5.7)
be an orthonormal frame, where  = 1; : : : ; N . We can choose the frame so that the
action of 2I1;2;3
(TM), (5.6), corresponds to right-multiplication of all q by i; j;k respectively.
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The action on the Ea, a = 1; : : : ; 4, is represented via the negative of the self-dual 't
Hooft symbols:
2(Ir
(TM))a;b =  (r)ab 
  : (5.8)
Meanwhile the action of USp(2N;C) = U(N;H) is represented by left-multiplication of the
column vector (q) by N N quaternionic matrices U such that U 1 = U y. We note that
left multiplication of a given q by i; j;k corresponds to the action of the anti-self-dual
't Hooft matrices, ( 1; 2; 3)ab, on Ea. The fact that left and right multiplication by
quaternions commutes is expressed by the fact that the self-dual and anti-self-dual 't Hooft
matrices commute. A Cartan subalgebra for su(2)Rusp(2N) consists of 2I3 whose image
in so(4N) is 2I3
(TM), together with L(k),  = 1; : : : ; N , for the usp(2N) factor whose
image in so(4N) is represented by
(L(k))a;b := (
3)ab 
  ;  = 1; : : : ; N : (5.9)
Lie algebra homomorphisms are specied by their action on a Cartan subalgebra.
Thus we have just dened a homomorphism su(2)R  usp(2N) ! so(4N). To make this
explicit, let
(T12)a;b =
0BBB@
0 1 0 0
 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1CCCA
ab

  ; (T34)a;b =
0BBB@
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0  1 0
1CCCA
ab

  :
(5.10)
so that fT12; T34gN=1 generates a Cartan subalgebra of so(4N). Then the group ho-
momorphism  : SU(2)R USp(2N) ,! SO(4N) is dened via the action of its derivative,
d, on the Cartan subalgebra:
d
 
2I3

=  
NX
=1
(T12 + T34) ; d (L(k)) = T12   T34 : (5.11)
Letting    +2 parameterize the Cartan torus of SU(2)R and     +2 the Cartan
torus of USp(2N), we have
 :
8<: exp
 
2 I3
 7!Q exp(  (T12 + T34)) ;
exp ( L(k)) 7! exp( (T12   T34)) :
(5.12)
Now we construct a lift ~ : SU(2)R  USp(2N) ,! Spin(4N) as follows. Promote
the frame to a Cliord algebra, Ea 7! ~Ea, with [ ~Ea; ~Eb ]+ = 2ab , and dene the
generators of Spin(4N) via
~Ta;b :=
1
4
[ ~Ea; ~Eb ]  = 1
2
~Ea ~Eb : (5.13)
Note that f ~T12; ~T34gN=1 generates a Cartan subalgebra. We then dene ~ through its
action on the Cartan torus, just as in (5.12) but with T ! ~T . On a generic element of the
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Cartan torus of SU(2)USp(2N) we therefore have
~
 
exp(2 I3);
Y

exp( L(k))
!
=
= exp
(X

 ( ~T12   ~T34)   
X

( ~T12 + ~T34)
)
=
NY
=1

cos

     
2

+ ~E1 ~E2 sin

     
2



cos

  +  
2

  ~E3 ~E4 sin

  +  
2

: (5.14)
Nontrivially, this lift is well-dened as one sees by noting that when we set  = 2 or any
one   = 2, with all remaining  's to zero, we get the identity. The remaining central
elements of SU(2)R  USp(2N) are ( 1; 1); (1; 1), and ( 1; 1), where  1 2 USp(2N)
is dened by   = ; 8. With (5.14) we nd
~( 1; 1) = ( 1)N ; ~(1; 1) = ( 1)N! ; ~( 1; 1) = ! ; (5.15)
where ! :=
Q

~E1 ~E2 ~E3 ~E4 is the volume form on Spin(4N). The center of Spin(4N) is
Z2  Z2, consisting of f1; 1; !; !g. Hence ~ maps onto the center when N is odd and
onto the Z2 subgroup f1; !g when N is even.
Furthermore, when acting via the Dirac spinor representation, SD : Spin(4N) !
GL(C22N ), the image of SU(2)R under ~ is indeed generated by the operators I^r, (5.5). In
the Dirac representation the ~Ea are represented by gamma matrices a. Then we have52
SD(d~(I
3)) =   1
2
X

SD( ~T12 + ~T34) =  1
4
X

(12 + 34)
=   1
8
(3)ab
X

ab =
1
8
(!3)mn
mn =  iI^3 : (5.16)
Let us consider the pullback, ~(SD), of the Dirac spinor representation and determine
how it decomposes into irreducible representations of SU(2)R. First note that ! is repre-
sented by the chirality operator  in SD, and we have the decomposition SD = S
+S  into
1 eigenspaces of . Since  acts as the identity on S+, we see from the last of (5.15) that
S+ must be pulled back to an SU(2)R  USp(2N) representation on which  1 2 SU(2)R
acts as the identity. This means that ~(S+) can contain only integer SU(2)R spin repre-
sentations in its decomposition. Similarly, S  is pulled back to a direct sum of half-integer
spin representations. In follows that the sign factor ( 1)2I^3 appearing in the denition of
the protected spin characters (2.55), (2.62) is represented by . This will be useful in the
next section.
52The factor of i appears because of our Lie algebra conventions. We take generators of a Lie algebra
such as I3 to be represented by anti-Hermitian matrices, while conserved Noether charges in the collective
coordinate quantum mechanics are Hermitian operators.
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A simple consequence of the no-exotics theorem is that the kernels of the Dirac oper-
ators (4.114), (4.125) sit in the positive chirality spinor bundle. In particular their indices
give the actual dimensions of the spaces of (framed) BPS states HBPSL ;u; , (H0)BPSu; .
However with the map (5.14) in hand we can make a much more precise statement
by determining how the Dirac spinor representation pulls back as a direct sum of SU(2)R
representations. Consider the character
~(SD)( ; ) := TrSD
 NY
=1

cos

     
2

+ 12 sin

     
2



cos

  +  
2

  34 sin

  +  
2

=
NY
=1

ei(   )=2 + e i(   )=2

ei( + )=2 + e i( + )=2

:
(5.17)
Specializing to   = 0, we get the SU(2) character
~(SD)( ; 0) =

ei =2 + e i =2
2N
: (5.18)
We can determine the decomposition of ~(SD) into n-dimensional spin j = n 12 irreps
of SU(2), denoted Vn, by using completeness and orthonormality of the corresponding
characters
n( ) =
sin (n )
sin 
; (5.19)
with respect to the measure  1 sin2( ) d on [0; 2]. The result is
~(SD) =
N+1M
n=1
Vn 
Rn ; (5.20)
where Rn an a USp(2N) representation with
dimRn =
n
N + 1
 
2N + 2
N + n+ 1
!
: (5.21)
As a simple check one nds
PN+1
n=1 n dimRn = 2
2N .
This exercise in group theory has been carried out in the ber over a given point in
M. The implication for the vector bundle of Dirac spinors is that it decomposes into a
direct sum of subbundles that are invariant distributions for the Levi-Civita connection:
SD =
N+1M
n=1
n 1
2M
m= n 1
2
Sn;m ; (5.22)
In other words the covariant derivative maps sections of Sn;m to sections of Sn;m. The
subbundles have rnkSn;m = dimRn and are characterized by (I^r)2	 = 14(n2 1)	, I^3	 =
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m	 for any 	 a section of Sn;m. For example, observe that when n = N + 1, we have
rnkSn;m = 1. Hence we have N+1 invariant line bundles; the constant sections of these are
a basis for the space of covariantly constant spinors on the hyperkahler manifold M. The
positive (negative) chirality spinor bundle corresponds to restricting the outer summand
to odd (even) values of n only.
The kernels of the Dirac operators (4.114), (4.125) are subspaces of the space of L2
sections of SD. Generically they would decompose into a direct sum of subspaces of L2
sections of each Sn;m. The no-exotics theorem implies that the kernel lies entirely within
the space of L2 sections of S1;0 (i.e. I^r	 = 0):
kerL2

=DG(Y1)M(L;m;X1)

 L2(M;S1;0) ; (5.23)
and similarly for M0.
5.2.2 Via (0; )-forms
We now give an alternative characterization of the above statements via the description of
BPS states in terms of (0; )-forms. We choose a distinguished complex structure, say J3,
and we introduce an adapted complex coordinate system on M. Let
Zn = zn + iz2N+n
Z
n
;= zn   iz2N+n
;
Xn = 1p
2
(n + i2N+n)
Xn = 1p
2
(n   i2N+n)
; n = 1; : : : ; 2N ; (5.24)
for the bosons and fermions, so that locally J3 = i@n 
 dZn   i@n 
 dZn. We remind the
reader that the coordinates zn, n = 1; : : : ; 4N , are real. The space (M; g; J3) is a Kahler
manifold. The Kahler form, dened by !3(U; V ) = g(U; J3(V )) for all vector elds U; V ,
has the local form
!3 =
i
2
gmndZ
m ^ dZn ; (5.25)
in terms of the Hermitian metric. Further details on our Kahler conventions can be found
in appendix E.
The remaining two Kahler forms, !1;2(U; V ) = g(U; J1;2(V )), can be combined into a
closed holomorphic-symplectic form; we dene
! := !1  i!2 : (5.26)
It follows from the quaternionic algebra of the Jr that !+ 2 (0;2) while !  2 (2;0),
where (p;q) denotes the space of smooth (p; q)-forms. Furthermore covariant-constancy of
the Jr imply d! = 0. In particular, @!+ = 0 and @!  = 0, where d = @ + @.
Let fen = enndZng be a coframe on the holomorphic cotangent bundle and feng
its antiholomorphic counterpart, such that gmn = e
m
me
n
n
mn, and denote by fEn; Eng
the inverse frame on the tangent bundle. We take Xn := ennXn, Xn := ennXn as the
basic fermionic coordinates. After quantization they obey the standard anticommutation
relations of fermionic creation and annihilation operators, with (X^n)y = X^n. This can
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be represented as the exterior algebra of (0; )-forms. The Hilbert space is taken as H =
L2(M;(0;)). For
H 3  =
2NX
q=0
1
q!

(q)
n1nqe
n1 ^    ^ enq ; (5.27)
we have
X^n := en ^  ; X^m := Em  m ; (5.28)
where V denotes the interior product, or contraction, with respect to the vector eld V
and we introduce the notation m for the contraction when V is one of the tangent frame
elds. m is indeed the adjoint of em^ with respect to the innerproduct
h1j2i =
Z
M
1 ^ ?2 ; (5.29)
where ? is the standard Poincare dual with respect to the Riemannian volume form.
The relationship between this quantization scheme and the one involving spinors is well
known. We could have represented the fermions in terms of gamma matrices via X^n = n; 
and X^n = n;+, where n; = 12(n  i2N+n). Dening a \ground state"
p

 such that
n; 
p

 = 0; 8n, the generic state is
	 =
X
q
1
q!
	
(q)
n1nq
+;n1    +;nq
p

 : (5.30)
Locally we may identify 	(q) with (q). On a general Kahler manifold this local isomorphism
will only patch together to give a well-dened global isomorphism if one takes
p

 to
transform as a section of a square root of the canonical bundle; see e.g. [130, 140]. (The
lowest component of the spinor caries charge  N under the central U(1)  U(2N) of the
holonomy group of a 2N complex-dimensional Kahler manifold, while a scalar has charge 0.)
However on a hyperkahler manifold the canonical bundle can be trivialized. Furthermore
if M is simply-connected there is a unique square root line bundle, and we can take p

to be a covariantly constant section of it.53
After describing how the basic operators are represented, one can go on to construct the
analogs, for (0;), of the supercharges, Noether charges, etc., that were given in section 4.4
for SD. Details can be found in appendix E; see also [39]. Here we discuss only the
ones relevant for the no-exotics theorem, starting with the following linear combination of
supercharges (4.113):
QG(Y1)M(L;m;X1) :=
i
p

g0

Q^3(sc) + iQ^
4
(sc)

= @   iG(Y1)(0;1)^ ; (5.31)
where G(Y1)(0;1) is the antiholomorphic part of the one-form dual to the the vector eld
G(Y1). We can view the one-form dual to the vector eld G(Y1) as a connection on a
53Otherwise we must simply make a choice of square root, corresponding to a choice of spin structure.
Determining 1(M) will require a better understanding of the singularity structure of M, and we will not
address that issue here.
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trivial line bundle overM. Since G(Y1) is triholomorphic, the curvature of this connection
is type (1; 1) is all complex structures. Hence this is an example of a hyperholomorphic
bundle with connection, as dened in [43], and QG(Y1)M(L;m;X1) is the corresponding G(Y1)-
twisted Dolbeault operator.54 The notation is meant to remind that this operator is dened
on a family of hyperkahler manifolds with triholomorphic vector eld, but for simplicity
we will sometimes refer to it simply as Q. The Dolbeault-Dirac operator, Q + Qy, is the
direct analog of (4.114).
Q denes an elliptic complex when acting on square-integrable (0; )-forms:
L2(M;(0;0)) Q0    ! L2(M;(0;1)) Q1    !    Q2N 1    ! L2(M;(0;2N)) ; (5.32)
whereQq is the restriction ofQ to square-integrable (0; q) forms. BPS states are annihilated
by both Q and Qy and thus can be identied with the L2-cohomology55 of Q. We denote
the cohomology spaces
Hq
L2
(Q) := kerQq

ImQq 1 : (5.33)
There are analogs of the operators fi$Kr ; i$KAg that generate the action of the isometry
group SO(3)  U(1)d of M; see appendix E. They commute with Q;Qy and thus the
cohomology, qHqL2(Q), is a representation space. We could, for example, consider the
subspace corresponding to a xed electric charge e and construct its SO(3) character.
Our interest here is rather in how the SU(2)R generators I^
r are represented. Letting
I^ = I^1  iI^2, we nd that
I^3(q) =
1
2
(q  N)(q) ; I^+ = i!+ ^  ; I^  =  i !  ; (5.34)
where !(+)  is the (anti-)holomorphic-symplectic form (5.26), and !  is understood as
the adjoint of ! ^ with respect to (5.29). The commutation relations (4.102) guarantee
that this su(2) action restricts to Q-cohomology. The shift by  N from the naive eigen-
value of q for the action of 2I^3 is related to the twist by the square root of the canonical
bundle in going from forms to spinors. (5.34) is reminiscent of the Lefschetz sl(2) action
on the ordinary de Rham cohomology of a Kahler manifold. In fact, (5.34) is precisely the
construction described in [43, 44], where it is shown that a hyperkahler manifold equipped
with a hyperholomorphic bundle carries an sl(2) Lefschetz action on its (bundle-valued)
@-cohomology. There, the Lefschetz triple is combined with four odd generators to form
a supersymmetry algebra on (0;); this is isomorphic to the superalgebra generated by
our Q^a; I^r.
Thus the su(2)R triple, I^
r, leads to a Lefschetz decomposition of the Q-cohomology.
The no-exotics theorem states that BPS states should be su(2)R singlets. Hence from
54This hyperholomorphic line bundle should not be confused with the hyperholomorphic line bundle con-
structed more recently in [141], which has also seen interesting applications in the areas of monopole moduli
spaces [142] and N = 2 theories [143]. We comment briey on the connection to [142] in appendix E.3.2,
after describing the action on  of the SO(3) generators associated with spatial rotations.
55Here we assume Q is such that a Hodge theorem holds for the L2 cohomology. This is known when
(M; g) is complete and kerQ is nite-dimensional; see e.g. part 1 of [144].
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I^3 = 0 we learn that they must be in the middle cohomology, q = N , and from I^ = 0
we learn that they must be primitive | in the language of spin states jj;mi, they cannot be
m = 0 states in a j > 0 representation. As a very basic consistency check with the spinor
computation in the previous subsection, we can compute the rank of the subbundle of (0;N)
corresponding to the Lefschetz primitive states. It should agree with rnk S1;0 = dimR1,
where dimRn was given in (5.21). Since N is the middle degree, it follows from the basic
structure of sl(2) representations that I^+ must map all of 
(0;N 2) onto the subspace of non-
primitives in (0;N) in a one-to-one fashion. Therefore denoting by 
(0;N)
prim the subbundle
of degree N primitive states, we indeed nd56
rnk 
(0;N)
prim = rnk 
(0;N)   rnk (0;N 2) =
 
2N
N
!
 
 
2N
N   2
!
= dimR1 : (5.35)
To summarize, the no-exotics theorem for framed BPS states implies that all nontrivial
L2-cohomology of QG(Y1)M(L;m;X1) is in the middle degree:
Hq
L2
(Q) = f0g ; 8q 6= N : (5.36)
Under the map spelled out in section 4.6, we identify the middle cohomology with the space
of framed BPS states for xed magnetic charge:M
e()2rt
HBPSL ;u; = HNL2

QG(Y1(u))M(L;m();X1(u))

; (5.37)
for all u 2 bBwc. Analogous remarks apply regarding the no-exotics theorem for vanilla BPS
states and the L2-cohomology of QG0(Y1)M0(m;X1).
The statement that all nontrivial cohomology is concentrated in the middle degree
is reminiscent of Sen's famous conjecture [41, 42] concerning the existence of certain L2
harmonic forms on the strongly centered vanilla space M0. Sen was considering the semi-
classical description of soliton states in four-dimensional N = 4 SYM theory. This is
given by a supersymmetric quantum mechanics with the same monopole moduli spaces,
M(m;X1), as target but with eight supercharges. In this quantum mechanics states can
be represented by general L2 multi-forms and BPS states preserving all eight supercharges
are represented by harmonic forms | L2 normalizable zero modes of the Laplace-de Rham
operator on M0, [21, 145]. Sen showed how SL(2;Z) symmetry of the quantum SYM the-
ory based on Lie algebra su(2) implies that M0(m = LH), with dimM0 = 4(L   1),
must carry L2 harmonic forms transforming with appropriate signs under the isometry
generating the D=Dg = ZL quotient in (3.104), and furthermore that these forms must be
(anti-)self-dual and hence exist only in the middle degree cohomology, q = 2(L  1).
While our result | which holds for a broad class of N = 2 SYM theories, given the
validity of the no-exotics theorem | is the same in spirit, we would like to emphasize some
key dierences. First, since we have less supersymmetry, the collective coordinate quantum
56ABR thanks Daniel Robbins for this observation, which served as a helpful clue to unraveling the results
described in this subsection.
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mechanics is dierent. The Hamiltonian has a potential energy term that is the norm
of a distinguished triholomorphic vector eld G(Y1). Generic states are represented by
L2 normalizable (0; )-forms (or equivalently Dirac spinors), while BPS states correspond
to G(Y1)-twisted Dolbeault cohomology. BPS states are in the middle antiholomorphic
degree but have vanishing holomorphic degree, so their total form degree is one quarter the
dimension ofM (orM0). The modication of the @ operator by G(Y1)(0;1) is essential for
the existence of BPS states. Indeed it was noted in [41] that an anti-self-dual form cannot
be either purely holomorhpic or antiholomorphic in any complex structure. If it could then
this would have been in direct contradiction to our simple vanishing argument, given in
Dirac spinor language, around (5.4).
Of course there is a direct analogy between 1=2-BPS states in N = 2 SYM and 1=4-
BPS states in N = 4 SYM. The latter context is in fact where the notion of \moduli spaces
with potentials" was rst uncovered [79]. However in order to realize this embedding one
must consider N = 2 theories with matter | particularly the N = 2 theory containing a
single matter hypermultiplet in the adjoint representation. An extension of the results in
this paper to N = 2 theories with matter hypermultiplets is being considered [29].
The vanishing statement (5.36) also has some striking similarities to results obtained
by Verbitsky [146], however the assumptions appear dierent. In that work the hyperkahler
manifold is compact and the line bundle is required to be topologically nontrivial. Nev-
ertheless we feel that further investigation into the possible connection with this work is
warranted.
5.2.3 Q as a conjugated @ operator
We note in passing that the G(Y1)-twisted Dolbeault operator can be expressed as a
conjugated @-operator, along the lines of [147]. Take J3 as the complex structure and
! = !3 as the associated Kahler form on M or M0 respectively. Let V A = (iKA)m@m
denote the holomorphic part of the vector eld iKA for each A = 1; : : : ; d in the framed
case, and similarly V A0 = (iK
A
0 )
m@m for A = 1; : : : ; d   1 in the vanilla case.57 They are
holomorphic Killing vectors generating U(1) isometries of M and M0 respectively. The
contractions V A! and V A0 ! are thus @-closed. Furthermore, simple-connectedness of M
andM0 ensures that they are @-exact. Hence there exist functions fxAgdA=1 and fxA0 gd 1A=1
on M and M0 respectively such that, e.g.
V A! = @x
A ; V A0 ! = @x
A
0 : (5.38)
Indeed, these functions are merely the third components, e.g. xA = x3A or xA0 = x
3A
0 , in
a triplet ~xA or ~xA0 that is the hyperkahler moment map for the triholomorphic isometry
generated by KA or KA0 respectively.
Our notation for these functions is inspired by the asymptotic form of the moduli
space metric, in which (we expect that) ~xA can literally be identied with the position of
the center of mass of monopoles of type A relative to any xed line defect. (The position
57The factor of i is inserted so that, around a xed point in local holomorphic coordinates at Zm = 0,
we have V =
P
m 
mZm@m for some collection of integers 
m as in [147].
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relative to a dierent defect will dier from ~xA by a constant shift, and (5.38) only denes
~xA up to constant shifts.) Asymptotically, one also identies a coordinate A  A + 2
via KA = @A , where 
A is the sum of the phases of all constituent monopoles of type
A. In the vanilla case, one can explicitly check these statements using the results of [24]:
KA0 can be identied with coordinates  
A   A + 2 on the asymptotic strongly centered
moduli space via KA0 = @ A which, roughly speaking, measure the relative total phases
of the dierent types of fundamental monopoles.58 Similarly, ~xA0 measures the relative
displacements of the centers of mass of the fundamental monopoles of each type. Although
these identications make use of the asymptotic form of the moduli space, KA and KA0 are
globally well dened, and hence so are their hyperkahler moment maps ~xA, ~xA0 .
Using these we dene the functions
 :=  
dX
A=1
hIA ;Y1ixA :M! R ; 0 :=  
d 1X
A=1
hi(A);Y1ixA0 :M0 ! R : (5.39)
It follows from (5.39) and (5.38) that
  iG(Y1)(0;1) = @ ;  iG0(Y1)(0;1) = @0 ; (5.40)
on M and M0 respectively. Hence the twisted Dolbeault operators, Q and Q0 on M and
M0 respectively, can be written as conjugations of the @ operator:
Q = e @e ; Q0 = e 0@e0 : (5.41)
In particular they are members of one-parameter families of operators, Q(s) := e s@es,
s 2 [0;1), and similarly for Q0(s).
In [147] this construction was used advantageously to extract detailed information
about the Dolbeault cohomology of compact Kahler manifolds admitting a holomorphic
isometry generated by V . In such a setting, the multiplication operator es is invertible
and maps the Dolbeault cohomology of Q(0) = @ to Q(s) in a one-to-one fashion for any s.
It was shown that in the limit s!1 the computation of the cohomology localizes to one
around the xed points of the isometry generated by the holomorphic vector eld V , and
that index characters of the cohomology can be expressed in terms of the Morse indices of
, viewing  as a Morse function.
These techniques do not appear to be directly applicable in the noncompact setting
here, where the Morse function  is unbounded and the multiplication operator es is
not generally invertible when acting on the L2 cohomology. A good illustration is the
Taub-NUT manifold, which plays roles as both M0 and M in the examples of sections 6
and 7. Viewing Taub-NUT as a circle bration over an R3 base, the triholomorphic vector
eld generates translation of the ber and the corresponding Morse function is (say) the
third Euclidean coordinate on the R3 base. Nevertheless (5.41) with (5.39) is a valid
representation of the supercharge operator and might prove useful in future investigations.
58In the case where the magnetic charges are nIAm = 1; 8A, the one can literally take  A = A   A+1.
The general formula could be deduced from the results in appendix C.3.
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5.3 Protected spin characters vs. index characters for Dirac operators
The semiclassical construction of section 4 relates physical quantities | spaces of (framed)
BPS states | to mathematical ones: kernels of a continuous family of Dirac operators
on hyperkahler manifolds, twisted by triholomorphic vector elds. Motivic wall cross-
ing formulae for (framed) BPS spin characters imply a set of detailed predictions for the
codimension-one loci where certain index characters of these Dirac operators jump, and for
how they jump. Of course it has long been recognized that spaces of BPS states can be
identied semiclassically with kernels of such Dirac operators, and furthermore that such
kernels can have jumping phenomena. (See especially [45].) However the idea of turn-
ing this around and seeing what recent developments in wall crossing formulae for BPS
states have to say about these kernels is, we believe, novel, and particularly worthwhile in
light of our new understanding of the relation between physical and mathematical param-
eters, e.g. (4.118). It is especially interesting from a mathematical viewpoint as there are
relatively few results available for L2 index theorems on noncompact spaces.59
Let us rst summarize the relevant data and constructions on the mathematical side,
introducing the index characters that will ultimately be equated to the protected spin
characters. In the case with defects the data consists of a simple compact Lie group G
with Lie algebra g and a ve-tuple fL; m; e; X1;Y1g. The Lie algebra is equipped with a
Killing form ( ; ). X1 is a regular element of g which we use to dene a Cartan subalgebra,
X1 2 t  g; Y1 sits in the same Cartan subalgebra. L = ff~xn; Png 2 R3Gg is a set of
't Hooft line defect data consisting of a nite number of points in R3 with corresponding
charges Pn 2 G  t, in the co-character lattice of G. The asymptotic magnetic charge
m sits in a torsor for the co-root lattice, m 2 (cr +
P
n Pn)  t, while the asymptotic
electric charge sits in the root lattice rt  t. We use X1 to dene a polarization of the
root system and hence a basis of simple roots fIg and co-roots fHIg.
In the case without defects we have a simple compact Lie algebra g equipped with
Killing form ( ; ), and a four-tuple fm; [e]JZ; X1;Y0g. Again X1 is assumed regular so
that it denes a Cartan subalgebra t  g and a set of simple roots. The magnetic charge
satises m 2 cr while [e]JZ denotes an equivalence class of elements of rt, where the
equivalence relation is (4.151), identifying electric charges that dier by integer multiples
of the dual of the magnetic charge. The dual is dened with respect to the Killing form
such that (; m) = h; mi 8 2 t. Finally, Y0 2 t?m is by denition Killing-orthogonal
to the magnetic charge: (m;Y0) = 0; see (4.149).
The output of this data will be a set of SU(2) characters C(y); C(y), in the cases of one
defect and no defects respectively, and a set of numbers C in the case of multiple defects.
Here y is a phase parameterizing a Cartan circle of SU(2) in the usual way, so that the
character of the n-dimensional representation, (5.19), is n(y) = (y
n   y n)=(y   y 1).
It can be analytically continued to a parameter y 2 C. The characters C(y); C(y) are
determined according to the following steps (a \v" indicates extra details that are specic
to the vanilla case):
59One exception however is [148]. This work seems quite relevant and it would be interesting to make
contact with it.
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1. Construct the monopole moduli space M(L; m;X1) dened in (3.41), carrying the
hyperkahler metric (3.43). Note the denition of the metric makes use of the Killing
form ( ; ). When no defects are present, this space is denoted M(m;X1) and the
strongly centered factor, M0(m;X1), is dened through (3.85).
1v. In the latter case the group D = Z of deck transformations acts on the universal coverfM = R3cmRX1M0 via isometries. Let the generator be denoted  : fM! fM. In
the metric, (3.98), where  parameterizes the RX1 factor,  acts via a simultaneous
uniform translation ! + 2 and an isometry 0 :M0 !M0.
2 Let P n 2 [Pn] denote the representative of the Weyl orbit of Pn in the closure of
the antifundamental Weyl chamber, and dene the relative magnetic charge ~m :=
m 
P
n P
 
n 2 cr. M is nonempty i ~m =
P
I ~n
I
mHI with all ~n
I
m  0, in which case
its real dimension is 4j~mj  4
P
I ~n
I
m. M0 is nonempty i m =
P
I n
I
mHI with all
nIm  0 and jmj > 0, in which case its real dimension is 4(jmj 1). Let A = 1; : : : ; d
label those components such that ~nIAm or n
IA
m > 0. Let IM , M = 1; : : : rnk (g)   d,
label the remaining simple (co-)roots such that fIAg [ fIM g is a partition of the
simple roots of g.
3. Construct a semisimple Lie algebra gef as follows. In the Dynkin diagram of g, keep
those nodes corresponding to the simple roots IA and the lines connecting them,
while deleting the nodes corresponding to the IM and any lines emanating from
them. gef is the Lie algebra of the resulting Dynkin diagram. Denote by A the
simple roots of gef and by i the natural Lie algebra embedding with i(HA) =
HIA , i(EA) = EIA . t
ef := SpanfHAg is a Cartan subalgebra for gef . For any
element H 2 t we dene the decomposition H = i(Hef) + H?, where tef 3 Hef :=P
AhIA ; HihA and H? is in the orthogonal complement of i(tef) in t with respect to
the Killing form. Here the hA are fundamental magnetic weights for tef and we note
that a basis for the orthogonal complement is fhIM g, so that H? = PM hIM ; HihIM .
The Riemannian metric and quaternionic structure of M and M depend only on
i(Xef1) and not on X?1.
4 The spaces M and M0 have SO(3)  U(1)d and SO(3)  U(1)d 1 isometry groups
respectively, where we are restricting to the case of a single defect forM until further
notice. The SO(3) factor is generated by a triplet of Killing vectors fKrg, induced
from the action of spatial rotations on solutions to the Bogomolny equations. The
torus factors are triholomorphic isometries generated by triholomorphic Killing vec-
tors denoted fKAg and fKA0 g, respectively, where in the latter case A runs from 1
to d 1 only. These can be dened through the action of the G-map (composed with
i), (3.74), on the fundamental magnetic weights hA, and on a certain basis hA0 of
the (d  1)-dimensional space orthogonal to efm 2 tef . The hA generate curves of 2
periodicity in the Cartan torus of the adjoint form of the group, T efad, and the h
A
0 can
be dened to do so as well. (They generate the subtorus of T efad orthogonal to the
curve generated by efm .) Thus, since G is a Lie algebra homomorphism, the K
A and
KA0 generate isometries of 2 periodicity in M and M0 respectively.
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4v. In the vanilla case there is also a triholomorphic isometry of the universal cover,
g : fM ! fM, that generates a subgroup Dg  D of the group of deck trans-
formations with D=Dg = ZL, the cyclic group of order L. These are the deck
transformations associated with the action of gauge transformations on M. Here,
L  gcd(p1nI1m ; : : : ; pdnIdm ) is the greatest common divisor of the coecients of the
dual of the magnetic charge with respect to the Killing form ( ; ) along the basis of
simple roots; in particular pA 2 f1; 2; 3g is the ratio of the length-squared of a long
root to the length-squared of IA . g acts via a simultaneous uniform translation
 !  + 2L and a triholomorphic isometry g;0 :M0 !M0 such that g;0 = L0 .
The action of g;0 is generated by a specic and computable linear combination of the
KA0 : g;0 = exp(2
P
A cAK
A
0 ), where the cA depend on m; X1 and are irrational
real numbers for generic X1 such that no power of g;0 gives the identity. Their form
is xed up to GL(d 1;Z) transformations, the inverse of which acts on KA0 such that
g;0 is uniquely dened. See appendix C.2 for formulae with respect to an explicit
choice of basis; the detailed form of the cA will not be needed in the following.
5. Let the bundle of Dirac spinors over M or M0 be denoted SD = S+ + S , where
S are the bundles of positive and negative chirality Weyl spinors. We take the
chirality operator  to be the natural one induced by the quaternionic structure; see
below (5.16). Then for the given Y1 or Y0 we have the self-adjoint Dirac opera-
tor (4.114) or (4.125) respectively, mapping L2 sections of S to L2 sections of S.
These operators commute with fi$Kr ; i$KAg and fi$Kr ; i$KA0 g, which generate the
action of the isometry groups on L2(M;S) and L2(M0;S) respectively. In partic-
ular the action preserves chirality. Hence the positive and negative chirality kernels
of the Dirac operators, ker
L2
=D, furnish representations of the isometry groups. The
kernel of the G-map is precisely the orthogonal complement of i(tef) in t. Therefore,
given our previous comment in item 5.3, the Dirac operators are independent of the
components X?1, Y?1 (or Y?0 ) of X1, Y1 (or Y0).
6. Let y2I^3 denote an element of the Cartan torus of SU(2), the simply-connected cover
of the SO(3) factor of the isometry group, where I^3 generates a Cartan subalgebra.
Let tA or t0;A denote a collection of phases such that y = (y2I^
3
; tA) or y = (y2I^
3
; t0;A)
is a generic element of the Cartan of the isometry group. We use the same notation
for the representative of this element acting on the kernel of =DG or =DG00 respectively.
fNAg 2 Zd and fNA0 g 2 Zd 1 will denote the weights determining a U(1)d or U(1)d 1
representation.
6v. In the case of M0, let eg;0 and e0 be lifts of g;0 and 0 to sections  (M0;SD) such
that (e0)L = eg;0. For any spinor 	0 carrying U(1)d 1 weights NA0 , the action of eg;0
on 	0 is given by eg;0(	0) = e 2iLc	0, where c :=   1LPd 1A=1 cANA0 depends only
on m, X1, and the NA0 , and is an irrational real number for generic Higgs vevs X1.
The action of e0 will therefore be of the form e0(	0) = e 2i(c+k=L) for some k 2
f0; : : : ; L  1g. This determines a ZL grading on the space of sections for each set of
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weights NA0 which furthermore descends to a ZL grading on the kernel of =DG00 . These
subspaces are denoted kerL2( =DG00 )(k), such that kerL2( =DG00 ) = k kerL2( =DG00 )(k).
7. Then we can dene the index characters
ind

y ; =DG(Y1)M(L;m;X1)

:= tr
kerL2 ( =D
G
)

 y


X
fNA2Zg
tN
1
1    tN
d
d C
fNAg
L;m;X1;Y1(y) ; (5.42)
and
ind

y ; =DG0(Y0)M0(m;X1)
(k)
:= tr
kerL2 ( =D
G0
0 )
(k)
 
 y


X
fNA0 2Zg
t
N10
0;1    tN
d 1
0
0;d 1C
fk;NA0 g
m;X1;Y0(y) : (5.43)
In the second lines we summed over all possible U(1) weights associated with the tri-
holomorphic isometries, thereby introducing collections CfNAg and Cfk;NA0 g of SU(2)
characters. A priori, these characters are virtual characters due to the presence of 
in the trace over the kernel. However the no-exotics theorem implies that the negative
chirality kernel is trivial, so
trkerL2 ( =D)
 
 y

= trkerL2 ( =D)
 
y

= trker+
L2
( =D)
 
y

; (5.44)
and hence the CfNAg(y) and Cfk;NA0 g(y) are true characters.
8. Lastly, we encode the data e 2 rt, or [e]JZ  rt, in these sets of SU(2) characters
by dening C
e
L;m;X1;Y1(y) and C
[e]JZ
m;X1;Y0(y) as follows. First, expand the given
charge along the basis of simple roots: e =
P
A n
IA
e IA +
P
M n
IM
e IM . If any of the
nIMe 6= 0, then we declare the corresponding characters to vanish:
C
e
L;m;X1;Y1(y) := 0 ; C
[e]JZ
m;X1;Y0(y) := 0 ; when n
IM
e 6= 0 for any M :
(5.45)
(Since m does not have components along the IM , the n
IM
e are uniquely dened for
the equivalence class [e]JZ in the vanilla case.) Similarly, if the data fL; m;X1g is
such thatM orM0 is empty we declare the corresponding characters to vanish for all
Y1; e or all Y0; [e]JZ. Now assume that the moduli spaces are nonempty and that
only the nIAe are nonzero. In the case with defects we set N
A = nIAe = he; i(hA)i.
If there is one defect then we identify
C
e
L;m;X1;Y1(y) := C
fNA=nIAe g
L;m;X1;Y1(y) : (5.46)
If there are multiple defects then SO(3) is not part of the isometry group. In this
case the index characters C(y) simply become numbers C. In the vanilla case, the
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equivalence class [e]JZ is in one-to-one correspondence with a set of integers N
A
0 =
NAe;0 and an element ke 2 ZL via the relation
e =

n+
ke
L
+ c

m +
d 1X
A=1
NAe;0 i(A) ; (5.47)
where the A are integral-dual to the h
A
0 used to dene the K
A
0 . Here n 2 Z is
arbitrary and labels the representatives of the equivalence class [e]JZ. In this way
we identify
C
[e]JZ
m;X1;Y0(y) := C
fk=ke ;NA0 =NAe;0g
m;X1;Y0 (y) : (5.48)
On the physics side the simple compact Lie group G together with a dynamical scale
 2 C dene a unique, UV-complete quantum N = 2 SYM theory without hypermulti-
plets. The 't Hooft defect data, augmented by a phase, L ! L(f~xn; Png), species a set
of supersymmetric 't Hooft defects. As reviewed in section 2.3, there is a Coulomb branch
B of vacua parameterized by local complex coordinates fusg, s = 1; : : : ; r = rnk g, that
correspond to the vacuum expectation value of gauge-invariant observables. For example in
the case of g = su(N) we may take us = h trN's+1i. In general the fug are an algebraically
complete set of r Weyl-invariant polynomials of the eigenvalues of h'i. B = B n Bsing
denotes the Coulomb branch with complex co-dimension one singular loci removed; these
are loci where the low energy eective description in terms of Abelian vector multiplets
breaks down. There is a local system of electromagnetic charges  L ! B with ber  L;u
a Z2r-torsor, equipped with an integral-valued symplectic pairing ⟪ ; ⟫, and undergoing
monodromy around the singular loci given by Sp(2r;Z) duality transformations.
At each u 2 B the Hilbert spaces of framed and vanilla BPS states are graded by
electromagnetic charges  2  L;u and  2  u respectively: (2.52) and (2.28). The framed
and vanilla protected spin characters, 
(L ; u; ; y) and 
(u; ; y), are certain weighted
traces over these spaces as dened in section 2.5. They obey wall crossing formulae.
In sections 4.6 and 4.7 we dened a map between the math data fL;X1;Y1; m; eg
and physics data fL ; u; g motivated by semiclassical analysis. As described there, it is
valid for those u in the weak coupling regime, Bwc  B, and is given in a preferred weak
coupling duality frame. The duality frame is dictated by  in the case with defects and by
the particular electromagnetic charge  under consideration in the vanilla case. The map
takes the form (4.117) together with (4.118) or (4.120) respectively. In the vanilla case
Y1 should be constructed from the given math data via (4.150). Hence it can be viewed
as a map from the independent math data X1;Y0 to the Coulomb branch. In (4.119)
and (4.148) we used these maps to identify the Hilbert spaces of framed and vanilla BPS
states with appropriate electric charge eigenspaces of the kernels of the Dirac operators on
M and M0 respectively. This identication, together with the above construction of the
index characters C, C, leads to the corresponding result for the protected spin characters:

(L ; u; ; y) = C
e()
L;m();X1(u;);Y1(u;)(y) ;

(u; ; y) = C
[e()]JZ
m();X1(u;);Y0(u;)(y) : (5.49)
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In particular the vanilla identication makes it manifest that the protected spin characters
are invariant under shifts of e() by integer multiples of m(), for those u in the weak
coupling regime. Note that the vanilla index characters are not dened when m = 0 since
there is no moduli space and hence no Dirac operator to talk about. In this case we take
the identication (5.49) to dene them.
A special case of the identication (5.49) is given by setting y =  1 where we have
an identication of the (framed) BPS indices with Dirac operator indices | or more pre-
cisely, indices for the restriction of the Dirac operator to the corresponding electric charge
eigenspace. No-exotics implies that the indices are in fact the dimensions of (electric charge
eigen-subspaces of) the kernels.
We can now use these identications to make predictions concerning the behavior of
the kernels as the continuous parameters X1;Y1 are varied. Since 
;
 are piecewise
constant functions of u (and  in the framed case), the index characters C;C are piecewise
constant functions of X1;Y1. At certain co-dimension one walls in fX1;Y1g space the
index characters will jump. We begin with the vanilla case.
The vanilla PSC, 
(u; ; y), jumps at the walls (2.29). These require a pair of charges
1;2 with  = 1 + 2, ⟪1; 2⟫ 6= 0, 
(u; 1;2; y) 6= 0, and such that Z1(u)Z2(u) 2 R+.
The marginal stability condition consists of two real conditions, Im(Z1Z2) = 0 and
Re(Z1Z2) > 0. The former is easily expressed in terms of X1;Y1 as follows. First,
using linearity of Z,
Im(Z1Z2) = 0 () Im(Z1Z) = 0 : (5.50)
Now set Z =   1vanjZ j, where van = van(u; ) is the phase of  Z . Then, working in
the duality frame discussed above,
Im(Z1Z2) = 0 () (1;m;Y1) + h1;e; X1i = 0 : (5.51)
Since Im(Z1Z2) = 0 if and only if Im(Z2Z1) = 0 we can obviously derive the same
result in terms of 2:
Im(Z1Z2) = 0 () (2;m;Y1) + h2;e; X1i = 0 : (5.52)
It is not independent, however. If we are employing the math-physics map then one follows
from the other using the vanilla constraint (m;Y1) + he; X1i = 0. Indeed we can use
this constraint to write these conditions in terms of quantities Y0 and e;0 that appear
naturally in the mathematical construction. Namely, (5.51) and (5.52) are equivalent to
(1;2;m;Y0) +

1;2;e   he; X1i
(m; X1)
1;2;m ; X1

= 0 : (5.53)
The quantity that X1 is paired with in the second term is precisely the part of the electric
charge depending on the data e;0. In this form we also see that the two equations are
equivalent: their sum vanishes identically, using (m;Y0) = 0. Hence the solution space
consists of a real co-dimension one wall in the space spanned by X1;Y0.
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The condition Re(Z1Z2) > 0 is not so easy to express directly in terms of X1;Y0
as it would involve inverting the map to determine a as a function of X1;Y0. Fortunately
this is not necessary and one can assume that this condition is always satised when
Im(Z1Z2) = 0, for any given X1;Y0, provided X1 is in the fundamental Weyl chamber
and, in particular, nonzero. The key point is that we actually have a full C family of
parameter maps corresponding to the choice of dynamical scale . Any choice of  such
that the preimage of X1;Y0 lies in bBwc can be used. Let W+t denote the fundamental
Weyl chamber. Then we claim:
Lemma: Let fm; X1;Y0g 2 crW+t t?m be given such thatM0(m;X1) is nonempty.
Then there exists a  2 R+ such that for any  2 C with jj <  the following
statements hold:
1. the preimage of fX1;Y0g with respect to the map (4.120) is in bBwc() and
2. for all pairs of charges, 1;2 satisfying m(1 + 2) = m, ⟪1; 2⟫ 6= 0, and

(u; 1;2; y) 6= 0 for any u in the preimage, we have Re(Z1(u)Z2(u)) > 0,
whenever Im(Z1(u)Z2(u)) = 0.
Hence for any nite path in the space W+t t?m , there will be a minimum such  along that
path, and by taking the dynamical scale to be smaller in magnitude we ensure that the
preimage of the path is in the weak coupling regime and that Re(Z1Z2) > 0 is satised
whenever Im(Z1Z2) = 0 along the path for all constituent charges.
The lemma is proven in appendix F. It involves the construction of a one-parameter
family of physics data ut;t, 0  t < 1 that solves the math physics map for the given
math data and is such that the conditions of the lemma hold for t large enough. In fact for
large t a second real parameter # emerges; it parameterizes the one-dimensional preimage
of X1;Y0 under the vanilla math-physics map for the given t. At large t we have
a(ut) = i

1  i#
t

X1 +
1
t
Y0 +O(1=t2) ; t = e t=h_0 ; (5.54)
where 0 is some given and xed dynamical scale. For a xed t (i.e. xed t), this is a
one-parameter family of inverses to (4.120) labeled by #. The weak coupling duality frame
that determines the function a = a(u) appearing on the left is the frame such that Im(a(u))
is in the fundamental Weyl chamber.
Now, as we noted previously, the BPS spectrum is invariant under a renormalization of
scale, provided we scale all dimensionful quantities, including the dynamical scale. Hence
the physics data (5.54) is equivalent to the data of a xed dynamical scale 0, together
with Coulomb branch parameters u = ut(X1;Y0) determined via
a(ut(X1;Y1)) := et=h_

1  i#
t

iX1 +
1
t
Y0 +O(1=t2)

; (5.55)
as far as the BPS spectrum is concerned. One can see from (4.120) that fa(u0);0g =
et=h
_fa(u);g amounts to a rescaling of the math data, fX 01;Y 00g = et=h
_fX1;Y0g. This
leads to an overall rescaling of the Dirac operator and therefore the kernel is unaected.
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We can think of ft; #g in (5.55) as parameterizing the two-dimensional surfaces at xed
fX1;Y0g in the asymptotic regime of the Coulomb branch (i.e. large t), along which the
BPS spectrum is invariant. We can use the large t limit of (5.55) to give a convenient way
of expressing the vanilla index characters in terms of the protected spin characters:
C
[e()]Z
m()
m();X1;Y0(y) = limt!1
 (; ut(X1;Y0); y) : (5.56)
In this limit we are ensured that the conditions of the lemma are satised and hence (5.53)
gives the walls where the kernel will jump. Hence we are led to the
Conjecture: Consider data fm; X1;Y0g 2 cr W+t  t?m such that M0(m;X1) is
non-empty. The Dirac operators =DG0(Y0)M0(m;X1) are Fredholm except at at the real
co-dimension one walls in W+t  t?m dened by
(1;m;Y0) +

1;e   h1;e + 2;e; X1i
(1;m + 2;m; X1)
1;m ; X1

= 0 ; (5.57)
where 1;2 = 1;2;m  1;2;e 2 cr  rt are any pair of electromagnetic charges
satisfying
m = 1;m + 2;m ; ⟪1; 2⟫ 6= 0 ; and C [1;e]JZ1;m;X1;Y0(y) 6= 0 6= C [1;e]JZ2;m;X1;Y0(y) :
(5.58)
Across these walls the index characters C
[e]JZ
m;X1;Y0(y) of the Dirac operator, with
e = 1;e + 2;e, jump in a way determined by the identication (5.56) and the
(motivic) Kontsevich-Soibelman wall crossing formulae for 
(u; ; y), [9].
Observe that in order to determine how the index characters of the Dirac operator
jump, one requires knowledge of the index characters for the constituent charges. Fortu-
nately there are three facts that, taken together, provide a bottom rung to this induction
ladder. They are
1. The moduli space M0(m;X1) is empty unless m =
P
A n
IA
m with all n
IA
m > 0;
2. Walls in W+t  t?m , determined by (5.57), only exist when both constituents have
nonzero magnetic charge, 1;2;m 6= 0; and
3. The index characters for the case where M0 is a point, corresponding to m = HI ,
a simple co-root, are equal to one, as the Dirac operator is trivial and the kernel is
spanned by the constant wavefunction 	
e;0
0 = 1. (L = 1 and e;0 = 0 here, so there
is only one equivalence class: [e]JZ = 

m  Z.)
The last point is consistent with the fact that every member of the dyon cohort (5.2) is a
simple half-hypermultiplet with 
 = 1. The second point can be seen as follows. Suppose
one of the constituent magnetic charges vanishes and without loss of generality take it to
be 1;m = 0. Then the condition for the wall gives us that h1;e; X1i = 0. However we
must also have that 1 corresponds to a populated state | this is the condition that the
index character for the constituents be nonvanishing. The only populated electric charges
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are those of the W -bosons with e =  2 , a non-zero root. However h;X1i = 0 is in
contradiction with X1 2W+t .
The dyon cohorts therefore give the basic building blocks for which we know the index
characters. We also know from the vanishing argument (5.4) that, for dim(M0(m;X1)) >
0, the L2 kernel of the Dirac operator is always trivial on the locus Y0 = 0. Hence
these facts, together with the known wall crossing formulae for the 
, allow us in princi-
ple to determine the index characters for the whole family of Dirac operators labeled by
fm; X1;Y0g 2 cr W+t  t?m .
Turning to the case with defects, the framed PSC, 
(L ; u; ; y), jumps at the
walls (2.70). These are dened by the marginal stability conditions  1Zh(u) 2 R ,
for halo charges in the vanilla lattice, h 2  u, such that 
(u; h; y) 6= 0. The last con-
dition ensures that the vanilla particle forming the supposed halo actually exists in the
spectrum. The condition Im( 1Zh) = 0 is equivalent to (h;m;Y1) + hh;e; X1i = 0 via
the map of parameters (4.118). Meanwhile, a similar argument as above can be made to
deal with the condition Re( 1Zh) < 0. Namely, in appendix F we prove the following
Lemma: Let fX1;Y1g 2W+t  t be given. Then there exists a  2 R+ such that for any
 2 C with jj < ,
1. the preimage of X1;Y1 with respect to the map (4.118) is in bBwc()cC, and
2. For all populated vanilla charges h 2  u we have Re( 1Zh(u)) < 0 whenever
Im( 1Zh(u)) = 0.
The lemma is proven by again constructing a family of physics data ut;t, for any
given  2 cC, such that (ut; ) 2 bBwc  cC is in the inverse image of X1;Y1 with respect
to (4.118) and the conditions of the lemma are satised for t large enough. Importantly,
the minimum bound on t such that the conditions hold does not depend on . The explicit
family takes the form
a(ut) = 

1  i
t

h_( + 2 arg())
2
  0
2

iX1 +
1
t
Y1 +O(1=t2)

;
t = e
 t=h_ jj0 ; (5.59)
at large t, where 0 is some xed and given dynamical scale. The function a = a(ut) is
again specied by the requirement that Im(a(u)) 2 W+t . By an overall renormalization
of scale, the physics data (5.60) is equivalent to the data of a xed dynamical scale 0,
together with Coulomb branch parameters, ut = ut(X1;Y1; ), determined via
a(ut(X1;Y1; )) := jje
t=h_

1  i
t

h_( + 2 arg())
2
  0
2

iX1
+
1
t
Y1 +O(1=t2)

; (5.60)
as far as the BPS spectrum is concerned. Taking the t ! 1 limit gives an expression
analogous to (5.56) for the framed index characters:
C
e
L;m();X1;Y0(y) = limt!1
 (L ; ; ut(X1;Y1; ); y) : (5.61)
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In this limit we are ensured that the conditions of the lemma are satised and hence
(h;m;Y1) + hh;e; X1i = 0 determines the walls where the kernel will jump. We thus
have the
Conjecture: Consider data fL; m; X1;Y1g such that M(L; m;X1) is nonempty. The
Dirac operators =DG(Y1)M(L;m;X1) are Fredholm except at the real co-dimension one walls
dened by
(h;m;Y1) + hh;e; X1i = 0 ; (5.62)
for any h = h;mh;e 2 crrt such that the vanilla index character is nonvanish-
ing, C
[h;e]
Z
h;m
h;m;X1;Y0(y) 6= 0. Across these walls the index characters C
e
L;m;X1;Y1(y) for
all e 2 rt jump in a way determined by the identication (5.61) and the (motivic)
framed wall crossing formulae [8].
We note that in our formulation of the walls, (2.70), it is possible that the charges  =
me of all framed BPS states associated with a given line defect will have zero symplectic
pairing with a given halo charge. In this case the wall crossing formula of [8] implies that
the kernel will not jump. These walls are referred to as invisible walls; see footnote 22.
These statements are conjectures because they rely on our conjectural relation between
math and physics data described in sections 4.6 and 4.7. In the next two sections we will
verify these conjectures by direct computation in cases where the kernel of the Dirac oper-
ator can be determined explicitly. We expect, however, that it should be possible to prove
that the operators are Fredholm except at the stated walls, (5.57) and (5.62), by making
use of the asymptotic form of the moduli space metric and appropriately generalizing the
arguments in [45].
6 Reviewing a vanilla example: bound states for jmj = 2
In this section and the next we consider the case where the dimension of M0 and M is
four. In this situation the kernel of the Dirac operator can be determined explicitly, and
we can compare with predictions from Sieberg-Witten theory. We begin with the vanilla
case, which is mostly a review of work carried out in [24, 25].
We are considering pure N = 2 gauge theory with Lie algebra g. Our discussion in 5.1
showed that there are no BPS states in the weak coupling regime beyond the W -bosons
and dyon cohorts for g = su(2), so we assume rnk g > 1. Then, when the height of the
magnetic charge is two, there are three possibilities:
1. gef = su(2)  su(2). The magnetic charge m =
P
A n
IA
m HIA has two nonzero com-
ponents with nI1m = 1 = n
I2
m . Furthermore the corresponding nodes in the Dynkin
diagram are not connected.
2. gef is a rank two simple Lie algebra, either su(3), so(5) = sp(2), or g2. Again
there are two nonzero components of the magnetic charge, nI1m = 1 = n
I2
m . Now the
corresponding nodes are connected, such that the sugdiagram is the Dynkin diagram
for su(3), so(5) = sp(2), or g2.
3. gef = su(2). The magnetic charge has only one nonzero component, with nI1m = 2.
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Only the second case admits BPS states. The absence of BPS states in the last case, for
which M0 is the double cover of the Atiyah-Hitchin manifold, follows from the vanishing
theorem as explained under (5.4). In the rst case we are embedding two charge one su(2)
solutions along disjoint simple roots. The moduli space will be a product of two single
monopole moduli spaces, M = (R3  S1)2. Without going into precise details it is clear
that the centered moduli space will be metrically M0 = R3S1 and G0(Y1) / @ , where
 parameterizes the circle in M0. The corresponding Dirac operator, (4.125), does not
admit L2 zero modes.
In the second case M0 and G0(Y1) are such that the Dirac operator can have a
nontrivial kernel with intricate jumping phenomena. We recount the essential details below
and compare with expectations from Seiberg-Witten theory. Let us immediately summarize
the results here: we nd perfect agreement for the locations of the walls, the jumping of
the spectrum, and for the bound-state radii. This should be contrasted with [149], where
all of these walls were missed because the electric charge contribution to the Seiberg-
Witten prepotential was neglected. As we emphasized in section 4.1, the electric terms
of the prepotential, along with the one-loop corrections to the magnetic terms, are of the
same order as the collective coordinate dynamics in the Manton approximation and must
be included.
6.1 The monopole moduli space
Lee, Weinberg and Yi (LWY) [24], extending the approach of Gibbons and Manton [102],
derived the asymptotic form of the vanilla moduli space M(m;X1) and its metric, corre-
sponding to widely separated monopoles, for general gauge algebra g and magnetic charge
m. In certain situations, namely when all n
IA
m = 1, the space is free of singularities and
it is expected that their construction gives the exact metric; see [150, 151]. The case we
are considering here, with two nIAm = 1, was investigated previously in [46, 47], and in this
case it can be proven that the asymptotic metric is the exact metric.
In this case the LWY metric is
ds2 = ds2cm + ds
2
0 ; where (6.1)
ds2cm = Md~xcm  d~xcm +M 1d2 ; (6.2)
ds20 = 

H(r)d~r  d~r +

p
2
2
H(r) 1(2d + ~w(~r)  d~r)2

; (6.3)
where
H(r) = 1 +
p
2r
; ~r ~w =   ~r
r3
; (6.4)
and
 :=
m1m2
m1 +m2
; M = m1 +m2 ; with mA = (HIA ; X1) : (6.5)
Without loss of generality we take I1 to be a long root. Then p = p2 is the integer, rst
appearing in (3.87), for I2 ; p = 1; 2; 3 for gef = su(3); so(5); g2 respectively.
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The coordinates (; ) give an explicit parameterization of the triholomorphic U(1)2
isometry induced from asymptotically nontrivial gauge transformations. In order to make
the connection with our general discussion, let A be coordinates such that
KA  G(i(hA)) = @
@A
; A  A + 2 ; (6.6)
where the hA are the fundamental magnetic weights of su(3). Recall that @ = G(i(hcm)).
If we identify @ with the 2-periodic triholomorphic Killing vector K
1
0 = G(i(h10)) on
M0, then the change of basis formula for fh1; h2g 7! fh0; hcmg described in appendix C.3,
with (`1; `2) = (1; p), gives60
@
@
= G(i(hcm)) =
m1
M
 @
@1
+
m2
pM
 @
@2
;
@
@ 
= G(i(h0)) = p
@
@1
  @
@2
: (6.7)
These imply the relations
 = 1 + p2 ;  =
m2
1  m1p2
pM
: (6.8)
As a check of these identications, let ~x1;2 be constituent position vectors dened
through the relations
~xcm =
m1~x1 +m2~x2
M
; ~r = ~x1   ~x2 : (6.9)
Then, in the limit of innite separation, r !1, the metric takes the form
lim
r!1 ds
2 = Md~xcm  d~xcm + d~r  d~r +M 1d2 +  1p2d 2
= m1d~x1  d~x1 + (d
1)2
m1
+m2d~x2  ~x2 +
(pd2)2
m2
; (6.10)
a sum of correctly normalized at metrics for the constituents, limr!1M = (R3  S1)2,
with correct periodicities for the constituent phases.
Hence @ is correctly identied with the 2-periodic Killing vector K
1
0 , and we see that
   + 2 implies that (M0; ds20) is the smooth, single-centered Taub-NUT manifold.
The periodicities (6.6) imply a further identication on fM, which is associated with the
generator of deck transformations. Note that L = gcd(`1; `2) = 1 in this case so the group
of deck transformations is generated by the gauge-induced isometry g = exp(2G(i(hg))).
In this simple example we could of course easily obtain the identication in terms of (; )
from (6.8), but let us instead take the opportunity to illustrate the general formulae of
appendix C.3. The element hg 2 efmw can be expanded in the basis fh0; hcmg, with the
component along hcm being L = 1. The component along h0, from (C.70), is
h; hgi =
x1;pm2
pM
  y1;pm1
M
; (6.11)
60Since d = 2 here and there is only a single hA0 we simply write h0  h10 and similarly for its dual element
  1 and the component of the relative electric charge Ne;0  N1e;0 below.
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where x1;p; y1;p 2 Z are any solution to x1;p + py1;p = 1. The general solution in this case
is fx1;p; y1;pg = f1; 0g+ nfp; 1g for any n 2 Z, which would give h; hgi = m2pM + n. Now
exp(2nG(i(h0))) = exp(2n@ ) is trivial for any n 2 Z, so we might as well choose n = 0,
in which case
hg = hcm +
m2
pM
h0 : (6.12)
Thus we have that the generator of deck transformations is
 = g = exp

2@ +
2m2
pM
@ 

; (6.13)
which imposes on M the identication
(; ) 

+ 2; +
2m2
pM

: (6.14)
For generic X1, m2=M is irrational and no power of  acts trivially on M0.
Let us also consider the decomposition of the triholomorphic Killing vector G(H) with
respect to @; @ , for generic H 2 t. One can use G(H) = hI1 ; Hi@1 + hI2 ; Hi@2
and then (the inverse of) (6.7). Equivalently, one can use G(H) = (m; H)@ + h;Hi@ 
and (C.65), (C.66). Either way, the result is
G(H) = (m; H)
@
@
+
1
p
hm2
M
hI1 ; Hi  
m1
M
phI2 ; Hi
i @
@ 
: (6.15)
In particular, the projection along TM0 relevant for the Dirac operator =DG00 can be writ-
ten as
G0(Y0) = 1p

(HI2 ; X1)(HI1 ;Y0)  (HI1 ; X1)(HI2 ;Y0)
(m; X1)

@
@ 
: (6.16)
Recall that G0(Y1) = G0(Y0) only depends on the component of Y1 that is Killing
orthogonal to m, which is what we have denoted Y0. In this case (m;Y0) = 0 implies
that (HI1 ;Y0) =  (HI2 ;Y0). Using this we simply have
G0(Y0) = 1p (HI1 ;Y0)@ : (6.17)
Finally, we will also need the decomposition of the generic electric charge eigenvalue,
e = n
I1
e I1 + n
I2
e I2 ; (6.18)
with respect to the basis fi(); mg, dual to fi(h0); i(hcm)g. We have
e = qcm

m +Ne;0 i() ; (6.19)
with
Ne;0 = he; i(h0)i = pnI1e   nI2e ;
qcm = he; i(hcm)i = n
I1
e hI1 ; X1i+ nI2e hI2 ; X1i
(m; X1)
=
nI1e pm1 + nI2e m2
pM
: (6.20)
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Note that qcm can also be written as
qcm =  Ne;0 m2pM + n
I1
e =  Ne;0he; hgi+ nI1e ; (6.21)
in agreement with the form (4.145) for ke = 0 (as required for L = 1) and with n = n
I1
e
labeling the Julia-Zee tower.
6.2 Spectrum and wall crossing from the Dirac kernel
As we reviewed in section 4.7 the semiclassical BPS spectrum can be identied with zero
modes of the G(Y1)-twisted Dirac operator on M. Furthermore the Dirac operator com-
mutes with the electric charge operator so we can consider the Dirac operator within each
electric charge eigenspace. Finally, in the vanilla case there is always the at factor in
moduli space which gives rise to the center of mass half-hypermultiplet. The nontrivial
part of the spectrum is contained in the G0(Y0)-twisted Dirac operator, (4.125), on the
strongly centered moduli space. In the case at hand, BPS states with electric charge e are
represented by spinors on M of the form
	e =  cme
 iqcm 
	(Ne;0)0 ; (6.22)
where  cm is a constant four-component spinor on R4, qcm is given by (6.21), and 	
(Ne;0)
0
is an L2-normalizable spinor on M0 satisfying
=DG0(Y0)M0 	
(Ne;0)
0 = 0 and i$@ 	
(Ne;0)
0 = Ne;0	
(Ne;0)
0 : (6.23)
The four real degrees of freedom in  cm correspond to the half-hypermultiplet factor
in (2.60).
The explicit zero modes of precisely this Dirac operator were obtained originally in [49].
(See also [48] for a recent analysis.) Due to the importance of this result and for com-
pleteness we provide yet a dierent derivation in appendix G. The relations between the
parameters of the problem at hand and those used in the appendix are as follows:
m =  ; ` =
p
2
; x4 = 2 ; k = 1 ; C =
p
2
(HI1 ;Y0)
(m; X1)
(HI1 ; X1)(HI2 ; X1)
: (6.24)
In the appendix m is the overall mass scale of the Taub-NUT metric, ` is the Taub-NUT
radius, and C is the coecient of the canonical one-form H(r) 1(2d + ~w(~r)  d~r) that we
twist the Dirac operator by. This one-form is, up to a constant factor, the metric dual of
@ . More precisely, if G0(Y0) = ~C@ then C = 2m`2 ~C. One can use this to see that (6.17)
leads to (6.24). We solve the problem on a Zk quotient of Taub-NUT | equivalently,
k-centered Taub-NUT with coincident centers. (This will be useful in the framed example
of the next section but here we are interested in k = 1.) The coordinate x4 parameterizes
the circle ber with 4=k periodicity.
In the appendix we also use a parameter , which is the eigenvalue of   i2$@ =
  i2@ =  i@x4 , and can take integer or half-integer values. Thus the relation between 
and the electric charge parameters is
2 =  Ne;0 = nI2e   pnI1e : (6.25)
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The kernel of the Dirac operator exhibits wall crossing, i.e. a jump in the spectrum,
when the value of C passes integer and half-integer values | the possible values of .
When jCj  12 the kernel is empty. When jCj crosses 1=2, an su(2) multiplet of spin j = 0
is added to the spectrum. This continues each time jCj crosses a positive half integer or
integer, jj 2 12N, where now a new multiplet of spin j = jj   12 is created. The sign of
C is also correlated with that of , so that only one spin j = jj   12 multiplet is created
when jCj increases past a new value of jj. Remember, though, that due to the center of
mass factor, each of these spin j multiplets corresponds to a full Julia-Zee tower of spin
j half-hypermultiplets, where nI1e 2 Z in qcm, (6.21), runs over the elements of the tower.
Thus, in the chamber jj < jCj < jj+ 12 we have a Julia-Zee tower of spin j hypermultiplets
for each j 2 f0; 12 ; 1; 32 ; : : : ; jj   12g. The corresponding relative electric charges of these
hypermultiplets are Ne;0 =   sgn(C) f1; 2; 3; 4; : : : ; 2jjg.
To say things in a dierent way, if we x a nonzero relative electric charge Ne;0 then
there is a single wall at C =  12Ne;0. If Ne;0 > 0 then a state with this relative charge
exists when C <  12Ne;0 and does not exist when C >  12Ne;0. If Ne;0 < 0, then the state
with this charge exists when C >  12Ne;0 and does not exists when C <  12Ne;0. There are
no walls for Ne;0 = 0 and states carrying this value of the relative charge do not exist for
any value of C. Figure 2 displays the chamber structure as a function of the dimensionless
ratios x1 := (HI1 ; X1)=(m; X1) and y1 := p(Y0; H1)=(m; X1).
We can also summarize the content of the kernel by making use of the index characters
introduced in section 5.3. The quantum numbers j = 12(jNe;0j   1) and mj are associated
with the SU(2) isometry of Taub-NUT and are the relevant ones for determining the SU(2)
characters. Let the SU(2) character for the n = 2j + 1 dimensional representation be
n(y) = (y
n   y n)=(y   y 1). Then for magnetic and electric charge
m = HI1 +HI2 ;
e = nI1 + (pn Ne;0)I2 ) [e]JZ = [ Ne;0I2 ]JZ ; (6.26)
we have the characters
C
[e]JZ
m;X1;Y0(y) =
8>>><>>>:
jNe;0j(y) ;
C(X1;Y0) <  12Ne;0 < 0 ; or
C(X1;Y0) >  12Ne;0 > 0 ;
0 ; otherwise ;
(6.27)
where C = C(X1;Y0) is the function given in (6.24).
The L2 wavefunctions, 	
(Ne;0)
0 on M0 can be given explicitly and it is instructive to
do so. Let ~r = (r sin  cos; r sin  sin; r cos ) parameterize the R3 base with the nut at
r = 0, and let    + 2 parameterize the circle ber. We take corresponding gamma
matrices 
i
0, i = 1; 2; 3, and 
4
0 , respectively, with

~m
0 =
 
0  ~m
 ~m 0
!
;  ~m = (~; i1) ;  ~m = (~; i1) : (6.28)
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Figure 2. The chamber structure for vanilla BPS states with xed magnetic charge of the form
m = HI1+HI2 and eective gauge group g
ef = su(3); so(5), or g2 for p = 1; 2, or 3 respectively. The
axes are x1 := m1=M = (H1; X1)=(m; X1) and y1 := p(H1;Y0)=(m; X1). The walls are labeled
by nonzero integer values of the relative electric charge Ne;0. Starting from the chamber in the
middle where there are no BPS states (with this magnetic charge), when we cross the line labeled by
Ne;0, a new tower of BPS states enters the spectrum with electric charges e = nI1 +(pn Ne;0)I2
for each n 2 Z. Note that as x1 approaches 0, 1, the rst constituent monopole or second constituent
monopole is becoming massless, respectively. We must have 0 < x1 < 1 in order for X1 to remain
in the fundamental Weyl chamber.
In this basis the chirality operator is 0 = 
1
0
2
0
3
0
4
0 = diag(1; 1). One nds that all
zero modes are of positive chirality, 	0 = ( +; 0)
T , with the two-component spinors  +
given by
 
(Ne;0)
+;mj
= N (Ne;0)e iNe;0  (r=`)
(jNe;0j 1)=2p
1 + (r=`)
e j2C+Ne;0jr=(2`)   (Ne;0)+;mj (; ) ; (6.29)
where  
(Ne;0)
+;mj
(; ) is a unit normalized spinor on S2 whose explicit form can be found in
the appendix. Here mj runs from  j to j in integer steps, lling out a spin j representation,
where j = (jNe;0j   1)=2. Finally, the prefactor
N (Ne;0) =
(j2C +Ne;0j)(jNe;0j+1)=2
`3=2
p
4(jNe;0j!)
; (6.30)
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is such that the wavefunctions are unit-normalized:
1 =
Z
M0
d4x
p
gM0(	
(Ne;0)
0;mj
)y	(Ne;0)0;mj = 2
Z
R3
d3rH(r)( 
(Ne;0)
+;mj
)y (Ne;0)+;mj : (6.31)
In the case of a four-dimensional hyperkahler manifold such as Taub-NUT, the positive
chirality spinor bundle coincides with the subbundle S1;0 of the Dirac spinor bundle, (5.22),
on which SU(2)R symmetry acts trivially. It follows that all of these BPS states are SU(2)R
singlets, in line with the no-exotics theorem. Furthermore the quantum numbers fj;mjg
associated with the diagonal SU(2) of R-symmetry and angular momentum can in fact be
identied as angular momentum quantum numbers.
As we pointed out under equation (4.135), wavefunctions 	e corresponding to properly
quantized electric charge eigenvalues will automatically be well-dened on fM=Dg without
the need to impose any equivariance condition. In this case, since Dg = D, the wave-
functions (6.22) should be well-dened on M. Using the explicit form of 	(Ne;0)0 in (6.29)
together with the form of qcm in (6.21) we can see that 	
e indeed respects the identica-
tion (6.14).
The exponential damping factor, e j2C+Ne;0jr=(2`), controls normalizability. As C !
 12Ne;0, i.e. as we approach the wall for the states with relative charge Ne;0 from the side
where they exist, we can literally see these bound states leave the spectrum and merge
with the continuum. One way to quantify this is to dene the radial probability density
P (Ne;0)(r) := 2r2H(r)
Z
S2
d
2( 
(Ne;0)
+;mj
)y (Ne;0)+;mj ; (6.32)
such that
R1
0 drP (r) = 1 and compute its extremum, P
0(rext) = 0. This is given by
rext =
jNe;0j
j2C +Ne;0j` =  
Ne;0
2C +Ne;0
` ; (6.33)
where we used that either C <  12Ne;0 < 0 or C >  12Ne;0 > 0 in order for bound states
to exist. We see that rext !1 as C !  12Ne;0. We can do better, however, and compute
the radial expectation value exactly:
rbnd := h	(Ne;0)0;mj jrj	
(Ne;0)
0;mj
i =
Z
M0
d4x
p
gM0 (	
(Ne;0)
0;mj
)yr	(Ne;0)0;mj =
(jNe;0j+ 1)
j2C +Ne;0j` : (6.34)
This agrees with rext for large relative charge, jNe;0j. We plot P (r) for several values of jCj
approaching 12 jNe;0j from above in gure 3.
Next we compare these expressions for the walls of marginal stability and bound state
radii with the corresponding expressions from the low energy Seiberg-Witten analysis.
6.3 Comparison with low energy eective theory
We work in the weak coupling regime of the Coulomb branch and apply the math-physics
map of parameters. The map depends on the electromagnetic charge we wish to consider
and is given by
X1 = Im( 1van(u; )a(u)) ; Y1 = Im( 1van(u; )aD(u)) ; (6.35)
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Figure 3. Bound state radial probability functions on Taub-NUT, for relative electric charge
jNe;0j = 78. We consider dierent values of jCj starting at 50 and approaching 12 jNe;0j = 39. As
jCj approaches the wall at 12 jNe;0j we can see the corresponding probability function move out to
large values of r=` and spread out. We plotted the radial distance on a log scale in order to aid
visualization; the spreading is quite severe as the wall is approached.
where the duality frame which we use to evaluate a(u) is such that X1 2 W+t and the
corresponding charge trivialization maps, m :  u ! cr and e :   ! wt, are such that
m() = m and e() = e. The map implies the relation (m;Y1) + he; X1i = 0. We use
this to x the component of Y1 along X1, writing Y1 =   he;X1i(m;X1)X1 + Y0, where Y0
satises (m;Y0) = 0.
Given these identications, we argued that the walls of marginal stability, (2.29), are
given by (5.57):
(1;m;Y0) +

1;e   h1;e + 2;e; X1i
(1;m + 2;m; X1)
1;m ; X1

= 0 ; (6.36)
where 1; 2 is any pair of charges such that 1 + 2 = , ⟪1; 2⟫ 6= 0, and BPS states
exist in the spectrum for these charges. As we pointed out under (5.57), walls for which
X1 2 W+t require that both constituents have non-zero magnetic charge. Hence the full
set of constituents corresponding to m = HI1 +HI2 for which all of these conditions hold is
1 = 1;m  1;e = HI1  nI1e I1 & 2 = 2;m  2;e = HI2  nI2e I2 ; (6.37)
where we require
⟪1; 2⟫ = nI1e hI1 ; HI2i   nI2e hI2 ; HI1i = nI2e   pnI1e =  Ne;0 6= 0 : (6.38)
The constituents are members of dyon cohorts for any n
I1;2
e 2 Z and are present in the
spectrum throughout the weak coupling regime.
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Now let us compute the second term of (6.36). We nd

nI1e I1  
hnI1e I1 + nI2e I2 ; X1i
(HI1 +HI2 ; X1)
HI1 ; X1

=
1
(m; X1)

nI1e [hI1 ; X1i(m; X1) hI1 ; X1i(HI1 ; X1)] nI2e hI2 ; X1i(HI1 ; X1)

=
1
(m; X1)

nI1e hI1 ; X1i(HI2 ; X1)  nI2e hI2 ; X1i(HI1 ; X1)

=
(HI1 ; X1)(HI2 ; X1)
p(m; X1)
(pnI1e   nI2e ) : (6.39)
Thus observe that the walls of marginal stability, (6.36), agree perfectly with the walls
where the Dirac kernel jumps:
(1;m;Y0) +

1;e   h1;e + 2;e; X1i
(1;m + 2;m; X1)
1;m ; X1

= 0
() (HI1 ;Y0) +
(HI1 ; X1)(HI2 ; X1)
p(m; X1)
(pnI1e   nI2e ) = 0
() p(HI1 ;Y0)
(m; X1)
(HI1 ; X1)(HI2 ; X1)
+ (pnI1e   nI2e ) = 0
() 2C +Ne;0 = 0 ; (6.40)
including the fact that there is no wall when Ne;0 = 0.
In section 4.7 we emphasized that the identication (4.148) implies that the weak
coupling regime of the 2r real dimensional Coulomb branch is foliated by surfaces of real
dimension 2(r   d + 1), d  rnk gef , along which the spectrum is invariant. In the case
at hand this leaves 2(d  1) = 2 directions on which the BPS spectrum can depend; these
directions can be taken as x1 = x1(u; ) and y1 = y1(u; ) used in gure 2, for xed overall
scale of X1;Y0. Hence this gure, pulled back to the Coulomb branch via the math-physics
map, fully captures the chamber structure of the weak coupling regime for all BPS states
with m = HI1 +HI2 .
The kernel of the Dirac operator is also consistent with the predictions of vanilla wall
crossing formulae. The constituent charges 1;2 are primitive, so we can apply the primitive
wall crossing formula (2.72). Being members of dyon cohorts, they have protected spin
characters 
(u; 1;2; y) = 1 throughout the weak coupling regime. Hence after crossing the
wall cW (1; 2), the protected spin character of the newly created BPS space (HBPS0 )u; of
charge  = 1 + 2 should be

(u; ; y) = j⟪1;2⟫j(y) = jNe;0j(y) ; (6.41)
using (6.38). This agrees precisely with the corresponding index character of the Dirac
operator, (6.27), as it should according to (5.49).
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Finally, let us consider the Denef bound state radius, (2.69). As a rst step we compute
Im
 
 1van(u; )Z1(u)

=
 
1;m; Im(
 1
vanaD)

+ h1;e; Im( 1vana)i
= (1;m;Y1) + h1;e; X1i
= (H1;Y0) 

H1 ;
he; X1i
(m; X1)
X1

+ nI1e hI1 ; X1i
= (H1;Y0) + (HI1 ; X1)(HI2 ; X1)p(m; X1) (pn
I1
e   nI2e ) ; (6.42)
where in the last step we plugged in (6.39). Now, using (6.24) and setting pnI1e  nI2e = Ne;0,
we nd that this can be expressed as
Im
 
 1van(u; )Z1(u)

=
2C
p
+

p
Ne;0 =

p
(2C +Ne;0) : (6.43)
Employing also (6.38), we then see that
rDenef =
h1; 2i
2 Im( 1vanZ1)
=   Ne;0
(2C +Ne;0)

p
2

=   Ne;0
(2C +Ne;0)
`
= rext ; (6.44)
a perfect agreement with the extremal radius (6.33)! Note rDenef only agrees with the
expectation value, (6.34), in the limit of large jNe;0j. This is expected since the Denef
formula is a classical result (in the low energy eective theory) that only holds in the limit
of large charges (see also [60]).
7 Framed example: singular monopoles in su(2) SYM
Now we apply the formalism discussed in this paper to a concrete framed example where the
explicit semiclassical description is known, namely the case of a single smooth monopole
bound to a pure 't Hooft defect in the g = su(2) theory. First we briey review the
spectrum of framed BPS states in the low energy su(2) theory obtained in [8]. We extend
that analysis to obtain the complete line defect generating functional (2.56) (with full y
dependence) for the case of pure 't Hooft defects in the weak coupling regime. We then
discuss the explicit classical solutions of [50, 51], (see also [52]), describing a single smooth
su(2) monopole bound to a pure 't Hooft defect, and their moduli space. The Dirac
operator and its kernel are constructed and we show how the semiclassical framed BPS
states dened this way match perfectly with the prediction from [8]. The result for the
line defect generating funcational also contains predictions for the kernels of twisted Dirac
operators on an innite family of hyperkahler manifolds. We describe these predictions
in detail for a class of eight-dimensional M's, members of which have been considered
in [54, 152{155]. We close with a discussion of how the concept of `tropical labels' can be
understood semiclassically.
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7.1 Framed BPS states in the su(2) theory
When the gauge algebra is su(2) the line defect lattice L (2.9) will be a sublattice of
(mw  wt)=Z2, where the magnetic weight lattice is generated by 12H and the weight
lattice by 12. This means we can represent the charges of any line defect by a pair of
integers (p; q) such that:
P Q = p
2
H  q
2
 : (7.1)
In this way we establish an isomorphism mw  wt = Z  Z, with P Q 7! fp; qg. The
action of the Z2 Weyl group is simply fp; qg ! f p; qg and so we should physically
identify such charges. Mutual locality of line defects determines the possible sublattices by
requiring the symplectic pairing to be even [4, 8, 57]: q1p2   q2p1 2 2Z. There are three
inequivalent possibilities:
L1 = (2Z Z)=Z2 ; (7.2)
L2 = (Z 2Z)=Z2 ; (7.3)
L3 = [(2Z 2Z) [ ((2Z+ 1) (2Z+ 1))] =Z2 : (7.4)
The rst corresponds to the G = SU(2) theory. The latter two correspond to G = SO(3)
theories (denoted SO(3) in [57]); they are mapped into each other via the Witten eect
for line defects under 0 ! 0 + 2. In particular, 0 should be taken 4 periodic in SO(3)
gauge theory, where instanton winding numbers are multiples of 1=2. In the following we
will restrict ourselves to pure 't Hooft defects for which q = 0 and the lattices L1 and L3
are indistinguishable.
We will work in the weak coupling duality frame dened by h;X1i > 0, where
X1 = Im( 1a(u)). We identify the vanilla lattice according to  u = cr  wt, and we
note that electric charges will be conned to the sublattice rt  wt. Then the IR charges
of framed BPS states can be labeled by integers f~nm; neg such that
m  e =

~nm   jpj
2

H  ne 2 (cr + P ) rt : (7.5)
Note that the torsor cr + P only depends on the Weyl orbit of P , and that ~nm gives the
relative magnetic charge:
~m  m   P  = m + jpj
2
H = ~nmH : (7.6)
Now consider the line defect generating functional, (2.56). For a generic IR charge
 = m  e of the form (7.5), we have
X = y
ne(2~nm jpj)XmXe = y
ne(2~nm jpj)X ~nm jpj=21 X
ne
2 ; where
(
X1 := XH ;
X2 := X :
(7.7)
Hence the generating functional takes the form
F (L(p; 0); u; fX1; X2g; y) = X jpj=21
X
~nm;ne2Z

 (L(p; 0); u; (m; e); y) y
ne(2~nm jpj)X ~nm1 X
ne
2 :
(7.8)
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The dependence on the Coulomb branch parameter u is piecewise constant and set
by wall crossing. One of the main observations of [8], reviewed in section 2.6, is that the
wall crossing of the framed BPS spectrum can be completely characterized in terms of the
creation or annihilation of halos of particles that are themselves elements of the vanilla
spectrum. In this case the vanilla theory is the pure N = 2, su(2) Yang-Mills theory,61
and the spectrum is well known. In the weak coupling regime of interest, it contains
two electrically charged vector multiplets (the massive W -bosons) and a dyon cohort of
hypermultiplets:
vm :  =  ; hm :  = H  n ; n 2 Z : (7.9)
These states exist throughout the weak coupling region of the Coulomb branch.
We can consider the framed marginal stability walls (2.70) associated with each, taking
each of these charges to be a halo charge. We postpone discussion of the vector multiplet
walls until section 7.5, and focus here on the hypermultiplets. Consider the halo charge h =
n  Hn. (There is an analogous story for the charge conjugate states h = ( H)
( n) in the duality frame where h;X1i < 0.) The walls are determined by the marginal
stability condition  1Zh(u) 2 R . Making use of the math-physics map, (4.117), (4.118),
the vanishing of the imaginary part of  1Zh is equivalent to (H;Y1) + nh;X1i = 0.
Meanwhile, negativity of the real part is automatic if we take the dynamical scale small
enough, according to the lemma in 5.3. Thus in the weak coupling regime, we have the
walls cWn  cW (n) for a framed BPS state of charge  given by
cWn = n(u; ) 2 bB  bC j (H;Y1(u; )) + nh;X1(u; )i = 0o : (7.10)
Note however that if the core is purely magnetic, as is the case here, then the n = 0 case
is an invisible wall in the language of footnote 22. Therefore we do not include cW0 in our
set of physical walls in the following.
These walls are easily visualized in the X1-Y1 plane; see gure 4. They can be mapped
to (u; ) space via (4.118). Note that this map is dened in a specic weak coupling duality
frame which does not extend into the strong coupling region of the Coulomb branch; see
discussion around item 2 in section 4.6. Smaller X1;Y1 can be accommodated by choosing
smaller values of the dynamical scale in accord with the lemma in 5.3. Since cW0 is not
a physical wall, let us denote the single chamber between cW1 as c0. (We use the same
name for the chambers in X1-Y1 space and their premiages in bBwc  cC.) We dene the
chamber cn, n 6= 0, to be the chamber between cWn and cWn+1 when n > 0 and the chamber
between cWn and cWn 1 when n is negative. As the framed BPS spectrum is constant in
such chambers we can dene
Fn(p; fX1; X2g; y) := F (L(p; 0); u; fX1; X2g; y)

(u;)2cn : (7.11)
A closed-form expression for precisely this quantity was obtained in [8] in the special
case y = 1, where X1;2 become commuting variables, by making use of an alternative
61The pure glue vanilla theory does not depend on the global form of the Lie group.
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Figure 4. BPS walls in X1-Y1 space, with x := h;X1i and y := (H;Y1). We restrict
X1 to the fundamental Weyl chamber so that x > 0 and only the walls for dyon cohorts with
+H magnetic charge are visible. A mirror reection about x = 0 will describe the walls and
chamber structure for cohorts with magnetic charge  H. The walls for the vector multiplets will
be discussed further in section 7.5.
formulation of framed BPS states inspired by connections to the six-dimensional (2; 0)
theory compactied on a Riemann surface. Adapted to the notations here,62 the result is
Fn(p; fX1; X2g; y = 1) =
h
X
 1=2
1 X
 n=2
2

Un(fn) X 1=22 Un 1(fn)
ijpj
; (7.12)
where
fn :=
X
1=2
2 +X
 1=2
2
 
1 +X1X
n+1
2

2
(7.13)
and we used the Chebyshev polynomials dened as
U 1(x) := 0 ; U0(x) := 1 ; Un+1(x) := 2xUn(x)  Un 1(x) : (7.14)
The formula (7.12) is valid for the chambers cn with n  0, and we will focus on this case
for the time being.
This generating function (7.12) contains all the framed BPS `indices'63 for any pure 't
Hooft defect in the su(2) theories, in the weak coupling chambers cn, n  0. As we show in
appendix H, the dependence of the generating function on the chamber number n satises
the wall crossing formula (2.71) which in this case takes the particular form
Fn(p; fX1; X2g; y = 1) = Fn 1(p; f(1 +X1Xn2 ) 2nX1; (1 +X1Xn2 )2X2g; y = 1) : (7.15)
62To be precise, XGMN = (X1X
n
2 )
 1; YGMN = X1Xn+12 ; nGMN = n + 1; GMN = fn and we used the
Chebyshev relation Tn+1(x) = xUn(x)  Un 1(x) .
63The actual indices correspond to y =  1. However, by the no-exotics theorem, the 
 at y = 1 give the
actual dimensions of framed BPS Hilbert spaces.
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The generating function (7.12) provides a wide number of predictions for the realization
of the framed BPS states as zero modes of a Dirac operator on moduli space. There are
a few conclusions that easily follow | the simplest, obtained from inspection of (7.12),
being that
F0(p; fX1; X2g; y = 1) = X jpj=21 : (7.16)
Then observe that, when X2 = 0, this extends via the identity (7.15) to all positive
chambers:
Fn(p; fX1; 0g; y = 1) = X jpj=21 ; (n  0) : (7.17)
Let us compare this result with the general expression (7.8). The fact that Fn is nite when
X2 ! 0 implies that there are no framed BPS states carrying negative electric charge, i.e.

(ne < 0; 1) = 0, in the chambers cn, n  0. Furthermore there is a single framed BPS state
carrying zero electric charge | it is the pure 't Hooft defect with zero relative magnetic
charge, ~nm = 0, and it is present in all weak coupling chambers. This is consistent with
our discussion in section 5.1.
Similarly, in the limit X1 ! 0 one can easily extend (7.16) to n  0 via (7.15),
leading to
lim
X1!0
X
jpj=2
1 Fn(p; fX1; X2g; 1) = lim
X1!0
X
jpj=2
1 F0(p; fX1; X2g; y = 1) = 1 : (7.18)
This implies that there are no framed BPS states with ~nm < 0. This is in perfect agreement
with our conjecture from [30] that the moduli space of singular monopoles should be empty
in this case.
As a last observation one can inspect the large X1 limit:
Fn(p; fX1; X2g; y = 1) = X jpj(n 1=2)1 X jpjn
2
2
 
1 +O(X 11 )

: (7.19)
This means that in cn there is a unique state of maximal relative magnetic charge, ~nm =
jpjn, that furthermore has electric charge ne = jpjn2. This implies that for any X1;Y1
in cn there exists a moduli space M of maximal dimension 4jpjn on which the Dirac
operator (4.114) has a nontrivial kernel, and that in this maximal case there is a unique
zero mode!
It is beyond the scope of this work to review the techniques of [8] that led to the
result (7.12). Since the result is important, however, we give an alternative derivation
via the core-halo picture of wall crossing. This will also be helpful for extracting the
remaining BPS degeneracies of interest and furthermore will allow us to obtain the answer
for arbitrary y. In order to apply this method we need to know the exact spectrum in a
starting chamber. Fortunately we know this on the vanishing locus Y1 = 0 discussed in
section 5.1, where the exact spectrum consists of the pure 't Hooft defect only. This locus
sits in the middle of c0 and hence we know that the pure 't Hooft defect is the only framed
BPS state in this entire chamber. (This is, by the way, consistent with the n = 0 case of
the formula (7.12), but we did not need to use that formula to infer it.)
We can now infer the spectrum in the chambers cn, n > 0 by creating new halos of
dyons with halo charges n = H  n when going from cn 1 to cn. What are all bound
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states that have total relative magnetic charge ~nm? As each vanilla particle that can bind
has exactly magnetic charge H, we are considering bound states of ~nm particles to the
core. Each particle has an electric charge, which can run from  to n in the n'th chamber.
Due to the order of the chambers the particles with lower electric charge bind rst. So the
possible bound states of ~nm particles in chamber cn will be of the form
frnn; frn 1n 1; f: : : ; fr11; cgggg ; (7.20)
where ~r = (ri) is a collection of nonnegative integers and we impose the constraint
k~r km :=
X
i
ri = ~nm : (7.21)
Here c is the (IR) charge of the initial core particle in chamber c0, corresponding to the
pure 't Hooft defect: c =   jpj2 H. The notation fa; fb; cgg means that a binds as a halo
to a core which itself is a halo of b bound to c, etc.. Note that some of the ri can be zero.
The degeneracy of such bound congurations can be easily derived using the principles
of [15, 60]. For two bound pointlike dyons of charges 1;2 the number of states is simply an
angular momentum multiplet: 2J12 + 1, where the angular momentum vector is directed
along the line connecting the dyons and has magnitude
J12 =
j⟪1; 2⟫j   1
2
: (7.22)
A halo then consists of ri fermionic particles distributed among these states, giving a
binomial degeneracy. Finally we should take into account that the core itself carries internal
degrees of freedom (it is itself a `sub-halo') and multiply by those. It then follows that, for
the conguration of halos described above and specied by the vector ~r = (ri), the number
of states gained64 in crossing the wall from cn 1 to cn, n > 0, is
Nn(p; ~r; y = 1 ) :=
nY
i=1
 ⟪c +Pi 1j=1 rjj ; i⟫
ri
!
=
nY
i=1
 
jpji  2Pi 1k=1 rk(i  k)
ri
!
: (7.23)
In order to obtain the total number of framed BPS states in chamber cn carrying
relative magnetic charge ~nm, we must sum over these degeneracies for all possible ~r 's
subject to the constraint (7.21). However we must also keep track of the electric charges of
these states. Since the core is purely magnetic the electric charge of a given conguration,
specied by ~r, is simply the sum of the electric charges of the halo particles:
ne =
X
l
lrl =: k~r ke : (7.24)
64Note that if this number is negative this should be interpreted as the number of states lost. This
can happen if the top entry in a binomial in Nn(p; ~r; y = 1) becomes negative at non-zero ri, which
requires ~nm  2. In this case halos that were not created at the previous wall, dissapear. This indicates
a transformation of the bound state structure of the states inside the chamber. It would be interesting to
understand the physics of this phenomenon in some more detail.
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Let us therefore denote the set of all possible ~r 's in chamber n subject to these two
constraints as follows:
S~nm;nen :=

~r = (r1; : : : ; rn) 2 Zn0
 k~r km = ~nm & k~r ke = ne : (7.25)
The number of states in cn with charges f~nm; neg is the sum of degeneracies (7.23) over
this set. Hence this argument shows that the generating function (7.12) can equivalently
be written as65
Fn(p; fX1; X2g; y = 1) = X jpj=21
1X
~nm=0
1X
ne=0
8<: X
~r2S~nm;nen
Nn(p; ~r; y = 1)
9=;X ~nm1 Xne2 ; (n  0) :
(7.26)
The equality of (7.12) and (7.26) is established by observing that both agree at n = 0 and
that they both satisfy the same recursion relation (7.15), as we show in appendix H.
Now let us consider the chambers cn for n < 0. Relative to the previous analysis there
are two additional signs to consider. The rst comes from the fact that in going from
chamber cn+1 to cn we are binding halos with electric charge  jnj instead of jnj. This
leads to an overall relative sign in the top factor of the binomial in (7.23). However we get
a second sign there because we are now crossing walls in the opposite direction | instead
of moving counterclockwise in gure 4 we are moving clockwise. These signs cancel. We
summarize this by saying Nn(~r ) = Njnj(~r ). Then, in order to construct the generating
function we merely need to sum over ~r 's in S
~nm;jnej
jnj . Thus we can write the generating
function for arbitrary n 2 Z as
Fn(p; fX1; X2g; y = 1) = X jpj=21
1X
~nm=0
1X
s=0
8><>:
X
~r2S~nm;sjnj
Njnj(p; ~r; y = 1)
9>=>;X ~nm1 X sgn(n)s2 ;
(7.27)
where comparison with the general form (7.8) identies the electric charges with ne =
sgn(n)  s. Hence we can read o the framed protected spin characters in chamber cn at
y = 1:



Ln(p; 0); un;

~nm   jpj
2

H  ne; y = 1

=
X
~r2S~nm; sgn(n)nejnj
Njnj(p; ~r; y = 1) : (7.28)
Note if ~nm is negative, or if the signs of n and ne disagree, then the set S
~nm; sgnnne
jnj is empty
and we get 
 = 0.
The discussion and results above, given at y = 1, strongly suggest what the gener-
alization to arbitrary y should be. The number of states Nn(p; ~r; y = 1) is composed of
binomial coecents (ab ) as our halos are associated to b fermions distributed over a possi-
ble angular momentum states. To keep track not only of the total number of states but
65Again, the identication between the number of states and the protected spin character at y = 1 only
holds when all states have trivial R-charge. Here, where the states can all be identied as halos of R-neutral
particles around an R-neutral core this is indeed the case.
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also the quantum number 2I3 = 2J3 of each state, one can introduce the character of the
corresponding angular momentum representation. Here, as we are dealing with the bth
antisymmetric power of the a-dimensional representation of so(3), this character is given
by the q-binomial coecient:"
a
b
#
y
:=
Qa
i=1(y
i   y i)Qb
i=1(y
i   y i)Qa bi=1 (yi   y i) : (7.29)
It is natural to propose that the proper generalization to arbitrary y of (7.23) is66
Nn(p; ~r; y ) :=
nY
i=1
"
jpji  2Pi 1k=1 rk(i  k)
ri
#
y
; (7.31)
and that the generating function in chamber cn is then
Fn(p; fX1; X2g; y) = X jpj=21
1X
~nm=0
1X
s=0
8><>:
X
~r2S~nm;sjnj
Njnj(p; ~r; y)
9>=>; yne(2~nm jpj)X ~nm1 X sgn(n)s2 :
(7.32)
This clearly gives the correct answer in c0 and in appendix H we check that (7.32) satises
the required wall crossing formulae. Hence this proves that indeed it is correct for all n.
In addition, one can nd the generalization of the form (7.12), which has the advantage
of manifestly showing the spectrum is nite.67 Remarkably, the form in terms of Chebyshev
functions remains unchanged while the quantity fn picks up a simple y-dependence:
Fn(p; fX1; X2g; y) =
h
X
 1=2
1 X
 n=2
2

Un(fn) X 1=22 Un 1(fn)
ijpj
; (n  0) ; (7.33)
where now
fn :=
X
1=2
2 +X
 1=2
2
 
1 + y2n+3X1X
n+1
2

2
: (7.34)
Again we refer to appendix H for the derivation of this equality.
The protected spin characters are easily read o by comparing (7.32) with (7.8):

n(p; ~nm; ne; y)  


Ln(p; 0); un; (~nm   jpj2 )H  ne; y

=
X
~r2S~nm; sgn(n)nejnj
Njnj(p; ~r; y) :
(7.35)
Via (5.49) this leads directly to a set of predictions for index characters of Dirac operators
on various hyperkahler manifolds, M P = p2H; m = (~nm   jpj2 )H;X1, of dimension
66As pointed out before, it can happen that the top entry in the binomial coecient becomes negative.
Just like a regular binomial coecient, the q-binomial coecient with negative top entry is dened as"
a
b
#
y
:= ( 1)b
"
b  a  1
b
#
y
(a < 0) : (7.30)
67For the extension of (7.33) to n < 0 one can use the relation (H.25).
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4~nm. We will verify these predictions | both the location of the walls and the spectrum
in each chamber | below via an explicit semiclassical analysis for ~nm = 1. In this case it
is easy to evaluate the Njnj more explicitly and we nd

n(p; ~nm = 1; ne; y) =
8<:jpnej(y) ; 1  jnej  sgn(ne)  n ;0 ; otherwise : (7.36)
In section 7.4 we work out the details for ~nm = 2, giving a set of predictions for the
Dirac kernel on a family of eight-dimensional manifolds, some of which have been studied
in the literature previously.
7.2 The Blair-Cherkis-Durcan monopole and its moduli space
In this subsection we briey review the Blair-Cherkis-Durcan (BCD) solution [50{52] that
describes a single non-Abelian magnetic monopole in the presence of a magnetic singularity.
Those readers mainly interested in the comparison of (7.36) with the index of the semiclas-
sical Dirac operator on moduli space can safely skip the discussion here. The only result of
relevance for the next subsection, where this comparison is made, is that the moduli space
of this singular monopole conguration is a discrete quotient of Taub-NUT space. The
purpose of the current subsection is to provide an explicit example of a singular monopole
conguration that allows us to illustrate some of the general properties and denitions
of [30], reviewed in section 3, in a nontrivial setting.
In this way we will be taking | or at least summarizing | a rather pedagogical ap-
proach to obtaining the moduli space of interest, more or less directly from the denitions,
as done in [53]. The same result was obtained much earlier via other methods: brane
constructions relating this space to the Coulomb branch of certain three-dimensional su-
persymmetric eld theories [156, 157]; the Nahm transform for singular monopoles [54];
a twistor formulation of singular monopoles [55, 56]; and, more recently, the bow formal-
ism [52, 158, 159]. These approaches are undoubtedly more powerful and yield the result
with much greater ease. However we nd the direct approach instructive and appealing,
especially if one does not wish to assume familiarity with the more sophisticated machinery
employed by other methods.68
Let a singularity of charge k be placed at the origin and denote the general position
vector with respect to this origin by ~r. The precise relation between the parameter k and
the 't Hooft charge will be explained below. We introduce a xed displacement vector
~R that can be thought of as the position of the non-Abelian monopole relative to the
singularity, and we dene the relative displacement ~y = ~r   ~R. See see gure 5. The
corresponding Euclidean distances will be denoted r;R, and y, and the corresponding unit
68Although, in truth, the bosonic zero modes were obtained in [53] via the singular Nahm transform
rather than directly from the background solution. The reason is that it is dicult to obtain the gauge
parameters "m, in (3.54), necessary for gauge orthogonality of the zero modes, by directly solving the
Poisson equation that denes them. Of course the background solution itself was also obtained via the
singular Nahm transform, and later the bow construction.
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Figure 5. Coordinates.
vectors r^; R^ and y^. Finally, let the mass of the W -boson be mW ,
69 and let T i be an (anti-
Hermitian) basis for su(2) satisfying [T i; T j ] = ijkT
k, along which the Higgs and gauge
eld are expanded: X = XiT i, etc.. Then the su(2) solution from [52] reads:
Xi =

1
y
 

mW +
k
2r

coth(mW y + v)

yi
y
+
k(y2ij   yiyj)
yr sinh(mW y + v)
 R
j
(R+ r)2   y2 ;
Ai =
1
y

1
sinh(mW y + v)

mW +
k(R+ r)
(R+ r)2   y2

  1
y

ijkyjdrk (7.37)
+
k
2
coth(mW y + v)
yi
y
 
jklRjrkdrl
r(rR+Riri)
  k(y
2ij   yiyj)
yr sinh(mW y + v)
 
jklrkdrl
(R+ r)2   y2 ;
where
v :=
k
2
log

r +R+ y
r +R  y

: (7.38)
Here we see a typical hedehog-like construction, where directions in physical space are
correlated with directions in the Lie algebra. Upon setting k = 0, which implies that
v ! 0 and all ~R dependence drops out, it is easy to see that one recovers the classic
Prasad-Sommereld solution [83] for the smooth monopole.
In order to clarify the relation between the parameters of the solution and its physical
properties, consider the asymptotics. As r ! 0 the elds are singular and one nds70
Xi =
jkj
2r
R^i+
8<:e 
k
jkjmWR
2R
 
1 + r^jR^j
2R
! jkj
2
 1 
ij   R^iR^j

r^j
9=; r jkj2  1(1+O(r=R)) : (7.39)
There are two things to note about this expression. First, the leading singularity is con-
sistent with a 't Hooft defect of charge P =  jkjR^iT i. Now remember that ~R is simply a
69We will see below that this corresponds to the physical mass of the W -boson in the Yang-Mills-Higgs
theory with a single adjoint-valued Higgs eld X. In the N = 2 context it would only correspond to the
mass on the locus of bBwc where Y1 = 0.
70The appearance of jkj in this expression might seem surprising but comes about as follows. When
r ! 0 we also have R ! y. Hence v is blowing up, but its sign depends on the sign of k. The hyperbolic
trigonometric functions must be expanded accordingly. One has, for example,
sinh(mW y + v) = jkj
 
2R
r(1 + R^  r^)
!jkj=2
e
k
jkjmWR f1 +O(r=R)g ;
as r ! 0, where we used r +R  y = r(1 + R^  r^) +O(r2=R).
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triplet of xed parameters. Thus for convenience we are free to choose our Cartan subal-
gebra to be spanned by the combination R^iT i, and a properly normalized co-root is
H = 2R^
iT i ; (7.40)
whence the 't Hooft charge
P =  jkj
2
H : (7.41)
Comparing with (7.1), we can then identify p =  jkj. Second, notice that the subleading
term has a 1=
p
r divergence if jkj = 1. (The coecient of this divergence even depends on
the direction from which one approaches the origin!) This gives a very concrete motivation
for the generalized boundary conditions introduced in [30] and discussed in appendix B.
This subleading singular behavior is only possible for G = SO(3) gauge group.
Now consider the large r asymptotics:
X =  

mW  

1  k
2

1
r

r^iT i + o(1=r) : (7.42)
This is not in the standard gauge that we assumed in (3.41), but is easily brought to it by
making an asymptotically nontrivial patchwise gauge transformation that conjugates r^iT i
into  R^iT i. After doing so the gauge transformed eld is
X 0 =

mW  

1  k
2

1
r

R^iT i + o(1=r) ; (7.43)
from which, using (7.40) and comparing with (3.41), we read o both the vev and asymp-
totic magnetic charge:
X1  X1 = mW
2
H ; m =

1  k
2

H : (7.44)
As advertised, mW = h;X1i is identied with the W -boson mass. Given the 't Hooft
charge (7.41), we see that the asymptotic magnetic charge indeed sits in the torsor cr +P .
One has the regularized BPS mass (3.20):
M clm =
4
g20
(m; X1) =
4mW
g20

1  k
2

: (7.45)
To study the quantum BPS states related to this solution we need to understand
its moduli space Mk. The dimension can be computed via the framed dimension for-
mula (3.45):
~m = m   P  = 2 + jkj   k
2
H ) dimMk =
(
4 when k  0 ;
4(1 + jkj) when k  0 :
(7.46)
Note that this implies that when k < 0 the BCD solution actually describes 1   k non-
Abelian monopoles where, by construction,  k of the monopoles are constrained to lie atop
the singularity. It would be interesting to see if one can deform the BCD solution in this
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case to one where some of the additional monopoles move o the singularity. When k > 0
the BCD solution describes a single smooth monopole in the presence of the defect. As k
increases the BPS mass (7.45) decreases indicating a stronger and stronger binding energy.
For the purposes of this paper we will restrict ourselves to the case k > 0, so that the
moduli space is four-dimensional. As we mentioned, there are several paths that lead to the
hyperkahler metric on this space. We give here a very brief summary of the approach taken
in [53] which is conceptually, though not computationally, the most straightforward. This
involves computing the metric directly from the denition (3.43) in terms of the bosonic
zero modes. The zero modes, aA^ = (aA; aX), a = i; 4, can in principal be obtained
from the background, but in practice are more easily obtained via the Nahm transform for
singular monopoles. They are quite nontrivial and here we merely quote the bare minimum
of data required to compute the metric. Namely, since both the g44 and g4i components
can be reduced to a boundary integral over the asymptotic two-sphere at spatial innity,
one requires only the large r (or equivalently, large y) asymptotics:
y^iiA^j = y^
kT k

j
y2H

1  (1 + 2mWR)y^  R^

+O(y 3) ;
4A^a = D^a4 ; 4 = 2y^
iT i

1  1
mW yH

+O(y 2) ; (7.47)
where
H = 1 +
k
2mWR
; and ~rR  ~
 = ~rRH : (7.48)
Hyperkahlarity then xes the gij components
71 and leads to the metric:
ds2 = mW

HdRidRi +H 1
 
2m 1W d + 

idRi
2
: (7.49)
Locally this metric is that of (single-centered) Taub-NUT space (TN), but the precise
global structure depends on the periodicity of  . The coordinate  is, per denition, the
one associated to the global gauge mode, generated by 4 given above. Rather, if we make
the asymptotically nontrivial gauge transformation to put the elds their standard form
as discussed around (7.43), then the relevant gauge parameter is
04 =  2R^iT i

1  1
mW yH

+O(y 2) ; (7.50)
which asymptotes to  2R^iT i =  H. This acts on the solution A^0(~r; ~R) to exhibit depen-
dence on all four moduli za = (~R; ) via
A^00(~r; za) := U 1A^0U   U 1dU ; U = exp(04 ) : (7.51)
Since the gauge transformation is an adjoint action the relevant exponential is the one for
the adjoint form of the group, Gad = SO(3), for which we have exp(H) = 1. Hence we
should take    + .
71Up to a constant that can be xed by demanding that when R ! 1 and the smooth monopole gets
innitely separated from the singularity, the moduli space reduces to that of the free smooth non-Abelian
monopole.
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This periodicity of  allows us to identify the metric (7.49) with our canonically normal-
ized metric for the Zk quotient of Taub-NUT in (G.1), upon taking the periodic coordinate
to be x4 = 4k . Thus we have
M

P =
p
2
H ; m = (1  jpj2 )H ;X1
 = TN(m; `)=Zjpj : (7.52)
with the identication of parameters
m = mW = h;X1i ` = jpj
2h;X1i : (7.53)
7.3 Spectrum and wall crossing from the Dirac kernel
In this subsection we discuss the kernel of the G-twisted Dirac operator on the singular
monopole moduli space (7.52), and compare the corresponding indices with those predicted
by (7.35) for ~nm = 1. For the Dirac operator we require the triholomorphic Killing vector
G(Y1) = h;Y1iK, where K = 2jpj@x4 generates a U(1) triholomorphic isometry with
periodicity 2. This should be compared with (G.8) to extract the constant C:
2h;Y1i
jpj @x4 = G(Y1) 
C
m`2
@x4 ) C =
2m`2
jpj h;Y1i =
jpj
2
h;Y1i
h;X1i : (7.54)
As explained in appendix G, the kernel of the Dirac operator on TN=Zjpj and its wall
crossing are completely encoded in C.
The explicit wavefunctions 	 = ( +; 0)
T can be found in (G.30). The kernel sits inside
the positive chirality spinor bundle, which coincides with S1;0 in (5.22) for four-dimensional
hyperkahler manifolds. Hence all states are SU(2)R singlets, consistent with no-exotics,
and the quantum numbers associated with the SU(2) isometry of Taub-NUT correspond
to ordinary angular momentum.
Whenever C crosses a number  with jj 2 jpj2 N, an angular momentum multiplet with
spin j = jj   12 is created. When jCj < jpj2 the spectrum is empty and when jCj > jpj2 the
spectrum is made up of angular momentum multiplets for each spin
j 2
 jpj
2
  1
2
; jpj   1
2
;
3jpj
2
  1
2
; : : : ;
jpj
2

2jCj
jpj

  1
2

; (7.55)
where bxc = maxfs 2 N j s < xg is the left-continuous oor function. If we identify
 =  jpjn
2
; n 2 Z n f0g ; (7.56)
then we see that the equation for the walls is equivalent to (7.10):
C =  ) h;Y1ih;X1i =  n ; (7.57)
upon recalling that h;Y1i = (H;Y1) for the simple su(2) root. Hence we identify
  jpj2 < C < jpj2 with the chamber c0, jpjn2 < ( C) < jpj(n+1)2 with the chamber cn for n > 0,
and jpj(n 1)2 < ( C) < jpjn2 with the chamber cn for n < 0.
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Not only the location of the walls, but also the BPS spectrum inside each chamber
matches in the two pictures. To see this we must rst account for the electric charge.
One observes from the explicit form of the wavefunction that   is the eigenvalue of the
spinorial Lie derivative i$@x4 . Thus taking into account the 4=jpj periodicity of x4, the
electric charge operator acts as
^e	  i$K	 =

 jpj
2


	 : (7.58)
Identifying the eigenvalue with e = ne, we deduce
 =  jpjne
2
: (7.59)
Thus the magnitude of the electric charge is correlated with the spin such that j = jpnej2   12 ,
and the sign is opposite to the sign of C.
Let us denote an angular momentum representation of spin j and electric charge ne
by [2j + 1]ne . Then if (X1n;Y1n) denotes any (X1;Y1) 2 cn, and M(L(p; 0); ~nm =
1;X1n) M(X1n), we have
ker+
L2

=DG(Y1n)M(X1n)
 =
8>>><>>>:
jnjM
s=1
[sjpj] sgn(n)s ; n 6= 0
f0g ; n = 0
; (7.60)
ker 
L2

=DG(Y1n)M(X1n)

= f0g ; 8n : (7.61)
This space of states is in complete agreement with the results described in section 7.1. The
index characters following from (7.60), (7.61) are
C
ne
L(p;0);(1  jpj
2
)H;X1n;Y1n(y) =
8<:jpnej(y) ; 1  jnej  sgn(ne)  n ;0 ; otherwise : (7.62)
These coincide perfectly with the protected spin characters 
.
7.4 Predictions for the Dirac kernel on manifolds with j~mj = 2
Let us illustrate (7.35) further in the case ~nm = 2, which starts to show how nontrivial this
formula really is. We assume that the signs of n and ne agree, otherwise the set S
~ne; sgn(n)ne
jnj
is empty. Now consider the form of ~r 2 S2;jnejjnj . We solve the condition k~r km = 2 by writing
ri = i;j+i;k where without loss of generality we can assume 1  k  j  n. The condition
k~r ke = jnej gives j + k = jnej which we can use to eliminate j. Thus the set of ~r(k) we
must sum over is parameterized by an integer k such that
r
(k)
i = i;k + i;jnej k ; with maxf1; jnej   jnjg  k 
 jnej
2

: (7.63)
The lower and upper bounds can be understood as follows. First we observe that if jnj <
jnej 1, then it is possible for there to be no solution for j if k is too small as it would require
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j > n. This leads to the lower bound. Similarly since k  j, we must have k  jnej=2
to nd a solution. In (7.63) bxc = max fm 2 Z jm  xg indicates the left-continuous
oor function.
Observe that if jnj < jnej=2 then the range of k is empty, and there is no solution to
the constraints in this case. Thus we already learn that states with electric charge ne exist
only in chambers cn with sgn(n) = sgn(ne) and jnj  jnej=2. We also see that if jnej = 0
or 1 the range is empty: there are no framed BPS states with ~nm = 2 carrying electric
charge jnej = 0; 1. This is obvious from the halo picture since we need two halo particles to
account for the relative magnetic charge and they both necessarily carry nonzero electric
charge of the same sign. Therefore we have the protected spin characters

n(p; 2; ne; y) =
8>>>>><>>>>>:
b jnej
2
cX
k=maxf1;jnej jnjg
Njnj(p; ~r(k); y) ; 2  jnej  sgn(ne)2n ;
0 ; otherwise :
(7.64)
Now let us evaluate the Njnj's, assuming the range in (7.63) is non-empty. There are
two qualitatively dierent cases to consider depending on whether k < jnej=2 or k = jnej=2,
corresponding to whether ~r(k) has two distinct entries with value 1, or a single entry with
value 2. Note the latter case is only possible when jnej is a positive even integer. In the
former case Njnj(p; ~r; y) has the structure [a1]y  [b1]y and in the latter it has the structure
[a2]y. The rst case corresponds to an onion-like structure where we have a halo around
another halo, while the second case corresponds to a single halo formed by two identical
dyons. We nd from (7.31) that
Njnj(p; ~r(k); y) =
"
jpjk
1
#
y

"
(jpj   2)(jnej   k) + 2k
1
#
y
; k < jnej=2 ;
Njnj(p; ~r(k); y) =
"
jpnej=2
2
#
y
; k = jnej=2 : (7.65)
Notice that the second factor of the top line has an upper entry that can be negative
when jpj = 1 but is otherwise positive. For a > 0, we have that [a1]y = a(y) and [a2]y =
a(y)a 1(y)=2(y). (The last case actually requires a  2, and vanishes when a = 1.)
If a < 0 then [a1]y =  jaj(y). We examine the case jpj = 1 in some detail and briey
comment on jpj = 2.
In the case jpj = 1 we have
Njnj(1; ~r(k); y) = sgn(3k   jnej)k(y)j3k jnejj(y) ; maxf1; jnej   jnjg  k < jnej=2 ;
Njnj(1; ~r(k); y) =
 jnej
2
(y) jnej
2
 1(y)
2(y)
; k =
jnej
2
> 1 & jnj  jnej
2
;
Njnj(1; ~r(k); y) = 0 ; k =
jnej
2
= 1 : (7.66)
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Note that sgn(0) is to be understood as 0 here. First we observe from the last line that
there are no BPS states with jnej = 2. This can be understood as follows: when jpj = 1,
halo particles in the rst chamber, c1, with h = H() bind in an angular momentum
singlet state. Being fermions, the Pauli Exclusion Principle does not allow for two identical
particles in such a conguration. Next consider jnej = 3. The only possible value of k is
k = 1 but we see that the sgn factor vanishes. Hence there are no states with jnej = 3
either! We can also understand this physically. Such a conguration would correspond to a
halo of a h = H(2) particle bound to an inner core-halo system of a h = H()
particle bound to the core. However this inner system has a net charge (1   12)H  ()
that is parallel to the would-be outer halo particle. Therefore they do not bind.
Next consider jnej = 4. For k = 1 we are in the case of the rst line (7.66), which gives
 1(y)2 =  1, but this is only possible for chambers cjnj with jnj  3. For k = 2 we are
instead in the case of the second line, which gives 1, starting in chamber cjnj with jnj  2.
Hence, with  =  the sign of the electric charge we have

n(1; 2; 4; y) =
(
1 ; n = 2 ;
0 ; otherwise :
(7.67)
As we start out from the middle chamber c0, heading in the direction of cjnj, a single
framed BPS state with f~nm; neg = f2; 4g | an angular momentum singlet | enters the
spectrum in the second chamber, c2, and then leaves after passing to c3. Notice that

(y = 1) always remains nonnegative, consistently with no-exotics. Our results thus far
are also nontrivially consistent with the statements under (7.19). In this example where
jpj = 1 and ~ne = 2, the large X1 asymptotics of the generating function implies that the
rst nonempty chamber cn for n > 0 should be c2, where we should nd a single state with
electric charge ne = 2
2 = 4.
For jnej = 5 we again only have contributions from k = 1; 2, and this time they are
both given by the rst line of (7.66). The k = 1 case is only possible starting in chamber
c4 due to the lower bound, while the k = 2 case starts in chamber c3. The k = 2 case is
a positive contribution of 2(y), while the k = 1 case is a negative contribution of 2(y).
Hence we get an angular momentum doublet state that appears in the third chamber (in
the direction of the sign of the electric charge) and then promptly vanishes in the fourth:

n(1; 2; 5; y) =
(
2(y) = y + y
 1 ; n = 3 ;
0 ; otherwise :
(7.68)
Let's look at one more case, jnej = 6. k can run over 1; 2; 3, but k = 2 gives a
vanishing contribution due to sgn(0) = 0. The k = 1 case is only possible starting in
chamber c5 and gives a negative contribution of  3(y), the character of the triplet or
adjoint representation. Meanwhile the k = 3 contribution comes from the second line
of (7.66), is present starting in chamber c3, and is given by 3(y). Hence

n(1; 2; 6; y) =
(
3(y) = y + 1 + y
 1 ; n = 3; 4 ;
0 ; otherwise :
(7.69)
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Notice how the ne = 4 state remains the unique state in chamber c2, in accord with the
comments under (7.19). The pattern we see is that the negative contributions always start
in later chambers relative to the positive ones (moving outward from c0) so that 
(y = 1)
remains nonnegative in all chambers. No-exotics demands that this be true for all ne,
since 
(y = 1) gives the dimension of the Hilbert space of framed BPS states carrying the
corresponding electromagnetic charge.
The case of jpj = 2 is also interesting, as there is a simplication in the second factor
of the top line of (7.65) such that
Njnj(2; ~r(k); y) =
8<: 2k(y)
2 ; maxf1; jnej   jnjg  k < jnej=2 ;
jnej(y)jnej 1(y)=2(y) ; k = jnej=2 ; & jnj  jnej=2 ;
(7.70)
where again the second case is only possible when ne is even and nonzero. The sum over
k in (7.64) can then be computed straightfowardly. In this case and in general for jpj > 1
we only gain, not lose, halos as we move outward from the chamber c0.
The corresponding moduli spaces M

P = p2H; m = (2  jpj2 )H;X1

of singular
monopoles, denoted henceforth by M(p; ~nm = 2), describe two smooth 't Hooft-Polyakov
monopoles in the presence of the charge p defect, and are fascinating eight-dimensional
hyperkahler manifolds. The jpj = 1 case has been studied in considerable detail by
Dancer [152, 153] and can be identied with the strongly centered moduli space M0 for
SU(3) monopoles with charge m = 2H1 +H2. See [154, 155].
The hypkerkahler quotient ofM(1; 2) by the triholomorphic U(1) corresponding to the
conserved electric charge gives the four-dimensional D1 ALF space. This is a one-parameter
generalization of the Atiyah-Hitchin manifold. Briey, the hyperkahler moment map is a
three-vector that species the position of the center of mass of the two smooth monopoles,
relative to the position of the defect. The parameter of the one-parameter deformation is
the magnitude of this displacement | i.e. the distance of the center of mass of the two
monopole system from the defect. The four-dimensional D1 ALF space (also known as
the Dancer manifold), then describes the motion of the two smooth monopoles, relative
to their xed center of mass. In the limit that the distance from the center of mass to
the defect tends to innity, the Dancer manifold approaches the Atiyah-Hitchin manifold
describing two smooth monopoles in the absence of defects.
This picture generalizes. The hyperkahler quotient of M(p; 2) by its triholomorphic
U(1) yields a partially resolved Djpj ALF space with a Zjpj orbifold singularity. The case
jpj = 2 was described in some detail in [154] as a certain innite mass limit of an m =
H1 + 2H2 + H3 monopole in su(4) gauge theory. See [55, 56] for a construction of Dk
ALF spaces from the point of view of singular monopoles and Nahm data, and [160] for an
explicit construction of their metrics. These spaces also arise in other physical contexts; see
section 5 of [30] for a discussion. There we exhibited an explicit two-parameter family of
spherically symmetric eld congurations, corresponding to the locus ofM(2; 2) describing
congurations in which both smooth monopoles are atop the defect.72
72In fact the monopoles do not have a point-particle interpretation on this locus. Rather the energy
density of the elds is spread on a spherical shell around the defect.
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The results of this section give explicit predictions for the kernel of the G(Y1)-twisted
Dirac operator on all of these spaces. It would be fascinating to try to reproduce some
of these results by direct analysis, especially for the jpj = 1 case of the Dancer manifold,
where the kernel exhibits some rather remarkable structure.
7.5 Electric walls, tropical labels, and magnetic anti-walls
In this section we return to the list of vanilla particles (7.9) and consider the case of the
vector multiplets, h = . These have nonzero pairing with the pure 't Hooft defect,
c =   jpj2 H, and so the walls are dened by  1Z 2 R , leading to73
cW (+) = f(u; ) j h;X1i = 0 ; h;Y1i < 0g ;cW ( ) = f(u; ) j h;X1i = 0 ; h;Y1i > 0g : (7.71)
We will conne our attention here to the fate of the pure 't Hooft defect as we approachcW (+) from the side h;X1i > 0. We know that the pure 't Hooft defect does not bind
to a purely electric particle, and hence we are crossing from an unstable region to a stable
one. But what is the new bound state on the other side of the wall?
In order to answer this question it is important to rst realize that the new state will
not carry the magnetic charge of a pure't Hooft defect | indeed it cannot: the semiclassical
analysis demonstrates that purely electric particles do not bind to the pure 't Hooft defect
in any (weak coupling) chamber. The asymptotic magnetic charge of the state does not
change, as the binding particle does not carry magnetic charge. Rather, it is our designation
of which asymptotic magnetic charge corresponds to the `pure 't Hooft defect' state that
changes when h;X1i goes from positive to negative: our denition of positive root changes
and hence the relative magnetic charge, which depends on choosing the representative of P
in the anti-fundamental Weyl chamber, changes. If the relative magnetic charge vanished
when h;X1i > 0, then it will be ~m = jpjH when h;X1i < 0, after crossing the wall.
The IR charge label that we associate to the pure 't Hooft defect is an example of a
tropical label, as dened in [8] and elaborated on in [20]. The pure 't Hooft defect state
is the vacuum state of the theory in the presence of the UV line defect, and so dominates
the asymptotics of the line defect vevs discussed in [8]. It was argued there that the label
should change along BPS anti-walls, dened by
|W () := (u; ) j  1Z(u) 2  iR+	 ; (7.72)
where  = 2   1, with 1(2) the label before(after) crossing the anti-wall.74 Now we
observe that the electric wall cW (+) coincides with magnetic anti-walls, |W (sH), for any
s 2 N. Meanwhile the asymptotic charge label goes from 1 =   jpj2 H to 2 = + jpj2 H.
This is consistent with crossing the magnetic anti-wall corresponding to s = jpj.
73We restrict ourselves to the regime described around (5.60) for large t, where we see that the sign of
Re( 1Z(u)) = h; Re( 1a(u))i is the same as the sign of h;Y1i when X1 = 0.
74We drop the condition in [8] that  be a populated charge in the vanilla spectrum; this is appropriate
when the line defect under consideration is `simple', which here corresponds to the case jpj = 1.
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Thus let us return to the fate of the pure 't Hooft defect as we cross the wall. Since the
asymptotic magnetic charge does not change, it is not a pure 't Hooft defect on the other
side. Rather, since the relative magnetic charge is jpjH, we are dealing with a bound
state of jpj smooth monopoles and one W -boson to the pure 't Hooft defect. In the special
case jpj = 1 we can identify the bound state precisely. It is the zero mode of the G-twisted
Dirac operator on Taub-NUT space with electric charge  (corresponding to  =  1=2
in the language of appendix G) and hence angular momentum j = 0. The fact that the
new bound state is an angular momentum singlet is consistent with e.g. the primitive wall
crossing formula. The halo particle (W -boson) had no internal degeneracy and its charge
pairing with the pure 't Hooft defect gives h; 12Hi =  1. Hence the pure 't Hooft
defect becomes a bound state of a dyon with the pure 't Hooft defect upon crossing the
wall cW ().
What state, then, becomes the pure 't Hooft defect? Clearly it is the reverse process.
Start at h;X1i > 0 with the e =  angular momentum singlet state on Taub-NUT,
corresponding to jpj = 1 and asymptotic magnetic charge m = +12H. Now the pairing of
h =  with the charge of this state has the same magnitude but opposite sign. Hence we
are losing a halo. When we cross the wall two things happen: the bound state radius of
the W -boson goes to innity and it unbinds, and the magnetic charge + 12H becomes that
of the pure 't Hooft defect. The smooth monopole that accounted for the initially nonzero
relative magnetic charge is swallowed by the defect.
The process of creating or destroying smooth monopoles when the wall h;X1i is
crossed was described in detail from a D-brane perspective in [76], where we dubbed it
monopole extraction. The wall crossing of the framed BPS states just described is the
semiclassical analog of that classical process. This makes it clear that monopole extraction
is a physically distinct process from monopole bubbling. Monopole extraction corresponds
to wall crossing on the Coulomb branch of the supersymmetric gauge theory in the presence
of a xed UV line defect, while monopole bubbling corresponds to a process in which the
UV defect itself is changed.
8 Further Directions
In conclusion, we mention here some potentially interesting future directions.
We have made a number of statements about the L2-kernel of Dirac-like operators on
monopole moduli spaces. Some of these such as the chiral nature of the kernel, and the
wall crossing behavior are rather general. It would be gratifying if these properties could
be conrmed using rigorous mathematical arguments. For example, it is heuristically clear
that on the walls of stability the Dirac-like operators fail to be Fredholm because a gap
between the boundstate and the continuum closes. It would be nice to verify this in more
detail. We have also made a number of specic claims regarding the dimensions of the
L2-kernels on certain moduli spaces of arbitrarily high dimension. It seems challenging to
verify these statements using standard mathematical techniques.
As far as we are aware, standard index theorems do not apply to the Dirac-like opera-
tors we have been discussing, although special cases have been discussed in [45]. Neverthe-
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less, a physical argument suggests that the dimensions of the kernels of Dirac-like operators
should be expressible as integrals of characteristic classes over the monopole moduli spaces
for the following reason. We consider the path integral of the N = 2 supersymmetric
Yang-Mills theory on R3  S1 with a supersymmetric Wilson-'t Hooft operator wrapping
the circle. On the one hand, given its relation to topological eld theory [161] one expects
that the path integral will localize to an integral of characteristic classes on the moduli
space of periodic instantons. On the other hand, the \Darboux expansion" described in [8]
together with the results of the present paper show that these integrals of characteristic
classes should give the dimension (and spin character) of the kernel of the Dirac operator.
Another future direction is to use the results of [22, 23, 26, 28] to generalize our
equations (4.119), (4.148) and their wall crossing properties to general supersymmetric
Yang-Mills theory coupled to hypermultiplet matter in the presence of general 't Hooft-
Wilson lines. We expect the generalization to be straightforward but there are certainly
many nontrivial details. These are currently being worked out in [29].
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A N = 2 supersymmetry: notation and conventions
We study N = 2, d = 4 SYM with gauge group G and no hypermultiplets. The fermionic
completion of the bosonic action (2.1) is
S =   1
g20
Z
d4xTr

1
2
FF
 +D'D
'   i AD A + i AD A
+iAB A[ B; '] + iAB 
A[ B; ']  1
4
[';']2

+
0
82
Z
TrF ^ F + Sdef
 Svan + Sdef : (A.1)
Here Svan is the ordinary \vanilla" N = 2 action in the absence of defects while Sdef
contains the additional terms to be studied in appendix B. The two fermi kinetic terms
are the same up to a boundary term, however on a manifold with boundary this makes
a dierence and it is (A.1) that is real. Our conventions follow Bagger and Wess [162]
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with regards to the Lorentz structure of the anti-commuting spinors, the -matrices, and
canonical index placement. We do however use a dierent orientation, 0123 = 1 , so that
for us  =   i2 .
Due to the presence of an SU(2)R symmetry the Weyl spinors appearing in (A.1), (A.4)
are furthermore valued in the fundamental SU(2) representation:  (x); (x) 2 S+ 
 C2 

g, with S+ the space of positive chirality Weyl fermions. As the SU(2)R will play an
important role in this paper we will almost always make it manifest by explicitly writing its
representation index, for which we use capital Latin script, e.g.  A; A. We take the SU(2)R
to be generated by (  i2 times) the three Pauli matrices (r)AB. One can consistently extend
the complex conjugation rules of [162] to the spinor doublets as follows
( A)
 =   A_ ; ( A) =   _A ; ( A ) =  _A ; ( A) =  _A : (A.2)
An antisymmetric  tensor is introduced for each type of index and can be used to
raise or lower it. Our conventions on all  tensors will be 12 =  12 = 1; explicitly we have
  =  
 ;  _ =  _ _ 
_ ;  A = AB 
B ;  A = AB 
B : (A.3)
The vanilla action Svan of (A.1) is invariant under the supersymmetry transformations
' =   2A A ; ' = 2A A ;
A =   A A + A A ;
 A =   iAF + iAD'+ i
2
A[';'] ;
 
A = iAF   iAD'+ i
2
A[';'] ; (A.4)
up to boundary terms. Specically, allowing for a spatially varying susy parameter as well,
a tedious but straightforward computation leads to
Svan =
Z
d4x

(@A)S
A   (@A)SA + @
 
ABA   ABA
	
; (A.5)
where the supercurrent SA is given by
SA :=
1
g20
Tr

2

F   i
2
F

() _ 
_A
+ 2


 + 2()


 AD'+ (
) _ 
_A[';']

; (A.6)
up to possible improvement terms of the form @X [] that will not concern us. Meanwhile
the boundary current is given by
BA :=
1
g20
Tr

F   0g
2
0
82
F +
i
2
F

() _ 
_A
  () AD' 
1
2
() _ 
_A[';']

: (A.7)
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In the absence of defects, the standard asymptotic fallo conditions ensure that the
boundary term of (A.5), associated with the two-sphere at spatial innity, vanishes. Thus
one nds that the action is invariant under rigid N = 2 supersymmetry. The spatial
integrals of the time components of the supercurrents give the eld representation of the
supercharges,
QA =
2
g20
Z
d3xTr

(Ei + iBi)(
i) _ 
_A    AD0'+ (0i) ADi'
+
1
2
(0) _ 
_A[';']

; (A.8)
This expression can be used to compute the canonical bracket of two supercharges as
in [163]. Setting fQA ; QB g+ = 2ABZ, one obtains the classical central charge
Zcl =
2
g20
Z
d3x@i Tr f( Ei + iBi)'g ; (A.9)
which reduces to a boundary contribution from the asymptotic two-sphere.
A.1 Real variables and R supersymmetries
We will call a Dirac spinor  = (; 
_)T a Majorana spinor if it satises the reality con-
dition
 = 0 : (A.10)
Recall that in four dimensions there are no nontrivial Majorana-Weyl spinors, as the con-
dition  = 0 implies that  = (0 ) =  0 =   . However, as the fermions
appearing in the N = 2 theory all come in SU(2)R doublets, we can use this to dene a
symplectic-Majorana-Weyl condition:
A = 0A : (A.11)
Note that this has non-zero solutions as A = AB(B). We will denote the space of
symplectic-Majorana-Weyl spinors as
S+smw =

 2 S+ 
 C2 jA = 0A	 : (A.12)
The following change of variables is often employed:
' = (Y + iX) ;  A = 
1
2 (A + iA) ;  A =  
1
20(A   iA) ; (A.13)
where A; A 2 S+smw are symplectic-Majorana-Weyl spinors. In terms of these variables
the vanilla action takes the form
Svan =   1
g20
Z
d4xTr

1
2
FF
 +DXD
X +DY D
Y + [X;Y ]2
+ 2iAD0A + 2i
AD0A + 2
A0iDiA   2A0iDiA
  2i  A[Y; A]  A[Y; A]+ 2i  A[X;A] + A[X; A]
+
0
82
Z
TrF ^ F : (A.14)
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We dene the supersymmetry generators, corresponding to the transformations (A.4),
through their action on the elds as
 := [QA
A +QAA;] ; (A.15)
Line defects of type  should preserve the RA supersymmetries, (2.8), while the orthogonal
linear combinations, T A , (2.20), are broken.
We split the complex supersymmetry parameter  and into two symplectic-Majorana-
Weyl components, "; :
A = 
1
2 ("A + iA) : (A.16)
From this and (2.21) it follows that (A.15) can be written as
 =  

AT A;

+

"ARA;
  " +  : (A.17)
Hence A generates the T A supersymmetries while "A generates the R-supersymmetries.
More explicitly, using (A.16) and the eld redenitions (A.13) in the variations (A.4), one
nds that the action on the elds is
"X = 2i"A
A (A.18)
"Y =  2i"AA (A.19)
"A0 =  2i"AA (A.20)
"Ai = 2"A
0i
A (A.21)
"
A =
 (D0X   [Y;X]) + i(Ei  DiY )0i "A (A.22)
"
A =

D0Y + i(Bi  DiX)0i

"A (A.23)
X =  2iAA (A.24)
Y =  2iAA (A.25)
A0 = 2iA
A (A.26)
Ai = 2A
0i
A (A.27)

A =

D0Y   i(Bi +DiX)0i

A (A.28)

A =

D0X + [Y;X] + i(Ei +DiY )
0i

A (A.29)
The conditions for the invariance of a eld conguration under R-supersymmetry, i.e.
the R-xed point equations, are simply " = 0. In the case of a purely bosonic eld
conguration only the variations (A.22), (A.23) are nontrivial. The condition for them to
vanish is equivalent to the BPS equations (3.17).
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B Defects and boundaries
B.1 UV defects and boundary terms
The variation of the vanilla action Svan leads to terms proportional to the equations of
motion plus a set of boundary terms. The equations of motion are
0 = DF   1
2
[';D']  1
2
[';D']  i[ A;  A] ;
0 = DD
'  i[ A;  A]  1
2
['; [';']] ;
0 = D A + [';  A] : (B.1)
When they are satised the variation reduces to
Svan =   1
g20
Z
d4x@i Tr

A

2F i   g
2
00
82
iF

+ 'Di'+ 'Di'  i Ai A + i( A)i A

=
1
g20
Z
d4x@i Tr

A0

2Ei +
g200
42
Bi

+ Aj

 2Fij + g
2
00
42
ijkE
k

  2XDiX   2Y DiY + i Ai A   i( A)i A

: (B.2)
Here we have assumed that the elds satisfy Dirichlet conditions on the spacelike boundaries
at t = 1 and therefore have restricted attention to the timelike boundaries of the form
Rt @U , where U = R3 n f~xngNtn=1. @U consists of the asymptotic two-sphere S21 at spatial
innity and innitesimal two-spheres S2"n of radius "n around each ~xn. Let us focus on the
innitesimal two-spheres.
We want to impose boundary conditions consistent with the insertion of an 't Hooft
defect. These should include 1=r2n singularities in Bi and DiX. The A0 term in (B.2)
suggests a corresponding singularity in the E-eld when 0 6= 0, and this is consistent with
expectations from the Witten eect for line defects [4, 59, 164]. Then, having boundary
conditions that are consistent with some supersymmetry will require a singularity in Y as
well. Hence our defect boundary conditions are taken to be
Bi =
P
2r2n
r^in +O(r
 2+
n ) ; X =  
P
2rn
+O(r 1+n ) ;
Ei =   0g
2
0
82
 P
2r2n
r^in +O(r
 2+
n ) ; Y =
0g
2
0
82
 P
2rn
+O(r 1+n ) ; (B.3)
as rn  j~x ~xnj ! 0, where  > 0 is to be determined. Since P is assumed time independent,
these magnetic and electric elds correspond to a gauge eld of the form
A =
P
2
(1  cos n)dn + g
2
00
82
 P
2rn
dt+O(r 1+) : (B.4)
We also assume that the fermions  A = O(r
 1+
n ), which we will show is consistent with
the equations of motion.  controls the subleading behavior of the elds in the vicinity of
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the defect and the leading behavior of their variations, A; X; Y . Hence we see there
are terms in (B.2) that behave as O(" 3+n ) on the innitesimal two-sphere S2"n , diverging
as "n ! 0 even for  = 1.
These divergences must be canceled by the variation of the defect action in order for
the boundary conditions (B.3) to be consistent with the variational principle. In [30], where
we studied the truncation of the above theory to Yang-Mills-Higgs theory with a real scalar
X and 0 = 0, we showed that there is a natural choice for the defect action such that its
variation cancels these divergences. Furthermore this action leads to an energy functional
that is nite in the presence of defects and satises the standard Bogomolny bound. The
generalization to the full N = 2 theory is
Sdef =   2
g20
Z
dt
X
n
Z
S2"n
d2
nr
2
nr^
i
n Tr fEiY +BiXg ; (B.5)
the variation of which takes the form
Sdef =   2
g20
Z
dt
X
n
Z
S2"n
d2
nr
2
nr^
i
n Tr
n
Y Ei + EiY + A
jijkD
kX +BiX
o
: (B.6)
Here we have used that Bi = ijkD
jAk involves only tangential derivatives and thus can
be integrated by parts. However Ei = DiA0  D0Ai involves a normal derivative and
must be treated as an independent variation on the boundary.
We assume standard fallo conditions for the elds as j~xj ! 1, such that the asymp-
totic two-sphere does not contribute to the variation. Then, combining (B.2) with (B.6),
we have
S =
2
g20
Z
dt
X
n
Z
S2"n
d2
nr
2
nr^
i
n Tr

  A0

Ei +
g200
82
Bi

  EiY   g
2
00
82
AjijkE
k
+ Aj(Fij   ijkDkX) + X(DiX  Bi) + Y (DiY   Ei)
  i
2
 
 Ai A   ( A)i A

: (B.7)
For the last term in the rst line we use that Ek = DkY + O(" 2+n ), and integrate by
parts to write
  EiY   g
2
00
82
AjijkE
k =  Y

Ei +
g200
82
Bi

+O(" 3+2n ) : (B.8)
We then make this replacement in (B.7). Now, given (B.3), we have that all the other terms
of S naively go as O(" 3+2n ; "
 5=2+
n ). Hence we would have concluded that any  >
1
2
will lead to a consistent variational principle; i.e. S = 0 on a solution to the equations of
motion. However the right-hand side of (B.8) is still naively O(" 3+), which would seem
to require  > 1.
As we discussed in [30], there are explicit constructions of singular monopole solutions
where the subleading behavior of the gauge and Higgs eld is O(r
 1=2
n ), corresponding
to the value  = 12 . It is important for the consistency of these solutions that  =
1
2
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be an admissible value. In [30] we demonstrated that any solution to the second order
equations of motion, satisfying the defect boundary conditions, also solves the rst order
BPS equations at the rst subleading order. In other words, although (B.3) only implies
Bi DiX = O(" 2+n ), any solution to the equations of motion will in fact have Bi DiX =
O(" 2++0n ) for some 0 > 0. Clearly we need a generalization of this argument here, which
also reduces the naive degree of divergence from (B.8) suciently.
For completeness we provide this argument in the subsection below; it relies on some
details that were worked out in [30]. The main result can be summarized as follows.
The equations of motion (B.1) together with the defect boundary conditions (B.3) imply
that the strongest possible subleading behavior of the elds corresponds to  = 12 and
furthermore that
Bi  DiX = O(" 1=2n ) ; Ei  DiY = O(" 1=2n ) ; Ei +
0g
2
0
82
Bi = O("
 1=2
n ) ; (B.9)
rather than the naive O("
 3=2
n ) as follows from (B.3) alone. These conditions are sucient
to ensure consistency of the variational principle when  = 12 .
B.2 Admissibility of defects with r 1=2 subleading behavior
The idea is to analyze the equations of motion perturbatively in the distance from the
defect to determine if the rst subleading terms near the defect automatically satisfy the
same boundary condition that the leading terms do. For this analysis it is convenient to use
the variables (A.13). Now we introduce the following notation. Dene AM  (A; X; Y ),
thinking of X;Y as the fourth and fth components of a 6D gauge eld. All elds will
be independent of these extra coordinates, so D4 = ad(X) and D5 = ad(Y ). We also
denote the rst four spatial directions by an index a; b; : : :, so AM = (A0; Aa; Y ). We
dene Euclidean sigma matrices a; a
(a)
 =

(0i)

; i


; (a)
 =

(0i)

; i

; (B.10)
so that a = (~; i1), a = (~; i1). Then one may show that the action (A.14) takes
the form
Svan =   1
g20
Z
d4xTr

1
2
FMNF
MN + 2iA (D0A + [Y; A])
+ 2iA (D0A   [Y; A]) + 2AaDaA   2AaDaA

+
0
82
Z
TrF ^ F ; (B.11)
which is more suitable for the linearized analysis to follow. The 0 term can be ignored in
this subsection as it plays no role in the analysis of the equations of motion.
We analyze the equations of motion around a particular defect and choose our coor-
dinate system so that this defect is located at ~x = 0. Thus we expand around a bosonic
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background ~AM , where we take
~A0 =
g200
82
 P
2r
; ~Ai =
P
2
(1  cos )di ;
~X =   P
2r
; ~Y =
g200
82
 P
2r
; (B.12)
which is a (Cartan-valued) exact solution to the equations of motion, satisfying the defect
boundary conditions. We write
AM = ~AM + AM ; 
A = A ; A = A : (B.13)
where we assume that AM ; ;  = O(r
 1+). By analyzing the equations below we will
see if this is a consistent assumption and if so, determine .
We want to determine what the equations of motion imply for the leading order behav-
ior of the uctuations. For this it is sucient to obtain the equations of motion linearized
in the uctuation elds. Choosing the background Lorentz gauge,
~DMAM = 0 ; (B.14)
one gets the standard form of the linearized gauge equation together with the Fermi
equations:
(MN ~D
P ~DP + 2 ad( ~FMN ))A
N = O(fermi2) ;
i( ~D0A   [ ~Y ; A]) + a ~DaA = 0 ;
i( ~D0A + [ ~Y ; A])  a ~DaA = 0 ; (B.15)
where we neglected the fermi-squared terms in the bosonic equation since they are second
order in uctuations (and hence we will see from analyzing the fermi equations that they
are suppressed relative to the other terms in the bosonic equation).
Let us begin with the  equation. Noting that ~A0 = ~Y we have
i@0A + 
a ~DaA = 0 : (B.16)
Under our assumption ;  = O(r 1+), we see that the @0A term is suppressed relative
to the remaining terms at small r, since the background ~Aa goes as O(1=r). Hence, in
order to obtain the leading order behavior of A we can drop this term so that
a ~DaA = O(r
 1+) ; (B.17)
where the terms on the left are O(r 2+). Thus, at leading order, nontrivial A sit in
the kernel of the Dirac operator a ~Da. This is exactly the operator we analyzed in the
section 4 of [30]. If we make a root expansion, A = 
()
A E in the Lie algebra, then the
leading behavior of the components are r 1+jpj=2 where p = h; P i. Hence for any 
such that h; P i = 1 we can have r 1=2 behavior, and this is the strongest possible. Thus
we learn  = 1=2.
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Now we can plug the leading order  solution into the  equation. In the  equation
~A0 and ~Y add so that
a ~DaA = i[ ~A0 + ~Y ; A] +O(r
 1+) ; (B.18)
where we dropped the subleading @0A. Given a specic A we can solve this inhomoge-
neous equation. We also know that the kernel of a ~Da is trivial, so there is a unique solution
for a given A. The leading-r behaviors of both sides match up if we take  = O(r
 1=2),
which is consistent with our assumption.
This means that the O(fermi2) terms in the bosonic equation are O(r 1) and this is
indeed subleading to the terms we have kept. Writing out the bosonic equations, we rst
note that
~DP ~DP =   ~D20 + ~Da ~Da + ad( ~Y )2
=   @20   @0  ad( ~A0)  ad( ~A0)  @0 + ~Da ~Da
= ~Da ~Da +O(r
 1) ; (B.19)
where the ad( ~A0)
2 term canceled against the ad( ~Y )2 term, and the terms involving time
derivatives are subleading to ~Da ~Da. We also have that
~F04 = ~D0 ~X = 0 ; ~F05 = ~D0 ~Y = 0 ; ~F45 = [ ~X; ~Y ] = 0 ; ~Fi5 = ~Di ~Y = ~Ei :
(B.20)
Then the A0 equation is
~Da ~DaA0 + 2 ad( ~F0i)A
i = O(r 2+) ) ~Da ~DaA0 = 2[ ~Ei; Ai] +O(r 2+) ; (B.21)
while the Y equation is
~Da ~DaY   2 ad( ~Ei)Ai = O(r 2+) ) ~Da ~DaY = 2[ ~Ei; Ai] +O(r 2+) : (B.22)
We also get O(r 2+2) terms from the fermi terms but this is subleading to the O(r 2+)
that we have displayed. Notice that these two equations are identical to the order displayed.
Taking the dierence,
~Da ~Da(A0   Y ) = O(r 2+) : (B.23)
Thus either A0   Y is annihilated by ~Da ~Da or else is O(r). (The kernel of ~Da ~Da
is trivial when acting on L2 sections, but we are doing an innitesimal analysis around
r = 0 and cannot make any assumptions about the large r asymptotics of AM .) Using
the explicit background (B.12), it is straightforward to nd the general set of solutions to
~Da ~Daf = 0 ; (B.24)
for an adjoint-valued section f . For the Cartan components of f this equation reduces to
@i@if = 0 and the leading admissible behavior is O(1). For the components along root
directions E, we use [P;E] =  ih; P iE   ipE and nd that the general form of
the solution is
f = eip=2
X
j;m
aj;mr
jdjp=2;m()e
im ; (B.25)
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where the aj;m are constants, j starts at jpj=2 and increases in integer steps, m runs
from  j to j in integer steps, and djm0;m is a Wigner little d function. The  corresponds
to the northern/southern patch of the two-sphere and is correlated with the sign in the
background gauge eld ~Ai. This solution applies equally well for the Cartan components
of f , provided we set p = 0, and this conrms that the leading behavior of f in this case
is constant. Meanwhile, the leading behavior of the root components is O(rjpj=2), which
is at least O(r1=2). Applying this result to f = A0   Y we have that
A0   Y = (Cartan-valued) O(1) +O(r; r1=2) : (B.26)
Note that the background covariant derivative of the Cartan-valued constant vanishes, and
thus taking ~Di of both sides we conclude
Ei  DiY = O(r 1+; r 1=2) : (B.27)
Then consider the Ab equations:
( ~Dc ~Dc +O(r
 1))Ai + 2 ad( ~Fi0)A0 + 2 ad( ~Fib)Ab + 2 ad( ~Fi5)Y = O(r 2+2)
) ~Dc ~DcAi + 2 ad( ~Fib)Ab + 2 ad( ~Ei)(Y   A0) = O(r 2+)
) ~Dc ~DcAi + 2 ad( ~Fib)Ab = O(r 2+) ; (B.28)
and
( ~Dc ~Dc +O(r
 1))X + 2 ad( ~F4b)Ab = O(r 2+2)
) ~Dc ~DcX + 2 ad( ~F4b)Ab = O(r 2+) ; (B.29)
or combining,
(ab ~D
c ~Dc + 2 ad( ~Fab))A
b = O(r 2+) : (B.30)
This leading order equation is identical to the leading order equation we found in our
analysis of Yang-Mills-Higgs theory [30] | notice the crucial cancellation between the
Y and A0 terms in the Ai equation. As we showed there, the kernel of the operator
ab ~D
c ~Dc + 2 ad( ~Fab) agrees with the kernel of the operator obtained by combining the
Bogomolny equation with the gauge-orthogonality constraint, ~DaAa = 0. Fortunately this
gauge orthogonality constraint is consistent with our Lorentz gauge condition at leading
order, using that ~A0 = ~Y and (B.27):
~DMAM =  @0A0   [ ~A0; A0] + ~DaAa + [ ~Y ; Y ] = 0
) ~DaAa = O(r 1+) : (B.31)
Hence the leading order behavior of Ab as determined from (B.30) must be the same
as the leading order behavior of the tangent vectors to monopole moduli space, and we
know that the strongest possible behavior of these is O(r 1=2) which occurs for Lie algebra
components along E such that jh; P ij = 1. Hence we have found that  = 1=2 for the
bosons as well.
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Since r = 0 is a regular singular point of the dierential equation determining
Aa, (B.30), subleading corrections go as O(r
 1=2+n) for integer n. Furthermore, given
that the unknown terms in (B.30) are suppressed by one power of r, it follows that Ab
will dier from the BPS quantity by terms of O(r). Hence,
Bi  DiX = O(r 1=2) ; (B.32)
on any solution to the second-order equations satisfying the defect boundary conditions,
instead of the naive O(r 3=2).
Finally observe the following. The X equation can be rewritten as
~Dc ~DcX   2 ad( ~Di ~X)Ai = O(r 3=2)
) ~Dc ~DcX = 2[ ~Bi; Ai] +O(r 3=2) ; (B.33)
while the Y equation is
~Dc ~DcY = 2[ ~Ei; A
i] +O(r 3=2) =  0g
2
0
82
 2[ ~Bi; Ai] +O(r 3=2) : (B.34)
Hence,
~Da ~Da

0g
2
0
82
X + Y

= O(r 3=2) : (B.35)
By the same arguments that led to (B.26) we conclude that
Y +
0g
2
0
82
X = (Cartan-valued) O(1) +O(r1=2) : (B.36)
Taking ~Di derivatives of both sides, and making use of (B.27) and (B.32), we learn that
Ei =  0g
2
0
82
Bi +O(r
 1=2) ; (B.37)
on any solution to the equations of motion satisfying defect boundary condi-
tions. (B.27), (B.32), and (B.37) establish (B.9).
Finally, let us note that we could have started with the general eigenvalue equations
in (B.15) rather than specializing to the zero eigenvalue case, and the analysis resulting
in (B.9) would go through just the same. The reason is that the eigenvalue term is never
more divergent than the terms we kept track of. This shows that the enhanced defect
boundary conditions (B.9) hold for any eld uctuations around a background satisfying
the line defect boundary conditions (2.13). In other words, (B.9) hold o shell. This will be
important for the demonstration of supersymmetry invariance in the following subsection.
B.3 Invariance of the vanilla plus defect action under R-supersymmetry
In the presence of defects the boundary terms of (A.5) are divergent on the innitesimal
two-spheres, S2"n , and therefore the vanilla action Svan is not invariant under any super-
symmetry. It is a nontrivial check of our proposed defect action, (B.5), that once included,
the total action is invariant under a subset of the original supersymmetry. This subset
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should be the supersymmetries generated by the R-supercharges, (2.8). In order to check
this it is useful to describe the supersymmetry transformations in terms of the R and T
supersymmetries directly.
Consider the variation of the full vanilla plus defect action, S = Svan + Sdef , with Sdef
given by (B.5). Under rigid supersymmetry we have
S =  
Z
dt
X
n
Z
S2"n
d2
nr
2
nr^
i
n

ABAi   A BiA +
2
g20
 Tr(EiY +BiX)

: (B.38)
First we express the terms coming from Svan in terms of the supersymmetry parameters
"; , and the eld variables (A.13). Plugging these relations into (A.7) we nd, after some
algebra,
g20
2
 
ABAi   A BiA

=
= "A Tr

 i

Ei +
0g
2
0
42
Bi  DiY

+

ijk(E
k  DkY )  ij(D0X   [Y;X])

j0

A
+

 i(Bi +DiX) +

ijk

DkX +Bk   0g
2
0
42
Ek

+ ijD0Y

j0

A

+ A Tr

i( Bi +DiX) +

ijk

Bk   0g
2
0
42
Ek  DkX

  iijD0Y

j0

A
+

i

Ei+
0g
2
0
42
Bi+DiY

 

ijk(E
k+DkY )+ij(D0X+[Y;X])

j0

A

:
(B.39)
This is the exact bulk variation. Some terms can be canceled provided we make
use of both (2.13) and (B.9). Above we argued that (B.9) hold for a complete basis of
eld uctuations around any background satisfying (2.13). Therefore they can be used in
checking supersymmetry, which should hold o shell. Then there are some cancelations
and we nd
ABAi   A BiA =
=
2
g20
"A Tr

  i0g
2
0
42
Bi
A +

 2iBi + ijk

2DkX   0g
2
0
42
Ek

j0

A

+
2
g20
A Tr

  0g
2
0
42
ijkE
kj0A  

2ijkD
kY + 2ij [Y;X]

j0A

+O(r 3=2) :
(B.40)
Next we consider the variation of the defect action (B.5). In order to take the variation
of the E-eld, which involves a normal derivative, we use the fact that (B.9) implies that
the rst subleading behavior of Ei is related to that of Bi. This means that the variations
agree at leading order:
Ei =  0g
2
0
82
Bi +O(r
 1=2) : (B.41)
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Since the leading behavior of Y is O(r 1), the corrections to this relation can be neglected.
Thus we have
 Tr (EiY +BiX) = Tr

Bi

X   0g
2
0
82
Y

+ EiY +BiX

+O(r 3=2) (B.42)
To compute the variations we work directly with " and . These have been dened
(see discussion around (A.17)) so that  = " + , and the ";  variations of all of the
elds have been obtained in (A.18){(A.29). Using these we nd
 Tr (EiY +BiX) = "A Tr

 ijk

2DkX   0g
2
0
42
DkY

j0A   2iEiA + 2iBiA

+ A Tr

 ijk

2DkX   0g
2
0
42
DkY

j0A   2iEiA   2iBiA

+O(r 3=2) : (B.43)
All of the displayed terms can be either nite or divergent and must be kept. Adding 2=g20
times this result to (B.40) we nd
ABAi   A BiA +
2
g20
 Tr (EiY +BiX) =
=   4
g20
A Tr
h
Bi   ijkDkXj0
i
A +
h
iEi + (ijkD
kY + ij [Y;X])
j0
i
A

+O(r 3=2) ; (B.44)
where we again used the enhanced boundary conditions (B.9). All terms proportional to "A
have canceled out in a very nontrivial fashion. However, the remaining terms proportional
to A are clearly divergent and/or nite. Hence the total vanilla plus defect action is
invariant under the R-supersymmetries, but not the T -supersymmetries,
"S = 0 ; S 6= 0 ; (B.45)
provided we impose the boundary conditions (2.13) and (B.9).
B.4 IR defects and boundary terms
In this subsection we show that the low energy eective action, SSW =
R
d4xLSW, (2.30),
should be supplemented by the boundary terms (2.43) in the presence of IR line defects.
Given the previous analysis we do not expect the fermions to play a role in the discussion,
so we restrict ourselves to the bosonic degrees of freedom. Then, on a solution to the
equations of motion, the variation of SSW restricts to the following set of boundary terms:
SbosSW

on-shell
=   1
4
Z
d4x@

Im(IJ)
 
@a
IaJ + @a
IaJ

+
 
2 Im(IJ)F
I
   Re(IJ)F I

AJ

: (B.46)
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For static congurations the contributions from t = 1 cancel and we only need to worry
about the timelike boundaries Rt  S21 and Rt  S2"n . Thus we have
SbosSW

on-shell
=
1
4
Z
dt
 
lim
r!1
Z
S21
d
r2r^i  
X
n
Z
S2"n
d
n"
2
nr^
i
n
!



  Im(IJ)(@iaIaJ + @iaIaJ)  2( Im(IJ)EIi + Re(IJ)BIi )A0J
+ 2ijk

  Im(IJ)BkI + Re(IJ)EkI

AjJ

: (B.47)
Note in the last line that Re(IJ)E
kI   Im(IJ)BkI = Re

IJ(E
kI + iBkI)

.
The boundary term from the asymptotic two-sphere will vanish provided that the
variations of the elds go to zero as r = j~xj ! 1, and this is consistent with the asymptotic
boundary conditions we wish to impose on the elds. The boundary terms from the
innitesimal two-spheres, however, need not vanish when we plug in the behavior of the
elds on the dyon solution. In particular, @ia;Ei; Bi all go as "
 2
n , so in order for these
terms to vanish one would have to impose that the eld variations go to zero as j~x ~xnj ! 0.
This is an unreasonable restriction on the space of eld congurations. Hence we require
a boundary action whose variation will cancel these terms.
The ansatz for our IR defect action is (2.43):
SIRdef =
1
2
X
n
Z
dt
Z
S2"n

Re

 1(F IaD;I +GIaI)
  1
2
q
(n)
I A
I
0d
n

: (B.48)
Let SIR = SSW +S
IR
def . Then we immediately note that the A0 term in the boundary action
is precisely what is required to kill the A0 term in the variation:
SIR =
X
n
1
2
Z
dt
Z
S2"n
d
n"
2
nr^
i
n

Im(IJ)E
J
i + Re(IJ)B
J
i + q
(n)
I
r^(n)i
2"2n

A0I +   
(B.49)
The leading behavior at the singularity cancels among the three terms, using (2.41).75
Actually, in order to conclude that this term vanishes we need to know that the sublead-
ing behavior of the quantities in curly brackets times the leading behavior of the variation
A0 is less divergent than " 2n as "n ! 0. In the non-Abelian case we had to work hard
for this because we allowed for the possibility that the subleading behavior of Ei; Bi is
O("
 3=2
n ) and that of A0 is O("
 1=2
n ). The reason this was necessary can be traced to the
behavior of the zero mode uctuations around the line defect background elds which can
be O("
 1=2
n ). Here, the elds are Abelian and there are no zero modes. This means that
any solution to the equations of motion will agree with the form of the dyon solution in
the vicinity of the defect, up to regular, e.g. O(1), corrections. Hence it is consistent to
take the variations of the elds to be O(1) in the vicinity of the defect and then it follows,
in particular, that (B.49) vanishes.
75Here we are using the fact that the variation of the other boundary terms cannot contain A0. The
reason is that these boundary terms depend on the eldstrengths, and Ei in an independent variation from
A0 as Ei and A0 are related by a normal derivative to the boundary.
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In fact we will be slightly more general and allow for eld variations that diverge
logarithmically, A; a; a  log("n). The reason for this is the following. From the
dyon solution, we see that the E-eld, and hence the real part of @i(
 1a), involves IJ .
Now, as ~x ! ~xn, aI is diverging and this corresponds to going far out on the Coulomb
branch to the weak coupling region. There we know that the one-loop part of IJ gives
the leading behavior, and this is logarithmic in aI , and hence logarithmic in "n = j~x  ~xnj.
(The instanton corrections go to zero with power-law behavior). It follows that the leading
behavior of the elds A; a may be either O("
 1
n ) or O("
 1
n  log "n), and hence we should
allow for variations which are O(1) or O(log "n). This does not aect our conclusion
that (B.49) vanishes as "n ! 0.
Now let us consider the variation of the remaining terms of SIRdef . We haveZ
S2"n
(F IaD;I +GIa
I) =
Z
S2"n
d
n"
2
nr^
i
n  

BIi aD;I   ( Im(IJ)EIi + Re(IJ)BIi )aJ
	
=
Z
S2"n
d
n"
2
nr^
i
n
n
BIi aD;I +B
I
i (IJ   Re(IJ))aJ
+ Im(IJ)E
I
i a
J   aJ ~GiI
o
: (B.50)
Here we used that aD;I = (@JaD;I)a
J = IJa
J and introduced the notation ~GiI =
 ( Im(IJ)EJi + Re(IJ)BJi )  12ijkGjkI . Now, BIi = ijk@jAkI , and we can integrate
by parts because this involves only tangential derivatives. This brings us toZ
S2"n
(F IaD;I +GIa
I) =
Z
S2"n
d
n"
2
nr^
i
n
n
ijk(IJ@
kaJ)AjI + Im(IJ)(iB
I
i   EIi )aJ
+ aI ~GiI
o
: (B.51)
from which we can easily infer SIRbndry.
Combining with (B.47), and taking into account the vanishing of (B.49), we have that
SIR =
1
4
Z
S
"2n
d
n"
2
nr^
i
n
n
Im(IJ)

@ia
I   (EIi + iBIi )

aJ
+ Im(IJ)

@ia
I    1(EIi   iBIi )

aJ
+ 2ijk Re
h
IJ

@k( 1aI)  EkI   iBkI
i
AjJ
+ 2 Re( 1aI) ~GiI
o
: (B.52)
Observe that the Aj ; a; a terms all involve the quantity @i(
 1aI)   (EIi + iBIi ) or its
conjugate, or its real and imaginary parts. The vanishing of this quantity is the BPS
equation, and the line defect boundary conditions solve the BPS equation at leading order.
This is sucient to ensure that all of these terms vanish: we have that @i(
 1aI) (EIi +iBIi )
is no more divergent than O(" 1n log "n) and the variations Aj ; a; a are no more divergent
than O(log "n).
This leaves only the  ~GiI term. Naively, we have that
~GiI = q
(n)
I
r^i
2"2n
+O(" 1n  log "n) )  ~GiI = O(" 1n  log "n) ; (B.53)
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and hence there could be trouble since Re( 1aI) = O(" 1n  log "n). Thus what we would
like to show is that on any solution to the equations of motion we in fact have the stronger
result  ~GiI = O(log "n). Recall that the gauge eld equations of motion are precisely
dGI = 0, or equivalently 
@G = 0. In particular, the  = 0 component is equivalent
to @i ~GiI = 0. However any divergent terms in ~Gi should also be due to the elds created by
the defect and thus should be spherically symmetric. The leading r^i=r
2 term in ~Gi is the
only such divergent term that is consistent with the equations of motion. (There of course
may be contributions to ~Gi that are regular at ~xn and satisfy the equation of motion.)
Hence we in fact must have that
~GiI = q
(n)
I
r^i
2"2n
+O(1) ; (B.54)
and thus  ~Gi = O(1). Therefore all terms in S
IR vanish and we conclude that the addition
of the boundary action leads to a consistent variational principle.
C Supplementary material for monopole moduli spaces
C.1 An embedding of monopole moduli spaces
In this appendix we ll in some details of the construction described in subsection 3.3.3.
We construct a family of dimension-preserving embeddings of singular monopole moduli
spaces, where a moduli space associated with a gauge group of lower rank is embedded
into one associated with a gauge group of larger rank. The fact that we have a family
of embeddings rather than a single canonical one is related to the fact that we allow the
magnetic charge of the moduli space associated with the higher-rank gauge group to be
arbitrary. We then describe how this construction can be used to determine the kernel of
the G map introduced in 3.3.3.
In order to determine those H 2 t such that the gauge transformation H gives a
nontrivial action, H A^ 6= 0, we must characterize precisely, in some convenient gauge,
which root directions the eld is excited along. We start with the relative magnetic charge,
~m = m  
P
n P
 
n =
P
I ~n
I
mHI and recall the partition (3.75):
fIA j ~nIAm > 0 ; A = 1; : : : ; dg [ fIM j ~nIMm = 0 ; M = 1; : : : ; r   dg ; (C.1)
where r = rnk g and d satises 0 < d  r, as d = 0 implies dimM = 0. The set fHIA ; hIM g
is a basis for t, where hIM are the fundamental magnetic weights integral-dual to the IM .
In fact, dening
tk = SpanfHIAg ; t? = SpanfhIM g ; (C.2)
we have that t = tk  t? as vector spaces and that t? is the orthogonal complement of tk
with respect to the Killing form ( ; ):
(HIA ; h
IM ) =
2
2IA
(IA ; h
IM ) =
2
2IA
hIA ; hIM i =
2
2IA
IA
IM = 0 : (C.3)
Hence any element H 2 t can be uniquely decomposed, H = Hk +H?, with Hk 2 tk and
H? 2 t?. In particular ~m = ~km; i.e. ~?m = 0.
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The subspace tk may be identied with the Cartan subalgebra of a semisimple Lie
algebra as follows. Each simple root I corresponds to a node in the Dynkin diagram,
Dg, of g. Let D
ef denote the Dynkin diagram obtained from Dg by deleting those nodes
corresponding to the IM . This gives the Dynkin diagram of a semisimple Lie algebra g
ef .
(This diagram may have disconnected components; these correspond to the simple factors
of the semi-simple Lie algebra.) Let A denote the simple roots of g
ef . Then there is a
natural embedding
i : gef ,! g ; (C.4)
where i(EA) = EIA . We can identify the corresponding Cartan subalgebra:
i(tef) = tk : (C.5)
Indeed if HA = HA are the simple co-roots of g
ef then i(HA) = HIA . Note the crucially
important fact that if T 2 gef and H 2 t, then
ad(i(T ))(H?) = 0 : (C.6)
In general if H 2 t we dene Hef 2 tef such that i(Hef) = Hk.
Now consider the expansion of X1 in the above basis,
X1 = xIAHIA + xIMh
IM : (C.7)
Then hIA ; X1i = CIAIBxIB = (Cef)ABxIB , where CIJ are the components of the Cartan
matrix of g and (Cef)AB are the components of the Cartan matrix of g
ef . Hence if (Cef)AB
denotes the inverse of (Cef)AB, then
Xef1 = (C
ef)ABhIB ; X1iHA = hIB ; X1ihB ; (C.8)
where hB are the fundamental magnetic weights of gef . It follows that if X1 is in the
fundamental Weyl chamber of t, then Xef1 is in the fundamental Weyl chamber of tef .
Similarly, with
(P n )
ef = hIA ; P n ihA ; (C.9)
we see that P n 2 G ) hIA ; P n i 2 Z) (P n )ef 2 efmw = Gefad , where G
ef
ad is the semisim-
ple Lie group with Lie algebra gef and trivial center, while P n in the antifundamental Weyl
chamber of t implies (P n )ef in the antifundamental Weyl chamber of tef . It follows that
((~xm; (P
 
n )
ef); efm ;X
ef1) comprise data for a singular Gefad-monopole moduli space
76
Mef :=M

(~xn; (P
 
n )
ef); efm ;X
ef
1

: (C.10)
The embedding (C.4) induces an embedding of singular monopole moduli spaces
{^ :Mef ,!M ; (C.11)
76Monopole moduli spaces, Mef , for semisimple gauge groups are direct products of the moduli spaces
for each simple factor.
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as follows. First let g =2 G0fPng be a gauge transformation that goes to the identity at
infninty and conjugates each P n to Pn. Such a transformation is unique modulo G0fPng.
Then if [A^ef ] 2Mef we set
A = Ad(g)
 
i(Aef) +
X
n
(P n )?
2
(1  cos n)dn
!
 Ad(g)(A ) ;
X = Ad(g)
 
i(Xef) +X?1  
X
n
(P n )?
2rn
!
 Ad(g)(X ) ; (C.12)
and we claim that [A^] 2 M((~xn; Pn); m;X1). Consider rst the arguments, A^  =
fA ; X g of Ad(g). They comprise a sum of two solutions to the Bogomolny equa-
tion which in this case is also a solution. First i(A^ef) is a solution since A^ef is, while
the remaining terms comprise a Cartan-valued solution. Furthermore the sum is also a
solution because the cross-terms from the nonlinear terms in the Bogomolny equation van-
ish due to (C.6). The asymptotics are such that this conguration represents a point in
M((~xn; P n ); m;X1), using in particular that ?m =
P
n(P
 
n )
?. Finally the gauge transfor-
mation maps this to a representative inM((~xn; Pn); m;X1). The fact that {^ : [A^ef ] 7! [A^]
is an embedding follows from i having this property together with the linearity of the
construction. In particular the derivative map acts as (D{^)[A^ef ] : A^
ef 7! i(A^ef) and is
clearly injective. We also see from the form of the derivative map that the embedding
respects the Riemannian metrics and quaternionic structures. Note that injectivity of the
derivative map on the zero modes means, in particular, that the metric and quaternionic
structure ofM depend only on the components hIA ; X1i of the Higgs vev and not on the
components hIM ; X1i.
The key point of this construction is that the dimension of Mef and M are the same.
One observes that the relative magnetic charge of A^ef , fefm := efm  Pn(P n )ef , satises
i(fefm) = ~km = ~m ; (C.13)
and thus fefm = PA ~nIAm HA. We expect that {^ is in fact an isomorphism of hyperkahler
manifolds, though we are unable to rule out the possibility of a discrete cover. If this is
the case then we are guaranteed that any [A^] 2 M can be represented in a gauge of the
form (C.12). Even if there is a discrete cover we will still assume that any [A^] 2M can be
represented in a gauge of this form.
Given (C.12) we can now understand the kernel of G. First we note that if A^ =
Ad(g)(A^ ), then H 2 Lie(T 0fPng) satises D^2H = 0 with limj~xj!1 H = H if and only
if H = Ad(g)( H) where 
 
H satises (D^
 )2 H = 0 and limj~xj!1 
 
H = H. Thus the
bosonic zero mode HA^ corresponding to G(H) = H is non-zero at [A^] 2M if and only if
[A^ ; H] 6= 0. Given (C.6), it is clear that [A^ ; H?] = 0 and hence t?  ker G.
We claim that the opposite containment holds as well and t? = ker G. To prove
this it would be sucient to show that there exist points [A^] 2 M such that, in the
gauge (C.12), A^ef has non-zero components along every simple root direction EA of g
ef .
This is intuitively clear given the physical interpretation of having ~nIAm > 0 mobile funda-
mental monopoles of type A for each A. There should be asymptotic regions of moduli
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space where an exact solution A^ef is approximated exponentially well in some spatial re-
gion surrounding each constituent by a superposition of basic building block solutions.77
The building block solution for a fundamental monopole of type A would have nonzero
components along EA . In the case of smooth monopoles a result along these lines is
available [96], and we will assume that the construction can be generalized to the case with
defects.
Noting that t= ker G = tef , we can construct an injective homomorphism, G  i : tef !
isomH(M) mapping elements of tef to triholomorphic Killing vectors. Exponentiating both
sides, we obtain a torus action of triholomorphic isometries on M. In order to have an
eective torus action we should use the exponential map of the adjoint form of the group. G
acts by innitesimal gauge transformations, which act through the adjoint representation.
This representation is only faithful for the adjoint form of the group. This gives a T efad
action on M via triholomorphic isometries. A natural basis of generators for T efad consists
of the fundamental magnetic weights hA which generate 2-periodic cycles. Now,
i(hA) = (Cef)ABi(HB) = (Cef)ABHIB = (C
ef)AB
 
CIBICh
IC + CIBIMh
IM

= hIA + (Cef)ABCIBIMh
IM ; (C.14)
so the dierence between hIA and i(hA) is in the kernel of G and this implies the second
equality of (3.77).
C.2 Gauge-induced deck transformations and the homomorphism 
We give an argument via the rational map construction that the homomorphism  deter-
mining the subgroup Dg  D is given by () = (m; ).
Consider the action of the Cartan torus of the adjoint group Tad  Gad on M, by
asymptotically nontrivial gauge transformations, through any point m0 2M. The induced
homomorphism
1(Tad; 1)! 1(M;m0) (C.15)
can be considered as a group homomorphism
 : mw ! Z : (C.16)
We claim this is given by
() = (m; ) ; (C.17)
where on the right hand side we are using the Killing form normalized so that the long
roots have square-length equal to two. To compare with what we claimed in (3.86), set
 = i(h) + ?, where h 2 efmw and ? 2 t?, (C.2), and note that on the one hand
any such ? generates a gauge transformation that acts trivially on M and on the other
(m; 
?) = 0.
77The building blocks in this case would be the solutions [50{52] for one smooth monopole in the presence
of an arbitrary number of 't Hooft defects.
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To prove (C.17) we note rst that since the domain and codomain of  are torsion-free
it suces to prove the result for  given by the simple co-roots:
(HI) =
X
J
nJmpJCJI ; (C.18)
where pJ = 2=(J ; J) 2 f1; 2; 3g.
Now, to prove this it is useful to view the moduli space M as the space of basepoint-
preserving rational maps to the ag variety:
CP1 ! F ; (C.19)
where the ag variety, F , can be written as ~Gc=B where ~Gc is the complexication of ~G
and B is a Borel subgroup. ( ~G is the simply-connected cover of G). This is a standard
result in monopole theory. See [37, 89, 100, 101, 165{167]. In these terms, the T -action is
just given by conjugating the map by T .
Recall that for a single SU(2) monopole the map is
[z : 1]! [s(z; a; y)] ; (C.20)
where
s(z; a; y) =
 
z   a y 1
 y 0
!
; (C.21)
and [s] denotes the equivalence class of s 2 SU(2)c modulo the Borel. Here (a; y) 2 CC
and we used stereographic projection so that z is in the plane. The position of the monopole
in R3 = C  R is encoded in (a; log jyj) while the argument of y encodes phase of the
monopole.
Now, let 'I : SU(2)! ~G be the canonical embedding into the simply-connected cover
of G along a co-root HI . That is, 'I(H) = HI and '(E
) = EI . For a point m0 2 M
corresponding to widely separated monopoles the rational map is given by
[z : 1]! [S(z)] ; (C.22)
where S(z) can be approximated by
S(z; fakI ; ykIg) :=
Y
I
nImY
kI=1
'I(s(z; akI ; ykI )) : (C.23)
The approximation becomes arbitrarily good as the positions encoded in (akI ; ykI ) are
taken arbitrarily far from each other. (The factors in the product do not commute, not
even approximately, and a specic ordering is appropriate for a specic conguration of
centers.) For our homotopy-theoretic considerations we can replace S(z) by S(z; fakI ; ykIg).
Therefore, we want to compute the element of
1(Map
Rat(CP1;F);m0) (C.24)
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given by S1 !M= MapRat(CP1;F) with
ei 7!
n
[z : 1] 7!
h
eHIS(z; fakI ; ykIg)e HI
io
; (C.25)
as this is what the map (ei 7! eHI ) maps to under (C.15). The winding numbers of the
factors in (C.23) add since, as we will soon explain,
1(Map
Rat(CP1;F);m0) = Z : (C.26)
Now, according to [116, 168] there is a stable homotopy equivalence allowing us to
replace MapRat(CP1;F) with MapCont:(CP1;F), at least when computing 1. A loop in
the latter space is just a continuous map
f : S1  S2 ! F : (C.27)
If we x a point in S2 the map is homotopically trivial since 1(F) = 0. If we x a point
on S1 the map denes an element of 2(F) = cr. This homotopy class just corresponds to
the magnetic charge, and is xed by the choice of basepoint m0. The only other homotopy
invariant is the element of 3(F) given by [f  p] where p : S3 ! S1  S2 is any degree
one map. On the other hand, by the exact sequence for a bration we have a natural
isomorphism (given by the homotopy lifting property)
1(Map
Cont:(CP1;F);m0) = 3(F) = 3( ~Gc=B) = 3( ~Gc) = 3( ~G) = Z : (C.28)
To compute (HI) we need to add the contributions to 3(F) = Z from the dierent
factors in (C.23). The rst step is to observe that
eHI'J(s(z; a; y))e
 HI = 'J(s(z; a; yeiCJI )) ; (C.29)
where we used [iHI ; E

J ] = CJIEJ .
Next, for xed (a; y) 2 C C let fI;a;y denote the map
fI;a;y : S
1  S2 ! F ; (C.30)
dened by
fI;a;y(e
i; [z : 1]) =
h
'I(s(z; a; e
iy))
i
: (C.31)
We claim that under the isomorphism 3(F) = Z dened above,
[fI;a;y  p] = pI : (C.32)
One way to understand (C.32) is to note that fI;a;y corresponds to the loop around the
center of mass for a single Prasad-Sommereld monopole embedded by 'I . That is, for a
monopole of magnetic charge m = HI . By careful normalization of the Lee-Weinberg-Yi
metric one can check that this is indeed pI times the generator of 1(M(m = HI ;X)) =
1(R3  S1) = Z.
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Another way to prove (C.32) is the following: by mutliplying on the right by a suitable
element of the Borel we can bring s(z; a; y) to the form
s^(z; a; y) =
1pjyj2 + jz   aj2
 
(z   a) y
 y (z   a)
!
(C.33)
and then dene ma;y : S
1  S2 ! SU(2) by
ma;y(e
i; [z : 1]) := s^(z; a; eiy) (C.34)
Now consider the diagram:
SL(2;C) 'I // ~Gc


SU(2)
Id
::
p
// S1  S2
ma;y
OO
fI;a;y
// F
(C.35)
The square commutes, but the triangle on the left only commutes up to homotopy. The
bottom row denes an element of 3(F) which is the homotopy class we seek. But this is
given by the homotopy class of 'I : SU(2) ! ~Gc, corresponding to composing the upper
arrows of the diagram. We next prove that the upper arrows dene a homotopy class given
by pI .
We know that 3( ~G) = Z and moreover a generator is given by some embedded SU(2).
Therefore, if we choose a basis of simple co-roots it must be that one of the 'I provide a
generator. Now the multiple of the generator can be measured by a suitable multiple of
(g 1dg; [g 1dg; g 1dg]). Therefore the short roots should provide generators and in general
the homotopy class of the map 'I , thought of as a map S
3 ! G is pI times the generator.78
This nally establishes (C.32).
We now have all the pieces of the puzzle, and we simply add the contributions
from (C.23) using equations (C.29) and (C.32):
(HI) =
X
J
nJmX
i=1
pJCJI =
X
J
nJmpJCJI ; (C.36)
as we wanted to show. 
C.3 Bases and dual bases for ker
In this appendix we describe an explicit basis of generators for the kernel and image of
the group homomorphism  : efmw ! 1(M) = Z. Let fhAgdA=1 be the integral basis of
fundamental magnetic weights for efmw. With respect to this basis (and the standard basis
f1g for Z) the matrix representation of  takes the form
 = (`1; : : : ; `d) ; (C.37)
78Incidentally, this provides a rather nice homotopy-theoretic interpretation of pI . Note there is no need
to choose a normalization of the Killing form in this characterization of pI .
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where the integers `A are strictly positive. Given that ker() is a (d   1)-dimensional
sublattice of efmw and that im()
= LZ, with L = gcd(`1; : : : ; `d), there exists a change of
basis matrix V 2 GL(d;Z) such that
V = (0; : : : ; 0; L) : (C.38)
The transformation can be found by working inductively with respect to d. Let's
consider the d = 2 case. Bezout's identity guarantees the existence of integers x`1;`2 ; y`1;`2
such that x`1`2`
1 + y`1`2`
2 = gcd(`1; `2). Then
(`1; `2)
0@ `2gcd(`1;`2) x`1;`2
  `1
gcd(`1;`2)
y`1;`2
1A = (0; gcd(`1; `2)) : (C.39)
The two-by-two matrix has integer entries and determinant 1
gcd(`1;`2)
(x`1;`2`
1 +y`1;`2`
2) = 1.
Now in d dimensions we work iteratively as follows. At the rst step we embed the above
two-by-two matrix into the upper left block of a d-by-d matrix with 1's on the remaining
diagonal and 0's elsewhere:
V(1) = (`
1; `2; : : : ; `d)
0BBBBBBB@
`2
gcd(`1;`2)
x`1;`2 0    0
  `1
gcd(`1;`2)
y`1;`2 0    0
0 0 1    0
...
...
...
. . .
...
0       0 1
1CCCCCCCA
= (0; gcd(`1; `2); `3;    ; `d) :
(C.40)
Note V(1) 2 GL(d;Z). At the second step we multiply this result on the right by a matrix
V(2) whose 22, 23, 32, and 33 entries are of the same form as the two-by-two matrix above,
but with `1 ! gcd(`1; `2) and `2 ! `3. Specically, we take
(V(2))
2
2 =
`3
gcd(`1; `2; `3)
; (V(2))
3
2 = xgcd(`1;`2);`3 ;
(V(2))
2
3 =  
gcd(`1; `2)
gcd(`1; `2; `3)
; (V(2))
3
3 = ygcd(`1;`2);`3 ;
(V(2))
A
A = 1 ; when A 6= 2; 3 ; (V(2)) BA = 0 ; otherwise ; (C.41)
where we used that gcd(gcd(`1; `2); `3) = gcd(`1; `2; `3). Then we will nd
V(1)V(2) =

0; 0; gcd(`1; `2; `3); `4;    ; `d

: (C.42)
Continuing in this way, at the kth step we dene
(V(k))
k
k =
`k+1
gcd(`1; : : : ; `k+1)
; (V(k))
k+1
k = xgcd(`1;:::;`k);`k+1 ;
(V(k))
k
k+1 =  
gcd(`1; : : : ; `k)
gcd(`1; : : : ; `k+1)
; (V(k))
k+1
k+1 = ygcd(`1;:::;`k);`k+1 ;
(V(k))
A
A = 1 ; when A 6= k; k + 1 ; (V(k)) BA = 0 ; otherwise : (C.43)
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The process terminates at the (d  1)th step where we have
V =

0; : : : ; 0; gcd(`1; : : : ; `d)

; with V := V(1)   V(d 1) : (C.44)
V is a product of elements of GL(d;Z) and therefore is an element of GL(d;Z).
Let the new basis of efmw, with respect to which  = (0; : : : ; 0; L), be denoted fhA0 gd 1A=1[
fhgg. It is given in terms of the old basis by the transpose of V :
hA0 =
dX
B=1
(V T )ABh
B ; A = 1; : : : ; d  1 ; hg =
dX
B=1
(V T )dBh
B : (C.45)
Now, V T = V T(d 1)   V T(1) and the simplicity of the individual V T(k) allows for a simple
recursive formula for the new basis. The key observation is that after the kth factor, V T(k),
acts, hA0 is unaected by the remaining factors for A  k. In particular we have0BBBBBB@
h10
h02
h3
...
hd
1CCCCCCA = V
T
(1)
0BBBBBB@
h1
h2
h3
...
hd
1CCCCCCA ;
0BBBBBB@
h10
h20
h03
...
hd
1CCCCCCA = V
T
(2)
0BBBBBB@
h10
h02
h3
...
hd
1CCCCCCA ; (C.46)
etc.. At the rst step we have
h10 =
1
gcd(`1; `2)
(`2h1   `1h2) ; h02 = x`1;`2h1 + y`1;`2h2 : (C.47)
Now observe at the second step we can use y`1;`2 =
1
`2
(gcd(`1; `2)  `1x`1;`2) to write
h20 =
`3
gcd(`1; `2; `3)
h02   gcd(`
1; `2)
gcd(`1; `2; `3)
h3
=
`3
gcd(`1; `2; `3)

x`1;`2

h1   `
2
`1
h2

+
gcd(`1; `2)
`1

  gcd(`
1; `2)
gcd(`1; `2; `3)
h3
=
gcd(`1; `2)
`2 gcd(`1; `2; `3)
 
`3h2   `2h3 + `3x`1;`2h10

: (C.48)
More generally at the Ath step we have
hA0 =
`A+1
gcd(`1; : : : ; `A+1)
h0A   gcd(`
1; : : : ; `A)
gcd(`1; : : : ; `A+1)
hA+1 ; and
h0A+1 = xgcd(`1;:::;`A);`A+1 gcd(`
1; : : : ; `A) + ygcd(`1;:::;`A);`A+1`
A+1 : (C.49)
Eliminating y in h0A in favor of x using the corresponding Bezout identity, one can show that
hA0 =
gcd(`1; : : : ; `A)
`A gcd(`1; : : : ; `A+1)

`A+1hA   `AhA+1 + `A+1xgcd(`1;:::;`A 1);`AhA 10

; (C.50)
holds for all A = 2; : : : ; d   1. It also holds for A = 1 if we dene h00 := 0. In this form,
the fact that hA0 is an integral linear combination of the h
A is not manifest, but this is
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guaranteed by the construction. It is manifest from (C.50), however, that hA0 2 ker()
since (hA) = `A.
We can also obtain an equally compact expression for hg. At the (d 1)th step we have
hg = xgcd(`1;:::;`d 1);`dh
0d 1 + ygcd(`1;:::;`d 1);`dh
d
= xgcd(`1;:::;`d 1);`d

h0d 1   gcd(`
1; : : : ; `d 1)
`d
hd

+
L
`d
hd
=
L
`d

hd + xgcd(`1;:::;`d 1);`dh
d 1
0

: (C.51)
Again, the fact that hg is an integral combination of the h
A is not manifest in this form,
but it is guaranteed. We do see quite directly from this expression that (hg) = L.
We are also interested in a slightly dierent change of basis for tef where we again take
the hA0 as the rst d  1 basis vectors, but now take the nal basis vector to be
hcm =
1
(m; X1)
Xef1 =
1
(m; X1)
dX
A=1
hIA ; X1ihA 
1
M
dX
A=1
mA
hA
`A
; (C.52)
where in the last step we dened
mA := `
AhIA ; X1i = nIAm (HIA ; X1) ; M :=
dX
A=1
mA = (m; X1) : (C.53)
These have a physical interpretation as the mass of all fundamental monopoles of type A,
and the total mass.
The basis fhA0 gd 1A=1[fhcmg is adapted to the factorization of the vanilla moduli space,
and thus it is important to be able to expand generic elements of tef in terms of this basis.
This requires knowledge of its the integral-dual basis on (tef). Recall that the simple roots
fAgdA=1 furnish the integral-dual basis to the fundamental magnetic weights, fhAg. Let
us denote the basis of (tef) that is integral-dual to fhA0 gd 1A=1 [ fhcmg by fAgdA=1. As
discussed in the text, we already know that d = (
ef
m)
 =
Pd
A=1 `
AA, for this manifestly
satises the required properties
h(efm); hA0 i = (hA0 ) = 0 ; h(efm); hcmi = 1 : (C.54)
However here we will derive this directly from the inverse of the transformation (C.50)
and (C.52), as well as obtain explicit expressions for the fAgd 1A=1 in terms of the A.
These A are required to satisfy
hA; hB0 i =  BA ; hA; hcmi = 0 : (C.55)
To obtain this transformation it is useful to rst rewrite (C.50) and (C.52) in terms of
certain rescaled quantities. Let
~hA =
hA
`A
; A = 1; : : : ; d ;
~hA0 :=
gcd(`1; : : : ; `A+1)
`A+1 gcd(`1; : : : ; `A)
hA0 ; A = 1; : : : ; d  1 ; ~hd0 := hcm ;
~xA :=
gcd(`1; : : : ; `A)
gcd(`1; : : : ; `A+1)
xgcd(`1;:::;`A);`A+1 ; A = 1; : : : ; d  2 : (C.56)
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Then one can check that (C.50) and (C.52) are equivalent to
dX
B=1
(U(1))
A
B
~hB =
dX
C=1
(U(2))
A
C
~hC0 ; A = 1; : : : ; d ; (C.57)
where the matrix U(1) is given by
(U(1))
k
k = 1 =  (U(1))kk+1 ; k = 1; : : : ; d  1 ; (U(1))dk =
mk
M
; k = 1; : : : ; d ;
(U(1))
A
B = 0 ; otherwise ; (C.58)
and the matrix U(2) is given by
(U(2))
k
k = 1 ; k = 1; : : : ; d ; (U(2))
k+1
k =  ~xk ; k = 1; : : : ; d  2 ;
(U(2))
A
B = 0 ; otherwise : (C.59)
Similarly, dene the rescaled dual quantities
~A = `
AA ; A = 1; : : : ; d ;
~A =
`A+1 gcd(`1; : : : ; `A)
gcd(`1; : : : ; `A+1)
A ; A = 1; : : : ; d  1 ; ~d = d ; (C.60)
such that h~A; ~hBi =  BA = h~A; ~hB0 i. Then, starting from (C.57), one can show that
~A =
dX
B=1
(UT(2)(U
 1
(1) )
T ) BA ~B : (C.61)
In particular we need the inverse of U(1). This is a matrix with all entries nonzero; we nd
(U 1(1) )
A
B = aA ; for 1  A  B < d ;
(U 1(1) )
A
B = bA ; for 1  B < A  d ;
(U 1(1) )
A
d = 1 ; for A = 1; : : : ; d ; (C.62)
where
aA :=
mA+1 +   +md
M
; bA =  m1 +   +mA
M
: (C.63)
Then from (C.61) one indeed recovers
d =
dX
A=1
`AA = (
ef
m)
 ; (C.64)
while for the other A one nds
A =
gcd(`1; : : : ; `A+1)
`A+1 gcd(`1; : : : ; `A)

(
0A   ~xA0A+1 ; 1  A  d  2
0d 1 ; A = d  1 ;
(C.65)
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where the 0A :=
Pd
B=1((U
 1
(1) )
T ) BA ~B, are given by
0A = aA
AX
B=1
`BB + bA
dX
B=A+1
`BB ; A = 1; : : : ; d  1 : (C.66)
Let us use these results to compute the decomposition of hg, (C.51) with respect to
the basis fhA0 gd 1A=1 [ fhcmg. First, the component along hcm is
hd; hgi = h(efm); hgi = (hg) = L : (C.67)
Keeping in mind that hA; hB0 i =  BA , we rst have
hA; hgi = L
`d
hA; hdi ; A = 1; : : : ; d  2 ;
hd 1; hgi = L
`d

hd 1; hdi+ xgcd(`1;:::;`d 1);`d

: (C.68)
Now for all 0A we have that h0A; hdi = `dbA. Then, with bd =  1, we nd that both cases
can be expressed in the same form:
hA; hgi = L gcd(`
1; : : : ; `A+1)
`A+1 gcd(`1; : : : ; `A)

bA   gcd(`
1; : : : ; `A)
gcd(`1; : : : ; `A+1)
xgcd(`1;:::;`A);`A+1bA+1

; (C.69)
for A = 1; : : : ; d 1. Using Bezout's identity for xgcd(`1;:::;`A);`A+1 ; ygcd(`1;:::;`A);`A+1 and that
bA   bA+1 = mA+1=M , we can also write this as
hA; hgi = L

xgcd(`1;:::;`A);`A+1
`A+1
 mA+1
M
  ygcd(`1;:::;`A);`A+1
gcd(`1; : : : ; `A)
 m1 +   +mA
M

: (C.70)
D Collective coordinate expansion in the presence of defects
In this appendix we provide the details of the collective coordinate expansion leading
to (4.34). The various terms in the vanilla part of the Lagrangian (4.27) contribute to the
integrand as follows when evaluated on the eld congurations (4.28), (4.33):
Tr
n
E^aE^
a
o
= Tr
n
_zm _znmA^
anA^a + D^aA
h
0A^
aAh0   f1   f2
o
  2 _zm@i Tr
n
Ah0iAi
o
+O(g40) ; (D.1)
Tr

 1
2
F^ abF^ab

=   2@i Tr
n
XBi + F^ib
(2)A^b
o
+O(g40) ; (D.2)
Tr

(D0Y )
2
	
= O(g40) ; (D.3)
Tr
n
 D^aY D^aY
o
= Tr
n
 D^aY1D^aY1   D^aAh0D^aAh0   f1 + f2
o
  2@i Tr
n
Ah0DiY1
o
+O(g40) ; (D.4)
Tr

g200
42
BiEi

= @i Tr

g200
42

  _zmXmAi +BiAh0

+ f1

+O(g40) ; (D.5)
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and
Tr
 2iA(D0A + [Y; A])	 =
= iTr

mA^
am

nA^a _
n + _ppDpnA^a
n

  Y1 [mA^a; nA^a]mn + 2f1

  imn@i Tr
n
Ah0Dimn
o
+O(g40) ; (D.6)
Tr
 2iA(D0A   [Y; A])	 = O(g40) ; (D.7)
Tr
n
 2AaD^aA + 2AaD^aA
o
= O(g40) : (D.8)
In these expressions f1;2 are shorthand for the quantities
f1 =
i
2
pq Tr
n
D^aAh0D^apq
o
=   ipq Tr
n
Ah0 [pA^
a; qA^a]
o
+
i
2
pq@i Tr
n
Ah0Dipq
o
=
i
2
pq@i Tr
n
pqDiA
h
0
o
;
f2 =
1
16
mnpq Tr
n
D^amnD^apq
o
: (D.9)
In several places we used D^2Ah0 = 0 and D^
amA^a = 0 to write terms as total derivatives.
The quantity (2)A^b in (D.1) denotes the O(g
2
0) correction to A^b in (4.28) which we have
not computed. This boundary term can receive a nite contribution from the innitesimal
two-spheres, where F^ab  O(" 2n ), but we will see that it is canceled by the boundary action.
Also we have kept the terms (D^aA
h
0)
2 and g20B
iDiA^
h
0 even though they are O(g
4
0) because
they lead to divergent contributions (which must be canceled by the boundary action).
The vanilla Lagrangian is the sum total of (D.1) through (D.8) integrated with measure
1
g20
R
U d
3x. In the sum there are simplications; for example the f2 terms cancel out. Several
of the boundary terms evaluate to zero as well:Z
@U
d2Si Tr
n
Ah0mAi
o
=
Z
@U
d2Si Tr
n
Ah0DiY1
o
=
Z
@U
d2Si Tr
n
Ah0Dimn
o
= 0 :
(D.10)
The rst vanishes because mAi is O("
 1=2
n ) on the innitesimal two-spheres and O(r 2)
asymptotically while A0 is O("
 1
n ) on the innitesimal two-spheres and O(r
 1) asymp-
totically. The second and third vanish for the same reason, after using that DiY1 =
 G(Y1)mmAi and Dimn =  2D[mn]Ai. Recall, in general, D^aH =  G(H)mmA^a,
where G(H) is a triholomorphic Killing vector on M. Taking these into account we nd
Lvan

c.c.ans.
=
4
g20

1
2
gmn ( _z
m _zn + imDtn  G(Y1)mG(Y1)n)  i
2
mnrmG(Y1)n

+
0
2
gmn _z
mG(X1)n +
1
g20
Z
U
d3xf1
  2
g20
Z
@U
d2Si Tr

XBi + F^ib
(2)A^b   g
2
00
82
BiA
h
0

+O(g20) : (D.11)
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In this expression rm is the covariant derivative with respect to the Levi-Civita connection
while Dtn := _n + _zp npqq is the pullback of the covariant derivative to the worldline
zm(t). In obtaining (D.11) we used (3.43) and (3.58) for the metric and Christoel symbols.
The 0 term in the second line of (D.11) originates fromZ
@U
d2Si Tr fXmAig = lim
r!1
Z
S21
d2
r2r^i fX1mAig
=
Z
U
d3xTr
n
D^aX1mA^a
o
=   2gmnG(X1)n : (D.12)
Of the remaining terms in the second and third line of (D.11), only the XBi term gives a
contribution on the asymptotic two-sphere, which evaluates to  4
g20
(m; X1). In contrast
all of them give contributions on the innitesimal two-spheres. In detail,
1
g20
Z
U
d3xf1   2
g20
Z
@U
d2Si Tr

XBi + F^ib
(2)A^b   g
2
00
82
BiA
h
0

=
=
2
g20
X
n
Z
S2"n
d2
n"
2
nr^
i
n

XBi + ijkB
k(2)Aj +Bi
(2)X
+Ah0DiA
h
0  
i
4
pqpqDiA
h
0

  4
g20
(m; X1) :
(D.13)
We have yet to consider, however, the expansion of the defect Lagrangian:
Ldef =   2
g20
X
n
Z
S2"n
d2
n"
2
nr^
i
n fXBi + Y Eig

c.c. ansatz
; (D.14)
where
XBi ! XBi +Bi(2)X +XijkDj(2)Ak +O(g40) ;
Y Ei !

Y1 +
i
4
pq
pq +Ah0

  _zmmAi   i
4
mnDimn +DiA
h
0

+O(g40)
! Y1DiAh0 +
i
4
pqpqDiA
h
0 +A
h
0DiA
h
0 +O(g
4
0) ; (D.15)
on the collective coordinate ansatz. In the second step of evaluating Y Ei, we kept only the
terms that are nite or divergent in the limit "n ! 0. Notice that all XBi terms cancel
when (D.14) is added to (D.13), as do the divergent Ah0DiA
h
0 terms. The remaining terms
are nite and can be evaluated explicitly:
  2
g20
X
n
lim
"n!0
Z
S2"n
d2
n"
2
nr^
i
n Tr
n
Y1DiA
h
0
o
=
0
2
X
n
(Pn; Y1(~xn))
=
0
2
[(m; Y1)  gmnG(X1)mG(Y1)n] ;
(D.16)
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and
  i
g20
pq
X
n
lim
"n!0
Z
S2"n
d2
n"
2
nr^
i
n Tr
n
pqDiA
h
0
o
=   i0
82
pq
Z
U
d3xTr
n
D^apqD^a(X   X1)
o
=
i0
82
pq
Z
U
d3xTr
n
(X   X1)D^2pq
o
=   i0
2
pqrpG(X1)q : (D.17)
Thus adding (D.11) and (D.14), we arrive at the collective coordinate Lagrangian (4.34).
In order to obtain (D.16) we rst combine our earlier observation (3.25), (3.29) with
the moduli space expression for the electric charge, (3.113), which leads toX
n
(Pn;Y(~xn)) = (m;Ycl1) + he; X1i
=

m;
4
g20
Y1 +
0
2
X1

  gmnG(Y1)mG(X1)n : (D.18)
Then we use Y = 4
g20
Y1 +
0
2 X1 . Since X1 and Y1 are well dened at ~x = ~xn and
0-independent, while (D.18) must hold for all 0, if follows thatX
n
(Pn; Y1(~xn)) = (m; Y1)  gmnG(Y1)mG(X1)n ;X
n
(Pn; X1(~xn)) = (m; X1)  gmnG(X1)mG(X1)n : (D.19)
The rst of these was used in (D.16). Note that in the absence of defects, where Y1 ! Y
and X1 ! X, the right-hand sides can be shown to vanish as required.
Meanwhile for (D.17), one can use D^amn =  2D[mn]A^a and the asymptotics of the
bosonic zero modes to argue that there are no boundary terms in going from the second
to third line. Then for the nal step we rst plug in D^2pq = 2[pA^a; qA^
a], and then
use (3.79) and (3.80) to evaluate each term.
E Details on quantization via (0; )-forms
In the main text, section 4.4, we discussed how the Hilbert space of the monopole quantum
mechanics has a natural representation in terms of square integrable sections of the Dirac
spinor bundle over M in the framed case, or M0 in the vanilla case. In this appendix we
provide some details on an equivalent representation in terms of complex dierential forms
(valued in the square root of the canonical bundle). See also [21, 39]. The conclusion is that
framed BPS states also correspond to elements of (G(Y1)-twisted) Dolbeault cohomology.
This could be anticipated from the classic result of Hitchin [130] that the space of harmonic
spinors on a Kahler manifold is in one-to-one correspondence with Dolbeault cohomology,
valued in a square root of the canonical bundle.
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On a Kahler manifold of complex dimension D, the Dirac spinor bundle S is in one-
to-one correspondence with the tensor product of the bundle of (0; )-forms, (0;) =
Dq=0(0;q), with a square root of the canonical bundle (D;0) which we denote by
p
(D;0).
The Kahler manifold is spin if and only if such a square root exists, and the dierent
possible square roots are in one-to-one correspondence with 1 and with the dierent pos-
sible spin structures. As M is hyperkahler we have that an everywhere non-vanishing
covariantly constant section of the canonical bundle exists | which we denote 
. If M
is simply-connected there is furthermore a unique square root bundle, or else we simply
choose a square root. The latter has a covariantly constant section that we denote
p

. In
this case, then, the space of standard (0; q)-forms is isomorphic to the space of (0; q)-forms
valued in the square root of the canonical bundle.
In summary, the Hilbert space H of our quantum mechanics can be identied with any
of these:
H = L2(M;S) = L2(M;
p
(D;0) 
 (0;)) = L2(M;(0;)) (E.1)
where the isomorphism for the last equivalence is simply given by tensoring with
p

:
f : (0;)(M;C)! (0;)(M;
p
(D;0)) :  7!
p

 : (E.2)
An explicit construction of the middle isomorphism between spinors and
p
(D;0)-valued
forms is well known and is summarized in the paragraph containing (5.30). In this appendix
we will work in terms of the more standard C-valued forms.79 All operators discussed below
can be translated to
p
(D;0)-valued forms by simply replacing O 7! ~O = p
Op
 1.
E.1 Basic denitions
To continue let us make a choice of complex coordinates on the monopole moduli space M
(or M0). We will denote these coordinates Zm, m = 1; : : : ; D, their conjugates Zm, and
the Hermitian metric in these coordinates by gmn. Besides the bosonic coordinates z
m we
also complexify the fermions m appearing in the monopole mechanics accordingly, writing
them as Xm and Xm. (See (5.24), where N = 2D.) We will assume that these coordinates
are adapted to the third complex structure so that the corresponding Kahler form is
! := !3 =
i
2
gmndZ
m ^ dZn : (E.3)
Our conventions for the normalization of the Hermitian metric are such that
ds2 =
1
2

gmndZ
m 
 dZn + gmndZm 
 dZn

; (E.4)
with (gmn)
 = gnm. Hence if V m is a vector eld then Vm = 12gmnV
n, Vm = 2gmnVn,
etc., where gmmgmn = 
m
n. Flat space corresponds to gmn = mn.
The relation between the triplet of Kahler forms and complex structures is g(U; JrV ) =
!r(U; V ). In components, (!r)mn = gmp(Jr) pn , or equivalently
gqm(!r)mn =  (!r)nmgmq = (Jr) qm : (E.5)
79Only when discussing the R-symmetry we will see some trace of the connection to the
p
(D;0)-valued
forms.
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Dene the two-forms
! := !1  i!2 : (E.6)
It follows from the quaternionic algebra that !+ 2 (0;2) and !  2 (2;0).
It will be useful to work with a unitary local frame:
em := emmdZ
m ; (E.7)
such that gmn = e
m
me
n
nmn. The absolute value of its determinant is the half-density,
e1=2, that plays a role in the construction of the momentum operators conjugate to the
coordinates:
e1=2 =
q
det(e
m
m) det(e
n
n) = g
1=4 : (E.8)
As Hilbert space we will take the set of square integrable sections of the bundle (0;).
In the local complex coordinates introduced above we can write such a section as
 =
DX
q=0
(q) =
DX
q=0
1
q!
n1nqdZ
n1 ^    ^ dZnq : (E.9)
It will also be useful to express the same form with respect to the frame basis:
(q) =
1
q!
n1nqe
n1 ^    ^ enq : (E.10)
The inner product we will use is the standard one:
h1j2i :=
Z
M
1 ^ ?2 =
X
q
1
q!
Z
M
dDZdDZ e1n1nq
n1nq
2 : (E.11)
Now that we have specied our Hilbert space, our starting point is the complexied
version of the canonical commutation relations (4.83):h
Z^m; P^n
i
 
= imn ;
h
Z^m; P^n
i
 
= imn ;
h
X^m; X^n
i
+
=
g20
4
mn ; (E.12)
with all others vanishing. Here the barred operators are the adjoints of the unbarred ones,
P^n = (P^n)
y, etc., with respect to the innerproduct (E.11). One can then check that these
commutation relations are represented on the Hilbert space L2(M;(0;)) by dening the
operators as follows:
Z^m := Zm ; Z^n := Z
n
 ; (E.13)
P^m :=   i
X
q
1
q!

e 1=2@m

e1=2n1nq

en1 ^    ^ enq ; (E.14)
P^n := i
X
q
1
q!

e 1=2@n

e1=2n1nq

en1 ^    ^ enq ; (E.15)
X^m := g0p
2
m ; X^n := g0p
2
en ^  : (E.16)
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Here we used a shorthand m  Em for the interior product with the tangent frame vectors
Em = mnEn, which is dened by
men = 0 ; men = mn ; (E.17)
and satises the usual Z2-graded Leibniz rule.
Using this basic representation one can then nd the action of other operators expressed
in terms of these canonical ones. For example the super-covariant momentum operator is
^p := P^p   4i
g20
!p;nm(X^nX^m   X^mX^n) = P^p   8i
g20
!p;nmX^nX^m ; (E.18)
where we are using that Hermiticity of the connection implies !p;mn = !p;mn = 0. One
can compute that
(X^nX^m(q))n1nq =
g20
4
mm
qX
i=1

n
ni

(q)
n1ni 1mni+1nq : (E.19)
Then, remembering that !p;nm(2
mm) = !p;n
m, we nd that ^p acts each component
of  as
^p
(q) =   ie 1=2
h
@p

e1=2n1nq

+ e1=2

!
n
p;n1
nn2nq +   +!
n
p;nq
n1nq 1n
i
 en1 ^    ^ enq
=   i
h
e 1=2Dp

e1=2n1nq
i
en1 ^    ^ enq
=   ie 1=2rp(e1=2(q)) =  i

rp + 1
2
 mmp

(q) ; (E.20)
and so ^p =  ie 1=2rp(e1=2). The conjugate (^p)y = ^p acts as ^p = ie 1=2rp(e1=2).
In these expressions rp is the (holomorphic part of the) Levi-Civita covariant derivative
while Dp is the associated covariant derivative on the frame bundle.
We list a number of further results in the following subsections.
E.2 R-symmetry operators
The SU(2)R generators were dened in section 4.4 as
I^r =
i
g20
(!r)mn^
m^n : (E.21)
Then in the complex coordinate representation we have
I^3 =
2i
g20
!mn

X^mX^n   X^nX^m

=

g20
gmn

X^nX^m   X^mX^n

=
2
g20
gmnX^nX^m   D
4
;
I^+ := I^
1 + iI^2 =
2i
g20
(!+)mnX^mX^n ;
I^  := I^1   iI^2 = 2i
g20
(! )mnX^mX^n : (E.22)
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Note from (E.16) we have that X^m = g0p
2
gmn@n and X^n =
g0p
2
dZ
n
. Furthermore the
coordinate frame version of (E.19) is
(X^nX^m(q))n1nq =
g20
4
gmm
qX
i=1
nni
(q)
n1ni 1mni+1nq : (E.23)
It then follows that
I^3(q) =
1
2

q   D
2

(q) ; (E.24)
I^+ = i!+ ^  ; (E.25)
I^  =  i !  ; (E.26)
where we've dened the contraction with respect to a two-form:
(! 
(q))n1nq 2 :=
1
2
(! )mn
(q)
mnn1nq 2 : (E.27)
With this denition, !  is the adjoint of !+^ with respect to the innerproduct (E.11).
As we are on a hyperkahler manifold, D is even and therefore the eigenvalues of I^3 are
half-integer as required.
Note that the action (E.24) of 2I^3 on a (0; q)-form is not exactly the natural geometric
action of the corresponding complex structure on this form. There is a shift by  D=2 that
appears. This shift has exactly the interpretation as the action of the complex structure
on a section of the square root of the canonical bundle
p

 2
p
(D;0). Hence, although
this section is covariantly constant, its presence in the isomorphism between spinors and
forms, (E.1), is crucial for the correct interpretation of R-symmetry. Indeed this shows that
R-symmetry singlets lie in the middle degree, (0;D=2), not the zero degree. Furthermore
it allows f2I^3; I^g to be interpreted as a Lefschetz sl(2) triple, acting on the space of
antiholomorphic forms [44].
E.3 Operators corresponding to Killing vectors
Given a Killing vector K, recall the associated Noether charge operator, (4.92),80
N^ :=   1
2
[Km; ^m]+ +
2i
g20
(rmKn)^m^n
=  Km^m + i
2
(@mK
m) +
2i
g20
(@[mKn])^
m^n ; (E.28)
where the symmetrization in the rst term gives the correct operator ordering prescription,
and in going to the second line we used the Killing vector equation r(mKn) = 0. When one
acts this on , using the representation above, one nds that the (@mK
m) term combines
80To ease notation we momentarily suppress the index E that labels the K and N^ corresponding to
dierent types of symmetries.
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with the term involving the explicit Christoel symbol in the last line of (E.20) to give
rmKm = 0. Thus we can write
N^(q) = i

Kmrm +Knrn + 4
g20
(rnKm)(X^nX^m   X^mX^n)
+
2
g20
(dK)mnX^mX^n + 2
g20
(dK)mnX^mX^n

(q)
=
i
q!

Kmrm +Knrn + 1
2
rmKm


(q)
n1nq
+ (rnKm)(2gmm)
qX
i=1
nni
(q)
n1ni 1mni+1nq

dZ
n1    dZnq+
+ i

dK(0;2) ^ (q)   dK(2;0)(q)

; (E.29)
where we made use of (E.23) and (E.27).
The terms in curly brackets are closely related to the Lie derivative. However for a
general Killing vector eld the Lie derivative does not preserve the (p; q) decomposition
of forms. Acting on a (0; q)-form we obtain both a (0; q)-form and a (1; q   1) form, with
components
($K
(q))n1nq = (K
mrm +Knrn)(q)n1nq +
qX
i=1
(rniKn)n1ni 1nni+1nq ;
($K
(q))mn1nq 1 = (rmKn)(q)nn1nq 1 : (E.30)
We dene the projected Lie derivative on the multi-form  so that the (1; q  1)-forms are
omitted:
$
(0;)
K  :=
DX
q=1
1
q!
($K
(q))n1nqdZ
n1    dZnq : (E.31)
Hence we arrive at
N^ = i

$
(0;)
K +
1
2
rmKm + dK(0;2) ^   dK(2;0)

 : (E.32)
There are essentially two sets of Killing vectors that interest us here. The rst set is
comprised of triholomorphic Killing vectors, K = KA, which satisfy $KAJr = 0, 8r. These
vectors correspond to asymptotically nontrivial gauge transformations, and the associated
Noether charges are the electric charges. The second set is a triplet of Killing vectors,
Kr, associated with rotational symmetry. They are not all holomorphic with respect
to any one complex structure, but rather satisfy $KrJs = (R 1 )ruustJt. The Noether
charges are the symmetry generators for a diagonal subgroup of SU(2)R and the SO(3) of
angular momentum.
E.3.1 Triholomorphic Killing vectors and the electric charge operator
First, if K is a holomorphic vector eld, $KJ3 = 0, then in our adapted complex coordinate
system we have rmKn = 0 = rnKm. (This is equivalent to @mKn = 0 = @nKm since
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the Levi-Civita connection is Hermitian.) By lowering with the metric this also implies
dK(2;0) = 0 = dK(0;2). Thus if K is a holomorphic Killing eld, then the last two terms
of (E.32) vanish, while the projected Lie derivative becomes the ordinary Lie derivative.
Now suppose that K is a triholomorphic Killing eld. Since $KJr = 0 and $Kg = 0,
K also preserves the Kahler forms. In particular, consider the following manipulation. On
the one hand,
($K!+)mn = (rmKp)(!+)pn + (rnKp)(!+)mp : (E.33)
Now contract both sides with gmmgnn(! )mn:
($K!+)mng
mmgnn(! )mn = (rmKp)
 
(!+)png
nn
  
gmm(! )mn

+ (rnKp)(!+)mp
  (!+)pmgmm   gnn(!+)nm :
(E.34)
Then apply (E.5) on the right-hand side:
($K!+)mng
mmgnn(! )mn =  1
4
(rmKp)(J0+) np (J0 ) mn  
1
4
(rnKp+)(J0+) mp (J0 ) nm
= (rmKp) mp + (rnKp) np
= 2rnKn ; (E.35)
where in the second step we used the algebra J0+J0  =  21   2iJ03. On the other hand
$K!+ = 0. Thus
$K!+ = 0 ) rnKn = 0 () rmKm = 0 ; (E.36)
where the last implication follows from the fact that K is Killing and hence rmKm = 0.
Hence if K is a triholomorphic Killing eld then (E.32) collapses to the ordinary Lie
derivative. In particular, the electric charge operator ^e =
P
A IAN^
A, is
^e = i
X
A
IA$KA ; (E.37)
where the KA generate 2-periodic isometries of M.
E.3.2 Spatial rotation Killing vectors and angular momentum
Suppose instead we have a triplet of Killing vectors satisfying $KrJs = (R 1 )ruustJt.
Then the same relation holds for the Kahler forms, and we investigate the consequences of
the latter. So as not to carry around the SO(3) rotation matrix R, let us dene a rotated
triplet of Killing vectors such that
~Kr = (R)
r
sK
s ; $ ~Kr!
s = rst!
t : (E.38)
Furthermore it is convenient to work with ~K = ~K1  i ~K2. In terms of these, the rela-
tions are
$ ~K! = 0 ; $ ~K! = 2i! ; $ ~K! = i! ;
$ ~K3! = i! ; $ ~K3! = 0 : (E.39)
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Let us focus on the equations involving ~K+ rst. By applying the same manipulations
that led from (E.33) to (E.36), we deduce
$ ~K+!+ = 0 ) rm ~Km+ = 0 ; (E.40)
Meanwhile from the mn and mn components of the ! equation we nd
($ ~K+!)mn = 0 ) (r[m ~K
p
+)!n]p = 0 ) r[m( ~K+)n] = 0 ;
($ ~K+!)mn = i (!+)mn ) 2(r[m ~K
p
+)!jpjn] = i(!+)mn
) 2r[m( ~K+)n] = (!+)mn : (E.41)
The remaining components of the other equations give results equivalent to these. The full
set of conditions can be summarized as follows:
rm ~Km+ = 0 ; d ~K(2;0)+ = 0 ; d ~K(0;2)+ = !+ : (E.42)
We similarly nd the following for ~K :
rm ~Km  = 0 ; d ~K(2;0)  = !  ; d ~K(0;2)  = 0 : (E.43)
Note that d ~K
(2;0)
+ = 0 (and the Killing spinor equation) imply rm ~Kn = 0, and hence
$
(0;)
~K+
= $ ~K+ when acting on the multi-form  2  (M;(0;)). However for ~K  this is not
the case: $
(0;)
~K 
6= $ ~K  .
Next consider the equations for ~K3. Since $ ~K3J
3 = 0, ~K3 is a holomorphic Killing
vector this immediately implies that the curvature two-form d ~K3 is type (1; 1). It also
implies that the projected Lie derivative is the ordinary one when acting on . Now
from (E.35) with K = ~K3 we have on the one hand
($ ~K3!+)mng
mmgnn(! )mn = 2rn( ~K3)n : (E.44)
On the other hand, $ ~K3!+ =  i!+, and therefore the same quantity satises
($ ~K3!+)mng
mmgnn(! )mn =   i
 
(!+)mng
nn
  
gmm(! )mn

=
i
4
(J0+) nm (J0 ) mn
=   i mm =  iD : (E.45)
Comparing these two gives rn( ~K3)n =   iD2 . Thus, altogether,
rm( ~K3)m = iD
2
; (d ~K3)(2;0) = 0 ; (d ~K3)(0;2) = 0 : (E.46)
The Noether charges associated these Killing vectors Kr were denoted N^ r  I^r and
correspond to the diagonal su(2)
()
d  su(2)R  so(3) discussed around (2.58). As they are
linear in K, the rotated charges e^Ir := (R)rsI^s ; (E.47)
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will correspond to N^K with K = ~K
r. Making use of (E.42), (E.43), and (E.46) we then have
e^I+ = in$ ~K+ +!+^o ;e^I  = in$(0;)~K    ! o ;e^I3 = i$ ~K3   D4

 : (E.48)
Meanwhile the generators of angular momentum,
J^r = I^r   (R 1 )rsI^s = (R 1 )rs(e^Is   I^s) ; (E.49)
are given by
(RJ^)+ = i$K+ ; (RJ^)  = i$
(0;)
K   ; (RJ^)
3(q) =

i$K3  
q
2

(q) : (E.50)
Here as usual we have dened (RJ^) := (RJ^)1  i(RJ^)2, and furthermore have chosen
to express the results in terms of the rotated angular momentum generators (RJ^)
r =
(R)
r
sJ^
s. Note that these are the generators that naturally appear in, e.g., the algebra
with the supercharges, (4.106).
One can check that this triplet satises the so(3) algebra and commutes with the R-
symmetry generators I^r. The role of the projected Lie derivative is crucial in verifying
these relations. For example, if (RJ^)  was constructed with the ordinary Lie derivative
then, due to the property [$V ;$W ] = $[V;W ], there would be no way to generate the shift
by  q=2 that appears in (RJ^)3. Indeed, one can verify the following modied commutator
for the projected Lie derivative acting on the multi-form  2  (M;(0;)):
[$
(0;)
V ;$
(0;)
W ]

n1nq
=

$
(0;)
[V;W ]

n1nq
 
qX
i=1
 
(rniVm)rmWn   (rniWm)rmV n

n1ni 1nni+1nq : (E.51)
Then taking V = ~K+ and W = ~K  and using (E.42), (E.43), we have
[(RJ^)+; (RJ^) ]

n1nq
=  

[$
(0;)
~K+
;$
(0;)
~K 
]

n1nq
= 2i

$
(0;)
~K3


n1nq
+
qX
i=1
(gmm(!+)nim)(g
nn(! )mn)n1ni 1nni+1nq
= 2i
 
$ ~K3

n1nq  
qX
i=1
 nni n1ni 1nni+1nq
=
h
2

i$ ~K3  
q
2


i
n1nq
=

2(RJ^)
3

n1nq
; (E.52)
so that [J^+; J^ ] = 2J^3 as required.
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The relationship between the Killing vectors ~Kr and the Kahler forms, summarized
by (E.42), (E.43), and (E.46), can be more elegantly stated as follows:
d( ~Kr) = !r + F r ; (E.53)
where  ~Kr denotes the dual one-form and each F r, r = 1; 2; 3, is a two-form of type (1; 1)
in all complex structures. For a given r, F r can be viewed as the curvature two-form of a
hyperholomorphic line bundle over M that can be constructed naturally from the data of
the circle action generated by the corresponding ~Kr. The SO(3) isometries of monopole
moduli spaces were discussed in precisely this context in section 3.6 of [142], where an
explicit formula was additionally derived for F r in terms of the quadrupole moment of the
Higgs eld.
E.4 Supercharges
The semiclassical collective coordinate supercharges were dened in (4.113) and are given by
Q^a(sc) =
1
2
[^n(~Ja) mn ; ^n]+   ^n(~Ja) mn G(Y1)m ; (E.54)
where the symmetrization in the rst term gives the appropriate operator ordering pre-
scription. We found in section 4.4 that
1
2
[^n(~Ja) mn ; ^n]+ = ^n(~Ja) mn ^m +
i
2
 ppn(
~Ja) nm ^n ; (E.55)
and just as there, the second term in this expression serves to cancel out the connection
term within ^m. (See last line of (E.20) above.)
In the context here it is natural to consider the complex combinations of (rescaled)
supercharges,
Q^ :=
 
i
p
2
g0
!
1p
2
(Q^3 + iQ^4) ; S^ :=
 
i
p
2
g0
!
1p
2
(Q^1 + iQ^2) : (E.56)
Then using, e.g.,
1p
2
^n(~J3) mn G(Y1)m =  
1p
2
^n(J3) mn G(Y1)m =  i(X^mG(Y1)m   X^nG(Y1)n) ;
(E.57)
we nd
Q^ =

@   iG(Y1)(0;1)^

 ; (E.58)
where @ = dZ
n
@n is the Dolbeault operator and G(Y1)(0;1) = G(Y1)ndZn. We can
promote the one-form that is the metric dual of the vector eld G(Y1) to a connection on
a trivial line bundle over M, and we refer to Q^ as the G(Y1)-twisted Dolbeault operator.
Triholomorphicity of G(Y1) implies that the curvature of this connection is type (1; 1) in
all complex structures. In particular, @(G(Y1)(0;1)) = 0 and this shows that Q^2 = 0.
An explicit expression for the remaining complex supercharge is most easily obtained by
making use of the algebra with the R-symmetry generators, (4.102). These relations imply
[I^ ; Q^] = Sy ; [I^+; Q^y] =  S ; (E.59)
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so e.g.
Sy =  i
h
!  ;

@   iG(Y1)(0;1)^
i
 : (E.60)
F A couple of weak coupling lemmata
In this appendix we prove the two lemmata given in section 5.3. In each case we start by
studying a certain one-parameter family of physics data, which will eventually be related
to the math data of the lemma but is, for the moment, independent of it.
F.1 Vanilla case
Let some initial u0 2 bB and 0 2 C be given. In the vanilla case we x a weak coupling
duality frame by requiring that Im(a(u0)) is in the fundamental Weyl chamber, W
+
t . (We
assume u0 is generic such that the imaginary part of the corresponding '1 is a regular
element of g.) We denote the corresponding charge trivialization maps ~m :  u0 ! cr and
~e :  u0 ! wt. Then let ut;t, 0  t <1 be one-parameter families such that
a(ut) =
Re(a(u0))
1 + t
+ i Im(a(u0)) ; t = e
 t=h_0 : (F.1)
The main point is that t should go to zero exponentially fast as t ! 1; the precise
denition given here will be convenient for the comparison with math data later. Note
that the imaginary part of a(ut) does not vary, so that duality frames dened by the
condition that Im(a(ut)) 2W+t are the same.
The denition of the weak coupling regime for a given dynamical scale , bBwc() 2 bB,
is that it consists of those u 2 bB such that the weak coupling expansion of the prepotential,
(which takes the same form in any weak coupling duality frame), is convergent. Therefore,
on the one hand, there exists an Rwc 2 R+ such that
min
2+
 jh; a(u)ij
jj

> Rwc ) u 2 bBwc : (F.2)
On the other hand, considering the t!1 limit of our family, we have
min
2+
 jh; a(ut)ij
jtj

= et=h
_

min
2+
h; Im(a(u0))i
j0j

+O(1=t)

: (F.3)
Hence there exists some twc <1 such that ut 2 bBwc(t), 8t > twc.
Let us then restrict to those t > twc such that ut 2 bBwc and consider the formula for
the dual coordinate:
aD(ut) =
i
2
X
2+
h; a(ut)i

ln
h; a(ut)i2
22t

+ 1

+ anpD (ut) ; (F.4)
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where anpD is the convergent instanton sum. Plugging in (F.1) we have that a
np
D falls o
exponentially fast as t!1 and so
aD(ut) =
i
2
X
2+



; i Im(a(u0)) + Re(a(u0))=t+O(1=t
2)



2t
h_
+ ln
h; Im(a(u0))i2
2j0j2

+ 1 + i

   0
h_

+O(1=t)

+O(e t) :
(F.5)
Hence we have
Im(aD(ut)) =
X
2+


1
h_
h; Re(a(u0))i+

0
2h_
  1
2

h; Im(a(u0))i

+O(1=t) ;
Re(aD(ut)) =   t
h_
X
2+
h; Im(a(u0))i f1 +O(1=t))g : (F.6)
Notice the real part diverges like t while the imaginary part is nite as t!1.
Now introduce the math data fm; X1;Y0g 2 cr W+t  t?m of the vanilla lemma.
This is to be related to some set of physics data, (u; ), via the math-physics map described
around (4.120). Can the physics data be taken as a member of the one-parameter family
we have been discussing? The necessary and sucient conditions are that
1. the choice of duality frame for the family made above coincides with the preferred
frame in the math-physics map, and that
2. it is possible to adjust the initial u0 such that the identication (4.120) can be achieved
for the given X1;Y1 and that member of the family.
To address the rst item, recall that the preferred duality frame in the math-physics
map is the one such that the X1 constructed from the physics data via X1(u; ) 
Im( 1van(u; )a(u)) is in the fundamental Weyl chamber. Since this condition can only be
true in a single weak coupling duality frame, we simply need to check that it holds if we
assume the frames coincide. Therefore let  2  ut be such that ~m() = m() = m, while
~e() = e()  e is some element of the root lattice. Then we can compute van(; ut) as
follows. First, from (F.1) and (F.6) we have
Z(ut) = (m; aD(ut)) + he; a(ut)i
=   t (m; Im(a(u0))) + i (m; Re(a(u0))) + ihe; Im(a(u0))i
+ i (m; Im(a(u0)))

0
2
  h
_
2

  1
2
X
2+
h; mih; Im(a(u0))i

ln
h; Im(a(u0))i2
2j0j2

+ 1

+O(1=t) ; (F.7)
where ( ; ) is the Killing form of the physical theory dened in (2.3) and we used (2.75).
But since m() = m and M(m;X1) is nonempty by the assumption in the lemma, we
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know from semiclassical analysis that m is necessarily a nonnegative integral combination
of simple co-roots. Hence, as ~m() = m as well, (m; Im(a(u0))) > 0 and therefore
van(ut; ) =   Z(ut)jZ(ut)j = 1 +
i
t
+O(1=t2) ; where
 =
h_
2
  0
2
  (m; Re(a(u0))) + he; Im(a(u0))i
(m; Im(a(u0)))
: (F.8)
Hence there exists a twc  t <1 such that
Im
 
 1van(ut; )a(ut)

= Im(a(u0)) +O(1=t) 2W+t ; 8t > t : (F.9)
This establishes the rst condition.
Now let some t0 > t be given. The second condition is concerned with the existence
of a u0 2 bB such that
X1 = Im
 
 1van(ut0 ; )a(ut0)

; Y1 = Im
 
 1van(ut0 ; )aD(ut0)

; (F.10)
can be satised. On the left-hand side of the second equation, Y1 is dened to be,
Y1 :=   he; X1i
(m; X1)
X1 + Y0 : (F.11)
in terms of the given math data and the electric charge e = e(). This ensures that
the constraint (m;Y1) + he; X1i = 0, that follows from (F.10), is automatic. Using the
expressions (F.1) and (F.6) we see that (F.10) can be solved perturbatively in 1=t0 to obtain
a(u0) (and hence u0 in principle) in terms of the given X1, Y0. We denote this solution
u0 = u
(t0)
0 (X1;Y0). For example it follows from (F.8) and (F.1) that Im(a(u(t
0)
0 )) = X1
at leading order and that the rst correction actually vanishes:
Im(a(u
(t0)
0 )) = X1 +O(1=t
02) : (F.12)
Meanwhile (F.8) and (F.6) can be used to obtain an expression for the real part. There
are some cancelations and using (F.12) we we nd
Y1 = 1
h_
X
2+

D
; Re(a(u
(t0)
0 ))
E
  1
h_
" 
m; Re(a(u
(t0)
0 ))

(m; X1)
+
he; X1i
(m; X1)
# X
2+
h;X1i+O(1=t0) : (F.13)
Pairing both sides with a generic simple root I and using (F.11), we have
hI ;Y0i =

I ; Re(a(u
(t0)
0 )) 
(m; Re(a(u
(t0)
0 )))
(m; X1)
X1

+O(1=t0) : (F.14)
In other words, the components of Re(a(u
(t0)
0 )) and Y1 orthogonal to the magnetic charge
with respect to the Killing form must agree at leading order. The component of Y1 orthog-
onal to the magnetic charge is precisely the math data Y0. The leading order component
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of Re(a(u
(t0)
0 )) along X1 is not xed by (F.10). Let us denote this component
# := lim
t!1
(m; Re(a(u
(t)
0 )))
(m; Im(a(u
(t)
0 )))
; (F.15)
so that our solution for Re(a(u
(t0)
0 ) can be written as
Re(a(u
(t0)
0 )) = Y0 + #X1 +O(1=t0) : (F.16)
In the large t limit # is precisely the overall phase of a as discussed under (3.23), parameter-
izing the one-dimensional preimage of X1;Y1 under the math-physics map of parameters.
Then for a given  2  u, the math-physics map is established for X1 = X1(u; ) and
Y0 = Y0(u; ) by taking u = u(t)t (X1;Y0) and  = t for any t > t. As t ! 1 this
solution takes the form
a(u
(t)
t (X1;Y1)) = i

1  i#
t

X1 +
1
t
Y0 +O(1=t2) ;
t = e
 t=h_0 : (F.17)
Furthermore, for such t's we ensure that u 2 bBwc(t). Hence, by setting  = jt j, the rst
part of the lemma is proven.81
For the second part of the lemma on p129 we use (F.7). Set u = u
(t)
t (X1;Y0) for some
t > t, and let 1;2 be given such that m(1 + 2)  1;m + 2;m = m, h1; 2i 6= 0, and

(u; 1;2; y) 6= 0. (The last condition simply means that the there exists vanilla BPS states
carrying the given charges: HBPS1;2;u 6= f0g.) Now since 1;m and 2;m have to sum m such
that M(m;X1) nontrivial, and they have to be magnetic charges of actual vanilla BPS
states in the weak coupling regime, there are two possibilities. Either
1. both 1;m; 2;m are nonzero and nonnegative integral combinations of simple co-
roots, or
2. only one of them is | without loss of generality say 1;m | while 2 corresponds to
a W -boson: 2;m  2;e =  for some  2 +.
However in the second case it is not possible to have simultaneously that Im(Z1Z2) = 0,
for this would imply (2;m;Y1) + h2;e; X1i = 0, hence h;X1i = 0, in contradiction to
our assumption that X1 2 W+t . Therefore we need only consider the rst case. But in
that case we have
Z1;2(u) =   t

1;2;m; Im(a(u
(t)
0 (X1;Y0)))

 f1 +O(1=t)g
=   t(1;2;m; X1) f1 +O(1=t)g : (F.18)
Hence the real part of Z1;2(u) is negative and diverging like  t while the imaginary part is
O(1). It follows that there exists an t, with twc  t <1, such that Re(Z1(u)Z2(u)) >
0 for t > t. By taking  = minfjt j; jt jg, both parts of the vanilla lemma are proven.
81There exists a t0 < 1 such that the series solutions (F.12) and (F.16) converge for t0 > t0. It might
then be necessary to redene told ! tnew = maxftold ; t0g.
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F.2 Framed case
We will be briefer here since the ideas are the same. Let u0 2 bB and 0 2 C be given,
and suppose supersymmetric 't Hooft defects of type  are present. We allow  2 cC,
the universal cover of C, though physical defects require jj = 1. Fix a duality frame
by requiring that Im( 1a(u0)) 2 W+t and denote the corresponding charge trivialization
maps ~m :  L ;u0 ! cr +
P
n Pn and ~e :  L ;u0 ! wt. Consider the one parameter family
ut;t dened by
 1a(ut) =
Re( 1a(u0))
1 + t
+ i Im( 1a(u0)) ; t = e t=h
_ jj0 : (F.19)
As before there exists some twc <1 such that ut 2 bBwc(t), 8t > twc. For t > twc we
thus have
 1aD(ut) =
i
2
X
2+
h;  1a(ut)i

ln
h;  1a(ut)i2
2 22t

+ 1

+  1anpD (ut) ; (F.20)
where anpD (ut) falls o exponentially fast as t!1. Plugging in (F.19) we nd
Im( 1aD(ut)) =
X
2+


1
h_
h; Re( 1a(u0))i
+

0
2h_
  1
2
  arg()


h; Im( 1a(u0))i

+O(1=t) ;
Re( 1aD(ut)) =   t
h_
X
2+
h; Im( 1a(u0))i f1 +O(1=t))g : (F.21)
We note for future reference that the higher order terms in the 1=t expansion of the imag-
inary part of  1aD will not depend on arg(); only the leading term does.
Now let the math data fX1;Y1g 2 W+t  t of the lemma be given. We rst want
to argue that for t0 large enough there exists a solution u0 = u
(t0)
0 (X1;Y1) to the math-
physics map
X1 = Im( 1a(ut0)) ; Y1 = Im( 1aD(ut0)) ; (F.22)
such that the trivializations ~m;~e agree with m; e. The latter correspond to the duality frame
determined by the condition X1 2W+t . This is more straightforward than the vanilla case
since the phase  is xed and independent of ut0 . Indeed, using (F.19) and (F.21) the
solution is specied by
Im( 1a(u(t
0)
0 )) = X1 ;
Re( 1a(u(t
0)
0 )) = Y1 +

h_
2
+
h_ arg()

  0
2

X1 +O(1=t0) : (F.23)
In particular the solution for the imaginary part is exact in t0 while there will be some
t0 <1 such that the solution for the real part converges for t > t0. The higher order terms
in the second of (F.23) will not have any explicit dependence on  once expressed in terms
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of X1;Y1 and therefore t0 is independent of . Thus for a given t > t := maxftwc; t0g,
we have that u = u
(t)
t (X1;Y1) dened by
 1a(u(t)t (X1;Y1)) = i

1  i
t

h_
2
+
h_ arg()

  0
2

X1 +
1
t
Y1 +O(1=t2) ; (F.24)
gives a family of inverses to the math-physics map in bBwc(t)  cC, parameterized by .
Furthermore since the solution (F.23) for X1 is exact we trivially see that the duality
frames agree: ~m = m, ~e = e. Therefore by taking  = jt j the rst part of the framed
lemma is veried.
For the second part, suppose that h with m(h) 2 cr and e(h) 2 rt is a halo
charge associated with a vanilla BPS state in HBPSut;h , t > t. Then for such t observe
from (F.21) that
Re( 1Z(u)) =
 
m(h); Re(
 1aD(u))

+ he(h); Re( 1a(u))i
=   t
h_
X
2+
h;m(h)ih;X1i f1 +O(1=t)g
=   t (m(h); X1) f1 +O(1=t)g : (F.25)
By the same reasoning as in the vanilla case we can assume that m(h) 6= 0, for otherwise
the condition to be at a wall, Im( 1Zh(u)) = 0, for such a charge would imply that
X1 =2W+t . But now we know that the only occupied vanilla magnetic charges in the weak
coupling regime are non-negative integer linear combinations of simple co-roots. Hence we
necessarily have (m(h); X1) > 0. Hence there exists a t <1 such that Re( 1Z(u)) <
0 for all t > t. By taking  = minfjt j; jt jg both parts of the lemma are veried.
G Zero modes of the G-twisted Dirac operator on Taub-NUT
In this appendix we review the computation of the zero modes of a Dirac operator on
Euclidean Taub-NUT, twisted with respect to an anti-self-dual U(1) connection. This
problem has been considered before [49], where it was solved using the Newman-Penrose
formalism. Here we follow a slightly dierent route, inspired by the observation that the
U(1) connection on Taub-NUT reduces to a monopole bundle on R3, a problem for which
the Dirac zero mode problem was solved in [169]. Recently we revisited this problem in [30],
and in this appendix we will use some of the notation and results of that work.
The connection between the Taub-NUT Dirac operator and the R3 monopole Dirac
operator has also been explored in depth recently in [48]. These authors focused on the
(anti-)holomorphic description of the zero modes and on their transformation properties
under the action of the SU(2) double cover of the SO(3) isometry group, which we have
identied here as the diagonal subgroup of SU(2) R-symmetry and angular momentum. In
this appendix we focus on the representation of the zero modes as spinors since this is the
point of view we have taken throughout most of the paper.
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G.1 Geometry of Taub-NUT
We use coordinates xa = (xi; x4), with i = 1; 2; 3, and a = 1; 2; 3; 4 and write the metric
for Taub-NUT as82
ds2  gabdxadxb = m
 
Hdxidxi +H 1(`dx4 + 
)2

; where
H = 1 +
`
r
; d
 = ?3dH ; x
4  x4 + 4
k
: (G.1)
Here ?3 is the Hodge dual on at R3. Standard Taub-NUT, which when equiped with the
metric and coordinates above we will refer to as TN(m; `), has k = 1 in the periodicity
for x4. We will also be interested in Zk quotients of Taub-NUT. These correspond to the
same metric but with the periodicity of x4 generalized to any k 2 N as above. We will
soon switch to standard spherical coordinates on the R3 base:
x1 = r sin  cos ; x2 = r sin  sin ; x3 = r cos  : (G.2)
Observe that H is harmonic on R3 n f0g and 
 is only xed up to addition of an exact
piece. We take

 = `(cos    )d ; (G.3)
where  = 1. The change of variables r = 2=4` reveals that the space is smooth as r ! 0
for k = 1, but has a conical decit when k > 1.
Our conventions for orthonormal frames are that a = 1; : : : ; 4, and i = 1; 2; 3 are
tangent space indices corresponding to the a and i coordinate indices. Our coframe on the
cotangent bundle is
ei = m1=2H1=2dxi ; e4 = m1=2H 1=2(`dx4 + 
) ; (G.4)
and the dual frame on the tangent bundle is found to be
E1 = m 1=2H 1=2

@1 +
sin
r sin 
(cos    )@4

= m 1=2H 1=2
 
@1   ` 1
1@4

;
E2 = m 1=2H 1=2

@2   cos
r sin 
(cos    )@4

= m 1=2H 1=2
 
@2   ` 1
2@4

;
E3 = m 1=2H 1=2@3 = m 1=2H 1=2
 
@3   ` 1
3@4

;
E4 = m 1=2H1=2` 1@4 : (G.5)
These satisfy the usual realtions: ea(Eb) = ab and ds2 = abea 
 eb, where ab is the at
Euclidean metric on the tangent space.
One can compute the components of the spin connection referred to the coframe, !c;ab,
with the formulae
dea =
1
2
a;bce
b ^ ec ; a;bc =  a;cb ;
!c;ab =
1
2
 
a;bc + b;ca   c;ab

: (G.6)
82Note that the parameter m can in principle be absorbed into ` by using the scaling symmetry of the
metric: xi ! xi; ` ! ` and m !  2m. We will keep m explicit as this factor naturally appears in
metric of the monopole moduli space, where it has the physical interpretation of a mass.
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We nd
!i;jk =
1
2
p
mH3=2
(ij@kH   ik@jH) ; !i;j4 = 1
2
p
mH3=2
ijk@kH ;
!4;ij =   1
2
p
mH3=2
ijk@kH ; !4;4i =   1
2
p
mH3=2
@iH ; (G.7)
where we have used (d
)ij =  ijk@kH, with ijk the Levi-Civita tensor on R3, 123 = 1.
Our index use is a little sloppy here. On the left of these equations we have tangent space
indices and on the right we have coordinate indices. What we are really doing is employing
a triad (~e)
i
j , with ~e = 1, on the at base space which converts coordinate space indices to
tangent space indices. This would lead to overly cluttered formulae, so we leave it implicit.
A particular Killing vector of interest for us will be
G =
C
m`2
@4 ; (G.8)
where C is a constant. Since the topology of Taub-NUT is trivial, the dual one-form,
G = CH 1(dx4 + ` 1
) ; (G.9)
can be promoted to a connection on a trivial U(1) bundle, which we can then couple to a
Dirac operator. The connection G is everywhere smooth and its curvature is anti-self-dual
if we take the volume form to be
p
gd3xdx4.
G.2 Zero modes of the G-twisted Dirac operator
Introduce Hermitian  matrices satisfying the Cliord algebra
[a; b]+ = 2
ab : (G.10)
We work in a Weyl basis where
a =
 
0 a
a 0
!
; a = (~; i1) ; a = (~; i1) ; (G.11)
and dene
 := 1234 =
 
1 0
0  1
!
: (G.12)
We are interested in L2-normalizable solutions to the Dirac equation,
=DG	  aEaa

@a +
1
4
!a;bc
bc   iGa

	 = 0 : (G.13)
Using the conventions and notation outlined above one computes that
a!a;bc
bc =
1p
mH3=2
k@kH (1+ ) ; (G.14)
aEaa@ =
1p
mH
i@i +
"
(cos    )
r sin 
p
mH
 
sin1   cos2+ pH
`
p
m
4
#
@4 ; (G.15)
aEaaGa = aeabGb =
C
`
p
mH
4 : (G.16)
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Hence (G.13) is equivalent to
1p
H
i@i +
1
4H3=2
k@kH (1+ )  iC
`
p
H
4
+
"
(cos    )
r sin 
p
H
 
sin1   cos2+ pH
`
4
#
@4

	 = 0 : (G.17)
We now introduce Weyl spinors   such that 	 = ( +;   )T . The Dirac equation
decomposes into two separate equations (signs correlated):(
~  ~@  C
`
+

(cos    )
r sin 
 
sin1   cos2 iH
`

@4
)
~  = 0 ; (G.18)
where ~ are the Pauli matrices, ~@ is the standard gradient operator on R3, and where we
have introduced
~ + :=
p
H + ; ~   :=    : (G.19)
The rescaling of  + accounts for the extra term in its equation relative to the    equation,
due to its coupling to the spin connection.
Up to the trivial appearance of @4 this equation looks very similar to that of an electron
coupled to a Dirac monopole. As in [169] we make use of the following identities:
~  ~@ = U

3

@r +
1
r

+
1
r

@ +
i3
sin 

@   i
3
2
cos 

U 1 ; (G.20)
sin1   cos2 =  U2U 1 ; (G.21)
where
U = e i
3=2e i
2=2 : (G.22)
With these we can now rewrite the dierential operator appearing on the left-hand side
of (G.18) as
U

3

@r +
1
r

 1
`
(C + iH@4) +
1
r

@ +
i3
sin 

@ + @4   (2@4 + i3)cos 
2

U 1 :
(G.23)
This suggests the separation of variables,
~  = eix4ei( m)U ^(r; ) ; (G.24)
for which the equation (G.18) above simplies to
3

@r +
1
r

 1
`
(C   H) + K
r

 ^ = 0 (G.25)
where the operator K only concerns the  dependence:
K = 1

@ +
3
sin 

m+
1
2
(2 + 3) cos 

: (G.26)
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Now that the variables have been separated all that is left is to solve some known
ODE's. We did this in detail in appendix A of [30], where the same equation appears.
Indeed, under the identication of 2 !  p and C ` !  x, (G.25) becomes identical
to (C.11) in [30], where we discussed the general solution. Before we borrow the results
from that discussion, let us point out that although the remaining equations are identical,
there is a dierence in the notion of normalizability in the two setups. In [30] one looks
for spinors that are square integrable on R3, while here we are interested in spinors on
Taub-NUT where the scalar product is naturally dened as
h	1;	2i := 1
m2
Z
d3xdx4
p
g	1	2 =
Z
d3xdx4H 	1	2 : (G.27)
Using the redenitions (G.19) we nd that
h +;  +i =
Z
d3xdx4 ~ +
~ + ; h  ;   i =
Z
d3xdx4H ~   ~   : (G.28)
Note that by (G.24) the integrands are actually x4 independent. We hence see that for
~ + the normalization is identical to the standard normalization on R3 and the results
from [30] carry over immediatly. For ~   the situation is slightly dierent. Since H ! 1 at
innity and H  r 1 as r ! 0, it is true however that if a solution ~   is not normalizable
on R3 it will also not be normalizable on Taub-NUT. In [30] we found that there are no
normalizable ~   solutions on R3, and hence by this logic there are no normalizable ~  
solutions on Taub-NUT.
Translating the discussion in [30] to our setup here, the normalizable solutions for
 ^+(r; ) appearing in (G.24) are
 ^+(r; ) = c r
jj 1e jC jr=` 
8>>>>><>>>>>:
djm;j()
 
1
0
!
; C <  < 0 ;
djm; j()
 
0
1
!
; C >  > 0 ;
(G.29)
where c is a normalization constant, j = jj   1=2, and djm;m0() are the Wigner lit-
tle d matrices.83 If jCj  jj then there are no normalizable solutions. We can now
use (G.19), (G.22), and (G.24) to reconstruct the spinor  +. We x the constant c by
demanding that h +;  +i = 1. The result can be expressed in the form
 + =
p
kp
4(2jj)!

2jC   j
`
jj+1=2 rjj 1p
H
e jC jr=`  +;;m(; ) ; (G.30)
83We follow the conventions of [170] for Wigner d functions and SU(2) representation matrices. The
combination e imdjm;m0() can also be expressed in terms of spin-weighted spherical harmonics, m0Yjm.
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where
 +;;m(; ) =
r
jj
2
ei( m) 
8>>>>><>>>>>:
d
jj 1=2
m;jj 1=2()
 
e i=2 cos 2
ei=2 sin 2
!
; C <  < 0 ;
d
jj 1=2
m; (jj 1=2)()
 
 e i=2 sin 2
ei=2 cos 2
!
; 0 <  < C :
(G.31)
We have normalized  + so that
R
S2 sin dd
 y+  + = 1.
Apart from the condition jj < jCj arising from normalizability, there are further
regularity and periodicity constraints. As x4 is a periodic coordinate with period 4=k,
periodicity of  + requires the quantization  2 k2Z. Furthermore the Wigner small d-matrix
djm;m0() is only regular for integer or half-integer j, and with m;m
0 2 f j; j + 1; : : : ; jg.
In our case j = jj   1=2, so we see that the quantization of j is consistent with that of .
G.3 Summary and physical interpretation of the zero mode spectrum
From the discussion above it follows that all zero modes of the Dirac equation are pos-
itive chirality Weyl spinors. Depending on the value of C the precise number of zero
modes changes.
From (G.30) it follows that when jCj  k2 then there are no zero modes. In particular,
there are no zero modes for the pure (i.e. untwisted) Dirac operator on Taub-NUT.
When jCj > k2 , we have angular momentum multiplets of spin j for each
j 2

k
2
  1
2
; k   1
2
; : : : ;
k
2

2jCj
k

  1
2

; (G.32)
where bxc = max fm 2 Z jm  xg is the left-continuous oor function. Each multiplet
occurs with multiplicity one. To count the total number of states we can introduce an
integer l = 2jjk , such that 0 < l 
j
2jCj
k
k
. Furthermore for each xed value of the angular
momentum j = jj   12 there are 2jj = kl states so that
dim ker(l) =DG+ =
(
kl when 1  l  b2jCjk c
0 otherwise
(G.33)
dim ker =DG+ = k
b 2jCj
k
cX
l=1
l =
k
2
 
2jCj
k
2
+

2jCj
k
!
: (G.34)
Since the kernel of =DG  is empty, the second quantity above also equals the index of the
twisted Dirac operator, =DG. These results agree with the original calculation of [49] upon
setting k = 1. We see that there is wall crossing for this index; whenever jCj passes through
an element of jj 2 k2N a complete multiplet of angular momentum jj  12 is gained or lost,
depending on whether jCj is increasing or decreasing, respectively.
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H Framed wall crossing identities for su(2) SYM
In this appendix we present some details on the framed wall crossing formulae in the case
of the hypermultiplet walls in the weak coupling regime of su(2) SYM. We then show
how the generating function of framed BPS states discussed in section 7 indeed satises
these formulae.
H.1 Framed wall crossing through (half) hypermultiplet walls
In the framed case the BPS walls are fully specied by a halo charge h. The halo particles
themselves are elements of the single particle vanilla spectrum and can in principle sit in
any short representation of the N = 2 supersymmetry algebra. Here we will focus on
the case where the halo particle sits in the simplest such representation possible, the so-
called half hypermultiplet. It transforms in the (0; 12) (12 ; 0) representation of the bosonic
so(3)rot  su(2)R subalgebra. This case is simple because 
(u; h; y) = 1 throughout the
weak coupling regime, which in practice means we can treat the halo particle as a fermion
without internal degrees of freedom. The general framed wall crossing formula (2.71) of [8]
then simplies to
F (fXg) =
 Y
h
 1(Xh)
!
F+(fXg)
 Y
h
(Xh)
!
: (H.1)
Here we suppessed a few arguments, but F(fXg) is the generating function (2.56) of
framed protected spin characters on the  Im 1Zh(u) > 0 side of the BPS wall cW (h)
dened in (2.70), and the product is over all h associated to this wall. The function  is
known as the quantum dilogarithm,
() :=
1Y
k=1

1 + y2k 1
 1
: (H.2)
Finally one should remember that the formal variables X satisfy the typically non-
commuting multiplication rule
XX0 = y
⟪;0⟫X+0 : (H.3)
Noting that the generating function F is actually linear in X , we can equivalently think
of (H.1) as originating from a change of variables when going from the + to the   side of
the wall:
X !
 Y
h
 1(Xh)
!
X
 Y
h
(Xh)
!
: (H.4)
We will now present an equivalent form of (H.4) that will be of practical use in the
remainder of this appendix. We proceed by a power series expansion of the quantum
dilogarithm and its inverse:
() =
1X
k=0
y 
k(k 1)
2 k
[k]y!(y   y 1)k ; (H.5)
() 1 =
1X
k=0
y
k(k 1)
2 k
[k]y!(y 1   y)k ; (H.6)
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where
[k]y! =
kY
i=1
i(y) 
kY
i=1
yi   y i
y   y 1 : (H.7)
Using these and some well-known generating functions and identities for q-binomial coef-
cients one can derive that
 1(Xh)X(Xh) = X	⟪;h⟫(Xh) ; (H.8)
where84
	a() :=
1X
k=0
"
a
k
#
y
y akk ; (H.9)
and here we introduced the q-binomial coecients, dened for a 2 Z, b 2 Z0 by
"
a
b
#
y
:=
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
Qa
i=1(y
i y i)Qb
j=1(y
j y j)Qa bk=1(yk y k) when a  b  0 ;
0 when 0  a < b ;
( 1)b
"
b  a  1
b
#
y
when a < 0; b  0 :
(H.10)
Again using some properties of q-binomial coecients one can nd the following alter-
native product form:
	a() =
8>><>>:
Qa
k=1(1 + y
 (2k 1)) when a > 0 ;
1 when a = 0 ;Qjaj
k=1(1 + y
2k 1) 1 when a < 0 :
(H.11)
This product form is easily inverted, and expanding that inverse in a series again one
obtains the useful formula
	 1a () =
1X
k=0
"
 a
k
#
y
y akk : (H.12)
To conclude let us summarize in the case where the framed BPS wall is associated to
a single half hypermultiplet halo particle. Crossing such a wall from the + to the   side
amounts to the replacement
X ! X	⟪;h⟫(Xh) =
1X
k=0
"⟪; h⟫
k
#
y
X+kh ; (H.13)
while crossing from the   to the + side is equivalent to the inverse transformation
X ! X	 1⟪;h⟫(Xh) =
1X
k=0
"
 ⟪; h⟫
k
#
y
X+kh : (H.14)
84Note that the function 	a we use here is related to the function a as dened in [8], as follows:
	a() = 
sgn(a)
a ().
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The formulas written this way have the advantage over the form (H.4) that the limit
y ! 1 is explicitly non-singular and can be easily read o. To be crystal clear, the analog
of (H.1), using (H.13), is
F  (fXg) = F+
 fX	⟪;h⟫(Xh)g : (H.15)
The physical interpretation is also clearer in this form. Consider (H.13), thinking of
 as the electromagnetic charge of a core in the core-halo picture of framed BPS states,
 = c. The formula for the Denef radius, (2.68), shows that the stable side of the wall
is where the sign of ⟪c; h⟫ is opposite the sign of Im[ 1Zh(u)], while the unstable
side is where they have the same sign. Therefore, in (H.13), where we are going from
the Im[ 1Zh(u)] > 0 side to the Im[
 1Zh(u)] < 0 side, this corresponds to gaining a
halo when ⟪; h⟫ > 0. Now when a  b  0 the q-binomial coecients (H.10) are none
other than "
a
b
#
y
=
[a]y!
[b]y![a  b]y! =
Qa
i=1 i(y)Qb
j=1 j(y)
Qa b
k=1 k(y)
= ab(y) ; (H.16)
the character of the ath antisymmetric product of the b-dimensional su(2) irrep. The
halo particles obey fermi statistics and each particle can be thought of as carrying a spin
j = 12(⟪c; h⟫  1) su(2) representation associated with the electromagnetic eld. The kth
term in the sum (H.13) thus corresponds to the conguration of k halo particles surrounding
the core. Summing over all k therefore accounts for all new states in the BPS Fock space
associated with core charge  when cW (h) is crossed. If ⟪; h⟫ < 0 in (H.13) then we
are crossing from the stable to the unstable side of the wall, and instead of gaining these
states we are losing them. In (H.14), where we are going from the Im[ 1Zh(u)] < 0
to Im[ 1Zh(u)] > 0 side, we simply interchange the role of the sign of ⟪; h⟫ in the
above discussion.
H.2 The su(2) SYM case
We now specialize to the case of framed BPS states in pure su(2) SYM. A detailed discus-
sion of the possible line defects, vanilla spectrum, and BPS walls can be found in section 7.1.
Let us quickly review the main points of relevance for convenience. Here we will consider
line defects of 't Hooft charge P = p2H. The charges of possible framed BPS states are
labelled by two integers ~nm; ne:
 =

~nm   jpj
2

H  ne : (H.17)
This implies we can rewrite the associated variables (H.3) as
X = y
(2~nm jpj)neX 
jpj
2
+~nm
1 X
ne
2 ; where X1 := XH ; X2 := X : (H.18)
The vanilla spectrum of su(2) SYM contains dyons of charge n := H  n which form a
half85 hypermultiplet representation of the superalgebra. They can bind to other framed
85The other half is formed by the anti-particles n := ( H)  ( n), we will not explicitly consider
them in the discussion, but the arguments presented here extend straightforwardly to their case as well.
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BPS states in halos when passing through the associated BPS wall cWn; see (7.10) for a
precise denition. With cn we denote the chamber between cWn and cWn+1 when n > 0,
between cWn and cWn 1 when n < 0, and between cW1 and cW 1 when n = 0. Inside such
a chamber cn the generating function of protected spin characters is constant and we call
that constant Fn(p; fX1; X2g; y).
Given a wall cWn let us identify the  Im 1Zh(u) > 0 sides. To do so, note that
In := Im

 1Zn(u)

= (H;Y1) + nh;X1i : (H.19)
This has the obvious properties
In+1 = In + h;X1i ; InjcWn = 0 : (H.20)
But then it immediately follows that86
InjcWn 1 = h;X1ijcWn 1 > 0 ; InjcWn+1 =   h;X1ijcWn 1 < 0 : (H.21)
We thus see that for the wall cWn we have the identication(
F+ = Fn 1 F  = Fn when n > 0 ;
F+ = Fn F
  = Fn+1 when n < 0 :
(H.22)
When n > 0 the wall crossing formula (H.13) applies to moving from cn 1 into cn
through cWn and amounts to the change of variables
y(2~nm jpj)neX 
jpj
2
+~nm
1 X
ne
2 !
!
1X
k=0
"
(jpj   2~nm)n+ 2ne
k
#
y
y(2~nm+2k jpj)(ne+nk)X 
jpj
2
+~nm+k
1 X
ne+nk
2 : (H.23)
When n < 0 one can use the inverse wall crossing formula (H.14) to move from cn+1 into
cn through cWn, it is equivalent to
y(2~nm jpj)neX 
jpj
2
+~nm
1 X
ne
2 !
!
1X
k=0
"
 (jpj   2~nm)n  2ne
k
#
y
y(2~nm+2k jpj)(ne+nk)X 
jpj
2
+~nm+k
1 X
ne+nk
2 : (H.24)
Note that the transformation (H.24) is exactly equal to the transformation (H.23), after we
map fn; ne; X2g ! f n; ne; X 12 g. Now suppose F0 is given and is invariant under the
transformation fne; X2g ! f ne; X 12 g, as is the case in our su(2) example where we have
F0 = X
 jpj=2
1 . Then the transformation properties (H.23), (H.24) determine Fn uniquely
and thus the symmetry between them implies that
Fn(p; fX1; X2g; y) = F n(p; fX1; X 12 g; y) : (H.25)
Indeed, the explicit form of Fn presented in (7.32) manifestly satises this relation. In the
remainder of this section we can thus restrict ourselves to n > 0, and it will be sucient to
show that the various forms of Fn presented in section 7.1 transform correctly under (H.23).
First we will consider the simple case of y = 1 and then at the end generalize to arbitrary y.
86Remember that, by our denition of positive root, h;X1i > 0.
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H.2.1 Wall crossing identities for y = 1
When y = 1 the protected spin characters are essentially counting the number of states and
things simplify considerably as then X1 andX2 commute. Using the alternative form (H.11)
we can rewrite (H.23) simply as
X1 ! ~X1 := X1(1 +X1Xn2 ) 2n ; (H.26)
X2 ! ~X2 := X2(1 +X1Xn2 )2 ; (H.27)
and wall crossing through cWn becomes equivalent to the recursion relation
Fn(p; fX1; X2g; y = 1) = Fn 1(p; f ~X1; ~X2g; y = 1) : (H.28)
In section 7.1 two forms of Fn(y = 1) are presented and here we check both solve the
recursion relation above.
Chebyshev form. The rst way to write Fn(y = 1) is
Fn(p; fX1; X2g; y = 1) =
h
X
 1=2
1 X
 n=2
2

Un(fn) X 1=22 Un 1(fn)
ijpj
; (H.29)
where U are Chebyshev polynomials, dened through the recursion relation87
U 1(x) := 0 ; U0(x) := 1 ; Un+1(x) := 2xUn(x)  Un 1(x) ; (H.30)
and we introduced the following intermediate object:
fn :=
X
1=2
2 +X
 1=2
2
 
1 +X1X
n+1
2

2
: (H.31)
Now observe that
~fn 1 = fn ; (H.32)
where we used the obvious notation that a tilde denotes the corresponding object evaluated
at the ~X, dened in (H.26).
One can then explicitly check that (H.29) satises the recursion relation (H.28):
Fn 1(p; f ~X1; ~X2g; y = 1) =

~X
 1=2
1
~X
 n=2
2
h
~X
1=2
2 Un 1( ~fn 1)  Un 2( ~fn 1)
ijpj
=

X
 1=2
1 X
 n=2
2
h
X
1=2
2 (1 +X1X
n
2 )Un 1(fn)  Un 2(fn)
ijpj
=

X
 1=2
1 X
 n=2
2 

h
2fnUn 1(fn)  Un 2(fn) X 1=22 Un 1(fn)
ijpj
=

X
 1=2
1 X
 n=2
2
h
Un(fn) X 1=22 Un 1(fn)
ijpj
= Fn(p; fX1; X2g; y = 1) : (H.33)
87One can also nd the explicit expression:
Un(x) =
bn
2
cX
k=0
( 1)k (n  k)!
k!(n  2k)! (2x)
n 2k :
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Power series form. The second way to write Fn(y = 1) is
Fn(p; fX1; X2g; y = 1) = X jpj=21
1X
~nm=0
1X
ne=0
8<: X
~r2S~nm;nen
Nn(p; ~r; y = 1)
9=;X ~nm1 Xne2 ; (H.34)
where the set S~nm;nen is dened by
S~nm;nen :=

~r = (r1; : : : ; rn) 2 Zn0
 k~r km = ~nm & k~r ke = ne ; (H.35)
with
k~r km :=
nX
k=1
rk ; k~r ke :=
nX
k=1
krk ; (H.36)
and the quantities Nn(p; ~r; y = 1) are dened by
Nn(p; ~r; y = 1 ) =
nY
i=1
 
jpji  2Pi 1k=1 rk(i  k)
ri
!
: (H.37)
We check that also (H.34) satises the recursion relation (H.28). Here can make
use of (H.23) with y = 1, noting that in this limit the q-binomial becomes the ordinary
binomial. We also introduce the shorthand ~mm := ~nm + k, me := ne + nk, and
a := 2ne + n(jpj   2~nm) = 2me + n(jpj   2 ~mm) : (H.38)
Then with Fn 1(p; f ~X1; ~X2g; y = 1) = Fn 1(f ~Xg) we have
Fn 1(f ~Xg) = ~X jpj=21
1X
~nm=0
1X
ne=0
( X
~r2S~nm;nen 1
Nn 1(p; ~r; y = 1)
)
~X ~nm1
~Xne2
= X
 jpj=2
1
1X
~nm=0
1X
ne=0
( 1X
k=0
 
a
k
! X
~r2S~nm;nen 1
Nn 1(p; ~r; y = 1)
)
X ~nm+k1 X
ne+nk
2
= X
 jpj=2
1
1X
~mm=0
1X
me=0
( 1X
k=0
 
a
k
! X
~r2S ~mm k;me nkn 1
Nn 1(p; ~r; y = 1)
)
X ~mm1 X
me
2 :
(H.39)
In the second step we used (H.23) and in the last step we changed the summation indices
f~nm; ne; kg ! f ~mm;me; kg. In general the latter would restrict the range of k, however
here we are using the fact that S~nm;nen 1 is empty if either ~nm or ne is negative. Therefore
these two sums can be trivially extended to sums over all of Z and that enables us to make
the nal equality.
Comparing the last line with the form of Fn(fXg), what remains to be shown is
X
~r2S~nm;nen
Nn(p; ~r; y = 1)
?
=
X
k0
X
~s2S~nm k;ne nkn 1
 
2ne + n(jpj   2~nm)
k
!
Nn 1(p;~s; y = 1) : (H.40)
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Let us start by decomposing the set over which we sum on the left-hand side of this
expression. We do this by decomposing ~r 2 Zn0 as ~r = (~s; k) with ~s 2 Zn 10 and k 2 Z0.
It is then easy to analyze the constraints. Using (H.36) (with the appropriate upper limit
of n or n  1 in the case of ~r or ~s respectively), we have
~nm = k~r km =
nX
i=1
ri = k +
n 1X
i=1
si = k + k~s km ;
~nm = k~r ke =
nX
i=1
iri = nk +
n 1X
i=1
isi = nk + k~s ke ; (H.41)
and this implies
S~nm;nen =
1[
k=0
S~nm k;ne nkn 1 : (H.42)
The last piece of the puzzle then falls into place by the observation that
Nn(p; ~r; y = 1 ) =
nY
i=1
 
jpji  2Pi 1l=1 rl(i  l)
ri
!
=
 
jpjn  2Pn 1l=1 sl(n  l)
k
!
Nn 1(p;~s; y = 1 )
=
 
2ne + n(jpj   2~nm)
k
!
Nn 1(p;~s; y = 1 ) : (H.43)
Results (H.42) and (H.43) establish the validity of (H.40), whence Fn 1(f ~Xg) = Fn(fXg).
H.2.2 Wall crossing identities for arbitrary y
Here we will present the two forms of the generating function at arbitrary y and show
that they satisfy the correct (y-dependent) wall crossing. Because both forms of Fn are
manifestly equal at n = 0 and furthermore solve the same wall crossing recursion relation
this proves that they are equal for aribitrary n.
Chebyshev form. At arbitrary y, the expression (7.33) for the generating function in
terms of Chebyshev polynomials becomes
Fn(p; fX1; X2g; y) =
h
X
 1=2
1 X
 n=2
2

Un(fn) X 1=22 Un 1(fn)
ijpj
; (n  0) ; (H.44)
where now
fn :=
X
1=2
2 +X
 1=2
2
 
1 + y2n+3X1X
n
2

2
=
X
1=2
2 +X
 1=2
2
 
1 + yXn+1

2
: (H.45)
In the second step we used (H.3) to note that
Xn = XHn = y
2nXHXn = y
2nX1X
n
2 : (H.46)
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The latter form of fn in terms of Xn+1 will be more convenient in the following. Since
U0(x) = 1 and U 1(x) = 0, we can observe that F0 = X
 jpj=2
1 as required.
Then, using the identication of the chambers (H.22), the wall crossing formula we
wish to check is
Fn(p; fX1; X2g; y) = Fn 1(p; f ~X1; ~X2g; y) ; (H.47)
where, with the aid of (H.11), the relation between new and old variables is
~X1 = X1	 2n(Xn) = X1
2nY
k=1
(1 + y2k 1Xn)
 1 ;
~X2 = X2	2(Xn) = X2(1 + y
 1Xn)(1 + y
 3Xn) : (H.48)
These transformations are quite complicated, especially since the X's do not commute
but rather satisfy the relation
X2 X

1 = y
4X1X

2 : (H.49)
The key step is to realize that Fn 1 can equivalently be thought of as a function in the
variables X1X
n
2 and X
1=2
2 . These have much simpler transformation properties. Indeed,
by pushing all X2 factors through to the right, one can show that
X2(1 + y
 1Xn)(1 + y
 3Xn)
n
=
"
2nY
k=1
(1 + y2k 1Xn)
#
X2 ; (H.50)
whence it immediately follows that
~X1 ~X
n
2 = X1X
n
2 : (H.51)
Now, although Xn is not equal to X1X
n
2 , it is proportional to it | see (H.46) | and this
is sucient to guarantee that ~Xn = Xn . Meanwhile, by X
1=2
2 we mean X=, where  is
the fundamental magnetic weight with  = 2, such that X2 = X2 = X
2
. Then one nds
~X
1=2
2 = X
1=2
2 	1(Xn) = X
1=2
2 (1 + y
 1Xn) ;
~X
 1=2
2 = X
 1=2
2 	 1(Xn) = X
 1=2
2 (1 + yXn)
 1 : (H.52)
By squaring both sides of the rst equation one can recover the second of (H.48). A nal
identity that will be useful is
Xn+1 = y
2(n+1)X1X
n+1
2 = y
2(n+1)y 4X2X1Xn+12 = y
 2X2(y2nX1Xn2 )
= y 2X2Xn : (H.53)
Using these, one rst establishes the direct analog of (H.32):
~fn 1 =
1
2
n
~X
1=2
2 +
~X
 1=2
2 (1 + y
~Xn)
o
=
1
2
n
X
1=2
2 (1 + y
 1Xn) +X
 1=2
2
o
=
1
2
n
X
1=2
2 + yX
 1=2
2 Xn+1 +X
 1=2
2
o
= fn : (H.54)
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Now note that for any a, Xa1X
na
2 = y
 2aXan = y 2a ~Xan = ~Xa1 ~Xna2 . Therefore we have
Fn 1(f ~Xg) =
n
~X
 1=2
1
~X
 (n 1)=2
2
h
Un 1( ~fn 1)  ~X 1=22 Un 2( ~fn 1)
iojpj
=
n
X
 1=2
1 X
 n=2
2
h
~X
1=2
2 Un 1(fn)  Un 2(fn)
iojpj
=
n
X
 1=2
1 X
 n=2
2
h
Un(fn) +

X
1=2
2 (1 + y
 1Xn)  2fn

Un 1(fn)
iojpj
=
n
X
 1=2
1 X
 n=2
2
h
Un(fn) X 1=22 Un 1(fn)
iojpj
= Fn(fXg) : (H.55)
In the last step we plugged in fn, (H.45), and used (H.53) again.
Power series form. For generic y the generating function Fn can also be presented as
a direct generalization of (H.34):
Fn(p; fX1; X2g; y) = X jpj=21
1X
~nm=0
1X
ne=0
8<: X
~r2S~nm;nen
Nn(p; ~r; y)
9=; y(2~nm jpj)neX ~nm1 Xne2 ; (H.56)
where now
Nn(p; ~r; y ) =
nY
i=1
"
jpji  2Pi 1k=1 rk(i  k)
ri
#
y
: (H.57)
To check that (H.56) satises the correct recursion, we begin by applying the change of
variables (H.23) to Fn 1(p; f ~X1; ~X2g; y):
Fn 1(f ~Xg) = ~X jpj=21
1X
~nm=0
1X
ne=0
8><>:
X
~r2S~nm;nen 1
Nn 1(p; ~r; y)
9>=>; y(2~nm jpj)ne ~X ~nm1 ~Xne2
= X
 jpj=2
1
1X
~nm=0
1X
ne=0
8<: X
~r2S~nm;nen
Nn 1(p; ~r; y)
9=;
1X
k=0
"
(jpj   2~nm)n+ 2ne
k
#
y

 y(2~nm+2k jpj)(ne+nk)X 
jpj
2
+~nm+k
1 X
ne+nk
2
= X
 jpj=2
1
1X
~mm=0
1X
me=0
8<:
1X
k=0
X
~r2S ~mm k;me nkn
Nn 1(p; ~r; y)
"
(jpj   2 ~mm)n+ 2me
k
#
y
9=;
 y(2 ~mm jpj)meX 
jpj
2
+ ~mm
1 X
me
2 : (H.58)
In the last step we made the same relabeling, ~mm = ~nm + k and me = ne + nk, as in the
y = 1 case. We see that the last line will agree with (H.56) ifX
~r2S~nm;nen
Nn(p; ~r; y)
?
=
1X
k=0
X
~s2S~nm k;ne nkn
Nn 1(p;~s; y)
"
(jpj   2~nm)n+ 2ne
k
#
y
: (H.59)
The proof of this relation is completely analogous to that of (H.40) presented above;
see (H.42) and (H.43).
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I List of symbols and notation
In this appendix we have collected a list of symbols that appear frequently throughout the
paper. Certain symbols that only appear locally, i.e. in a short discussion on a few pages
or only in an appendix are not included.
Symbol denition/introduction corresponding object
^ section 4.4 operator obtained after quantization
[] page 11 Weyl orbit
(  ;  ) (2.3) positive denite quadratic form
h  ;  i page 10 canonical pairing⟪  ;  ⟫ page 16 symplectic pairing on  u; L;u
a page 31 Cartan valued part of Higgs eld
aI page 17 special coordinates
aD (3.30) Cartan valued dual special coordinate
aD;I (2.32) dual special coordinates
a1-lpD page 92 one-loop approx. to dual special coord.
aI (2.31) half Darboux basis
A page 9 UV gauge eld
A^ (3.35) Euclidean gauge eld
AI page 18 IR gauge eld
 (2.4) root
I page 23 simple root
IA page 52 subset of simple roots
Bi page 12 UV magnetic eld
BIi (2.36) IR magnetic eld
bI (2.31) half Darboux basis
B page 16 Coulomb branch
B page 16 non-singular part of Coulomb branch
Bsing page 16 singular part of Coulomb branchbB page 17 universal cover of non-sing C. branchbBwc page 97 weak coupling regime
m (4.28) fermionic collective coordinate
n(y) page 31 character of n-dim'l SU(2) irrep
 page 56 global coordinate on RX1
Xn (5.24) complexied fermi collective coord's
d page 51 rank of the eective lie algebra
D page 9 gauge covariant derivative
D^ page 41 Euclidean covariant derivative
D page 53 group of deck transformations
Dg page 54 group of gauge-induced deck transfo's
=DG(Y1)M(m;X1) (4.124) G(Y1)-twisted Dirac op. on M
=DG0(Y1)M0(m;X1) (4.125) G0(Y1)-twisted Dirac op. on M0
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=DG00 page 102 shorthand for =DG0(Y1)M0(m;X1)
=DG(Y1)M(L;m;X1) (4.114) G(Y1)-twisted Dirac op. on M
=DG page 96 shorthand for =DG(Y1)M(L;m;X1)
A^a page 43 bosonic zeromode
 (2.4) set of nonzero roots
+ page 31 set of positive roots
em page 79 tangent space frame
em page 117 holomorphic tangent space frame
e page 98 electric trivialization map
Ei page 12 UV electric eld
EIi (2.36) IR electric eld
E page 10 raising/lowering operator
Em page 79 inverse frame
H page 50 gauge parameter asymptoting to H
"m (3.54) compensating gauge parameter
F (2.56) generating function
F^ page 41 Euclidean eld strength
F I (2.34) IR eld strength
F (2.40) imaginary selfdual eld strength
' page 9 complex Higgs eld
'1 page 9 asymptotic Higgs eld
mn (3.56) curvature on universal bundle
g (3.95) generator of Dg
g;0 (3.103) action of g on M0eg (4.134) lift of g to spinor bundleeg;0 (4.136) lift of g;0 to spinor bundle
g (3.43) metric on moduli space
gphys footnote 27 metric on mod. space, physics normaliz'n
g page 9 simple compact Lie algebra
gC page 9 complexied Lie algebra
g page 9 Lie algebra dual
g0 page 9 classical Yang-Mills coupling
G page 9 simple compact Lie group
~G page 35 simply-connected Lie group
G (3.74) G-homomorphism
G0 page 62 projected G-homomorphism
Gad page 36 adjoint Lie group
GI (2.34) dual IR eld strengths
G0fPng (3.39) group of local gauge transformations
 page 16 electromagnetic charge
c page 28 core charge
e page 35 quantized electric charge
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e page 35 dual of the electric charge
physe (3.5) physical electric charge
e;0 (3.117) relative electric charge
def page 20 charge of an IR defect
m (3.5) magnetic charge
efm page 54 eective magnetic charge
~m (3.46) relative magnetic charge
e;I page 18 electric charge comp's w.r.t. Darboux basis
physe;I page 33 phys. electric charge comp's w.r.t. Darboux b.
h page 29 halo charge
Im page 18 magnetic charge comp's w.r.t. Darboux basis
L (2.51) IR representative of UV defect charge
[e]JZ (4.151) Julia-Zee tower
 u page 16 electromagnetic charge lattice
 eu page 18 electric charge lattice
 mu page 18 magnetic charge lattice
 L;u (2.51) shifted charge lattice
 pmn (3.58) Christoel symbols
hA page 51 fundamental magnetic weight (fmw) of tef
hA0 page 55 linear combo. of fmw orthog'l to 
ef
m
hcm page 56 ele. of t
ef corresponding to X1
hg page 55 linear combo. of fmw generating im
hIA page 51 fundamental magnetic weight of t
hIM page 51 fundamental magnetic weight of t
H page 10 generic element of Cartan subalgebra
H page 10 co-root
HI page 23 simple co-root of t
HA page 51 simple co-root of t
ef
HL page 14 Hilbert space of framed theory
HBPSL page 14 BPS Hilbert space of framed theory
HBPSu; (2.28) xed charge Hilbert space
(r)ab (3.49) anti-selfdual 't Hooft symbols
Ir page 27 twisted diagonal generator
i page 51 embedding of Lie algebras gef ! g
Ir page 27 generator of R-symmetry
Jr page 27 generator of spatial rotations
J r (4.12) quaternionic structure on S+smw
jr (3.50) quaternionic structure on euclidean space
Jr (3.51) quaternionic structure on moduli space
Ja page 78 extended quaternionic structure
~Ja page 78 extended quaternionic structure
kere (4.115) kernel component
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kere;0 (4.132) kernel component
KA page 49 Killing vector from global gauge symmetry
KA0 (3.93) projected triholomorphic Killing vector
KE page 48 Killing vector of moduli space
Ki page 49 translational Killing vector
Kr page 49 rotational Killing vector
A page 27 symplectic-Majorana spinor
L page 11 line defect
L page 54 greatest common divisor of the `A
`A page 54 components of m along IA
L (2.9) defect lattice
I page 23 fundamental weight
A page 72 symplectic-Majorana-Weyl fermion
 (2.77) dynamical scale
cr page 35 coroot lattice
mw page 36 magnetic weight lattice
efmw page 54 eective magnetic weight lattice
rt page 35 root lattice
wt page 36 weight lattice
G (2.10) cocharacter lattice
_G (2.10) character lattice
(p;q) page 117 bundle of (p; q) dierential forms
m page 98 magnetic trivialization map
M (2.26) mass
M page 16 mass of charged particle
M cl (3.20) classical BPS mass
M1-lpm (4.8) 1 loop corrected monopole mass
M page 42 vanilla monopole moduli space
M0 page 47 strongly centered monopole moduli spacefM page 47 universal cover of moduli space
M (3.41) moduli space of singular monopoles
 page 54 group homomorphism
0 page 33 momentum scale
~nIm page 44 integer relative magnetic charge
~nIAm (3.75) non-zero integer relative magnetic charge
nIe page 59 integer electric charge
nIAe page 63 subset of integer electric charges
NAe page 83 moduli space electric charge
NAe;0 (3.116) integer components of rel. electric charge
!r (3.53) Kahler form on moduli space
!
m
p; n page 79 spin connection

 (2.62) protected spin character
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 (2.55) framed protected spin character
pI page 20 magnetic components of defect charge
pm page 66 momentum in moduli space mechanics
pA page 54 length of simple root of gef
pI appendix C.2 length of simple root of g
P page 11 UV magnetic defect charge
m (4.46) super-covariant momentum
 A page 9 Weyl fermion
 cm (4.131) constant spinor on R4
	 page 87 spinor on moduli space
qI page 20 electric components of defect charge
qcm (3.116) component of electric charge along 

m
Q page 11 UV electric defect charge
Qa (4.40) moduli space supersymmetry generator
QA page 10 supersymmetry generator
Q^a(sc) (4.113) semi-classical supercharge operator
R page 27 rotation matrix
RA (2.8) unbroken supersymmetry generator
R3cm (3.84) space of monopole c.o.m. positions
RX1 (3.84) space of monopole c.o.m. phase
 page 36 Lie algebra representation
A page 72 symplectic-Majorana-Weyl fermion
Svan (A.1) vanilla action
Sdef (B.5) defect action
S+smw (4.11) space of pos. chirality sympl'c Majorana-Weyl spinors
so(3) page 11 spatial rotation algebra
SU(2)R page 9 R-symmetry group
S[A^] (4.19) space of fermionic zeromodes
SD page 103 Dirac spinor bundle
su(2)R page 27 R-symmetry algebra
su(2)
()
d page 27 twisted diagonal algebra
 (3.130) moduli space of BPS eld congurations
0 (3.129) strongly centered mod .space of BPS eld cong's
 (3.115) moduli space of framed BPS eld congurations
t page 10 Cartan subalgebra
t page 10 dual Cartan subalgebra
tC page 10 complexied Cartan subalgebra
tef page 51 ective Cartan subalgebra
t?m (4.149) subspace of t Killing-orth. to m
T (2.10) Cartan torus
T efad page 51 eective adjoint Cartan torus
T[A^]M page 43 tangent space of moduli space
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T (4.20) quaternionic isomorphism
T A (2.20) broken supersymmetry generator
TfPng (3.73) group of global gauge transformations
0 page 9 classical complexied coupling
IJ (2.30) IR coupling matrix
a (4.15) Euclidean sigma matrices
0 page 9 classical theta-angle
~0 (2.14) rescaled theta-angle
tr (2.3) Cartan-Killing form
Tr (2.3) positive denite quadratic form
us (2.3) Coulomb branch coordinate
U page 34 space with singularities removed
Vu (2.3) symplectic vectorspace
V eu (2.3) electric part of the symplectic vectorspace
V mu (2.3) magnetic part of the symplectic vectorspace
W (2.9) Weyl groupcW (; ) (2.29) vanilla wallcW () (2.70) framed wall
~xn page 10 position of n'th defect
~xcm page 56 center of mass coordinates
X (3.15) imaginary part of Higgs eld
X1 (3.16) asymptotic value of X
Y (3.15) real part of Higgs eld
Y1 (3.16) asymptotic value of Y
Y (3.25) combination of X and Y
Ycl1 (3.31) asymptotic classical value of Y
Y1 (4.112) imaginary part of dual special coordinate
Y0 (4.149) an element of t?m
zm page 45 real coordinate on moduli space
_zm page 67 coordinate velocities on moduli space
Z (2.26) central charge
Z page 16 central charge as a function of charge
Zcl (3.11) classical central charge
Z1-lpm page 71 1-loop corrected monopole central charge
Zn (5.24) complex coordinate on moduli space
 page 11 line defect phase
van page 15 phase of minus the central charge
We use the following notation for indices and coordinates:
index range space whose directions it parameterizes
; ; : : : 0; : : : ; 3 4d Lorentzian space
i; j; : : : 1; 2; 3 3d spatial directions
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a; b; : : : 1; : : : ; 4 4d Euclidean lift
m;n; : : : 1; : : : ; 4N moduli space (real coordinates)
m;n; : : : 1; : : : ; 4N moduli space (orhtonormal frame)
m;n; : : : 1; : : : ; 2N moduli space (complex coordinates)
m;n; : : : 1; : : : ; 2N moduli space (unitary frame)
r; s : : : 1; 2; 3 SU(2) adjoint and quaternionic structure
A;B : : : 1; 2 SU(2)R fundamental index on fermions
;  : : : 1,2 Weyl indices
_; _ : : : 1,2 Weyl indices
s; : : : 1; : : : r = rnk g Coulomb branch
I; J; : : : 1; : : : ; r = rnkg simple roots/coroots
IA; JA; : : : 1; : : : ; d = rnk g
ef image of eective co-roots (see (3.75))
IM ; JM : : : 1; : : : ; r   d complement of im. of e. co-roots (see (3.75))
A;B : : : 1; : : : ; d eective co-roots
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